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Approach to Christmas. By George Hunt.
After J. Pollard . .

'

Bateman, Kate Josephine, as " Leah " ..
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Engraving
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nolds .

.

Carlisle, Countess of. By J. Watson. After
Reynolds

Cerito, Fanny. By G. Zobel. .\fter IjoikI
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Cheri, Rose, in " Georges and Maurice "
. .

Choice, The. Painted and I{n;^raved b\- W.
Ward
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Doche. Mdmc., as Marguerite Gautlii'-r m " La
Dame anx Camelias." Bv K. J. Lane.
After R. Buckner

Duvernay, Pauline. By Edward Morton . .

Fairbrother, Miss, as Eglantine in " \'alentine
and Orson." B\- J. Brandard. .Vfter J.
W. Child . .

Girl Asleep. By Jas. Mc.Vrtlell. After Mercier . . 109

Grisi. Giula, as " .\nna Bolena." B\- R. J. I,anc.
After A. E. Chalon .. .. .. .. 16S
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Huet, Mdme. By Demarteau. After J. B. Huet 2J

JiU'enile Ketirement. Bv J. Ward. Alter Hopp
ner . . . . . . . . . . .1

1

Keml)le, Miss. By J. Jones. .\lt< r Keviiolds .. 2-^7

l-ady I'aking Te.i. By Jas. .Me.Xrdell. Alter
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l.iiid. Jenny. I^y K. J. Lane .. .. .. 242
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Part 1.

'

. .
!'>=;- '7,^

Lo\i' instructing Cu])id. Bv Bartolozzi. .\ller

Coswa\' . . . . . . . . . . 27S

Malibran, :\iaria V. Pa- K. |. Lane. .\lter .\. 1-,

Chalon.. ..' j.:;;
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.

.

.
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.

. . iSg

Duke of. Pa- J. Jones. .\lter C. G.

Sliiart . . . .
"

. .

'

. . . . . . J^fi

Masonic I'".ii,L;ia\ ni^s . . .. .. .. .. jjd

Mexborouyli, Countess of. I'.v W. Ward. Alter

1 loppiier . , . . . . . . . . i9

MusctioiKTs. Ihc line. l!v L. Mariu. Alter

Paoiiit . . . . . . . . . . 50

Pa^e of MS. loinim.u; the ISasis and Inspiration of

the .New Humanistic Tviie .. .. .. 97

Perea, Donna .Maiiuella. By R. J. Lanr. Alt.'r

Edwin Smith . . . . , . . . . . 1 7'>

Persiaiii. Mdme,. as " iaicia, di La mnurmoor."
By Ed. Morton . . . . . . . . 17?

PIcssv, Mdlle., as Enim.i in " La lillc d'iloiiiieiir."

By K. J. Lane. .Mtc r A. I-:. Chalon .. 24!

Portrait of a Ladv. .\Uer Downman . . . . 249

Rachel, Mdlle. By R. J. I,ane 240

Rembrandt's Mother. By James Mc.\rdell.

-\fter Rembraiidt .. .. .. .. 1117

Rohiuetta. B\- J. Jones, .\lter Kevnolds .. 255

Stanhope, Hon. .Mrs. Bv Caroline Watson.
.\fter Re\-nolds .. .. .. .. iqo

Wagner, Johanna. Pj\- Paul Biirde .. l(>^

Bv R. J. Lane . . 171

Wife, A. By J. R. Smith u>n

Winchester. Citv of : b^ast Prospect. brom an
( )ld Enj'.iaviUf; . . . . . . . . 151

E.XHiHrnoxs .xnd (Iai i r.KiP.s. (lleuis me plaeed

under llnir e(iiinu'< headings.)

E.xhibitioii (it Woiiv.ii's ,\ntique Ornaiiieiits m
Koine 22(1

New Dublin Gallery of Modern .\rt, rhe . . .. 2H)

Xew Works at the P>orglu'se Gallery, Rome .. 203

ban with X'lews of Xaiiles .. .. .. .. 22O

b'ire-back. Old Sussi-x . . . . . . . . . . 07

b'ontana delle J'aitarughe, Rome .. .. .. 279

[•"L-RNITi-RE.

Arm-chair, Sheraton Desu^n (in Soaiie Musriim) 53

(4iip])endali

Chairs, Cluppeiidale, at Bath ('riiildhall ,.

made from Xornian Oak limbers, in Win-
chester Cathedral

Cb.ess and P>ack-Gammon 'Fable, Louis X\'.

Mounts bv Callieri

Clock, Louis X\'. ,.

Commode, Louis X\". .,
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.
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Sofa. Louis XV. . . . . . . . . . . II

Table. Carxed Oak (about ifioo). (In Holvrood
Palace) ' .. -^7

Wiitiuy-Taliles. Louis X\". Momits bv Caffieri . . 8. 10

Glass.

Armorial Wimlow in \\'est Gate. M'mclKster .. 160

English Glass. (From " The Collector's Manual ") 127

German Drinkin.E; Glass . . . . . . . . 67

Gold. Silvkr. and Plated Ware.
Bath Abbey Communion Plate .. .. 34. 35. 3(s

Boxes. Early Nineteenth Century Gold, with
Enamel and Pearls .. .. .. .. 227

Cups Ijelonging to Bath Corporation . . 32, 33

Epergne belonging to Bath Corporation . . . . 33
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Collar, Maces. Staves. Sword . . 26-29
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Watches. Gold .. .. .. .. ..231
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Jewellery.
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Forrer's Ihographical Dictionary of Medallists"
(A K( \ lew, with nine illustrations) . . 274, 275
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.
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China and Japan : Reflections. By W. Orpcn
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La Douane. By A. !Mancini
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Madonna. By Botticelli
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Daniel Parker Coke. M.P. \\\ Josejth
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Durazzo Marchesa. By .V. \'an Dyck

—

Vfontiipiccc : Afyril

Huet, Madame. Bv Deiuarteau. .\lter 1. H.

Huet ..
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Musetioners. The Eine. By I.. Marin, .\tter
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.

.

.

. . 59

Napoleon in Egypt. By \'.d. DetaiUe .. .. 2S3

Portrait of a Savant with a ]?ust of Homer. By
Rembrandt—Frontispiece : Jaiuiaiv

„ ,, ,, Eadv. .\fter Downman . . . . 249

,, ,, Young Man. l?y Boltraltio .. 271

Romero, Toreador Pedro. Bv Goya

—

Frontispiece : Fehniarv

Rosati. Mdlle. By .\. de Vakntiiii .. .. 233

Teresa, Mary, Wife of Si.Kteenth Earl of Shrew-;-

bury. By L. Mansion . . . . 90

Wife, A. By J. R. Smith lor.

Pottery, Porcelain, and China.

Caflfaggiolo Plate (aliout 1500) .. .. .. 126

Celadon ICwcr. Mounts bv Caliieri .. .. 13

Dresden.

Statuettes
—

" Sight " and " Touch." .Mounts
by Caffieri . . . . . . . . . . 14

Lion and Lioness. Mounts by Caltieri .

.

.. 14

Boxes .. .. .

.

. . 22J

Eighteenth Century Eine Stoneware. Specimens
of Adams. Castleford, Holhns, Davenport.
Spode, Turner, and W^edgwood .. S5-88

Italian Majolica : Caffaggiolo, Castel Durante,
Diruta, Gubbio, h'aenza, Padua, Pesaro.

Sgraffiato, Siena, Urbino, and \'enice Ware
177-1.S0
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Lowestoft I'ea-pots .. .. .. .. 62,63, 131

Nelson Jug (Doulton Wan) and Speaking Trumi^et
used on the " Victory

"
.

.

.

.

. . 63

Pharmacy Jars, .\ncient. Eight Specimens 2,1-254

Russian Porcelain. Eleven Specimens and Marks 16-20

Salt-glazed Jug. Coloured .. .. .. .. 62

Wedgwood.
Font at Essendon Church. Herts. .. .. 273

Vase, Dishes, Plates .. .. .. 134, 135

Regalia belonging to City of B.ith. {Sec under
/leadini;—Goi.n and Sii.vkk.)

belonging to City of Winchester. {See

under headini^ -(',o\.\i and Silvicr.)

Relics.

Napoleon's Snult Boxc^ .. .. .. .. 228

Nelson Jug (Doulton Ware) and Speaking rrumpet
used 1)11 the " X'ictorv' " .. .. .. 6%

ScrLPTi'Ki'; AND Statiwkv.

liruce's Tond) at Guisboro' Cliurch . .

Bust (Marblr) ol 15ratnte iit .\ragoii. ]',v I''.
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,, ol Napoleon I, B\- Caiiova
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'

..

,. Cardinal Scipio Borghese. Bv Bernini . .

Xapok'on, " The Great Terror." Bust (iSu;,)
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SeaN ol the City ot Bath .. .. .. .. 25

\\'iiieliester .. .. 133-155

Snuff-Bo.\i:s.

Enaniclled Gold, liighteenth Century . . . . 22S

Na])ol(.-o!rs ('Twii) .. .. .. .. .. 22S

61

152

203

20S

63

9^

Triumphal .Arch at Naples. By F. Laurana "4

\\'incl)ester. Royal Cit\- ot. {Itent^ entered under

their eaiious Jieiidini;s) .. .. 151-162
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147

147
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Adam, R. and J. Architecture, 1773-1779 .. 72

.\grippa.

Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy, 1783 .. 71

Vanity of .\rts and Licenses, 1684 .. .. 71

Aiken.

Ideas, Accidental, cVc, to Hunting, 1.826-1830 214

Military Duties. 1830 .. .. .. .. 145

One Day's Sport. &-c., 1823 ., .. . 214

Books—continued.

Americana. List o' Books under .\utlior--' Names
70. J 2, 290

Annals of Natural History. lughty-niue vols. .. 215

Aubrey's Natural History of Surrey, 1719-1723 .. yo

Badminton Library .. .. .. ..214
Baring, Mr. Francis. Disper^iil ot l.ibrciiy .. 71

Barrett.

Lepidoptera of British Islands, 1802-IQ07 .. 72

Magus, 1 80

1

. . . . . . . . . . 71

Bellovacenses \inceiitiiis. SiKculum Naturalc,

147? 145

Benson & Hatcher. Old ami New Sarum, 1843 .. 71

Biblia Sacra, 1470 .. .. .. .. ..213
Blagdon's Memoirs of George Morland, 1806 .. 290
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Boccaccio's II Dccimcrouc, 1757 ..

lioilin's r>c l<i Doiiionomanic ilcs Sorcurs, 15S1 ..

liwck Van den Icvcn dcr heilighen vaderen in der

\\n>slmcn. 1480

Book ol Hours. The, 1501 ..

r5oo(h's T^)\i<;li Notes on T5inls, iSSi-iSSj

Botanical Mai;azine. 1SJ7-1S44 ..

Brownnifi. Mrs. Battle of Marathon, iSjo

Bruce, Sir J as. Ivuii^ht. Dispersal of Library

Budd's ("rood Order in Pennsilvania, KiS; . .

Bullock's \'n-ginia Impartially Examined. 1649 ..

Burns's Poems, 17S6

Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, 1(121 ..

Butler's Lepidoj'tera Heterocera. 1877-1893

Catalo.mie of Bnxls in the British Museum, 1874-

i8Q;

Cato Maior. 1 744

Chalnurs's Bio.grajihical Dictionary, i8i-;-kSi7..

Chaiubeiiaine's Imitations of Original Drawings.

Bv Holbein, i 792

Chaucer's Works

Chauncy's Ilistorical Antu|uitics of Hertfordshire,

1 700

Chefs d'Oiuvre des Theatres Etrangers

Chiswick Press. The British Poets.

182J ..

Cicero's Thre Bookes of Tullius Offyc

Combe's Life of Napoleon, 1817

Compleat Angler, The, 1653

Cook, Captain. Voyages, 1776-7.

Plates .

.

Corsair, The, 1 8 39-40

Cox, Mr. Chas. V. (of New York).
Lilirarv

Crawford. Earl of. Dispersal of Lil nary ..

Crisp. E. .\. Parochial and other Registers (-six-

teen) . .

Curtis 's Botanical Magazine, 17S7-184') ..

Daniell's Voyage Round Gt. Britain, 1S14-25 ..

Dante's Divina Commedia, 1477 . .

Decameron, The, 1757

I~)ef'oe. Daniel, ^\'orks and Tra.cts . .

Dickens's \\'orks

Dictionary of National Biography, 18S5-1903

Drummond's Noble British Eamilies, 1S46

Dugdale's Monasticon Anglicanum, 1817-30

Eburnc's Plaine Pathway to Plantations, 1624 . .

Edwards's Botanical Register, 182S-47 and 1815-
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[ygan, Pierce. Anecdotes of the Turf, Ac. 1827
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Elorio's Essayes of Montaigne, 1603
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C.ardiner's History of England. l8<)3

Gebhart's Sandro Botticelli

Germ, The, 1850

Germain, Pierre. Elements I'Orfevrerie, 1748 ..

Goethe's Works. 07 vols.

C^oldsraith's \icar of \\'akefield, 1817
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100 vols.,
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Gray's Elegy, 1751 ..
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Hakluyt.

Purchas his Pilgrimes, 1625
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Holinshed's Chronicles, 1577. Shakespeare
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Holmes. Oliver W.
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Poems. 1S36
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La Correspondance de Napioleon, 1S5S-70
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Milton.

I'aradise Lost. i6()Q
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Moore's Le]>idoptora hullea, iSqo-iqo; ..
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called I'topia. 15;: ..

Morton, Thos. New I'liiiland's C"anaan. 1657

Nichol's Histor\' ol l.eict-ster

I'almer's Index to the Times, 1S74-190,') ..

Paracelsus's Works, 1050 ..

Percy Society's Publications. 30 vols. . .
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Plato. " Djiera" (lulitio Princeps), i^i?
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Pyne's Royal Rcsidenci's, 1S19

Ralfe's Na\-al Chronology of Great Britain, iSjo ..
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Representative .Men. Boston, 1S50
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it>93

Rodd. Sir J. Rennell. Rose Leaf and .\pple Le.it,

18S2 . .

Sargent's Silva of North .\inerica, 1891-1902
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Schcdel's Libir Cronicaruni, 1493 ..

Scott, Sir W. Waxcrley, 1S14

Shakespeare.

Mrst Folio
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Fourth I'olu)
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Poems, 1640

Shelley's .\lastor, 1S16
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Conclusion of the American War .

.

Smith's Catalogue Raisonnc, i8:!9-4J

Spenser's Faerie Queene. 1 59O

Sporting Magazine, The, 1839-69 ..

Sporting Repository, The, i8jj ..

Spottiswoode, Mr. W. Hugh. Dispersal of Library

Stevenson's Works, 1S94-S, and Lite by G. Bal-
four, 1901

Stow, Mrs. I'ncle Tom's Cabin, 1852

Swift's Tale of a Tub, 1704 .. .. .. 7

Swinburne's Atalanta in Calydon, 18O5 ..

Thackeray's Works. 26 vols., 18S3

Thomson's Seasons, I S07

T'om Jones. (1 vols., 1749 ..

Tracts, .\niericana. Seventeenth Century

Transactions of the Zoological Society of London,
1835-190(1

Trials for Adultery, 1779-80

Turner's Liber Studiorum, 1812-1(1

Ulster Journal of iVrcha'ology, i853-()2 ..

Underhill, Capt. John. Xevves from
1638 .'

\\'ard and I^olierts's George Romiiev
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Watney, Sir John. Dispersal of Library .. .. 70

Westmaeott's The h'nglish Sp\-, i82;-(^) .. 214

\Vhite's Natural History of Sclborne. 1789 .. 14(1

Whitinau's Lea\es of Grass. 185(1 .. ., .. 2911

Wluttier's Poems, 1S38 .. .. .. .. 21)0

Wilson's Dietioua; \- ol .Vstnilo^v, 1819 .. .. 71

Wiiislow, lulwaid. Good Newes from New I'.ng-

land. 1O24 . . . . . . . . . . 7(_)

Word>\\(ii"th.

-MS. Calidogue of his Library .. .. .. 290
The Ivxcursion. 18 14 .. .. .. 290

VouiiLi'-^ Nii^lil riioiiL;ht.-N, 1797 .. .. .. 21?

Howl, llemv \ 111. Mazer 292

Hraikeiirid^e, Mi'. G. W. Dispersal of Collection

2<M, 292

Bronze. Italian Figure, Sixteenth CeiUiirx-. " The
Siiinario "

. . . . . . . . . . 147

Candlesticks, Copper-jjilt and Enamel, Thirteenth
Cent iir\- . . . . . . . . . . 292

Cliesaiieake Ma^, The .. .. .. .. .. 216

Ciboriuin. Cop|Hr-gilt and Enamel. Thirteenth Cen-
tur\- . . . . . . . . . . .

.

292

Coins axu Miuials.

.Ethrelred Penny .. .. .. .. .. 2i()

.\fnean, 1899-19(52 .. .. .. .. ..148

.\une ((.hieeil) 5-Guinea Piece .. .. .. 21(1

Charles I. Three Pound Piece and other Coins .. 21(1

Crimea . . . . . . . . . . . . j K)

Eadgar Penny .. .. .. .. .. 2if>
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Henry VIII. George Nobles .. .. .. 148

Sove'reign . . . . . . ..210
Marv So\-ereign .. .. .. .. ..216
Metlal awarded to (irace Darling .. .. .. 21)2

Mutiny at the Nore .. .. .. .. .. 2i()
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Martmicpie . . . . . . . . . . 292

O'Hagan Collection of luiulis!i Scotch, and Irish
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Peninsular .. .. .. .. .. .. 14S

Regimental .. .. .. .. .. .. 14.S

Wilcox, Mr. James. Dispersal ot Collection .. 21(1

Enc;ravixgs .\\d Prints.

Bartolozzi.

Devonshire, Duchess of. .\fter Downiiuiii .. 201

Duncannon, Lady. ,, .. 291

Jane, Countess of Hanini;t(ni, and Children.

After Re\'nolds .. .. .. ..291
Smvth, Ladv and Children. After Re\-nol(K 291

Cameron, D. Y. St. f^aiimer. P>loi-, .. 291

Cheesman. Lady Hamilton as a Spinster .. 147

Condt''. Mrs. I-'itzlierbert. .\lter Cos\\a\' .. 2i;i

Cousins.

Master Lamlitoii .. .. .. .. ..147
The Sunshine of Love. -Vfter R.ioux .. .. 291

Debucourt.

Le .Menuet de la Mariee . . .. .. .. 147

La .Noee an Chateau .. .. .. .. 147

De Launav. Le Billet Doiix. .Alter La\-reinee 147

Descourtis.

La Foire de Village . . . . . . . . 147

La Noce de \'illage. .\fter Taunay .. .. 1.17
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J)ickinson. \V. Lady Taylor. After Reynolds .
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Diircr, A.

Coat of Anns with a Cock, The . .
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Melancholy (or Melancholia) .. .. 14;

St. Eustace Kneeling before a Stag

St. Jerome Seated in his Cell

Iladen, S.

Greenwich .

.

Mytton Hall

Three Sisters, The
Haig, A. H. Portals of Rheims Cathedral
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Kennedy, Mrs. J. S. Dispersal of Collection

Liber Studiorum, Engraved Plates for .

.

Reynolds, S. W. Duchess of Bedford. After
Hoppner

Tompkins. He Sleeps

Ward. Snake in the Grass. 'J'he. After Re>--
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Retirement

W. The Warrener. After iforland

Furniture.
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Boulle Secretaire
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Cradle of Henrv V. .

.

Hepplewhite Chairs and Settee
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.

Louis X\'r. Suite

Gold, Silver, axd Plated \\'are.

Anne (Oueen) Irish Ladle .

.

Brampton. Lord anci Lad\-.

lection

I.
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Charl

Bowl

Paten

Stump-top Spoons. 1635 . .

Tankard

Charles II.

Beaker

Chalice
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Porringers . .
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Elizabethan Chalices and Paten . .

Tazza . .

George I. Porringer, \.~ z\ . .

Harris. C.ipt. A. M. Dispersal of Collection

James 1. .\postle Spoons

Jug (Stoneware) with Silver Mounts. 1590

Sauce Boats. Siher .

.

Stanley, Mr. E. J. Dispersal of Collection

Warre, Mr. F. R. Dispersal of Collection

William 111.

Coffee-pot, 1695
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Ansdell, R.

Caledonian Coursing Meeting, The
On the Road from Gibraltar to San Roque

Beechey, Sir W. Mrs. Hodgson .

.

Billet, F. Avant la Peche

Blinks. T. The Water

Bone. H.. R.A. Queen Elizabeth and Lord
Burlei.sh (a pair)

Bonhenr, Rosa. Peasants and Sheep on the
Landes

Bordone. Portrait of a Ladv
Bosschaert, T. W. Peace: an .\llegorv .
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Botticelli. The Madonna .

.

Bough. Sam.

Crossing the Ferry

Dutch Fishing Boats

Dutch Herring Brigs
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Brampton, Lord and Lady. Dispersal of Col-
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Burne-Jones, Sir E.

Petition to the King, The
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Cooper, T. S.
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Contrast, The : Beginning of Xovember, 1S72

Sheep on the Cliffs

Coplev, J. S. Colonel Carleton (Lord Dorchester)

Corot. J. B. C.
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Credi, L. di. Madonna and Child with Two
-Angels

Cuyp, A.

A River Scene
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Da\-is, H, W. B. Ewes and Lambs on a Hillside :

Sunset

Devis, A. W. Isaac Osborne
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Dow, G. Portrait of the Artist . .

Duval, Philhppe. Portrait of James II. .
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Entwisle, Mrs. Hannah. Dispersal of Collection

Etty, W. The World Before the Flood .
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Faed, T. Returning from Market.
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Farquharson, J. Sunshine Calm and Sweet

Fielding, C.

Fairy Lake, The .

.

Kilchurn Castle

Llyn Tal-y-Llyn and Cader Idiis

Storm on the Coast, A .
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Fiklcs. Sir Luko.

Dolly

The Pet Dos
Flemish School.

Foster, Birkt-t.

Chair-Mender,

\Vinfi;s of a Triptych

The
Cicnoa and Sesti from Pegli

Girl Gathcrin,!-; Watcr-T.ilies

Landscape with NVaggoii. Peasant, and Cows .

.

Marseilles .

.

Rialto. The, Venire

\'iew on the Rhine, A .

.

Fullerton, Mr. .\. G. Dispersal of Collection .

.

Gardner. D. Portraits of three Young Ladies as

Witches in " Macbi-th "

German School.

Albert Durer

.Mbert of Brandenberg . .

Gilbert. Sir J.

On the March

Standard Bearer, The

Gow, A. C. The Inn of Doubtful Repute

Grove, Mrs. Catherine. Dispersal of Collection .

.

Guercino. St. Gregory

Haag, C. The Swooping Terror of the Desert . .

Haas, J. H. L. de. Cattle and Peas.uit Girl on

Sea Coast, Picardy .

.

Halford, Mr. Chas. A. D. Dispersal of Collection

Harpignies, H. La Xiivre a Xevers

Henderson, Cooper. Tlie Leeds Mail and the

South Mail

A N\'mph

., Sen. Interior of a Stable.

Mrs. Garrick

In \'enice

Henner, H.

Herring, J. F
Hogarth, ^^.

Holland, J.

Hoppner, J.

Charlotte, Wife of Robert Sympson
Grenville, Rt. Hon. Thomas
Portrait of a Lady
(Attributed to.) Portrait of a Lady

Hurt, L. B. .\ Passing Shower, Glencoe

Israels, J.

Meditation .

.

Sailing the Toy Boat

Kennedy, Mrs. T. S. Dispersal of Collection

LawTence, Sir T.

.\llnutt, Mrs.

Charlotte Sophia, daughter of First Duke of

Sutherland

Dashwood, .Miss Anna Maria

Hill, Lady
Sheridan, Richard Brinsley

Leader, B. W.
Bubbling Brook in the Mawddach Woods,

N. Wales

Carting Hay
On the Welsh Coast

Pass of Llanberis, X. Wales

Road by the River, Beredowii

Lcighton. E. Blair. To Arms
Leverson, Mr. G. B. C. Dispersal of Collection
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Linnell, ).. Sen.

Evening

Gathering I'liel

St. John Preaching in the Wilderness ..

Woodcutters, The
Long. Mrs. lulwin. Dispersal of Collection

Long, ICdwin, R..\.

Crown of Justilkation, The

Parable of the Sower : Clirist Preacluiig on the

Shores of Galilee

Pharaoh's Daughter : the I-'inding of Moses . .

Lovatt. Mr. Hy. Dispersal of Collection . .

MacWhirter, J. Scotch h'irs, Rothiemurcluis . .

Maes, X. \ \'oiing Child with Spaniel and Bird . .

Martin, Mr. Wm. Dispersal of Collection

^lieris, F. Two Boys at a Window
Miiller. W. An T'lulersliot Mill, near Llanelly . .

Xeefs, P. InttTior of a Church

Xewbolt, Rev. G. D. Dispersal of Collection

Xicol, lu'skiiie.

hare an' Ount\', How it's Powerin' 1 Phew !

Ther<''s more of it ! . .

Waitm' for the Praties

Okl Picture Sale Catalogues .. .. 141-

Orchardson, W. O. A Reverie

Peters, Rev. \V.. R.A. Miss Mortimer ..

PickersgiU, H. W. Elizabeth, Countess of

Grosvenor. (Copy of Sir T. Lawrence's

Painting)

Prout, S. Rouen

Radclitfe, Mrs. Mary. Dispersal of Collection . .

Raeburn, Sir H.

Campbell, Lady Ann, Countess of Stratford .

.

Wilkie, Sir D., R.A

Rembrandt. Portrait of Titus, the Artist's Son

Reynolds, Sir J.

Dashwood, Lady, and Infant Son

Patten, Miss Lettice

Ricci, A. The Wedding Party

Richardson, Mr. Thos. Dispersal of Collection . .

Roberts, D. Rums of Temple

Rome, Mr. ^^'llliam, F.S..\. Dispersal of Collec-

tion

Romncy, G. Child with Barrow . .

Rubens. Philip IV. of Spain

Ruysdael, J.

A Rocky River Scene

Outskirts of a Town

Sarto, Andrea del. INIadonna and Child with

S. John

Sartorius, J. R. The Headless Horseman

Sharp, Mrs. Dispersal of Collection

Shayer, ^^'., Sen.

Fishing Village and Jetty

Lane Scene near Christchurcli, Hants. .

.

Simpson. Pius VII. (Copy of Sir T. Lawrence's

Painting)

Stanlield, C. Five Views of Venice

Stark. J.

^\'oodv Lane
Road Scene
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Sutherland. Duko of. Dispersal of Collection ..

'I'cniers.

Archduke Albert and tlu- Archduchess of

Austria

Fif;ures Merry-making outside a Cottage

Topliain. ]•". W. The X'enetian Water-Carriers

Turner, J. M. \V. The Lake of Lucerne . .

\"an der Neer, A. A River Scene . .

\an Dvck. Portrait of a Gentleman

\'an fiuysum, J. Fruit and Flowers

\'an Mussclier, M. An Interior . .

\'an Ravensteyn, J. A. Portrait of a Lady

X'erbocckhoven, E. Ewes. Lambs, o;-c.. m Land

scape . .

W-yrassat, J. Towiiig the Bar,t;es and After the

Day's \\"ork (a pair)

Victors. J. The Village Surgeon ..

X'inceiit. C. \ \'ieu on the Kner Yare. n

Xorw ich

Watson, Geo. (attributed to). Mrs. Mary Ann

Eycott and her Brother Henry

Watson. W. Moinmg in the Glen. Glen Lean

Whitehouse Mr. T. M. Dispersal of Collection

Wootton. J. General John Richmond Webb
Womerman. Ph. .\ Scene at a X'lllage Fair

Young. Lord. Dispersal of Collecvion
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Angouleme Dessert Service . . . . .

.

..216
Bristol Tea-pot and Cover (with the Burke Arms) 14S

Chinese.

Bottles, Xankin and Kang-he .. .. 147, 291

Vase and Cover .. .. .. .. 148,216

Crown Derby Figures .. .. .. .. 148

Dickins, Mr. C. J. Dispersal of Collection . . 292

Dresden.

Bowl and Cover .. .. .. .. ..391
Busts . . . . . . . . . . . . 2Q2

Candelabra . . . . . . .

.

. . 148

Centrepiece.. .. .. .- .. ..291
Dessert Stands . . . . . .

.

. . 292

Groups .. .. .. .. 14S. 291, 292

Fitzgerald, Mr. Percy. Dispersal of Collection .. 216

Paris Porcelain Dessert Service. By Feuillet .. 216

Sevres. 34 Pieces. (Dickins Collectioni . . 292

Staffordshire Ware. Mr. Percy Fitzgerald's Col-

lection of Figures. Groups, Statuette, cVc. 216

Stanley, Mr. E. J. Dispersal of Collection .. 216

Vases (various). Dickins Collection .. .. 292

\^'orcester.

Cups and Saucers .. .. .. .. .. 216

Mug. . . . . . . . . . .

.

. . 291

Rome, Mr. Wm. Dispersal of Art Collection .. 147

Tapestry. Brussels Panels .. .. .. .. 291
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PORTRAIT 01-" A SA\A.\T WITH A BUST OF IIOMKR

BY RKMBKAXOT

(III tlic Collection of Mrs. Collis P. Huntington, Xcxc York)



COLLECTIONS
VI51TED

Mrs. Collis P. Huntington's Collection By J. Kirby Grant

Among the notable American ait collections of

recent growth, which are continually draining England

and the Continent of Europe of their most precious

art possessions, that of Mrs. Collis P. Huntington, at

2, East 57th Street, New York, is rapidly assuming

formidable proportions. It is the object of this article

to give a brief account of a vast addition in the shape

of pictures by old masters and of objects of art that

has recently

been made to

this collection

— an addition

so import a n t

and extensive

that only pass-

ing reference

can be made

to the existing

nucleus of Mrs.

Huntington's

collection.

This nucleus

consists of a

gathering of

paintings, o f

which at least

six may be
considered as

masterpieces

that take high

rank in the

(Kuvre of their

creators. Three

of these belong

to the English

eighteenth
century school,

and two to the

Dutch school,

whilst the last

is the famous No. I. YOUNG KOOIJ MANSZOON VAN ABLASSERDAM

large landscape with cattle by Troyon, which until

recently was one of the principal items in the Alexander

Young collection. Among the English pictures is one

that enjoys a wide popularity, since art lovers have been

familiarised with it through a mezzotint engraving by

Samuel Cousins. It is the very beautiful portrait

group, by Sir Thomas Lawrence, of the children of

Mr. C. B. Calmady, better known under the title of

Nature^ a can-

vas that be-

longs to the

master's best

period, before

the work of his

facile brush had

de generated

into showy
vulgarity.

A half-length

portrait of a

young girl in

cream dress

a n d with a

large ha t, by

(ieorge R o ni-

ne y , though

s o m e w h a t

sketchy, is a

picture of ex-

cellent quality.

T he t h i r d

painting of the

English group

is a characteris-

tic life size full

length portrait

of Lady d

c

Smythe, by Sir

Joshua Rey-

nolds, from the

collection oftheBY FRANS HALS

Vol. XX.—No. 77.—a
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No. 1 1.- -PORTRAIT OF HENDRICKJE STOFl'ELS BV

1 )uchess of Montrose. Frans Hals, and that rarest of

all the Dutch masters, \'ernieer van Delft, are the

chief champions of the Lowlands School in Mrs.

Huntington's collection. The f>ans Hals is a three-

quarter length portrait e f a man in black velvet with a

large white collar. The \"ernieer represents a young

girl, dressed in a white bloi.-e, and playing a guitar by

a round table near a window. It is an unusually small

picture for this master, and ra:her dark in tone : but

REMBRANDT

like all Vermeer's paintings, it is wonderfully subtle

and astoundingly true in the rendering of values and

of the light that filters through the window and plays

around the figure and the objects in the interior.

Quite recently Mrs. Huntington's collection has

gained new strength, and, indeed, has become one of

historical importance, through an influx of priceless and

unique works of art and craftsmanship from the great

Rodolphe Kann collection. Though Mrs. Huntington's

\
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Mrs. Collis r. Huufiiii^toifs Collectio)i

Xo. III. PORTRAIT OF BY I-RANS HALS

choice fell ;upon the masterpieces- of the French

eighteenth century ebenistes rather than upon the

paintings, the five examj^les of Netherlanciish art which

have been, or will shortly be, removed from the late

Rodolphe Kann's house in Paris to Mrs. Huntington's

New York mansion, are pieces of such importance and

universal fame that their departure from the Old World

will be regarded as a calamity by the students and art

lovers in England and on the Continent of Europe.

First and foremost stands that wonderful portrait

of a savant with his hand resting on a bust of Homer,

which formerly, when in the collections o! .Sir Aljraham

Hume and Lord Brownlow, was known as a portrait

of the Dutch poet, Pieter Cornelisz Hooft. But not

only does the face bear no resemblance to authentic

portraits of this poet, but the picture is dated 1653,

which is several years after Hooft's death. Dr. Bode

suggests that this picture is not a portrait of ;
i'

,

ja
ia

1.^
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particular personage, Init rather an ideal conception

of the pliilnsopher or student—a theory which is

certainly justilied l)y the serious concentration of

the exinx-ssion. the deep, penetrating, meditating

look as of a person oblivious of the things of this

world, and absorbed in abstract speculation. This

noble eonceiition, by its richness of colour and

magnificent chiaroscuro, takes rank with the master's

greatest creations. If

this pliilosopher is

more or less an ab-

straction, there can

be no doubt as to

the honestly straight-

forward portraiture of

Mrs. Huntington's

second Rembrandt

—the bust of Hen-

d r i : k j e Stoffels, the

second companion of

the master's joys and

sorrows. The buxom
woman is here shown

at the age of about

thiity-five, the picture

bearing the date 1660.

As is so often the

case with her country-

women, the mature
form of the body,

especially o f the

plump neck, suggest

a more matronly age

than her fresh expres-

sion and vivacious

brown eyes. The
}-ear when this i)or-

trait was painted must

have been the turn-

i ng poi nt o f H en-

drickje's life, since the
No. 1\'.—\IRr,IN AND CHILD BY ROGIER \AN DEK WE\DE.\'

portraits painted of her between 1660 and her death

three years later show unmistakeable signs of failing

health and rajMd ageing. The sketchy treatment of

the accessories helps to accentuate the beautiful

treatment ot the head, which is extraordinarily alive

in expression and luminous in (luality.

Second to Rembrandt only among the Dutch
masters of portraiture stands Frans Hals, of whose
art Mrs. Huntington also secured two magnificent

examples from the Kann collection, both dating from

the beginning of the master's last period, when grey

had become the dominant note of his palette ; but

before this tendency had degenerated into a heavy

dirty treatment of the shadows in the flesh tones.

The first of the two, dated 1644, represents a middle-

aged simple Dutch housewife, and is as remarkable

for the sincere objective statement of her features,

as for the superb handling of the textures of her

dress, linen collar, and gloves. The other, which

bears the date 1645, is a portrait of a smart, dandified

young Dutch blood, Mynheer Kooijmanszoon van

Ablasserdam, whose

coat of arms appears

in the background
above the inscription

•tTA sr.t 26. The
flowing locks, the

boldly modelled sen-

sual features, the

gold-embroidered

coat, the fine linen

sleeves, and the grey

background are all

combined in an ex-

c]uisite harmony of

colour, and painted

with supreme
breadth.

The fifth picture

is a J'irghi and Child

of ext raordi narily

delicate execution by

Rogier van der Wey-

den. The Virgin,

dressed in a crimson

robe under a dark-

blue mantle, with a

narrow gold trimming,

holds the almost
naked Child on a

carpet ; he plays with

the gold clasps of a

Book of Hours. The

bowed figure of the

\'irgin, who has red hair, and that of the Child

are relieved against a stippled gold background.

The picture was at one time in the Henry Willett

collection at Brighton.

The furniture and objects of art which have passed

from the Kann collection into the hands of Mrs.

Huntington are almost without excejuion of the

Louis XV. period, though a very beautiful marqueterie

console (No. v.), designed by Cressent, dates from

the days of the Regency. The console has four

drawers disposed in two rows ; these, and the side

panels, are decorated with marqueterie composed of

lo/enges anci small squares, and the top is of fine



No. \.—REGENCY CONSOLE DESIGNED BY CKESSENl

No. VI.—LOUIS XV. DESK MOUNTS BY CAFFIERI
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No. XI.—LOUIS XV. WRITING -TABLE MOUNTS BY C.^FFIERI

Ponazetto marble. The chased and gilt decoration

of rocailles and foliage ornaments comprises four

rounded handles, a key-hole with applique above, a

tail-piece at the base, and sabots and appliques of

foliage and flowers on the legs.

Another Regency piece is a large console of open-

work in carved and gilt wood, about 1720 (No. vii.).

It is designed by j. Bernard Joro, a Sicilian, born

about rSyi, who was a pupil of Pierre Paget at

Marseilles, and was appointed, in 1719, sculptor and

designer to the King at the Port of Toulon. He
devoted himself almost exclusively to working on

wood, and showed great ingenuity of invention.

Many of his works are to be found at Toulon, Mar-

seilles, and Aix : but few, if any, surpass in sumptuous

richness the piece of which Mrs. Huntington is now

the lucky owner. Joro died at Toulon suddenly, and

still in all his vigour, on the 28th of January, 1731.

Of the Louis XV. pieces, the majority are adorned

with chased and gilt bronze ornaments bv Caffieri.

No. XII. -1 GUIS XV. CONSOLE TABLI DESIGNED BY J. C. DELAFOSSE

10



No. XIII.—LOUIS XV. FIRE-SCREEN

No. XIV.—LOUIS XV. SOFA, COVERED IN FLOWERED BROCADE
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(^)uite exceptional tor its elegance of outline, and for

the delicate taste of its ornamentation and the chasing

of the bron/es, is a Louis XV. desk in marqueterie

of violet-wood, rose-wood, and satin-wood, decorated

both inside and outside (No. vi.). It rests on four

bent legs, and is formed of a flat top with a flap

or lid hinged to it, under which is a writing-table

fitted with three sunk pigeon-holes and six drawers.

The elegant Caffieri bronze ornaments consist of

moulded borders, appliques, chutes, and sabots in

flowers and rocailles. This desk, which was formerly

in the d'Armaille collection, is illustrated in Moliniers

Histoi/e ties Arts appliques a VIndustrie.

No. viii. is another small Louis XV. writing-table in

marcjueterie of coloured wood, executed by a cabinet-

maker who signed B.V.R.B., with chased and gilt

bronze mounts by Caffieri, which also comes from

the d'Armaille collection. Historically interesting is

a Louis XV. chess and back-gammon table in mar-

queterie by a maker who signed B.V.R.\'., ornamented

in bronze by Caffieri (No. ix.). It comes from the

de Hroglie family, and at one time belonged to Mme.
du Barry, to whom it was probaoly given by Louis X\'.

The im[)lements of the back-gammon game are said to

be the same that were

used by the Is-ing and

his mistress.

A very beautiful

piece is a Louis XV.

commode in lac-

quered wood, en-

riched with bronze

ornaments by Caffieri

(No. X.). The
slightly bulging front

panel, which con-

tains two drawers, is

decorated with ani-

mated landscapes
and figures in gold

lacijuer and colours

on a black ground

with i n 1 a \- i n g in

" burgan.'' The
ormolu work con-

sists of a large border

running round both

drawers, chased with

shells, rocailles, and

foliage, and two
twisted branches
forming handles, and

falling gracefully over

the front with their Xo.;X\".—BRONZE BCST OF LOUIS .\V.

last twigs nearly reaching the bottom of the panel.

The end panels are similarly decorated with gold

lacquer and colours on black ground.

The large Louis XV. writing table of veneered

wood, and enriched with ormolu by Caffieri (Xo. xi.),

occupies a prominent place in a painting by Jocque

exhibited at the Paris Salon of 1755 and described as

a Portrait oj M. de Roissy\ Receveur General des

Fitiatiees, appuyi' sur ufie table, lisant et s'arnusajit de

musi(]ue. This portrait represents M. de Roissy in

his study, seated on an armchair, with his arms

resting on the table, and holding with both hands a

book of official papers, from which he is reading.

On his right is an open letter with the plainly legible

address: "A Monsieur, Monsieur de Roissy, Receveur

(ieneral des Finances, a Paris." The date of the

picture proves the table to have been made about the

middle of the eighteenth century.

Jean-Charles Delafosse, architect to the King, was

the designer of the magnificent large Louis XV.
console table (No. xii.), in open woodwork, carved

and gilt, which formed part of a suite of drawing-

room furniture made by order of King Louis XV.

and sent by him from Paris, as a wedding present,

on the occasion of a

marriage in the De
Mailhet family, who

became through this

alliance related to

the donor. The
table comes from

the Chateau de

Vacheres, Commune
de Presailles, near

Le Monastier, in the

Department of Haute-

Loire. It was ac-

quired by Rodolphe

Kann from the Baron

de Mailhet, the actual

owner of the family

chateau which was

built in the sixteenth

century.

The Louis XV.
sofa (No. xiv.), in

carved and gilt

wood, dates from

the first half of the

eighteenth century,

and is decorated with

rocailles and foliage

and rests on eight

feet ornamented withBY LEMOYNE
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mouldings. It is

covered with flower-

ed brocade on a

ground of cream
damask. Its length

is 5 ft. 7 in. No.xiii.

illustrates a Louis

X\'. carved and

gilt fire-screen, with

a tapestry panel

from the Royal
Manufactory of the

Ciobelins, woven

with a pastoral

subject after a

painting of the

School of Boucher.

The work was exe-

cuted about the

middle of the

eighteenth century

by Neilson, who

was then overseer

of the bassc-lisse

department of the

(lobelins (1749),

and subsequently

became Director of

the Royal Manu-

factory of Beauvais.

The screen formed

part of a suite of

drawing-room furni-

ture which came
from an ancient

family whose
chateau is situated in Xormandy ; but it was a bind-

ing condition of the sale, that neither the provenance,

nor the name of the family, should be disclosed.

Though the pieces so far described and illustrated

do not exhaust the list of chef d\vuvres dcheniste

picked by Mrs. Huntington from among the Kann
treasures, lack of space necessitates our passing on to

the objects of art, among which a bronze bust of

Louis XV\, with deep brown patina, executed by Jean

Baptiste Lemoyne in 1742, is one of the most

important pieces. The King is represented in armour,

with the ribbon of the Order of the Holy (Ihost, and

with a floating drapery negligently thrown over his

right shoulder. The finely modelled head, which is

slightly turned to the left, bears a haughty and digni-

fied expression admirably rendered. The bust is

inscribed "J. B. Lemoyne, 1742," and the casting is

of the same epoch. In his portrait busts, Lemoyne

No. XVI. -CELADO.M EWER

proves himself the

worthy successor

of (lirardon and

Coisevox, tile great

portraitists of the

reign of Louis
XI\".; and .Mrs.

Huntington's bust

of Louis -W. is a

thoroughly charac-

teristic example
of this heroic
style.

We meet ("aliieri's

name again in con-

nection with the

chased and gilt or-

molu work on the

Louis X \'
. clock

with works by Jean-

Baptiste BaiUon
(No. xix.). The
works are framed

in a magnificent

bronze structure

resting on a base of

large rocaille volutes

forming the feet.

Between these

volutes, and stand-

ing against a shell

ornament, is a car-

touche surmounted

by flowers, and

from each side

spring the large

masses of foliage and flowers which frame the dial.

The crowning decoration is an eagle holding between

its talons a bird.

Like this clock, the three other objects illustrated

have received their gilt bronze setting by the skilled

hands of Caffieri, whose name stands for all that is

best in the decoration of the Louis XV. period. His

is the ormolu work on a pair of Chinese porcelain

ewers, in ancient grey celadon, in the shape of carp

rising out of the water, the mountings being given the

appropriate shape of shells and aquatic plants among

other motifs (No. xvi.). His hands again have shaped

the bases of the Old Dresden Lion and Lioness

(No.xviii.), and of the two statuettes of the same dainty

manufacture ( No. xvii.). The exquisitely modelled Lion

and Lioness, rare specimens of the famous Meissen

works, are admirably poised and painted in natural

colours. The realism of the treatment is remarkable

MOUNTS BY CAFMERI



No. XVII.-OLI) DRESDEN STATUETTES; •SIGHT" AND • TOUCH" MOUNTS BY CAFFIERI

Co. XVII).—OLD DRESDEN LION AND LIONES; MOUNTS BY CAFFIERI
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for a period more noted for its artificiality and studied

elegance. The bases are designed with appropriate

sobriety with curving rocaille-like mouldings and

foliage, and are stamped with the mark of Caffieri,

the " C " surmounted by a crown.

The two statuettes represent the senses of Sight

and Touch in the form of two standing partly-

draped figures. Sight, wearing a richly flowered

mantle, lined with mauve, and fastened on her

right shoulder, is represented looking through a

lorgnette and holding a mirror ; a keen-eyed eagle

stands on her left.

'I'ouch is shown as a woman with a foot on a

tortoise, and carrying a parrot, which is l)iting her

linger. The bases are formed of rocaille and foliage

ornaments, and are stamped with the same mark

as the Lion and Lioness.

The illustrations will help to give some idea ol

the magnificence of the formidable additions made

recently to Mrs. Huntington's collection, though it

IS only right to slate that these additions include

many another object that is ecjually worthy of

admiration, but could not lie included in this

description for want of space.

No. XIX.—LOUIS .W CLOCK MOUNTS BY CAFFIERI
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Russian Porcelain By Lucy Cazalet

The manufacture of porcelain was not estab-

lished in Russia before the middle of the eighteenth

century, although pottery had been made in the

country for centuries, and had been adapted to many

and varied uses in the daily life of the people. Tiles,

too, had been used, not only for the roofs, but also

for the outside ornamentation of buildings, and for

the huge stoves which were an absolute necessity

in such a cold climate.

In the time of Peter the Great a great deal of

china and Delft had been imported : but it was his

daughter, the Empress Elizabeth, who conceived the

idea of establishing an Imperial factory in imitation

of that at Dresden.

For this purpose she sent a German potter named
Hunger to search for suitable materials in different

parts of Russia, and he found that the district of

Gjel, which had long been famed for its potteries,

could supply clay suitable for the manufacture of

very su[)erior hard paste. Workmen were engaged

abroad, and the factory was built at St. Petersburg

in 1745 : its first productions dating from 1746.

During the reign of Elizabeth several private porce-

lain factories were started, such as Gardner's at

Verbilki, and Volkoff"s, though the exact whereabouts

of the latter are unknown.

Once estabhshed, the manufacture of porcelain

increased with marvellous rapidity, especially after

the war of 181 2, when there were at least thirty

factories, and by the early seventies of last century

their number had increased to seventy.

Since then the introduction of mechanical pro-

cesses has caused many of the smaller factories to

be shut down or absorbed by larger firms, such

as the M. S. Kuznetsoff Co. (with which Gardner,

Auerbach, and several other large firms have been

incorporated), which supplies about two-thirds of

all the pottery and porcelain produced in Russia.

From an artistic point of view Russian porcelain

has not advanced in equal measure, and modern

BRIGHT API „E-GREE.N' C C 1' .\ND S.\UCER, DECORATED
WITH GOLD SCROLLS AND BOUQUETS OF FLOWERS

IN COLOURS, BY \AGIN HEIGHT, 2\ IN.

CUP AND SAUCER OF POPOFF "TEA-HOUSE ;;CHIN.\

BOUQUETS IN NATURAL COLOURS ON WHITE, WITH
ROVAI. BLUE BORDER HEIGHT, 2' IN.
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articles cannot compare with the earlier work of

the Imperial factory, dardncr, or Popoff. This is, no

doubt, greatly due to wholesale production, whereas

in the old davs even small and comijarativelv

COFFEE POT, PROBABLY HV SABAMN, WHITE WITH
PURPLE LUSTRE ORNAMENTATION HEIGHT, () IN.

unimportant factories turned out very artistic and

highly-finished articles.

Russian porcelain, especially that of the older

makers, is well known to collectors ; but it has

hitherto not attracted attention from the general

PEASANT FIGURE BY GARDNER HEIGHT, 6 IN.

public, probably because it has no very marked

features of its own, and differs little from other

continental porcelain. The paste is very hard,

sometimes of a rather blueish tint, and the style

of decoration is usually typical of the prevailing

European style of the period.

TOY TEAPOT BY GARDNER, WHITE
WITH GOLD SCROLLS AND FLOWERS

IN HIGH RELIEF IN NATURAL
COLOURS HEIGHT, 2 IN.

Catherine the C.reat was much interested in the
wellare of the Imperial factory, and in the early

years of iier reign it was enlarged, and obtained an
annual grant from the Imperial Trea.surv and rnanv

privileges,
which it enjoys

to the present

day.

It originally

e.xecuted pri-

vate orders, as

well as supply-

ing the needs

of the Court,

but its p r o -

d u c t i o n s are

n o w reserved

exclusively for use in the imperial palaces, pre-

sentations, etc., and articles damaged in the firing,

or otherwise imperfect, are always destroyed. Early

pieces made in Elizabeth's reign are very rare and

command high prices. There is a beautiful {)late

in the collection of Mr. Stchukin in Moscow

decorated with a graduated network of pink roses

on a white ground.

The porcelain of the reigns of Catherine II. and

I'aul I. is comparatively common (except large orna-

mental pieces), and in design resembles Dresden ot

the Marcolini period, being usually decorated with

large detached bouquets of tulips and other flowers.

The edges of plates and dishes often have an em-

bos.sed basket pattern, and the knobs of soup tureens

are shaped like

lemons, pears, etc.

In 1798 a

branch establish-

ment was started

in Gat chin a for

the production
of richly - painted

pieces. Views of

different imperial

palaces and public

buildings and
copies of cele-

brated pictures

were quite a

feature of this

decoration. In

1800 the Gatchina

studios were removed to the premises of the St. Peters-

burg factory. In 1817, Sweibach, an artist from

Sevres, was called to St. Petersburg to superintend

the painting and modelling departments, and French

POPOFF INKSTAND, PALE BLUE
WITH BOUgUETS AND WHITE

RESERVES, AND DARK GREEN FEET.
THE LID FORMS A RECEPTACLE
FOR SAND HEIGHT, 4 IN.

17
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jKircelain of ihc Louis XIV. -Louis X\'L periods was

freely imitated.

At a later date aL::ain artists from Sevres and

crown, or surrounded by a wreath of laurels. In

the eighteenth century a rough hand-drawn mark of

two crossed anchors, surmounted bv a crown and

G.-\RD.NER CUP IN WORCESTER STYLE. WHITE GROUND, WITH FLOWERS .\ND BIRDS .\ND
GILT HANDLES .\ND BORDERS HEIGHT, ;A IN.

Dresden were employed to train the native artists,

many of whom attained considerable eminence.

The most flourishing period of the Imperial

factory was during the reign of Nicholas I. Under

Ale.xander II. an attempt was made to introduce

the Russian style of decoration, but this was not an

artistic success, and the factory declined somewhat

during the second half of the nineteenth century.

Since then the introduction of all the latest improve-

ments has again brought the Imperial factory to a

high standard of excellence.

^* %

The earliest marks were an Imperial eagle either

printed in black or impressed, and the same pieces

generally bear a small anchor and circle or a circle

and dot. The latter is supposed to indicate the

reign of Peter III.

y^

''.

A -^

A '^£ S
M9r Mot Wo

Since Catherine II. the marks have been the

initial of the reigning monarch surmounted bv a

with the date added, was sometimes used. The

of Catherine II. also sometimes had the letters

added in red. Some authorities state that this meant

that the pieces were made by Paul Kornillofif for the

Court, but this is an error, as the letters stood for

" Pridvornaya Kontora," the office of the Imperial

household.

The most celebrated porcelain factory in Russia was

founded by Francis Gardner, an EngHshman, prob-

ably about 1/54 or 1756, at Virbilki, where it exists to

this day under the name of the Kuznetsoff Company.

"Old Cardner" ranks among the best European

porcelain, and is very valuable. Of this there are

some very fine specimens in the collection of Mrs.

Mirrielees.

Catherine II. had a complete table and dessert

service of it made for each of the Russian orders of

knighthood, painted and decorated with the insignia

of the order.

Gardner and his successors manufactured all kinds

of table and ornamental porcelain. His earlier groups

and figures were glazed, but at a later date he made

biscuit groups illustrating peasant life. These are very
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typical, and their modelling, de-

tail, and colouring are excellent.

Other examples of Gardner's work

are the rich gilding on a dark blue

ground, which belongs to the

second quarter of the nineteenth

century, and the delicate flowers

in high relief on a white ground,

which came in rather later.

The marks on ( Gardner porcelain

vary very much at different periods.

The first used was the letters

or the letter For G impressed or

in blue.

From about 1777101 800 " G"s
"

TKA CADDY HV KOIDINOFK BROS.
SHOWING THE BIRD DESIGN

HEIGHT, f) IN.

factory in Central Russia was that

lounded in G or bun off about

1806 by Charles Miliy, and later

ac<|uired by Popoff, which pro-

duced the very characteristic so-

called " Tea House " porcelain.

Russians are essentially a tea-

loving people, and these tea sets,

or the remains of them, are very

easily met with. They are usually

of some rich colouring in sky

blue, turquoise, green, sea green,

pink, or chocolate, enriched with

scrolls of gilding and variously

shaped medallions of white, on

which are handsome boutjuets

of flowers in natural tints. Gilt

services, painted with borders

rafakliua c l' p . by popokk
with gold flltings

heic;ht, z\ in.

of various kinds in blue wei;e used,

and imitations of the Dresden

swords are also found on pieces

which are undoubted Gardner.

After i8co the "G" became more

like a pothook, and was often

accompanied by two or three dots,

and later the impressed name
" Gardner," in either English or

Russian, and with or without the

impressed arms of Moscow, was

used, while still later printed name

labels of various shapes, in either

green or red, were adopted.

Next to Gardner the best known

POPOFF PLATE, IN IMITATION
OF DRESDEN

9 IN. DIAMETER

POPOFF SUGAR BASIN, BRIGHT GOLD
WITH BORDER OF BRIGHTLY COLOURED

FLOWERS HEIGHT, ; IN.

POPOFF SALT-CELLAR. WITH
GOLD RIM .J^ND FLOWERS IN

COLOURS ON WHITE GROt'ND
HEIGHT, l\ IN.

and bouquets of bright flowers,

were also made. The gilding is

very soft and handsome, but not

at all dural)le, and on pieces

which have been much used it

is occasionally impossil)le to trace

the design in mat. I'laques for

furniture were made in imitation

of IvOuis XV. designs, sometimes

painted with Ijoucher cupids and

usually with sky or turquoise

borders. A very pretty idea was

the introduction of lithophanic

bottoms to tea cups, which, as

the cup was drained in drinking.

19
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showed the design against the light, as if painted en

i^risaille. Copies of the adoring cherubs under the

Sixtine Madonna were a favourite design for these

ornamental cup bottoms, and the cups were familiarly

termed Rafaelidas. I'opoff also made peasant groups,

but they are generally gla/ed. The mark on Popoff'

s

porcelain, which varied very slightly during the sixty-

five years the lactorv existed, was the monogram

M
in blue or impressed, but it was sometimes in French,

A
and some authorities give the name " Popove " in full.

The monogram was rarely printed in black, and

sometimes a sort of grille was added to it.

Kornilloff Pros, started a factory in St. Petersburg

in 1835, which soon became famous, especially for

the excellence of its designs, which were specially

drawn for the factory by the best artists. It still

nourishes, and the mark is the name printed in red.

Prince Yusupoff owned a small but very perfect

factory at Archangelskoe, near Moscow, for the

manufacture of porcelain for the exclusive use of

his household, and for presentations to his friends.

'I'he artists and the clay were brought from Sevres,

and this porcelain is very much prized—there is a

tite-a-teie service of it in the Anichkoflf Palace, St.

Petersburg. It is usually marked " Archangelskoe "

and dated, and portraits of celebrities, scenes from the

campaign of 1812, views, armorial bearings, and flowers

with their names in French, were among the designs

used for the painting.

Other important factories were those of Miklashev-

sky, Safronoff, Terihoff Bros., Auerbach, the State

Factory at Kieft", Dounashotf, Xovii Bros., Sabanin,

Goulin, Koudinofi' Bros, (who produced a very quaint

design of birds and butterflies on a blueish white

ground parseme with blue and gold dots), and

Kuznetsoffs at Novo-Haritonovo, and later at Doulevo.

The latter became the parent factory of the present

M. S. KuznetsofT Co., for the Kuznetsofi's were a

family of potters, and as their affairs prospered they

went on opening new factories all over the country,

or buying up existing ones, until a few years ago

they were all merged into one company.

In most cases the marks on Russian porcelain are

either the name or the initial of the manufacturer,

but as several extra letters exist in the Russian

alphabet and others interchange their meaning, it

is very easy to mistake the inscriptions.

A well-known collection of Russian porcelain is

that of Mrs. Sackville-West.

GARDNER CIP .>iND SAICER IN DEEP BLIE, WITH BRIGHT AND
DUI.I. C.ILDING DATED IS29 HEIGHT, 3J IN.
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The City of Bath. Written and Illustrated by Leonard Willoughby

It is highly probable that no city or town

in the West of England can lay claim to more

ancient history than Bath. And its history is as

interesting as it is ancient. Historians in the past

have had a never-failing store to draw upon for their

local legends and facts, with the result that the his-

tory of Bath is voluminous and highly instructive.

So much is there to say regarding Bath itself, that

I feel I must necessarily confine myself strictly to

only giving some sort of idea of the possessions con-

tained within the (luildhall. Pump Room, and Abbey,

if my article is to be kept within reasonable bounds.

It is not necessary to describe the geographical

position of Bath, or to say how it is picturesquely

fringed by the banks of the serpentine Avon, and

surrounded by high sheltering hills. Even those

who have travelled to the West of England, merely

passing through Bath, must have been struck with

its appearance and situation, as it burst suddenly into

view from the railway—for it lies, as it were, in a

huge basin. ^Vhether its history is generally known
—i.e., its very earliest history—I cannot, of course,

say. Americans probably know it by heart, for I

find these cheery visitors generally know far more

about our own ancient towns than we ourselves ever

dream of. It is quite possible, however, that the

later history is better known—I mean the period when

Bath was in the zenith of its fame as a fashionable

resort. These were famous days, when Chatham,

Pitt, Burke, Nelson, and Wolfe came to repair their

constitutions, and when artists like (lainsborough,

Lawrence and Maclise flourished and were familiar

characters in the city. Both Quinn and Mrs. Sid-

dons, and great thinkers like Berkeley and Butler
;

William Smith, the father of English geology
;
poets

and men of letters, like Pope, Warburton, Fielding,

Sheridan, Southey, Jane Austen, Savage Landor,

Lytton and Dickens : leaders of rank like ("hesterlield,
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and extjuisitcs of the type of Beau Xash, alt tor

generations loved their Bath, and never failed to

come for its waters and help to swell the fashionable

throng.

As some of the treasures of the Corporation

belong to the earlier days—the time of the Roman
occupation—as well also as the later period, when

Beau Xash reigned supreme, I must very briefly

give a skeleton outline of both periods. This I

think may add to the interest of the treasures, of

some of wlr'< also give illustrations. These

treasures, wli; Je Roman relics, charters, MSS.,

seals, regalia, plate, pictures and furniture, are now
happily duly ap[)reciated and carefully preserved

and guarded by the authorities. Had only this

appreciation e.\i^t^d one hundred and tiftv vears ago,

it is more than possible the Corporation would have

had many more treasures in their keeping to-day.

But apathy, or a failure to appreciate and value the

good things in their mids, or—shall I say—a slight

mistiness on the part of many as to the real construing

of meum and iutim—was respc^nsible for many re-

markable disappearances of city property. Be this

as it may, endless valuables mysteriously vanished,

which from time to time have been discovered in the

possession of private individuals. Even the Sword

of State disappeared for many a long year, only to

come to light bricked up—so it is said—in a cottage

at Swanswick, a village some miles distant. Beautiful

old furniture—Chippendale, Sheraton and Hepple-

white—once filled the Guildhall and public rooms,

and though some of it is still there, much was taken

and more destroyed in political fights, which at one

time were fierce and frequent in Bath.

But I must now hark back for a moment—just

thirty-five centuries—and get on the line of those

who first discovered the importance of the wonderful

springs which since then have made Bath the im-

portant and well-known Spa it now is. Most people

enjoy legends, whether they be true or otherwise, so

I will commence by gi\'ing the old hackneyed one

concerning that famous King Bladud, whose name

and effigy in stone to this day are preserved in Bath.

The story has been handed down by Geoffrey of

Monmouth, and by Warner, a Bath historian, and

others. This Bladud was the heir-apparent of Lord

Hudibras, who swayed the sceptre of Britain 3,500

vears ago. Prince Bladud was much beloved, and

BRONZE HEAD OF MINERVA IN PUMl' ROOM
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great expec-

tations were

formed as to

his future.

Unfortunately

this amiable
person became

a leper, and
caused the

courtiers to

prevail ujjon

his father to

banish him, ^^^^^
lest he should

c o n t a m i n a t e

others with this

horrible malady. Me was,

therefore, dismissed with great

sorrow, and the Queen gave

him a ring by which he might

make himself known, should

he get rid of the disease.

Shut out from society, he was

reduced to seeking the humblest

e m"p 1 o y m e n t w h e re h e c o u 1 d.

Reaching the village of Keynsham,

some six miles from Bath, he was

given some work by a man who

dealt largely in pigs. His work was

to look after them ; but he soon

discovered that he had conimiuii-

cated his disorder to the herd.

Dreading his employer's displeasure,

he asked leave to drive his charge

to the opposite side of the river,

stating that the acorns were finest

there. Bladud's request was granted.

He passed the river at a shallow

—

since called Swineford—and drove

his pigs to the hills on the north

side of Bath. At this time the health-dispensing

springs at this place stole unknown through the valley.

The pigs, however, in some remarkable way of their

own discovered the treasure, and anxious to rid

themselves of the disease, quitted their keeper, rushed

down the hill, and plunged into the muddy morass

below. For long did Bladud endeavour to entice

them away, and eventually succeeded, when he

penned them and proceeded to wash off them the

mud and filth. To his surprise he then found that

many of the animals had already begun to show

signs of a cure. Thinking that if these waters could

cure pigs, it might also cure his disease, he bathed

in the same place, and to his delight was soon

CHAKTHR WITH SKAIS IN CSIC IN I^I<;

SEALS IN L'SE SINCE I

completely rid

of his leprosy.

Returning to

(^ourt he was

received with

rapture, and
then at once set

to work to have

the s {) r i n g s

cleaned, baths

erected, and a

I
splendid city

_^_„ built on the

spot. Here
he lived and

reigned for

many years, only to lose his

life when foolishly attempting

to fly, having put on a pair

of wings and sprung from the

pinnacle of the temple, which

he had founded to Minerva.

Bath was not known by that name
till later ; originally, according to

antiquarians, it was called Atjuai

.Solis. However, there is an idea

that "Waters of the Sun" was not

the name originally intended, but

that the word " Sul '' and not " Sol
"

was used, and that this was part

of the name of de;e Sul-Minerva

—a divinity. At any rate Solis

represents the word Sul—a local

and sacred name which these

waters owned before ever a Roman
bathed in them.

Many of the remains of the baths

erected in the first century by the

Romans have fortunately been

discovered, and these are to-day

preserved in the city. The first discovery was made

in 1754, but a century elapsed before the excavation

was continued. In 1882 the late cit\' architect.

Mayor Davis, unearthed, in the most masterly way,

beneath shops and dwelling-houses, the great baths

and remains of beautiful buildings erected by the

Romans. Amongst the many extremely interesting

relics discovered was the bronze head of Minerva,

the patroness of the Romans. This head is (|uite

unique. She had among her attributes the " stir-

ring of men to active life, the wakening cock,

and the trumpet sounding the reveille," which was

sacred to her, while she was also the goddess of

medicine. After the departure of the Romans in 410,
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Sul-Minerva was no longer held in respect, while the

name of the city was abbreviated into Aqua;. Sub-

sequently it took the form of Ake, and then to

Akeman—the word " man '' signifying a place. Later

on the Saxons called it Akemanceaster, which they

found rather a mouthUil, and so altered it to Hot

l^athum— Hot Baths. The Saxons played havoc with

the citv, ruining the beautiful baths and temples, and

leaving it a desolate heap of ashes. And thus were

the foundations of the famous buildings hidden from

sight, until unearthed

some 1,300 years later,

at least ten feet and

more beneath the

present level. And here

I must leave the history

prior to the Concjuest,

and turn to many years

later, when Bath ob-

tained its first charter.

During Saxon times

the Governor or Presi-

dent of the popular

assemblies or tun moot

(town meeting) was

called a Grieve, which

corresponded with the

position of Mayor.
There were no palatial

town or guildhalls in

those early days filled

with Council Cham-
bers, pictures, plate,

and treasures such as

we find to-day. Neither

were there gorgeously

liveried sword and
mace bearers. The
meetings then were held in primitive fa.shion in an

open space, and the freemen were summoned from

their work by the clanging of a bell suspended from
some great outspreading tree. Under this tree the

freemen held their moot or meeting, while a clerk

would keep a record of their decisions. Disputes

were then and there settled, and taxes collected.

From those early days down to the present, Bath
has had without interruption its Grieve, or as we
now call it Mayor, and for a thousand years exactly

a municipal government of its own. As regards the

municipal records of Bath I am indebted for my
information to Mes.srs. Austen J. King and B. H.
Watts's valuable book on this subject.

Richard Cteur de Lion on his accession sold

everything which he as King could sell. Demesne

MAYOR S COLLAR AND BADGE

lands of the Crown, honours, and offices were offered

right and left for sale, while liberties and franchises

were hawked about everywhere.

The citizens of Winchester were the first to obtain

a charter in 11 89, but Bath, determined not to be

behind-hand, obtained one a few months later. I

give an illustration of the original charter. It was

dated from Dover, and four days later Richard

sailed for Normandy. When he_ returned from his

captivity in Austria, he was greatly in want of monev,

and so, remembering

the harvest he had

reaped from the sealing

of charters, resolved

to obtain more money

in this way. Taking

the seal from his

Chancellor, and giving

out that it had been

lost when the %-ice-

Chancellor fell into

the sea off Cyprus, he

had a new one made.

He then announced

that all who had
charters must bring

them in to be re-sealed,

and that no charter

with the old seal

should be reputed valid.

Bath's charter was

not re-sealed, and the

illustration shows the

original seal of 1189

which is doubly inter-

esting, and which bears

only the one lion,

whilst the second one

had three lions passant guardant. Richard is the first

King whose shield has any sign of armorial bearings.

The original seal of the city of Bath has long since

disappeared, though the seal in use today is exactly

the same as the one in use in 1346. Sealing in early

days was a very important part of a transaction, as

when writing was a rare accomplishment, and few

could even sign their names, sealing took the place

of signatures. The Mayors of Bath have had for

centuries a seal denoting their office, and I give

an illustration of the one in use in 1319, and also

of the present one which dates back to 1770. The

various charters, commissions, letter patent, pardons,

writs, and mandates granted from time to time are

both curious and interesting, and afford ample

matter for an article bv themselves. The other

ENAMELLED GOLD
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documents, and old accounts, are equally instructive

and most amusing, and my only regret is that I am

forced to pass them over for want of space. From

time to time Kings, Queens, and Princes, and the

highest aristocracy have visited Bath, and going back

to Saxon davs, King Edgar was crowned at Bath

Abbey. The history of Bath from Edgar's time down

to the eighteenth century is somewhat lugubrious

reading, for in the days of Rufus the city was sacked

and burnt. After this it was sold for 500 marks to

William II. 's physician and chaplain, John de Villula,

a native of Tours. He became Bishop of Bath and

Mayor was annually elected, and presided over the

assemblies, receiving a sti|)end for his services varying

from ;^i6 to ^^40. He also obtained certain per-

(juisites, such as fees payable by one freeman admitted

during his year of office, and presents made to him

by visitors as a return for the complimentary gifts

made by him out of the municipal funds. In 177^1

this building was removed, and a new (".uildhail built

in (ieorgian style. This was again added to in 1894,

and in 1900, so that to-day the whole block is known

as the Municipal Buildings. It is a magnificent pile,

and worth\- of this fine citv. Within its walls are

BATH MACES OF SILVER-GILT

Wells, and owned, in addition to the city, the Abbey

and Mint. This good man did much for the citizens,

for he not only rebuilt the Abbey and restored the

citizen's houses which had been razed to the ground,

but he practically rebuilt a new city out of the ashes

of the old. For long were the successive bishops

practically Kings of Bath, until one Savaric—

a

foreigner — exchanged Bath for Glastonbury with

Richard Cceur de Lion. And being once again

Crown property, it again fell into decay.

In the time of Elizabeth, the Guildhall, which was

built in 1569 at a cost of ^194 17s. 3d., stood

in the High Street. It consisted of a chamber,

supported on columns, with some accommodation

for a market below. From this chamber the whole

government of the city proceeded. The legislation

was vested in a Mayor, supported by a college of

Aldermen, and a council of twenty members. The

contained many of the treasures belonging to the

Corporation.

First of all, there are the regalia, which consist of

the Mayor's chain and badge of office, the maces, the

sword of state, and some old staves. The Mayor's

chain of gold is very handsome, the portcullis and

the rose of England being the jjrominent features in

the design. It was presented during Mr. Dowding's

mayoralty in 1850. The rose on the collar is of red

enamel, while the badge contains in gold the city

arms and supporters, exquisitely chased in high relief,

and placed on a field argent within an enamelled

band of garter blue. On this garter the legend,

"Diplomate regio Elizabctha Regnante MDXC," is

damascened in gold letters. Curiously enough the

Mayoress also wears a collar, but this consists of a

number of gold plates attached to a ribbon, which

is worn across the breast, and on them are inscribed
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the names of the

varitms holders of it.

The maces of the

city are of great

interest, and are said

to be almost unique

as regaVds date

and workmanship.

They were made in

I 708, but the general

character of the de-

sign is earlier, and

thev were evidently

a reproduction on a

larger scale of more

ancient maces.
Under date 1631 in

the roll of receipts of

the Corporation is

the following: "Paid

the goldsmith in

part toward s n e w e

maces ^,10," and in

16 5 J, "Paid more
for the newe maces

^.i 1 6s." Under
date 1666, '• I'aid to

Mr. (ieorge Reeves

for altering the maces

^16 I2S.. and for

newe cases 4s. 6d."' This charge of y?i6 12s. is

probably for the removal of the arms of the Com-
monwealth, and the substitution of that of the King,

and the addition of what are called the arches to

the coronet at the tc.p, absent in all original early

maces. Under date 1708 is the following entry, which

relates to the present maces :
" Whether the two

maces now carried by the two Sergeants before the

Mayor shall be exchanged for a better jjair. Yes (24

votes). Agreed the sum of sixty pounds and the old

maccs shall be given in exchange for the new ones."

I am informed that the old maces are now supposed

to be at Stratford-on-Avon, though personallv I cannot

vouch tor this. 'I'he present maces bear the follow-

ing marks : Figure of Britannia, lion's head erased,

letter X (Court hand), maker's mark "P. V.,'' with

crown and cinquefoil above. '1 hese marks are

repeated on the coronet and every part, and give the

date 1708, and the maker's name as that of Benjamin

Pyne—a celebrated tiim of that date. About the

year 1837 a wave of economy was passing over the

land, and one or two Corporations sold their maces

and treasures. Amongst these towns were Boston

and Leicester. At a council meeting at Bath, held

ST.AVES CARRIED IN PROCESSION I .V FRONT OF M.WOR

November i o t h

,

1836, a discussion

arose as to whether

the loving cup and

maces should be sold.

It was then supposed

that they would not

produce ^^50!
Happily the question

was negatived, it be-

ing contended that

"they were not

baubles, but emblems

of authority.'' The
Boston maces, dated

1682 and 1727 re-

spectively, and weigh-

ing 32 ozs., fetched

^940 at Christie's.

This gives some
idea of the value of

these old maccs

to-day. The right

to carry maces of

gold or silver was

granted to London

by Edwaid IIL A
distinction has been

drawn between a

right to use maces of

copper and that of carrying gold or silver. The mace

was probably a more ornate form of club or wand

by executors of legal process. As will be seen from

the illustration, the Bath maces are magnificent speci-

mens, and bear the Royal Aims, as well as the Bath

Arms, and other devices such as the rose, fieur-de-lys,

harp, etc., with Royal Crown above in repousse on

the bowl. As regaids the Arms of Bath, this is a

point on which there has been much conti overs)', and

even to-day doubt exists as to what they should be.

In 1888 a new design appears to have been

substituted in the place of the old time-honoured

one : but it was not adopted, as the Heralds'

College were entirely in support of the old design.

This was " an embattled wall with two wavy bars

above (representing water) intersected by an upright

sword.'' The Herald's Visitation, 1623, describes

them " per fesse crenelle gules and water proper, over

all a sword in pale proper, the pommel and key,

or.'" The Arms of Bath having a sword blazoned

implies the existence of a sword for processional

purposes in the Corporation regalia. Many ancient

corporations have similar swords. 1 he original sword

to which reference is made is unhappily, and most
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improperly, no longer in the

possession of the Corpora-

tion, but is now held by the

authorities at C)ricl College,

Oxford. The present sword

is only a replica of this very

tine specimen of Zweihander

originally used in the infantry

of Switzerland, and was not

introduced into England until

the reign of Edward I\'. As

a rule they were used as pro-

cessional swords ; but when

used in battle the swordsmen

grasped with one hand the

hilt just behind the quillon or

cross-guard, and the pommel

or ball with the other. It

measures 5 ft. 4 in., of which

I t't. 5 in. is the hilt, covered

with ribbed leather. The

quillon is tinely wrought in

steel I ft. 6.1 in. in total

width, with a quadruple cur-

vilinear guard. The first part

of the blade is 7 in. long

with a spur on each side,

making it 4^ in. wide. The

blade is sharp on both sides.

94^

SWORD OF STATE, Ijjj

I ; in. wide, but with rallur a

curved point. The arms of

the city are on the blade, and

the tlate \^i},\ also "Pucjua

pro I'alria'"—a motto vhich

applies to the general loyalty

of the City and County of

Somerset to the Tudors in

the reigns of Henry \I1. and

Ilenrv VTII. It is known

that the sword was at one

lime in the custody of the

Recorder, William Prynne,

who lived at Swanswick. 1 )ur-

ing the reign of Charles I.

he suffered great indignities,

and was not only fined, but

also mutilated, and in 1645

he was deprived of the Re-

cordership. It is thought that

when he was again made

Recorder in i66i, and M.P.

for Bath, he did not return

the sword. However, no one

seems to have troubled their

heads as to its whereabouts,

and years after, in 1S70, a

tenant of Prynne's old house

at Swanswick discovered the

CHRISTOPHER ANSTEV BV WILLIAM HOARE BEAU NASH BY WILLIAM HOARET
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sword, which he re-

turned to the Corpora-

tion. It was promptly

claimed by the authori-

ties of Oriel College

as having been found

on their i)roperty : I

should have thought

its return to its original

owners more dignified,

and only an act of

courtesy. 'I'he sword

now used by the Cor-

poration was presented

by Mr. Dickinson, and

is an exact replica of

the old one now at

Oriel College : but alas

!

it is not the original.

'I he Corporation
own a fair number of

pictures. The most
important of them are

in the magnificent DR. JOHN HAIES ARTIST UNKNOWN

Bamiueting Hall and
Committee Room
No. I. Others arc in

the Council Chamber,

Mayor's Parlour, and

on the Staircase. In

the first-mentioned

room, which measures

some So by 40 feet,

and 40 feet in height,

and contains three

superb crystal chande-

liers, erected in 17^)1,

the best pictures are

by Reynolds. These

are full-size portraits of

(ieorge III., in cor(j-

nation robes, and

(^)ucen Charlotte, lioth

of these works are

heavily insured, and

were presented to the

Corporation by Mr. (1.

Alcock in 1830. Other

'W-i

m

GILT SALVER PRESENTED TO CORPORATION BY PRINCE OF WALES, 17,59
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pictures here are by J.
Davidson of H.K.H. Frederick

Louis Prince of Wales, eldest son of George II.,

and II.R.H. Augusta Princess of Wales, daughter

of I'rcderirk II., Duke of Saxe-Coburg-C.otha.

These were presented to the city by the Prince

hiniseir. Two notable citizens are also represented

—

Ralph Allen and Christojiher Anstey—both fine works,

the latter bv W'm. Hoare, while additional portraits

of King (leorge III. and

(Jueen Charlotte by

Allen Ramsey occupy

the walls at the south

end. These and one

of iMeld-Marshal Wade,

IM.P. for Bath 1722-

1748, and one ti me
Commander-in-C 'hief of

Scotland, by Wan Diest,

comjilete the pictures in

this room. As regards

Ralph Allen, this dis-

tinguished man was of

humble origin—the son

of a C(.)rnish innkee[)er.

He became a clerk in

the Bath post office, and

gained the favour of

.Marshal Wade, who was

sent in command of two

regiments of dragoons

when the rel)ellion broke

out, by revealing to him

details of an intended

Jacobite rising, he hav-

ing examined some sus-

picious - looking letters,

for liath was stronglv

Jacobite. For this he

was made postmaster of

Bath, and by his [)ostal

rclorms amassed a fortune, and married a natural

daughter of the Marshal's. Having noticed the in-

cor.venience of the postal system, he devised a

scheme of cross-posts for England and ^^'ales, and
farmed them himself, making out of it ;^i 2,000 a

year. He thus became a very important jiersonage,

and was known as the " Man of Bath." It was he
who made Bath stone popular for buildings, and his

mansion ;,t I'lior I'ark, where he largely entertained

the first in the land, was built in order to show of

what fine material the stone was. It was of Allen

that I'ope wrote the lines :

" Let huinhle Allen, with an awkward shame,
Do good by stealth, and blush to find it fame."

isSeris:

GILT CUP PRESENTED TO THE CORPORATION BV THE
PRINCE OF WALES, 1739

Christopher Anstey was principally famous for his

Neiv Bath Guide—a collection of satires in rhyme,

which were very popular, and made a great sensation

at the time.

The pictures in the beautiful Council Chamber

are mostly of previous Mayors, Town Clerks, and

Recorders. These are nearly all works by Jan Van

Diest, and form part of some i thirty-two portraits

painted by order of and

presented by Marshal
Wade to the city. Ot

these some twenty-five

have disappeared ; and

it is supposed some per-

sons helped themselves

to these, as well as to

other things, when the

Guildhall was rebuilt in

1775. Anyhow the por-

trait of Ralph Allen

—

one of the set — was

found and purchased by

Alderman Bush, who

generously re-presented

it to the Corporation.

Tan Van Diest was not

a well-known artist : he

was the son of Adrian

Van Diest, and came

to London from the

Hague, and painted

landscapes and por-

traits. Walpole, how-

ever, mentions that

there were seven pic-

tures by him in Sir

Peter Lely's collection.

The two pictures in

the Committee Room
Xo. I—once the Council

Chamber—are of the Earl of Chatham, M.P. for

Bath 1 761, and the first Earl Camden, Recorder

of Bath 1 759-1 794. These are by W. Hoare,

and are among this artist's best works. On the

staircase wall outside this room is a brass tablet

containing within a beautiful marble surround the

list of citizens (i6o) who volunteered to go to the

South African War. Beneath this is the apt in-

scription. '• Never King of England had more loyal

subjects."

At the marble landing of the new portion of the

municipal buildings the ceilings are vaulted with

circular lights, the floors paved with large slabs of

black and white marble, while marble Ionic pillars
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enhance the appearance

of th e wal Is. The
Mayor's I'arlour, which

overlooks High Street,

is half-way down this

corridor—a bright room,

in which are some good

genuine Chippendale
furniture, and some

pictures and a list of

Mayors, with their sig-

natures from 141 2 to the

j)resent time. Of the

pictures three of Beau

Nash, one by Charpen-

tier, another a pastel by

W. Hoare, and the third

a painting by Thomas

Wor'idge, are interesting

records of this once im-

portant Bath personage.

There is also a painting

ol Mrs. .Anstey, wife of

the satirist. Several

very valuable old letters

are hung in frames,

notably from Ralph

Hopton, exempting a farmer from having his goods

commandeered. There are also a copy of iSIagna

Charter, now, of course, yellow with age, and a receipt

signed by Christopher Anstey for /!^2 5o for sole right

QCEEN ANNE TWO-HANDLED CCP

of the copy of his .\V<<'

Bath Guide, 1766. A
letter from Walpole to

Dr. Harington, 1595,
referring to a small

etching of Queen Eliza-

beth, is written in a very

neat hand, and is in

good preservation.

The furniture is some

of the last remnants of

the fine Chippendale
and Sheraton suites

which were in the old

Guildhall. A good deal

of this was broken up

owing to a disturbance

at an election meeting,

when these valuable

pieces of furniture were

used as weapons of

ofTence and defence.

The collection very

obviously came to an

abrupt end—not having

been built for the ex-

press purpose of assault

and battery— the pieces collected next day being too

much damaged even to repair.

As regards the Corporation plate, there is singularly

little of it. Whether this also has gone the wav of

ABBEY PLATE
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other property to help to

swell private collections,

I cannot say, but it is

quite probable, for rob-

bery appears to have

been rampant in Bath at

one time. Among the

few remaining pieces is

the gilt cup and salver

presented by the Prince

of Wales in 1739, and

brought to the city by

Beau Nash. This the

Prince presented after

his visit to Bath, when

he " cleared the prisons

of all debtors," and made

a present of one thou-

sand guineas towards the

("leneral Hospital. In

connection with this cup,

which is used as a loving

cup, there is a quaint old

ceremony kept up. It is

as follows : At dinners,

when the loving cup is

passed round, the Mayor

and his left-hand neigh-

bour rise. The Mayor turns to him, holding the

cup by both handles. His neighbour then takes the

lid off, and holds it inverted over the Mayor's head.

The Mayor then says in a clear voice, " Prosperity to

the City of Bath," and drinks. His neighbour, holding

the lid still in position over the head, replies, "God
save the King." This quaint ceremony is repeated

round the entire company. Bath has ever been one

of the most loyal and patriotic towns in the kingdom,

despite all its vicissitudes in the past. To-day the

Mayor is elected annually from Conservatives and

Liberals in turn, an admirable and very just mode of

procedure.

The Palmer cup, of silver, is also a fine and ex-

quisitely-chased piece of work. It was presented to

Mr. John Palmer, Comptroller of the Post Office, by

the (llasgow Chamber of Commerce, in recognition of

his exertions to improve the Postal communications

by means of the Mail Coach system. In 1875 the

cup was presented to the Corporation by Miss Palmer,

grand-daughter of the above. These, together with a

modern graceful epergne and some modern silver-gilt

spoons, are all the Corporation possess. Though
there is but a small collection of city plate, the old

Abbey owns some extremely beautiful pieces, of

which I give illustrations. The finest of these are a

The City of Bath

m

CHARLES I. SILVER FLAGON

silver-gilt cup with steeple

cover, presented by

Thomas Be Hot. It is

early seventeenth century

work, the chasing being

extraordinarily gootl.

There are also a pair of

(Charles I. silver flagons,

with domed tops and

thumb pieces, 14 J inches

high; a (^)ueen Anne
two-handled cu[) and

cover; a chalice and

paten, dated 1749, and

a pair of silver plates t)f

the same date. These are

but a few of the Abbey

possessions.

As regards the I'lmip

Room, the scene of such

fashionable throngs when

Beau Nash was Master

of the Ceremonies and

Dictator-( leneral, there

are in addition to the

many old Roman relics

preserved, a fine old clock

known as the Tompion

Clock, to which Dickens alludes in Pickwick. It was

given to the city by its maker in 1709, and occupied

a place in the first Pump Room, as well as in the

present Pump Room, where Queen Charlotte held

daily levees in 181 7. Opposite to this clock hangs

the picture of Beau Nash, of which I give an illus-

tration. I regret I cannot here give his history, though

it is highly interesting and well set forth in all local

guide-books. There are also some delightful old

Chippendale seats, to hold three, five, or seven persons.

Bath is a well-governed city, built almost entirely

of the stone which abounds locally. The Corporation

is wealthy, the streets are wide, and the population

in the Borough is, roughly speaking, 50,000, and

about 25,000 more including the suburbs. It is a

residential city, dependent on itself and its visitors,

for it has but few factories left, two of which used to

be organ building and furniture making. The princi-

pal manufacturing establishments now are engineering

works and some cloth factories. Though one of the

oldest cities in the kingdom, Bath strangely enough

possesses, with the exception of one or two houses, no

buildings earlier than the (Georgian era, when the

architects Wood re-modelled and re-built the city.

To-day Bath, as regards the city proper, with the

exception of the Municipal Buildings and modern

ABBEY PLATE
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hotels, is the same as it was left by the Woods. One

building in particular is interesting—once the Octagon

Church, now converted into an antique shop. This

church at one time was the resort of the fashion in the

city, and the curious construction ot the building

enabled lessees of pews to have comfortable pews

—

not the "loose-boxes" familiar to our youthful days,

but rooms with fireplaces in them. These, during

discreet pauses in the service, were poked and made

up by the family footman. Here bishops and cele-

lirated men preached : here everyone met— it was

the fashionable thing to do

—and the .arranging for a

"l)ew" for the season was

much the same as securing a

box at the Opera. No doubt

high prices were paid for

them. [beneath this church

were wine vaults, of which

Anstey, the satirist, wrote,

referring to the church as

well:—
" Spirits above and .Spiiils below,

.Spirits of bliss and Spirit-, of woe ;

The Spirits above are Spirits

divine,

The .Spirits below are Spirits of

Wine."

The baths still exist in the

city, though used in a differ-

ent form, for the scene around

has vastly changed. Roman
and Saxon, Dane and Norman

have in their turn come and

departed. The wide shelter-

ing hills now look down upon

habitati*)ns extending far be-

yond the confines of the Bath

of Roman days. lUit the

marvellous hot springs are

unchangealile and uiKiuench-

able as of old. Their origin

has never been discovered,

and probably never will be.

It is one of the many secrets

of Mother Earth. Their

volume never diminishes,

either in driest summer or

arctic winter, and the tem-

perature never alters. It is un-

doubtedly to these hot springs CCP, WITH STEEPLE COVER

that Bath owes its origin and historic reputation.

From the very first the healing properties of the

waters were recognised, discovered— if the legend be

true—by animals. Their fame has ever since been

world-wide. And thus for ages have they sprung

forth from depths unfathomable, yielding by a wise

dispensation of providence soothing and healing

virtues, to Roman and Briton alike, for now nigh on

2,000 years.

Those who have visited this fine city know full

well its extreme attractiveness — in every sense of

the word — and its get-at-

ableness. They know the

gentleness of its climate, and

its sheltered position from

icy, cutting winds, and they

love to pause in the Victoria

Park. They know its fine old,

substantial, stone-built houses,

once filled with all. the great

personages whose names are

household words to-day. They

are familiar with the charm-

ing, graceful Abbey star ding

in its midst, and the many

churches of intense interest.

It is indeed a very charm-

ing, interesting old city, well

worth visiting. Its scenery is

superb, but most beautiful of

all of the many sylvan scenes

in and around Bath, to my
mind, is the panorama which

unfolds to view from the sur-

rounding hills. To view the

wondrous valley below, with

its silvery winding Avon,

softly and ceaselessly caressing

with lightest touch the bor-

ders of the peaceful city, is

an experience never to be for-

gotten. Surely \Vordsworth"s

lines are applicable to this

scene — this lovely vista of

an embosomed city :

—

•• Karth has not anything to show

more fair :

Dull would he be of soul' who

could pass by

.\ sight so touchini; in its

ABBEY PL.ATE majesty."
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William and James Ward and their WorK By W. G. Menzies

During that great period in the history

of the art ot" mezzotint which commenced with

MacArdell, was continued by Valentine (ircen and

John Raphael Smith, and was brought to a close

by William and James Ward, no finer plates were

scraped than those executed by the brothers Ward.

In fact their large and imposing prints represent the

uttermost hmit of the possibilities of the scraper in

richness, power, and subtlety. They belong to a

different school to that at the head of which Valentine

Green and John Raphael Smith set themselves—

a

school the members of which went to Reynolds's

work for much of its inspiration. Reynolds died at

the very commencement of the \\'ards' career, and

most of their work is devoted to the interpretation of

the paintings of

his successors
—-H o p p n e r

,

Beechey, Law-
rence, a n d Rae-

burn.

W i 1 1 i a m a n d

James Ward were

the sons of a

greengrocer, the

former being born

in London in

1766, and the

latter three years

later. William,

after a course of

schooling, was ap-

prenticed to John

Raphael Smith,

to whom he was

later to act as as-

sistant. Financial

difficulties, largely

brought about by

c

COUNTESS OF MEXBOROUGH

the intemperate habits of his father, prevented James

from following in his brother's footsteps, though

he was enabled to do so some years later, when his

father's reformation improved their situation. Thus

we find both of them working in Smith's studio,

the elder making rapid progress in the art of en-

graving, and the younger doing little more than

grumble and brag of his great ability. Dissension

was frequent between James and his master, so that

when William, having completed his apprenticeship,

offered to take over his indentures. Smith readily

acquiesced in the suggestion. For nine years James

was apprenticed to his brother, during which period

he made his mark as an engraver, as well as

executing some excellent pictures of rural life.

All this time

William was work-

ing for Smith, and

his industry being

c r o w n e d wit h

a considerable

amount of success

he rented a humble

little house at

Ken sal (rreen,

then a country

village, and took

his mother, now a

widow, his sisters,

and his brother

J a m e s to reside

with him. It was

at this period that

he met the ill-fated

genius George
M o r 1 a n d , who
had a cottage in

the same district.

AcquaintanceshipBY W. WARD, AFTER HOPPNER

iAMS
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developed into friendship, and eventually George

Morland married Ward's sister Annie, and William

Ward married Morland's sister Maria. But for this

marriage there is little doubt that the world would

have been deprived of many of Morland's finest

masterpieces and Ward's most famous plates. Mor-

land painted the canvases, Ward engraved them,

and Smith published them, and if only Morland had

been able to curb his unfortunate proclivity for

imbibing too nuich

strong licjuor, and

indulging in [)eriodi-

cal bouts of dissipa-

tion, there is little

doubt that this

famous trio would

have made a greater

name in the world

of art than it did.

Few engravers un-

derstood Morland's

work better than

did his brother-in-

law, William \\'ard,

and of all the prints

executed after

Morland's homely

canvases none are

more highly appre-

ciated by collectors

at the present time

than those he exe-

cuted.

In 1814 William

was elected an

associate of the

Royal Academy,
and was for some

time engraver in

mezzotint to the

Prince Regent and the Duke of York. At this

period he lived in Soho, where he died in 1826, at

the age of sixty. He left two sons, Martin Theodore
and William James, both of whom adopted art as

a profession. The elder, who achieved considerable

success as a painter, abandoned his profession when
at the very height of his career, and died in absolute

poverty. The other, who followed his father's pro-

fession as a niezz(nint engraver, displayed evidence

of artistic ability at a very early age, obtaining the

Society of Arts silver medal at the age of twelve.

His end, too, was tragic. He became insane, and

died in an asylun. at the age of forty.

James Ward's career as an engraver was bv no

^:lss jam; bowles

means so long as that of his brother, and he is known
to fame more for his paintings than his engravings,

though some of his prints, especially those after

Hoppner, display such a high pitch of excellence that

it makes one regret that he did not continue his

work with the scraper after having achieved fame
with the brush.

For a time the two brothers were in partnership

as print-sellers, and Tames obtained the distinction

of being appointed

Painter and En-
graver to the Prince

of Wales. Success

with his painting,

however, seemed to

damp his enthusi-

asm for engraving,

and eventually he

abandoned the art

altogether.

Like many an-

other artistic genius,

James Ward suffer-

ed from an almost

ridiculously high

estimation of his

abilities as an artist,

and though he

made a great repu-

tation as a painter

of animals, his later

work, much of which

w a s experimental,

betrays a distinct

falling oft" as regards

execution. He
ceased to engrave

about the time he

was elected an

Associate of the

Royal Academy in 1807, but for the following fifty

years he continued to wield his brush and exhibit

works at the Royal Academy exhibitions, his last work

appearing in 1855, when he was in his eighty-seventh

year, and just four years before his death.

When considering the work of the Wards, James

stands out as a masterly interpreter of the delightful

child subjects and female portraits painted by John

Hoppner, whilst William is best known to fame as an

engraver of the charming domestic scenes painted by

his brother-in-law, George Morland. If James had

engraved no other plate than the delightful portrait

group, /uveni/e Retirement^ consisting of the son and

three daughters of the Hon. John Douglas, after

^V \V. WARD AFTER REV.VOLDS
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Hoppner, he would go down to fame as a great

mezzotinter. Scarcely less excellent is the companion

print, Children Bathing, in which Hoppner has

painted his own family. In both plates the child-like

charm and innocence portrayed by Hoppner's brush

are reflected as in a mirror, in a manner which

shows the remarkable mastery which Ward possessed

over the scraper.

James Ward also engraved plates after Reynolds,

Beechey, Wright of Derby, Rembrandt, and Morland,

in all of which the same remarkable dexteritv is

apparent. Amongst ihcm are Mn. Elizaheth Billi)t<:;-

ton, the famous singer, after Reynolds ; Henry Ershine,

the advocate and whig politician, after Raeburn
;

If'righ/ of Derby, after Wright's own |)ortrait : and

The Centurion Cornelius, after Rembrandt. All these

were me/.zotints. As a stip[)le engraver James Ward
merits little attention. He is believed to have

engraved a few |)]ates in this manner, but they are

so few in number that they may be considered almost

in the light of experiments rather than serious work.

William Ward's engraved work is, as is only natural,

JUVENILE RETIREMENT BY J. WARD. AFTER HOPPNER
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far and away ahead of that of his brother, for whereas

James only gave a comparatively brief space in his

long career to wielding the scraper, William devoted

practically his whole hfe to the art of engraving.

The painters whose canvases he transferred to the

copper plate make indeed a goodly show, including

in tiieir number ]Ioj)pner, Reynolds, (iainsborough,

Lawrence, Opie, Shee, and Morland.r

His me/zotints after Morland are perhaps as much

prized as any of their class at the present time.

Many of Morland's most famous works are mostly

known to fame by Ward's plates, reproductions of

which now literally flood the country. The high

appreciation of the original prints has unfortunately

caused many forged prints to be thrown on the

market, and though many are so inferior that one

would need to be the veriest novice to be deceived

by them, others are executed with such care and

consummate skill that considerable expert experience

is necessary to tell that they are not what they seem.

Amongst the more important prints after Morland

are The Anglers' Repast, The Effects of Extravagance

and Idleness, and The Fruits of Early Industry- and

Economy, all of which have been much reproduced.

Ward's portraits include the Coutitess of Mex-
borough, after Hoppner : George Mo?land, after

Miiller : Mrs. Braddyll, after Braddyll : and Miss

Jane Borvles, after Reynolds.

Ward also practised in stipple for some time, and

executed very successfully a considerable number of

plates after Morland and others. Though not

approaching his mezzotints as regards excellence of

workmanship, they are still so good that collectors

are ready to give considerable sums for many of them.

Constancy and Variety are two especially interesting

stipple prints by Ward, and are said to be portraits

of Mrs. Morland and Mrs. Ward ; whilst others are

Thoughts on Matrimo7iy, lucy of leinster, Louisa,

The Minstrel, and The Choice, which we reproduce

in colours.

The prints illustrated are reproduced from engrav-

ings in the possession of Messrs. P. (S: D. Colnaghi.

List of the Princip.al Engpavixgs sold by Alxtiox, igoi-1907.

WILLLAM WARD

Title.

Alehouse Politicians ...

Alinda
Alind.T

Almeida
Barn Door
Benwell, Mrs.

Browiirigg, Lady
Callonder, Henry
Callender, Henry
Card Players ...

Carrier's Stable

Children Birdnesting

Ciiildren Birdnesting

Children Birdnesting

Blind Man's Bull "...

Citizen's Retreat

Constani-y

Constancy
Variety

Constancy
\'ariely

Contemplation
Contemplation
Coquette at her Toilet

Coquette at her Toilet

Domotic Happiiness

Cottagers

Cottagers

Travellers

Country Stable

Death of the Elk
Delightful Story

Disaster

EtTects of K.\travagance

Farmyard
Farmer's Stable

Farmer's Stable

Artist.

Morland ...

W. \\ard
\V. Ward
W. Ward
Morland ...

Hoppner ...

Lawrence
Abbott ...

Abbott ...

Opie
Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

J. Ward ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Morlan.l ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Rubens ...

Morland ...

Wheatley
Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland ...

D.ATE.

1904
1901

1937
1907
1907

1905
1005

1904
1905
1904
1905

1904
1905

1905

1905
1904

1904

1904

IQOI

1907
1902

1907

1905

I90I

1907
1907
100 5

1904
1907
1905
1905
1905

Remarks. Price.

C. P.

C. P.

m. in brown
m. in bistre

111.

111.

m. p. b. 1.

m. proof

m. 1st St.

C. P.

m. p). b. 1.

C. P.

ni. e. 1. p.

C. P. pair

C. P. proof

C. P.

C. P. pxair

s. in bi>tre

£ s. d.

49 7

147
ss

IS 4 6
12 I 6

54

7 7

19 19

16 16 n

27

S2 10 c

IS IS

69 b

3S 17

14 14
2', 10

60 18 o

c.

in.

C.

P.

fine

P.

m. pair fine

m. e 1. p.

C. P pair

m. fine

m.
111. e

. lull

. 1. p.

margins
in.

111. e

C. P
m. e

1. p.

proof

1. p.

2S2
160
126

120

65 2

63

21

I

9Q i.S

2Q s

6 16 6

S8 16

Si iS

5S 16
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TiTi.ic. Aktisp.

Farmer's Stable

First of September ...

Franklaiul, Uaughlers of Sir T.

P'ranklami, Daiii;;lners of Sir T.

Frankland, Daughters of Sir T.

Frankland, Daugliters of Sir T.

Gamesters
Gamesters
Gamesters
F'ortune Tellers

Giles, the I'ariner's Boy
Hard Bargain
Haymakers
Haymakers
Haymakers
Compassionate Children
Herries, Lt.-Col
Hesitation

Hesitation

Hesitation

Inside of a Country Alehouse
Inside of a Country Alehouse
Inside of a Country Alehouse
Outside a Country Alehouse
Juvenile Xavigators ...

Kite Kntangled
Kite I-'.ntangled

Last Letter ...

Hard Bargain...

Louisa
Louisa
Louisa

Louisa
Louisa Mildmay
Lucy of Leinster

Lucy of Leinster

Melbourne, Lady, and Son ...

Mexborough, Countess of ...

Mexborough, Countess of ...

Mexborough, Countess of ...

Morning
Evening
Musing Charmer
Nugent, Lord George
Outside a Country Alehouse
Outside a Country Alehouse
Party Angling
Anglers' Repast
Poultry Market
Vegetable Market
Public Amusement ...

Private Amusement ...

Public House Door ...

Public House Door ...

Stable Amusement ...

Reapers
Retirement
Retirement
Salad Girl (Phoebe Hoppner)
Sailors' Conversation...

Sailor's Orphan
Saturday Evening
Selling Rabbits
Citizen's Retreat

Shepherds
Sleeping Nymph
Snake in the Gras^ ...

Sportsman's Return ...

Storm ...

Stormy Night...

Morning
Sunset : A View in Leicestershire

Taylor, Miss Angela...

Tavern Door ...

Morland .

Morland .

Hoppner .,

Hoiiimer ..

I loppner .

Ho]>pner
Peters

Peters

Peters

Morland .,

Morland ..

L Ward ..

j. Ward .

J. Ward ..

Higg
WrWard
W. Ward
W. Ward
Morland ..

Morland ..

Morland ..

Morland ..

Morland ..

Morland ..

Morland ..

W. Ward
W. Ward
W. Ward
W. Ward
W. Ward
W. Ward
W. Ward
Reynolds
Hoppner ..

Hoppner ..

Hoppner ..

Morland ..

W. Ward
Lawrence

T. Ward ..

J. Ward ..

Morland ..

J. Ward ..

Ramberg...

,

I

Morland ...

' Morland ...

J. Ward ...

J. R. Smith

J. R. Smith
Hoppner ...

Morland ...

Bigg
Bigg

J. War.! ...

Morland ...

Hopijner ..

.

Reynolds
Morland ...

Morland ...

Morland .

Hoppner .

Morland .

Date. K KM AUKS.

I9OS
I9OI

•903
1903
1903
1904
1907
1904

1 90

1

1904
1904

1905

I90S

1907

1904
1 90s
1907
1907

1904
1905

'905

1903
1905

1907

1906

1907
1907
1904
1907
1904
1907
1907

1905

1903
1903
1906

1906

1907
1905
1904
1907

1903

1907

1905

1907

1906

1907

1907
1904
1907
1907

1907

1907

1905

1905
1905

1907

1905

1905

1907

1907

1903
1905

m. proof

C. P. pair

m. 1st St.

n\. 2nd St.

m. 3rd St.

C. P. 2nd St.

m. o. 1. p.

C. P.

C. P. pair

C. P.

C. P.

C. P. proof

m.

C. P. pair

ni.

C. P. ]iroof

m. bistre

m. brown
C. P.

m. proof

C. P. ])air

m. o. I. p.

ni. c. 1. p.

m.

m. p. I>. 1.

C. P., 1st address

black, 2nd address

C. P. full margins
m. bistre

C. P., o. 1. p.

C. P.

m. in brown
m.

m. 1st St.

m. e. 1. t.

C. P.

ni. o. I. p.

m. o. I. p.

m. )i. b. I.

ni.

C. P.

C. P. pair by Ward ant

Keating

C. P. pair

r. p. pair

m. o. I. p.

ni. o. 1. p.

m.
ni. e. 1. I.

ni.

C. p. line

ni. o. I. p.

c. v.

c. p.

C. p. pair

m.
C. P.

C. P.

c. p.

ni. o. 1. p.

C. P. pair

m. p. li. I.

m. whole length

m.

Prick

L s. d.

12 12

71 8

619 10

210
13' .S

693
17 6
16 5 6

H5 10

,S2 10

42
19 8 6

i.S 15

39 18

18 10

.SO 8

9 9
27

36 15

33 12

68 5

98 14

19 19

41

162 15

21 ,S

14 10

48 6

9 9
42

47 5

30
6 6

315

99 IS

194 5

113 8

65

4 4
12 I b

23 2

215 5

65 2

131

1 89 o

2 2

9.S

10
.S

22,S

21

12 12

6 6

65 2

I.S 15

71 8

2,S2

14 14

8 8

9 9

86 2

577 10

4 4
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Tni.F.. Artist. D.^TE. Remarks. Pr ICE.

r s. d.

Teniptalinn ... Rauiberg... IQ07 C. P. 33 12

ThatcliLT Morland ... 1904 C. P. 9 19 6
Tliatchci '

Wancncr ... ... ... ... \

Morland ... 190- C. P. pair 57 15

'riiiHi^hl^ on Matrimony J. R. Sniitli ... 1903 C. P. 152 s

Tiavi'li(.'i> Morland ... ...
1

1905 m. e. 1. p. 25 4
'I'lavcfller^ Morland ... ...

1
1904 111. 0. 1. p. '5 IS

Truants ... ... ... ... 1

Bigg
Romps ... ... ... ... 1

1907 C. P. pair 42

Visit to the Hoardins^ School Morland ... ... 1 1904 ni. e. 1. p. 2S 7

Visit to the Hoarding School Morland ... 1904 m. 16 16
\'isit to tlie Hoardina; School ... 1

JMor land ...
Visit to the Child at Nurse ... ... i

1902 C. P. pair 131 5

\"isit to the Child at Nurse Morland .. 1905 C. P. proof 25 4
Visit to the Child at Nurse ... Morland ... 1905 ni. e. 1. p. 24 3

Warrener Morland ... 1905 ni. p. 1). 1. 115 10

Young Ladv Kncouraging a Low Comeiiian Northcole I90I C. P. 54 12
Variety Morland ... 1935 C. P. 15 '5

TAMES WARD

Title. Artist. Date. Re.marks. Pr [CE.

""
"

£ s. d.

Al])ine Travellers Northcole 1Q04 c. p. 21

Baring, Sir Francis, Mr. Charles Baring, Lawrence IQOS m. p. b. 1. 60 16

and Mr. Wall
Baring, Sir Francis, Mr. Charles Baring, Lawrence 1905 111. proof 31 10

and Mr. Wall
Boy Burning Weeds ... Morland ... 1904 C. P. 34 13

Boy Burning Weeds ... Morland 1907 m. IS IS

Billington, Mrs., "St. Cecilia" Reynolds IOCS 111. 6 6

Dairy Kami ... J. Ward 1933 C. P. 33 12

Douglas Children ... ... ... 1

Hopimer... 378Iio|)pner Children ... ... ... 1

1 90

1

m. pair

The same pair Hoppner... 1903 C. P. 17S 10

Centurion Cornelius .. Rembrandt 1907 111. 8 S

Cow House \. Ward 1907 ni. 9 10

George III. Reviewing Troops Beechey ... 1907 ni. cut 4
George III Beecliev ... IQ07 ni. 0. 1. p. 2 2

Heathcote, Lady, as " Mebe "
Hoppner... 1903 ni. 0. 1. p. 262 10

Heathcote, Lady, as ''Hebe" Iloppner... IQ04 C. P., 0. 1. p. 105
llilibert, Mrs. Hoppner... 1904 ill. p. full margins 23 2

Hibbert, .Mrs. ... |

Hoppner
Uibbert, Mr |" 1904 111. 1st St., pair 10 10

Smugglers Morland ... I9C5 C. P. proof 19 s 6
.Smugglers ... ... ... ... )

Fishermen ... ... ... ... 1

Morland ... 1907 ni. 0. 1. p., pair 19 19

Tiger Disuubed while Devouring iis I'reyl

Lion and Tiger Plighting ... ... |

J. Ward 1907 111. pair J l3

BOOKS OF RFFFRKNCE.

William audJames Ward, Julia Frankau, 1904.

Masters of iVez-.olilit, Alfred Whitman, 1S9S.

Print Colleitor's Handbook, Alfred Whitman, 1901.

Eii;ht, tilth Century Colour /";•////.?, Julia Frankau, I9COani:

1906.

The Old £nx ravers 0/ England. M. Salanian, 1906.

Engiat'ings aud their Value, J. H. Slater.

Mezzotints, C. Davenport, 1904.

fiiitish Mezzotint Portraits, J. C. Smith, 1S7S-1SS3.

Burlington Fine Arts Club Catalogue, 1902.

" Li.st of Morland Prints engraved by the Wards.

CoNNOlssEVR Special Morland Number.
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On an UnKnown Portrait of Botticelli and some Dates
By P. G. Konody

¥k\\ pictures of the I'loientine School at the

National Gallery have given rise to more discussion

as to their authorship than the tondo of the Adoration

of the Alagi, No. 1033, ascribed in the ofticial cata-

logue to Filippino IJppi. Morelli was the first to

recognise in it the hand of Botticelli, and his view

has now been accepted by most students, notably

by Crowe and ("avalcaselle, l''ri//,oni, IJerenson, Julia

Cartwright, ("ount Plunkett, Rusconi, and Uliiiann,

though Dr. Richter still holds it to be by some

follower of Botticelli ; whilst Mr. .Strutt, the author

of a book on Filippo Lippi, mi.xing it up in some

unaccountable fashion with a tondo by Filippo in

the collection of Sir Frederick Cook, declares it to

GROUP FROM "adoration " AT THE UFFIZT, WITH PORTRAITS OF BOTTICELLI AND GIULIANO DE' MEDICI
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ADORATION OF THE MAGI, 15V BOTTICELLI NATIONAL GALLERY

be an early picture by Botticelli's master, and painted

about 1440, and sees in the presence of a peacock

and horses the evidence of Francesco Pesello's

collaboration !

Even those who accept Morelli's attribution to

Botticelli are considerably at variance as regards the

([uestion of the date of the National Gallery tondo,

and of its relative position towards the master's three

other extant versions of the same subiect—the famous

Adoration with the Medici portraits at the Uttizi. the

unfinished and sadly ovcrpainted version at the same

gallery, and the Hermitage picture reproduced on

page 207 in the last number of The Conxoisseur.

Thus Ulmann suggests that the National (iallerv

picture must have been painted about 1480, some

years after the great Ulihzi panel. Dr. Bode holds

the St. Petersburg version to be the earliest of all
;

and Miss Cartwright places the National Gallery

tondo after Botticelli's return from Pisa in 1474.

In the absence of reliable documentary evidence,

the chronological sequence of Botticelli's work is left

largelv to conjecture : but on the strength of such

documents as have been discovered in recent years

by Mr. Herbert Home and \l. Mesnil, and of the

internal evidence of the pictures themselves, there

should be no ditificulty in placing the four Adoration

panels in their right order. More particularly the

question of the authorship and date of the National
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Uiiknoiini Portrait of Botticelli

(lallery tondo should be removed beyond all doubt,

as this picture is practically " signed and dated,"

though this fact appears to have so far escaped

detection.

Let us fust briefly examine the dates and facts

which have a more or less direct bearing on this

question. Botticelli, according to the new docu-

mentary evidence, was born in 1444 (not, as was

Pollajuolo, and that in 1472 Filippino Lippi, Filippo's

son, entered his bottega as a])prentice. It can

therefore be safely assumed that in 1470 liotticelli

must have been for some years lirmly established

as an independent master, and must have given some
striking proofs of his skill.

Thanks to the research of Messrs. Home and

Mesnil, we now know that the Medici Adoration in

ADORATION OF THE MAGI, BY BOTTICELLI UFFIZI GALLERY

previously believed, in 1446) ; he received his first

training in a goldsmith's bottega; and in 1459 or

1460 joined Fra Filippo Lippi at Prato, where that

master was then engaged on the frescoes of St.

Stephen and St. John the Baptist in the Cathedral.

We know that Filippo went to Spoleto in 1468, and
died in the following year ; but we have no record

of the date when Botticelli left his bottega and
returned to Florence. We know, however, that in

1470 his reputation in Florence was so well estab-

lished that the commission for the Fortezza was

transferred to him from so famous a master as Piero

the Ufifizi was commissioned in or about 1476 by

Gaspari di Zanobi del Lama. And we know with

absolute certainty that the toga-clad figure on the

extreme right of this picture represents the features

of Botticelli himself, then about 32 years of age

—

a strong, powerful head, looking straight out of the

picture with an almost defiant expression. There

can be no doubt that this face was painted from a

reflection in a mirror placed at the right of the

artist's easel. This much can be gathered from the

position of the pupils in the extreme corners of the

eyes— in the very position they would occupy if
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tlie painter turned his licad to see the reflection in

tlic mirror.

Now, llie National Gallery tondo contains a figure

which, by its isolated position in the midst of a dense

crowd, as much as by the turn of its head towards the

spectator, immediately attracts attention. The posi-

tion of the pupils, which is identical with the Uffizi

portrait, leaves no doubt that, whoever the person

depicted may be, we have here a portrait of the

Uttizi, and it will be found that the two heads tally in

every respect, save such differences as can be

accounted for by the effect of the twelve or thirteen

years that lie between the painting of the two panels.

The eyes are absolutely identical, and so are the

heavy lids and the characteristically twisted eyebrows.

The mouth is the same in both pictures, and both

show the very marked modelling of the upper lip, with

the sharp lines running from the partition of the nose

PORTRAIT OF BOTTICELTI

master who jiainted this tondo, and that this portrait

was done in e.xactlythe same manner as the authentic

Botticelli head—that is to say, with the aid of a

mirror placed on the artist's right. It is significant

in this connection that of the 200 or so heads intro-

duced into the four Adoration pictures, no other

presents the same peculiarity.

Having arrived at the conclusion that the isolated

youth by the white horse on the left in the National

Gallery picture is the artist who has wrought this

work, it remains to prove his identity. For this pur-

pose I would suggest a comparison of this portrait,

feature by feature, with the Botticelli head at the

FROM THE N.^TIONAI. GALLERY TONDO

to the highest points of the"' " cupid's bow.'" The

bridge of the nose has the same curve (though the

photograph does not show ihis very clearly), and the

outline of cheek and chin suggests the same face,

though in the later portrait it has naturally lost some

of its immature roundness.

The youth in the tondo appears to be about 19

or 20 years of age, so that the date of the picture

can be fixed with fair accuracy as about 1463.

That the National Gallery Adoration must be one

of the first-fruits of Lippi's teaching is evinced by

the type of the Madonna, which recalls Filippo

Lippi's famous tondo at the Pitti Palace, and other
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Madonnas by this master. Furthermore, the over-

crowded composition, which contains seventy figures,

not to speak of the horses and stags and peacock,

points towards youthful ambition overshooting the

mark.

It now remains to place the other three Adorations

in their proper sequence. In this task we are aided

by the general style of the composition which reflects

the master's attitude towards the great i)olitical and

religious questions of the day, or, with other words.

conspiracy to which Ciiuliano fell a victim in 1478;

and this corresponds with the date when daspari di

/anobi del Lama (who is himself de])icled in the

group on the right, looking towards the s])ectator)

commissioned Botticelli to paint this altar-piece.

The three .Magi bear the features of Cosimo, Giovanni,

and Piero de' Medici, none of whom were then among

the living, so that their portraits could be introduced

in this prominent position without a break with a

time-honoured convention.

PORTRAIT OF UOTTICELLI FROM UFFIZI PANEL

the influence exercised upon him by Savonarola and

the />iagiioiii, and by the evidence of recognisable

portraits in these pictures. It is known that it was

the custom of the time not to depict living personages

in the character of the Kings or Magi, though their

features were frequently reproduced in the surround-

ing crowd of attendants, etc.

Now, in the Uffizi picture, the dark-haired youth

behind the king making his offering is unquestionably

Giuliano de' Medici, whilst Lorenzo has been recog-

nised in the proud youth of noble bearing on the

extreme left of the picture. It may therefore be

assumed that the panel was painted before the Pazzi

In the St. Petersburg \ersion Giuliano is promoted

to the position of one of the Magi, whilst Lorenzo's

features cannot be traced on this picture. The only

logical conclusion is, that this i)anel was ])ainted

between 1478, the year of Giuliano's assa.-sination, and

1492, the year of Lorenzo's death. It is at least

extremely improbable that, but for this potent reason,

his portrait would not have been placed in as promi-

nent a position as his brother's.

If the almost classic repose and statuesque dignity

of the whole disposition of the Medici Adoration

be compared with the ela)i and emotional fervour

of the figures in the Hermitage picture, one cannot
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but detect the change that was beginning to be

wrought in tlie master's mind by the preaching of

the fanatic Dominican, who started his campaign in

Florence in 1490—the year which I should suggest

as the date of this wondrously beautiful composition.

In the unfinished Adoration at the Ulifizi, of which,

unfortunately, I am unable to give an illustration,

the flame of religious ardour is fanned to a veritable

conflagration ; the emotional intensity has grown into

wild fanatical passion, such as may well have been

roused in Botticelli by the happenings of 1498, which

culminated in Savonarola's death at the stake. And,

curiously enough, this picture is stated (see J. A.

Rusconi, " Botticelli," Bergamo, 1907 ) to introduce the

portraits of Savonarola and Lorenzo, so that, accord-

ing to the argument already referred to, the picture

should have been painted some time after 1498.

Whilst these arguments about the later Adorations

must needs remain merely conjectural, I do not

think that any doubt can remain as to the identity

of the handsomely dressed youth in the National

Gallery tondo with Botticelli. And since this head

is most obviously painted by this youth, it may be

considered as an unmistakeable signature by the

master, which places the date of the picture in or

about the year 1463.

MADONNA FROM NATIONAL GALLERY TONDO
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Litchfield's " History of Furniture
New Edition (Truslove Cs Hanson)

Reviewed by H. M.

The latest edition of "Litchfield" is out.

To all of us who have the " furniture habit," this

book has been the grammar on which we started the

study of the fascinating business, as this issue of a

sixth edition would abundantly seem to prove. It

is an edition that is

of far greater value P

than the early imprint

from which many of

us learnt to ride our

hobby, if it were only

for the fact that the

author has added a

large number of illus-

trations from photo-

graphs of typical

pieces, for, after all,

this is a study that

is best served by

illustration ; indeed,

a book of illustra-

tions alone, skilfully

arranged and as

skilfully chosen from

thoroughly represen-

tative pieces of each

period, would make

an almost ideal book

on the subject, for,

next to handling the

things themselves,

undoubtedly good

photographs are the ARMCHAIR OF SHERATON DESIGN (iN SIR JOHN SOANE'S MUSEUM)

best training for the eye. A point of criticism which

ought to be weighed by the author in future editions

is that several of the old illustrations are abominably

inartistically done (the full-page of the "settee and

chair " from Penshurst Place is a particularly wretched

illustration), and their

place should be taken

bygood photographic

reproductions, for

there are few of the

drawings that can

boast the exquisite

draughtsmanship of

the wood engraving

of William the Third's

silver table at

Windsor.

If Mr. Litchfield's

book were one of

the i n nu ni e ra bl c

ephemeral contrilni-

tions to the subject,

one would approach

a review of its con-

tents in a very

different spirit ; but

it is a standard work,

and it behoves the

author to keep it a

standard work—in

fact it should be, like

Cajsar's wife, above

suspicion. It seems.
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therefore, somewhat of a pity, in presence of the

wide interest in the subject to-day compared with

tlie year in vvliich he issued the first edition to the

pubhc, that he has not largely re-cast its form, and

made the sequences of the development of furniture

much more clear. Mr. Litchfield would, in future

editions, enormously aid the student by giving normal

of photographs of the more typical pieces : and it

indicates the line along which Mr. Litchfield can add

to the value of his already valuable and useful book.

For instance, we arise from the reading of this book

with but a vague idea of the development of the

English chair throughout the reigns of Charles IL,

James IL, William and Mary, Anne, and the early

SETTEE, UPHOLSTERED IN CRIMSON VELVET. RICHLY TRIMMED .\ND EMBROIDERED IN GOLD. WITH MONOGR.4M OF CHARLES I.

AND HENRIETTA MARIA FRAME CARVED AND GILT HOLVROOD P.M.ACE

types of each succeeding evolution ol furniture in

the ordinary well-to-do English home. The writer

on the subject of furniture is always naturally tempted

to give handsome and elaborate examples, but such

examples are by no means typical of a period. Mr.

I^itchfield has not fallen into this error as badly as

many ; at the same time, if one read carefully the

English section, one puts it down with an impression

of the developments of English furniture that is a

good deal more princely and palatial than is warranted

by facts. This defect is considerably mitigated in the

new edition by the employment of a large number

Georges. Vet this development holds the key to the

whole evolution of furniture during these periods.

Then as to dates : I notice that more than one

American writer has been bewildered by Mr. Litch-

field's description of the Restoration chair as being

"Jacobean," in his initial-letterpiece to the article

on Jacobean Furniture. This term Jacobean should

certainly not be extended to Restoration days, when,

not only did the whole style of furniture change, but

it was made of a totally different wood, and created

by quite foreign influences to that of the Jacobean

inspiration. Again, Mr. Litchfield is inclined to place
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DOOR, PART OAK, PART CEDAR
FROM No. 5, Clifford's inn
AN old house erected by JOHN PENHALLOW, 16S6-S

door, PART OAK, PART CEDAR
FROM No. 5, Clifford's inn
AN OLD HOUSE ERECTED BY JOHN PENHALLOW, IhSd-X

the marquetry pieces with the " flat stretcher of 1675
"

far too late—a mistake which we all made until Mr.

Percy McQuoid's researches cleared up the ground.

At the .same time Mr. Litchfield's own researches

give us the surprising fact that in Scotland the

" Restoration " form of chair, including "canework,"

had already made its appearance, at least in the

King's palace, by the end of Charles the First's reign.

Both this chair and the upholstered chair from Holy-

rood Palace anticipate Restoration designs, though

of course they should not be allowed to mislead us

into setting back the date of English developments.

Mr. Litchfield has no need to apologise for the

readable manner of his writing, for his literary

handling of the most difficult subject is excellent,

and free from all sense of tediousness. The manner

of statement of this history of furniture could scarcely

be better. But he would do well to go carefully

through his facts, as, for instance, in the description

of the Renaissance in Italy, where Benvenuto Cellini

and Lorenzo Ghiberti are included in the list of

masters working under the patronage of Pope Leo X.,

though Ghiberti had been mouldering in his grave

for twenty years when Leo X. was born, whilst Cellini
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was a mere youth when the mighty Medici Pope

was borne to his grave. Even worse is Mr. Litch-

field's ama/ing remark that " Leonardo da Vinci and

Raffaelle may be said to have guided the natural

artistic instincts of their countrymen to discard the

Byzantine-Gothic" {sic). Here he is at least a

century out in his reckoning. It is true that such

details do not affect the real value of the book as

regards furniture itself; but it makes one cjuestion

dates, for here we have dates that are easy to verify,

whereas, in the attribution of dates to furniture, the

matter is often far from an easy one, as Mr. Litch-

field's own vague terms clearly prove—for instance,

" seventeenth century " is a large label, covering the

years between Elizabeth to Queen Anne—a time

that saw enormous changes, not only in one style,

but in several. With the Jacobean, the great English

mahogany workers had little to do ; but their high

craftsmanship is deep-rooted in the designs and forms

that came into England out of Holland during the

Restoration years and the age of ^^'illiam and Mary.

A2;ain Mr. Litchfield adds little to our knowledge

CAR\ ED MAH'>GANV ARMCHAIR BY THOMAS CHIPPENDALE
(in sir .lOII.N SOANE'S MISEUM, LINCOLN'S IN.N FIELDS)

EARLY WORK IN I73O-4O
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of the vexed ciuestion us to what were " credences,"

what were " buffets," and what were " Hvery-rup-

boards " in the age of oak. He uses the term

" buffet " in a loose fashion that must confuse the

keen collector. He attributes a " Reproduction of

a Decoration " to Raffaelle in the Loggie of the

\'atican, which is most certainly the work of Giovanni

da Udine. On the other hand, some of his interiors

of given periods are excellent, and yield a telling

picture of the homes of the great. The "Jacobean"

day-bed from the Victoria and Albert Museum is a

beautiful e.xample, not of Jacobean, but of Restoration

craftsmanship and design. The date 1670 is surely

somewhat late for his four good examples of Lan-

cashire, Yorkshire, and Derbyshire chairs. The two

doors from No. 5, Clifford's Inn, 1686-8, are type

examples which are invaluable to the collector and

connoisseur, and are of the kind of illustration that

enhance the value of the book. The plates of the

carved mahogany armchair by Chippendale, 1730-40,

from the Soane Museum, and the armchair of Sheraton

design from the same place, are also ideal illustrations.

Mr. Litchfield has given a cruel im[)ression of Vic-

torian furniture, which was cjuite bad enough, in

many ways, without this unintentional unkindness
;

indeed, the seeker after knt)wledge would get a

quite wrong idea of the homes of our grandfathers

if he rely on these last cha{)ters.

But this criticism of the book nuist not be taken

as typical of the work as a whole. Its value as a

grammar to those who desire an introduction to the

subject remains—and, as has been said, is greatly

enhanced by photographic plates of pieces that help

to fill up the gaps which gaped far too widely in the

earlier editions. iMr. Litchfield has made himself

the standard of measurement for himself, and he has

imposed upon his own book certain necessities which

he would do well to fulfil on the next occasion. It

must be acknowledged that he realises the need to

keep the book up to modern re<iuirements ; but he

should overhaul the work more ruthlessly when he

next issues it to the public, and prune in places, as

well as graft on the results of the latest research.

He has made a distinct forward move. He must

on no account allow " Litchfield " to get behind

the times. It is a name to conjure with. It was

and has always been a text-book on the subject

which he has made his own. And if we weigh its

merits by a severe standard, it is the greatest com-

pliment we can pay him.

I

J

CARVED OAK T.\BLE, ABOUT lOoO UGLYROOD PALACE
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" John Raphael Smith and his WorK." A Note by Alfred Bennett Bamford

().\ reatliiiy the article on "John Raphael Smith

and his Work," in The CONNOISSEUR for November,

i thoiic;ht it possible that the following notes, from a

book in my possession, might be of interest to some

ot \(iur readers. It contains two catalogues, bound in

i)ne vcihinie— Hoydell's List of Plates, '' engraved by the

most esteemed artists," 1803, and A Priced Catalogue

of His Sale, |une i to 6, 1S18. Of the former, I dare

sa\' thcio are many copies in existence, but the latter

I should think is almost unique ; it gives the price and

name of purchaser to each lot, the total of each days
sale, and each purchaser's account in full. Of course

all these details are in manuscript.

I will first take a few of the mezzotints in BoydelTs

Catalogue from Sir Joshua Reynold's pictures, men-
tioned in the list of J. R. Smith's works in the November
Connoisseur, with the price he then asked for them,

and then take two or three of the lots containing some
of the same mezzotints which were sold with the plates

on the first dav's sale.

P..\INTKR. Subject. Engk.wer. Priie.

Sir Joshua Reynolds ...

Sir Joshua Reynolds...

Sir Joshua Reynolds...
.Sir Joshua Reynolds ...

Sir Joshua Reynolds ...

Sir Joshua Reynolds ...

.Sir Joshua Reynolds ...

Sir Joshua Reynolds ...

Sir Joshua Reynolds ...

Sir loshua Reynolds ...

Sir Joshua Reynolds ...

Lady Caroline Montagu
Mrs. Montague ...

The Schindlerin ...

Miss Palmer
Mrs. Morris

Mrs. Mordaunt...

Duke of Devonshire ...

Wm. Markham, Archbishop of York ...

Dr. Robinson, Archbishop of Armagh
Master Crewe as Henry Vm. ...

Young Bacchus ...

T. R. Smith

T- R. Smith
j. R. Smith

J. R. Smith

J. R. Smith

J. R. Smith

J. R. Smith
1. R. Smith

J. R. Smith
j. R. Smith
}. R. Smith

£ s. d.

ID 6

10 6

076076076076076
10 6

10 6
10 6
10 6

First day's sale, Monday, June i, 1818. Portraits—Sir Joshua Reynolds.

Lot. N \Mi;. P.\inti:r. Engkavijr. Prooi's. Prints.

10 Lady Caroline Montagu
Mrs. Montague

Sir J. Reynolds
.Sir J. Revnolds ,

... J. R. Smith...

I. R. Smith...
9
25

And 9 plates, 92 proofs, and 94 prints by various engravers after Sir Joshua. Bought by Richards, 13, York

Place, Pentomille, for ^17 i/s.

Lot. Name.

1

1

The Schindlerin

Miss I'alniei I ...

Mrs. Mori is

Mrs. Mordaunt...

Painter.

Sir T- Reynolds ...

Sir J.
Reynolds ...

Sir J. Reynolds ...

Sir J. Reynolds ..

Engraver.

T. R. Smith.

J. R. Smith.

j. R. Smith,

j. R. Smith.

Proofs. Prints.

17

And 10 jilates. 11 proofs, and 28 i^rints by other engravers. Bought by Dickinson for ;^io los.

Lcir.
1 Name. Painter.

,

Engr.avek. Proofs. Prints.

15
i

Master Crewe as Henry VIIL
Master Herbert as Young Bacchus
Dr. Robinson, Archbishop ol Armagh
Dr. Markham, Archbishop of York ...

Sir J. Reynolds J.R.Smith
Sir j. Reynolds J. R, Smith
Sir J. Reynolds '

J. R. Smith

Sir J. Reynolds J. R. Smith

30
18

24
2

37

.A.nd 5 |)lates, 19 proofs, and 2 prints of John Lee, by Hodges, after Sir Joshua. Bought by Cribb for £\\.

t " Sir Joshua's niece."" Sir Joshua's niece, now Lady Inchiquin."
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'1'here exists in Guisborough a unicjuc nicmoiial

of the ])ruce lamily in the form of an ancient

cenotaph. The two sides have stood
Robert Brucc's < . ^ • • ,

,^ ,
tor two centuries or more m the porch

1 omb '

of the parish church, where they

could not be seen properly and were very liable to

damage : one end is in the Priory Gardens in the

possession of Colonel Chaloner, and the other end

is lost, but may still, it is hoped, be found. Colonel

Chaloner has conditionally promised the existing end
to the church, and it is now proposed to erect the

pieces again as a cenotaph in the north aisle of the

church, as the most suitable and advantageous

position. It will be placed underneath the old

stained-glass window with the Bruce arms on it.

Robert de Brus, the ancestor of both Scottish and

English branches of the P]ruce family, tounded the

Priory of Ciuisborough in 1119, and in that year gave

the parish church then existing to the priory, in

whose possession it continued until the dissolution

of the larger religious houses in 1539. The church

as well as the priory has thus been intimately con-

nected with the Bruces, who were its greatest

benefactors, and of whom many, including Robert

de Brus himself, lie buried within the piecincts of

the priory.

N

BRUGES TOMB AT GUISBOROUGH CHURCH
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Coloured

Salt-glaze Jug

COLOURED SALT-GLAZED JUG

Thk true collectors of salt-gla/e ware have always

found a fascination in their treasures which has

puzzled the novice who is apt to be
A Kemarkablc

j^j^g,-, ^yj|-]-, more glowing colours or

([uaint designs. It is easy to go into

raptures over a scale-pattern Worcester

vase, or to envy the possessor of a brilliant piece of

soft paste Sevres. But it takes more knowledge to

have the real not the simulated feeling for earthenware

less ornate and

depending for its

excellence upt)n

less transparent

i|ualities. P'ashion

has of late decreed

that coloured salt

ghi/e is the thing

lo he cdUected,

and there are

ma n v fine ex-

amples sliowing

t h e w are at its

best : hut there is,

not e\en i n the

national col-

lection, no liner

example of
coloured salt glaze

than the jug here rare lowfstoft teai'ot

COLOURED SALT-GLAZED JUG FRONT VIEW

illustrated. Only 6{t in. high, it stands as a rare

specimen of its kind, inasmuch as it bears an

inscription of the former owners — " James and

Martha Jinkcuson"— and the date "1764," The

colours of the flowers and insects are very rich,

being enamelled on the usual salt-glaze ground. This

is an interesting ceramic record, giving the key

definitely to the date of the early Staffordshire manu-

facture. Among the dated salt-glaze ware which, in

whatever con-

dition, is always

rare, this dated

example of colour-

ed salt glaze is a

rare and splendid

specimen.

A Rare Lov\estGft

Teapot

It is interesting

to find a dated

Lowestoft piece

of china made in

the same year as

the fine example

of salt-glaze ware

here illustrated.

The results of the

two factories can



Notes

noTTOM or Lowi'Moir ti'apot

reign of George III.

be compared. In

the former there is

a distinct achieve-

m e n t in the

production of

something which

reflects a certain

national feeling;

in the latter the

result was imita-

tive, being copied

from the same
Chinese models
which inspired

Worcester, w i t h

its mandarins
and toy bridges,

and Bow, which frankly styled itself " New Canton."

The teapot bears the initials " G.I. E.,'" and the date

"1764."

This carries one bark to the early years of the

It is remarkable to he

able to contemplate

a teapot which
graced some table in

I'^ast Anglia ten years

before the cargoes

of tea were thrown

overboarcl b\' the

people of lioston.

America was then a

flourishing British

Colony. When this

teapot came out of

the oven at Lowes-

toft, the Philippines,

which had 1 ) e e n

seized from .Spain

during the Sjianish

war, were restored to

her— and now the

American colonies

have become the

greatest nation in

the western hemis-

phere, and t h e

I^hilippines have

again c h a n ge d

owners.

In decoration there

is nothing unusually

fine in comparison

with other Lowes-

toft pieces of lesser

rarity. It is deco-

rated in blue and

red in the particu-

lar style known

to experts in this

factory's pro-

ductions, and

there is slight

gilding upon it,

and what is uni-

(|ue in Lowestolt

the initials and

date are pencilled

in gold on the

b o 1 1 o m o 1' t h e

teapot. Altogether

it is an t-.xcej)-

tionally interesting specimen of the much disputed

factory.

Thk Nelson jug reproduced is of jiale brown

earthenware, stamped Doulton \- Walts, Lambeth

Lottery, London. The speaking-trum-
Nclson Jug

,^ _.g,j^. ^^c 'p,.,^f.ii„ar days, was used
and Trumpet

, ,,,,,,• ^
,, 1 -nt 1

on board the Victory under Nelson.

Both objects are in the possession of Surgeon B. W.

Wright, by whose courtesy they are reproduced.

SPEAKING TRUMPET USED
ON "victory" NELSON Jt-U;

6.^,



The Coiiuoisseiu''

Thesk two volumes lead into one of those bye-

wavs ol history which branch out from the main roads

in greater and greater complexity as

they make towards modern times. A
clear account of the various schemes

of invasion planned against England

in revolutionary and imperial France

is given by the authors : still, the main
A. M. Broadlcy interest of the book rests undoubtedly
London

:

John Lane
3IS. 6d. net.

" Napoleon
and the

Invasion of

England "

By H. F. B.

Wheeler and

on the many caricatures and broad-

sides with which the narrative is

illustrated. The story is made to tell

itself in the language of the ephemeral publications

and records of the day. Thus much material is

l)ro\'ided to interest the student of social conditions

and contemporary opinion, as well as the historian

of events. Napoleon's attempt against England be-

longs to a species of phenomenon peculiarly dear

to the journalistic heart ; it was a serious enterprise

only in intention, a mere popular scare in fact.

There was a fine field for ultra-patriotic and

inflammatory de-

clamation on the

one hand, and
sarcastic, coni-

m e n t on t h

e

other. The ama-

teur defenders of

F] r i t i s h homes
may be held up

to ridicule, or the

French marau-

ders represented

in their true co-

lours ; I'itt may

be depicted in

the uncongenial

garb of a volun-

teer, or l'"o.\ as

applying his un-

wieldy bulk to a

windlass in per-

spiring eagerness

to tow the French

vessels towards

his country's

white cliffs;

great ( ieorge may

be exhorted to

keep u]) a good

heart, or IJuona-

parte unmasked

as a bloodthirstv
PORTR.MT OF NAPOLEON V .WV.

Ogre. Above all, commencement ci- the second v

there is that wide field for imaginative treatment,

the rafts preparing at Boulogne and elsewhere on

the French coast—dangerous possibly, but essentially

ludicrous. These volumes contain many specimens

of the windmill bedecked monstrosities which onlv

wanted a fair wind to slip across unnoticed by the

British fleet and humiliate the enemy of France.

If there is only a measure of truth in these repre-

sentations, one would almost think that the fans of

" les belles Anglaises," whom a French caricature

represents as trying to raise a westerly wind, while

their terrified men-folk cower behind their petticoats,

would have been really sufficient protection for

England. All this throws an exceedingly vivid side-

light on the contemporary attitude towards the party

leaders during the Great ^^'ar, and helps to explain the

popular basis of George the Third's curiously unique

position. The great popular sovereigns of England

are a strange company ; George the Third's recurring

tendency to insanity did as little to impugn his posi-

tion as the true representative of national feeling

as did Henry the

Eighth's drastic

remedies for do-

mestic troubles

and the vagaries

of his autocratic

conscience.
From the fif-

teenth century,

from, indeed, the

invention of

printing, the cari-

caturists and the

pamphleteer be-

come personages

whom no student

of history can

disregard, and

whose works ac-

cumulate apace

for the delecta-

tion of collector

and antiquarian.

In the eigh-

teenth century,

that golden age

of English art,

when a real in-

stinct for beauty

touched so many

different products

of national in-
TED BY .APPI.^NI IN 1 S03—THE
ERioD OF THE iNv.\sioN iRojECTs dustry, cancaturc
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became an art in

the hands of Ho-

garth, just as did

pottery in the

hands of Wedg-

wood, or furni-

ture in tliose of

Chippendale-, or

letter-writing with

Horace Walpole,

ox pamphleteering

with Swift, Defoe

and Burko. Ho-

garth's caricatures

are satires and

disquisitions on

morals, but they

are also pictures,

just as Pope's

verses are virulent

party libels, but

also poetry. It

can hardly be

said, however, that

Hogarth's mantle

has fallen on the

men whose work

illustrates the

Napoleonic era.

The specimens
.selected for the

book under notice

form an excellent

basis for judging

the merits of the

artists, though it

must be owned that they cannot seriously be viewed

as works of art, any more than the versified comments

appended to them can rank as poetry. It is perhaps

the crucial test of the sympathetic historian to be

able to appreciate the humour of another age. The

closer the period is to modern times, the harder

seems the task of laughing with it sincerely. Row-

landson and (iillray played with apparent skill and

success on a string in the national sense of humour

which is now no longer vocal. Their monstrous

ill-drawn figures, with dropsical limbs and lengthy

harangues attached to their mouths, seem to our

taste merely repulsive and tedious. They lack the

essential elements of caricature—life and movement.

The songs and broadsides certainly make a more

successful appeal : they are often saved by an

amusingly lurid vigour, or a happy knack of rhyme

and metre. Others are of interest as being hitherto

THE GREAT TERROR, AUGUST IS03

handed down
orally, and trans-

cribed for this work

by the authors

themselves. There

is a world of

pathos, too, in

the conscientious

comments ol a

forgotten I'oet

Laureate.

Altogether these

two substantial

volumes are full of

historical and anti-

(|uarian interest.

Much has been

done to collect

new material, and

those with few

opportunities for

research will be

grateful for the

result. More care

might, perhaps,

have been taken

to relieve of irre-

levancies private

1 e 1 1 1- r s reprinted

in full, and to edit

public documents

more severely.

.Still, in dealing

with material such

as this, the task of

selection is always

the supreme difficulty, and in this case it has been,

on the whole, successfully performed.

By special arrangement with Messrs. J.
^\edgwood (\:

Sons, of Etruria, Messrs. James Powell & Sons are

holding at the Whitefriars ( "ilass Works,
A_Wedgwood_j,^ Tudor Street, an e.xhibition of a
Exhibition.

coiig(,jio„ of Old Wedgwood " (,)ueen's

Ware." Among the many interesting pieces are three

plates, which are duplicate specimens of the services

made to the order of the Empress Catherine II. of

Russia in 1774. The services consisted of 952 pieces,

and the painting alone entailed an expenditure of

more than />,2oo. There is also one of the six

vases " thrown " by Josiah Wedgwood himself, with

his partner, Thomas Bentley, at the -wheel, on the

opening day of their new works at Etruna, 13th June

1769.
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Dog-gates

DOG f.ATES FROM COWDRAY HALL

The pair of dog-gates reproduced were acquired

by Prof. Sir Rubert Boyce about the same time

that he purchased the iire-back men-

tioned on next page, in the village of

Cowdray. They were the original gates of the

banqueting hall at Cowdray Hall, and Prof. Boyce

has had them placed at the end of his hall, where

thev look very effective.

OiK colour-plate, '"The Fine Musetioners," is

reproduced from a class of colour-printing invented

l3y the engraver ]\Iarin, of which the

gold printed border is a notable fea-

ture. Sometinic-s these prints are to be

found with plain border without any

gold decoration, but these are later

states and not so fuie in any respect. The title, "The
Fine Musetioners," is a French corruption of The
Fine Musician.s.

In engraving the title our printers mistaking the

French " S " for "L" have made the word "Muse-
tioners" read " Mulciioners."

Thp; portrait of Madame Huet by her husband,

Jean Baptiste Huet, which we reproduce in the present

The Fine

Musetioners

By Marin
after Raourt

Portrait of

Madame Huet
By Demarteau
after Huet

number, is one of a pair of plates of considerable

scarcity engraved by Demarteau. Huet, who is best

known for his landscapes and animal

subjects, was a pupil of Le Prince,

and also worked under F. Boucher and

Dagomier. He regularly exhibited

at the Salon from 1769 to 1802,

and became painter to the King in 1794. Examples

of his work can be found in the Louvre and the

museums at Orleans, Nantes, Rouen, Rennes, and

Versailles.

1 )emarteau and Bonnet were among those who

engraved his work, the British Museum containing

manv engravings of his work loose and in book form.

There are, too, at the British Museum five coloured

drawings by Huet.

Few artists were more successful in depicting a

Christmas scene than James Pollard, and few prints

are more highly appreciated than the

winter coaching scenes engraved after

his pictures by Hunt and others. The

print we reproduce is a typical example. The coach

laden with shivering passengers and Christmas prov-

ender, the carriages bearing the happy schoolboys

Approach to

Christmas
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home to their hoHdays, the group of children with

their monster snowball, and the falling snow, all

contribute towards making the picture a splendid

presentment of an old-fashioned Christmas.

The very beautiful German drinking glasses,

generally known as " Wiederkomms," first came into

use in the six-

A German
j^g,^j,^ century,

Drinkiiipf
, , .

r^. t he ea r 1 1 es t
ulass

known example

being one dated 1553 in the

Art Museum at Berlin. The

most richly ornamented ex-

amples were intended mainly

for decorative purposes,

arranged on dressers and

shelves, and were only used on

occasions of ceremony. Their

size, regarded as drinking ves-

sels, was sometimes immense,

the one which we illustrate,

wliich is by no means of

exceptional dimensions, hold-

ing nearly 1^ gallons. When
we remember, as Nesbitt in

his work on Glass tells us, on

the testimony of a seventeenth

century traveller in Germany,

that it was necessary to empty

such a glass, without pause,

when drinking a health, we
can only marvel at the camel-

hke capacity of the drinkers of

that period. Mons. A. Sauzay,

in La Ver?-erie, says that these larger glasses were

intended to circulate round the guest-table, each

guest drinking in

turn ; a custom which

seems to him so

distasteful and which

appears to him so

singular, that he,

clearly, had never
shared in the " Lov-

ing-Cup " at a City

dinner. Some may
call to mind a

reminiscence of this

custom which survived

until recent years at

Bruges, where the

Plemish girls of the

cabarets always took a

GERMAN DRINKING GLASS

SUSSEX FIRE-BACK
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first sip from. the full glass before ])resenting it to the

guest.

The very fine example of these glasses, one known

as a Reichs-Adler-Glas, of which we publish an

illustration herewith, is somewhat uncommon in its

decoration. The double-headed eagle and the

arrangement of the heraldic devices are not in them-

selves very unusual, but the

peculiarity in this case consists

in the display of a crucifix on

the breast of the bird among
the shields. Along the toj) of

the dexter wing are the arms

of the three ecclesiastical

Electors of the Empire—Trier,

Cologne and Mainz—and the

arms of Rome ; and on the

sinister wing those of the four

secular Electors—Bohemia, the

Palatinate, Saxony and liran-

denburg ; whilst below are ar-

ranged the arms of the various

states and cities which made

up the Holy Roman Empire.

Round the top of the tum-

bler runs the inscription iii

white enamelled letters, "
1 )as .

Heilig . Romisch . Reich . mit

. sampt . seinen . Gliedern,'' and

on the back of the glass, among

some rosettes, is recorded the

date of its manufacture, 1593.

It stands a little over 15 inches

in height and has an external

diameter of 6 inches, and

was in the collection of the late Carl Culemann, of

Hanover.—J. Tavenor-Perrv.

The fine old Sussex

fire-back which ' we
repro-
duce was

found in

the vicinity of Chiches-

ter many years ago

by Prof. Sir Rubert

Boyce. It was dis-

covered hanging up

in a farmhouse, it

having originally come

from Battle Abbey.

It is dated 158 S,

and bears the sign of

the coiled rope and

anchor.

Old Sussex

Fire-back
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" Catharine of Aragon's House in Shrewsbury."

To the lidilor of Thk CONNOISSEUR.

Di AR Sir,— I'lKler the above heading in your issue

of this month is an extraordinary account, which I am
afraid I mu-^t ])ull to pieces for the sake of historical

aci'urac)'.

'I'hc liouse was, at one time, the mansion of the

Shro|)siiire family of Rocke, and is referred to in old

documents as "The Olde House." Your correspondent

has e\idently mixed up the fireplace in the hall with

that of the front room. The fresco in this room has

certainly been known since 1828, and probably earlier.

It represents the badge of Mary Queen of England,

the " Tudor Rose and Pomegranate knit together,"

which the queen used when princess, and afterwards.

This may have given " B. Kendell " the idea that Queen

Catharine of Aragon resided in Shrewsbury. As far as

the historical records of the town show she never li\ed

here, but her daughter, Princess Mary, at the age of

nine years, had bestowed on her "the title of F'rince

of Wales, with the distinction of nominally directing its

Marches'" (see Oivcn and Blakcway, vol. i., p. 305), and

was, no doubt, at one time living in Shrewsbury.

The above house has often been called " Princess

Mary's House," or " Mary Tudor's House." Catharine

stayed at many places during the time she was waiting

for the annulment of her marriage, but it is romancing

to assert she spent it in our town. If" I>. Kendell" will

read the life of Catharine in The Dictionary of National

/lio^raphy, there will be found a full account of the

various places where she stayed after June 22nd, 1526,

when Henr\- decided to live apart, though he was

frequently in her companx' until July 14th, 1531, when,

the Court having removed to Windsor, he finally left

her and never saw her again. She certainly was at

Bridewell, London, during part of the time when pro-

ceedings were most active. She lived at Woodstock.

Grafton in Northamptonshire, Richmond, Windsor, and

\arious other ]ilaces, and spent part of Christmas time

in 1531 at Creenw ich.

The late Mr. J. C. Colvill, who purchased the property

about thirty years ago, disco\ered a very unique illus-

tration of a town, with towers and churches (which many
think may be taken for Shrewsbury), when altering the

fireplace and chimney breast in a room which he used as

a drawing-rot m (see the second photograph, it is in the

centre panel . The house is situated m Dogpole which

is a street at right angles to the top of Wyle Cop (not

Kop).

It is well known that Prince Arthur lived at Ludlow

Castle, and held Court there with his wife Catharine.

He made frequent \isits to Shrewsbury, and, it is

possible, at time^ Catharine may have been with him.

\"ours faithfully,

Herbert South.\m.

l\'07'. \()i/l.

BooKs Received
Legend in Ja/'aiitse Art, by H. L. Joly, 4 gns. net ; The Bahys

Day Boo/.; by W. Graham Robertson, 3s. 6d. net ; Tiie

Poems of Coleridge, illustrated by G. Metcalfe, los. 6d. net ;

Hnhert and fo/in Van Eyek, liy W. H. I. AVeale, 5 gns.

net. (John Lane.)

The Washbourne Family, by Rev. James Davenport, ^LA.,

2IS. net ; The Builders of Florence, by J. Wood-Brown,
illustrated by Herbert Railton, iSs. net ; A Bool; of Cari-

eatures, by Max Beerbohm, 21s. net ; Seals, by W. I)e

Gray Birch, 25s. net. Methuen & Co.)

Slieffield Plate, by Bertie Wyllie, 7s. 6d. net ; Sir Henry
Raelntrn, R.A., by R. S. Clouston, 3s. 6d. net ; Tlu

Etchings of Rembrandt, by A. M. Hind, 7s. 6d. net.

(.George Xewnes.)

Brush, Pen, and Pencil Series: Frank Reynolds, R.I., by

A. E. Johnson, 3>. 6d. net
; Joint Hassall, R.I., by

A. E. Johnson, 3s. 6d. net. (A. & C. Black.)

A'atiire in Greek Art, by Emanuel Loewy, 5s. net ; The

Thoughts of Leonardo da Vinci, by Edward McCurdy,

2s. 6d. net. (Duckworth & Co.)

Die Mode ; ISLenschcn iind Moden im A/.\". Jahrhundett, by

Max Von Boehn, 6 marks. (F. Bruckmann, Munich.)

Sl7-res[ Porcelain at Btrcl-ingham Palace and JVindsor Castle, hy

Ciuy Francis Laking. M.\".0., F.S.A., logns. (Bradbury,

Agnew & Co.)

LLeraldry as Art, by (.;. W. Eve, I2#. 6d. net. (B. T. Batsford.)

Three LLundred Shades and Hciv to Mix Them, by A. Desaint,

2 Is. net. (Scott, Greenwood iV Son.)

The Cili'cn and his Duties, by ^Villiam Finlayson Trotter, Ms.\.,

LL.M., IS. net. (T. C. \ E. C. Jack.)

Life and JVorks of I'ittorio Carfaccio, by Gustav Ludwig and

lompeo Molmenti, translated by Robert H. Hobart Gust,

2i gns. net. (John Murray.)

Leaves from the A'otehooks of Lady Dorothy Nevill, by Ralph

Xevill, 15s. net. (Macmillan & Co.)

Franz Laurana, by Wilhelm Roll's, 36 marks. (Rich. Bong,

Berlin.)

Roma I PomJ-ei, by G. Boissier, 5 lire. (Sociela Tipografico-

Edilrice Xazionale, Turin.)

fondcn Pails and Gardens, by The Hon. Mrs. Evelyn Cecil,

illustrated by Lady Victoria Manners, 21s. net. (Constable

& Co.)

Palg>ave's Golden Treasury, illustrated by Robert Anning Bell,

los. 6d. net. (J. M. Dent & Co.)

7'he Seasons, an illustrated Kalendar for 190S, 3s. net. (The

Coinubian Press.)

A History and Description of Italian Majolica, byM. L. Solon,

42s. net ; Trees and their Life Histories, by Percy Groom,

illustraledlby Henry Irving, 25s. net. (Cassell & Co.)

'/he Arts and Crafts of Older Spain, 3 vols., by Leonard

Williams, 15s. net. (T. N. Foulis.

)
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Notes and Queries

\The Editor invites the assistance of readers of '\\\v.

Connoisseur wito may be able to impart tlie informa-

tion reqtiired by Correspondents.

\

UnIDKNTIMKI) rORlKAIT (l).

To the Editor of I'hk Conxoisski-r.

Sir, — I take the liberty of enclosing a photogia])li

of an old oil painting I possess. I should he very

glad if you would procure me any information as to

only get the name of the subject but ol the artist

as well.

Any ad\ice you can offer nie will be acceptable.

Vours sincerely,

P. S. i;rKi>K\.

C V.LT IC In 1 K R I ,.\C 1 NG

.

To the I'lditor of Thk Connoisskur.

Sir,—As an answer to an enquiry relating to Celtic

Interlacing, I think that your corresjjondent will fnid

what he wants in Romilly Allen's Celtic Art in

UNIDENTIFIED rORTRAIT (l)

the personality of this portrait and the artist. It is

on canvas about 38 inches by 29 inches.

I may mention that the picture was re-lined

apimrently many years ago.

Vours faithfully.

Ceo. Shari,.\nd.

Unidentified Portrait (2).

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Dear Sir,—Am enclosing photograph of an old

Oil Painting now in my possession. It is evidently

the work of a master. I am endeavouring to identit)-

the portrait, and thought perhaps you or vour

readers might help me. If any reader .should ha\e

an engraving—a copy of my picture, I might not

UNIDENTIFIED PORTRAIT {l)

Pag^an and Christian Times ("The Anticiuary's

Books," London : Methuen).

Vours truly, F. V. (Liege).

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Dear Sir,—In the November number of The

Connoisseur a correspondent, " D. 1'".," asks lor

books and photographs of Celtic interlaced work.

There exists a photographic reproduction of the Book

of Kelts, in nine thin paper volumes, published in

London in 1S95 by Messrs. (^uaritch, and in Dublin

by Messrs. Hodges, Figgis \- Co., 104. C.rafton

Street. I think they are out of print, but may be

heard of second-hand.

Vours faithfully, K. V.. Wn.i.s.

"^^^i
m'.
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The sale of the miscellaneous collection of liooks,

incliidini; a selection from the library of Sir John

Watney, completed by

Messrs. Hodgson on

the first da\' of No-

vember, was chiefly

noticeable f(.)r a num-

ber of publications

issued b\" several of

the Learned Societies.

These in\ariably com-

mand attention a> they

are practicalh' indis-

pensable to new members of such of the societies as are

in existence, and of great literary, artistic, or scientific

\alue in any case. Thus the Publications of the Pipc

Roll Society always have their price, a series of twenty-

five volumes from the commencement in 1884 to 1904

realising /,"i4 los. on this occasion (cloth). The Harlcian

Societys Publications are also in favour, especially when

complete, and a good set in cloth from the commence-

ment in 1869 to 1906, in all eighty-nine volumes, sold

f'"" £y>- A precisely similar amount was realised at

Messrs. Hodgson's in April, 1905, for a then complete

set in eighty-three volumes (original cloth), so that the

records are fairly steady. It is worthy of note that the

Dictionary of Auitional Biography, with the supplement,

index, and epitome, together sixty-se\en xolumes, 1885-

1903, now stands at ^37 (cloth), as against £^2 in

Uecembei- last year, and the Memoirs of Casano7\i,

privately printed in twehe volumes, 1894, at ^11 (parch-

ment), as against ^16 realised in June last year .half

buckram, uncutV Other prices obtained at this same
sale were as follows :

—

k'ifi/intfs Il'ritings in Prose and
Verse, the edition de luxe, 25 vols., £\ \ los. (art cloth) :

Thackerays IVor/cs, the Standard Edition, 26 vols.,

^^83, ^10 IDS. half morocco ; Aubrey's iVaturai

History of Surrey, 5 vols., 1719-23, the Strawberry Hill

set, extensively extra illustrated, ^)i8 (old russia) ; Drum-
mond's Noble British Families, 2 vols., imperial folio,

1846, ^10 IDS. (half r 'n" ; and a very unusual and im-

portant work by Lieuuiiaiit - Colonel Simcoe, entitled

Journal of the Opeiations of the Queen's Rangers from

the end of the year 1 787 to the Conclusion of the Anierica/i

War, Exeter, n.d., ^31 (half calf).

The season at Sotheby's never opens till the end of

October, and their first sale commenced this year on the

29th and extended well into November. It was of a

miscellaneous and very extensi\e character, though the

books disposed of were not particularly noticeable, many
ot them being sold in parcels. From among the mass

we pick out Trials for Adultery, 7 vols., 1779-80, with

the plates, £\\ 15s. (half calf); Boccaccio's // De-

canterone, 5 vols., 8vo, Londra )Paris), 1757, with the

engraved titles, plates, and vignettes, ^34 (contemporary

French morocco) ; La Fontaine's Contes et Nouvelles en

I'ers. 2 vols., 1795, pl'ites after Fragonard, some proofs

before all letters, ^22 los. (half morocco) ; and //ogarth

Kestorcd, published by Stockdale, Walker & Robinson

in 1812, atlas folio, ^30 original half binding). This is

one of Thomas Cook's editions, and had the plates

coloured by hand. The work was published at 100

guineas, and the only other copy we remember to have

seen was that sold at Hodgson's for ^91 in March five

years ago. That copy was belie\ed at the time to be

imit|ue, and was certainly in finer condition than the one

sold on this occasion.

Messrs. Sotheby's sale of the 4th and 5th of Noxember

comprised a number of \aluable books and rare tracts

from the library of the Earl of Sheffield, consisting to a

great extent of Anien'cana, for which there is such a

widespread demand. Though the catalogue comprised

but 376 lots, the amount realised reached a grand total

of £3,223, this in itself testifying to the very great im-

portance of the collection, for the prices obtained were

very evenly distributed throughout. It was not one of

those sales in which enormous sums are realised for a

few books, all the rest passing unnoticed. At this sale

/250 was obtained for an unbound and clean copy of

Edward Winslow's Ciood A''e7(.'es from New England,

1624, small 4to, and /)245 for Captain John Underbills

Ne7i'esfrom America, 1638, small 4to. This latter book

consists of but twenty-three leaves, and the particular

copy was not in the finest condition. It certainly had

the folding figure of the Indian Fort or " Palizado," but

a blank leaf was missing, and several margins had been
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cut away. The " Fali/atlo " plate is exceedinyl)' laic,

nearly all the known copies being wiiluuit it, as was that

sold at Hodgson's in March last year for £70. On the

other hand, that copy had the blank leaf. Very seldom

does it happen that this book is found in e\ery respect

complete. Aniony the other good prices realised at this

sale the following are most noticeable :—Thomas Mor-

ton's Xcw ]in_q;htnd's Cn/iaa/i, printed at Amsterdam in

1637, small 4to, ^60 (unbound), rare in itself, but also

noticeable for a poem by Ben Jonson in Chapter x\ ii.,

which is not to be found in any of his printed works ; a

tract of six leaves known as A Farther, Briefer, and

True Relation of the laie Wars risen in Nciv Eni^/and,

1676, small 4to, ^109 (unbound, damaged); Jl True

Relation of the late Battell . . . between the English

and the Pet/uet Salvages, 1638, small 4to, ^83 (un-

bound) ; News front Xew England, printed by J. Coniers

at the Black Raven in Duck Lane, 1676, small 410,

^ 1 18 (unbound) ; Strange Newesfrom Viiginia, a tract

of but four leaves, printed for William Harris next

door to the Turnstile without Moorgate in 1677, small

4tO) L99 (unbound) ; and Denton's Brief Description

of New York, 1670, 410, ^350 (unbound, blank leaf

missing). This will give some idea of the hi,L;h prices

likely to be realised when seventeenth centLiry books

and tracts relating to what are now the United States of

.America are concerned. .A vast number of others of

later dates had been bound up collectively in either one

or a series of volumes, and these, too, sold for substantial

amounts, though they were not, of course, equally

noteworthy. Some day they will be worth far more

than they are now, for time is slipping along, and the

eighteenth century will soon be old.

On November 6th Messrs. Sotheby sold an extensive

collection, consisting almost wholly of works on magic

antl other occult subjects belonging to Mr. Charles F.

Cox, of New York. Mr. \'an .Antwerp set a precedent

in March last, when his library was removed from that

city for sale in London, and the very high prices realised

acted as a direct encouragement for furtlier moves in

the same direction, for there is very little, if any doubt,

that books of a high class realise more in London

than they do in the United States. Mr. Coxs occult

library was, however, hardly of the right kind to

make the correctness of this opinion self-evident. A
few years ago a great wave of occultism spread o\er

this Country, but it has now almost entirely subsided,

and the prices realised for occult literature have declined

in the same degree. For this reason the 389 lots realised

but £},\T, though many of the books were imiiortant

enough to merit a better fate. That .A.grippa's Vanity of

Arts and Sciences, 1684, 8vo, should realise Ijut 15s., and

the same author's <(t) Fourth Book of Occult Pliilosof>hy,

1783, 8\o, but 13s., notwithstanding that both were

bound in green morocco, with gilt edges, is inexplicable

on any other hypothesis. Several works by Paracelsus,

including his Aurora, 1659, 8vo, went for sums varying

from 23s. to I2S. ; the first edition of Bodin's De la

Detnonoinanie des Sorcicrs, printed at Paris in 1581, for

23s. (calf giltj ; Barrett's Magus, the original edition of

i8o[, tor 33s. (half morocco) ; and \Vil:^lln's Dictionary

of Astrology, 1819, for 6s. (calf). The onl\- book Ik re

which realised a fairly good price was the Magus. All

the rest, and indeed all the books in the catalogue,

would ha\e sold for much moic seven or eight \ears

ago.

'I'he library of Mi'. l''rancis Baring, of Norman Court,

Wiltshire, contained, inter alia, a large number of

works and miscellaneous tracts by Daniel De T'oc, which,

being offered in one lot, were disposed of for /,8o. .Six

[lages of the catalogue were (le\'oted to the collection,

remarkable primarily for its extent, and very reminiscent

of that loriiied many years ago by the late Mr. James
Crossley, at one time ])resident of the Chetliam Societ)-.

With the exception of the original editions of Robinson

Crusoe, The fournal of the Plague, Moll ! landers, 'I'he

Mock Mourners, and some half-do/,en other works by

this voluminous author, there is, as a rule, little to

detain the collector who i^ not a specialist. .Should he

be one, however, and have De Foe upon his list, his

labour is assured, for many of the books and pamphlets

written by the celebrated conti'oversialist, though common
enough in theory, are exceedingly difficult t(j meet with

in practice, especially when in anything like condition,

and Mr. Baring's collection, though it did not include

many of the jjopular treatises with which the name of

De Foe is more intimately associated, was, nevertheless,

extensive and interesting, and must have demanded an

immense amount of tune and patience to acciuire. In

other respects the library was not very noticeable,

though it contained man)' good books, as, for instance,

an almost perfect copy of Saxton's Maps of England

and Wales, i 573-79, which realised ^51 (morocco). The

maps were original issues, and all finely coloured by a

contemporary hand. Hoare's Ancient and Modern

Wiltshire, together 7 vols, on large ].)aper, with Benson

and Hatcher's Old ami New Saruiu, 2 \ols., 1843, st)ld

in one lot for ^35 (riissia extra), and some Botanical

works also realised good prices, as, tor exanifile, the

Botanical Magazine, second series, 17 vols., 1827-44,

and third series, vols. 1 to 4, 1845-48,^31 (half morocco),

and Edwards's Botanical Register, second series, 20 x'ols.,

1S28-47, £\C) (half morocco'. The total sum realised

for .Mr. Baring's library was /,65i 3s.

On November 13th and 14th .Messrs. I'ultick ^: Simp-

son sold a miscellaneous collection of books, among

them being a number of volumes from the library of

Anthony TroUope, the novelist. This was a fairly good

sale, on the whole, though no hi.;h jirices are noticeable.

.=\ckermann's Microcosm of Loiulon, 3 \'ols., 1 808, brought

/;i3 (half calf, one plate missing) ;
The Sporting

Repository, \\'\\.\\ 17 (should have been 19) coloured plates

by .-\lken, 1S22, 8vo, ^15 (halt calf; Criiiiin's C'aman

Popular Stones, 2 vols., 1823-26, /)io los. (half morocco,

some leaves mended 1 ; Herrick's Hesperidcs, minus the

portrait and otherwise imperfect, 1648, 8vo, /, 11 (half

bound); .Milton's Paradise Regained, 1671, 8vo, with

the leaf of License and "Errata,' /;i7 los. (morocco

extra); and a complete set of the I'etcy Society

s

Publications, 94 parts in 30 vols., ^11 (half morocco).
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It IS wortlu' of note that the Encychpccdia Britaunka
with supplement, tooether 36 vols., 1875-1903, now stands
at l7 15s- (publishers cloth), as against /S ;s in
May last.

Messrs. Hodgson's sale of the library of the late
Sir James Knight Bruce and other properties also
realised a few good prices on xVovember iSth and
following day. Gardiner's History of Eno-land, dealing
with events from the accession of James I. to the dis°
grare of Chief Justice Coke, 2 vols., 1863, sold for /16
(cloth;; Swift's Tale of a Tub, ist edition of 1704, with
the list of announcements opposite the title-page. ^6 los
(old calf); Stevenson's Works, 2% vols., ,894-8, wiih the

- Letters, z vols., 1899, and Life by Graham Balfour
2 vols., lyoi, together 32 vols., Ir,^ ,os. (cloth^ ; the
Chiswick Press edition of The British Poets. 100 ^-ols
HI 50, 1822, ^2, (vellum); and Dugdale's ^rona,tieon
Angln-anum, by Caley, Ellis, and Bardinel. 8 vols
folio, IS, 7-30, / 22 (moi-occol Fifty copies of this work
were printed on large paper with proof plates, and under
si.ni:.,r conditions would have realised l^o or possiblv
rather more.

On November ,9th, .Mr. J. C. Stevens, and on the two
following days Messrs. Sotheby, sold a number of scien-
tific works, Entomological, Ornithological, and others
stich for e.xample as Butler's Lepidoptera Heteroeera in J
parts, cloth as issued, ,877-93, In : ^loox^s Lepidoptera
Indua, 6 vols., ,890-1905, ^,1 (doth); and Barrett's
Lepnioptera of the British Islands, ,, vols., ,892-190-^
i,26 5s. (in paits). These were sold bv Mr. Stevens ^t
Sotheby's, an exceptional copy of Jerdon's Birds of India
2 vols, in 6, Calcutta ,862, sold for ^250. It was the
authors own copy, evidently p,-epared for another edition
which was not published in consequence of his death
It was interleaved and fortified with numerous colou.ed
drawings, pencil sketches and manuscript notes. The.'e
were also a number of the regal ornithological books bvGould which brought the close p,-ices to which we havc^
long been accustomed, and Sargenf,- Sihui of YorthAmerua, ,4 vols, royal 4to, 189, -,902. This latter series
of volumes sold for ^5, (onginal boards, uncut . whileLoddiges botanical Cabinet. 20 xols.. ,8,8-3^,, made
,^-^~ '°;-;'^-^"^ -'^"^'- I-^y f-- the ,:.ost important'entrv inhe catalogue horn a strictly literaiy point of view washowever, a series of 52 nun,bers of The Corsau; not"
al ogether per ect. ,839-40, which realised no more than
i,6 I2S. 6d. In this r.enodical, Thackcnu', a. he savs
hunselt. made his "first appearance before "an Ameri;an
public. Ilecontnbutedeightletters. afterwards re-editedand published in the '• Pa,-is Sketch Book." and anamusing burle.,ue of Carlyle's style entitled, - Thoma
U.lTle, E., .0 Oliver Yorke, Esq.. on the sinking ofthe V engeui. ^

Mess,-s. Hod..on's sale of Xoven.ber 2,st was one of

the best so far held this season, the Americana aloneen ithng ,t to that position. There were, however, manv
other books of great mte.est, as for instance CaysEle.'y
published at 6d. in 1751. /lo. ,cair kV.t-'= /r v
bi8,,n the original boards with label defective' Isi-

the nrst edition of Herrick's Nesperides. ^6^%, 8vo ^8icalf
;
and the second issue of the first edition of Tom

J7\ •
"-*'• ^^°- ^'^^ •^-«" -hv this set.eahsed such a very unusual price was solely because it-as in boards instead of the usual calf. A few copies-ere made up in boards probably for trial purposes, and

his was one of them. These were all noteworthv salesthough naturally enough the chief interest centres' in the
^.....-.... We have not space to notice more than
the fol owing :-R,chard Eburne's Elaine Path.vay to
Plantations, ,624, 4to, f:o (calf); Sir Robert Go.'don's
hncouragements for such as shall have intention Z^c
162s, 4to i:,4o (calf:; Bullock's Vir^i„i^ Impartially
E.ran.n.W,r649 4to, i:24 (calf); Budd's Good Order
Established ;n Pennsilvania, ,685, 4to, £^o^ (calf) ; and
Ho.se,j.a,rden's Detection of the Conspiracy formed by
~^o>ne U htte People for burning Xe,v York, ,7^^ J
IS' unbound). As is well known, works of this class
have mc-eased enormously in value of late vears and it
cannot be supposed that they have even yet attained
the highest rung of the financial ladder
The .-emainder of the month was occupied in disposino-

of the libraries of Mr. W. Hugh Spottiswoode, Mscount
Falkla,:d, and other collectors. The books belonging to
Lord Falkland were me,-ely a selection, and like the
miscellaneous volumes f,-om other sou.-ces do not for
one ,-eason or another, call for much notice, thouoh
they were good of their kind. The interest centres onMr. Spottiswoode's libraiy, a well selected, all round
collection, which realised nearly / 1.200. Rather more
than £7 was paid for Mr. Sumburne's Atalanta in
CaO'^/on ,865, 4to (white cloth . an immense advance on
the published price of 6s. The Ed^tio Princep. of the
-Opei-a'- of Plato, printed by Aldu s in i;i folio.
realised i), 6 ..morocco super extra); Hepplewhite's
Cabinet JIaher, the third edition of 1794, folio /07 calf
e.xtra)

;
Daniell's lW<ige Pound Great Britain 8 volsm 4, 18,4-25, impl. 4to. /5, ..half morocco)

; Schedel's
Ld>er Cronu-arum, ,493. folio, ^35 (old calf, slightly
wcrniee,

;
R. & J. Adam's mr/cs in Architecture. 2 vols'

^772-79. atlas folio, £19 15s. (half russia' : the Chefs
dOEuvre dcs Theatres Etran<rers, 25 vols .,n laroe
paper, ,822-23. royal 8vo. /27 ,os. , morocco super
extra.

;
and an extra illustrated copy of Hasted's Sm-vey

of A ent. 4 vols., folio, , 778-99, ^48 (half mo,-occo\ The
extra illustrations consisted principally of view, of old
churches, funeral monuments, castles, brasses, and other
objects of antiquarian interest, as well as of localities
and towns.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
Announcement

Rkaoeks of THii CoNNOissKUR are entitled

to the privilege of an answer gratis in these columns

on any subject of interest to the collector of antique

curios and \Yorks of art ; and an enquiry coupon for

this purpose will be found placed in the advertisement

pages of every issue. Objects of this nature may also

be sent to us for authentication and appraisement, in

which case, however, a small fee is charged, and the

information given privately by letter. Valuable objects

will be insured by us against all risks whilst on our

premises, and it is tlierefore desirable to make all

arrangements with us before forwarding. (See coupon

for full particulars.)

Arms and Armour. — Crossbow. — 10,027
(Uuhlin).—We imist Iwve a more detailed description of your
crossbow before we can form a det'inite opinion of its value. It

may be wortii anytliing from ^i upwards.

"Books.— Bible, 1638.-9,921 (Honisey Lane).—You
do not describe yom liil)Ie sulficiently to enable us to be very

sure of its value. If tiiere is nothing to make it of special

interest, it should fetch Irom 15s. to £1.
Hone's Tracts, etc.—9,885 (Primrose Hill).—The value

of your nineteen political skits of the early nineteenth century

does not amount to more than ids.

Breeches Bible, 161 1.—10,038 (Doncaster).—Your Bible

with genealogies is worth about ;i^ I

.

Breeches Bible, 1607, and Black Letter Bible,
1620. —10,04s (Leeds)-— If tlie binding of your two Bibles

is good, and llie texl, etc., in each is perfect, tliey are worth

about ^'l IS. each.

Wesley's " Sermons on Several Occasions,"
3 vols., 1847, etc.— 10,069 (Stratford-on-Avon).—The books

you descrilie are worth only a few shillings.

Scott's " Waverley Novels." — 10,091 (Lincoln).

—

Bound first editions of Scott are (juite common. The total

value of the set mentioned in your list is not more than

about £-,.

Coins.—Charles II. Guinea, 1678.-10,041 (Waiei-

foot).— Specimens of this coin are he(|uently met with. Yours,

being in good ])reservation, is worth about 26s.

Values of Coins.—9,843 (Newcastle-upon-Tyne).— Ilazlitt's

Coin Collector should help you ; l:)ut no book can alone enable

an amateur to judge the values ol coins witliout practical

experience.

Engravings. — " Feeding the Pigs " and
others, after Morland.— 10,074 (Wrexham).—The value

of your coloured prints by Smith and Ward depends upon
the ''Slate," and whether they are printed in colours or painted

over. They might fetch anything Irom £^ or £6 each to ^30
or ;^'40 each.
" Meditation," after Angelica Kauffman, by

J. B. Michel.— 9, 023 (St. lleber).— \'oiir |irint is worth about

17s. 6d. We must see your Tol)y jug to value it.

" Louis XVI. ," after E. M. Ward, by S. Cousins.
— 10,053 (Newport).—Your engraving is of very small vakie.

Send the picture lor inspection.

"The French Raft."— 10,248 (Croydon).—Your juint

is interesting. It represents the raft which was supposed to

have l)een made for tlie invasion of I'mgland by Napoleon
Buonaparte. You should be able to get about £2 for it.

" Miss Kemble," after Sir Joshua Reynolds, by
John Jones.— 10,077 (Walthamstow).—As you state that

your engraving of Miss Kemble is coloured, it is very likely

to be a reprint. Originals in colour are almost unknown, but

the reiaroductions are common.

" Attack of Dutch Squadron on Batavia Roads,"
by O. Testolini, 1806.— 10,250 (liornsey).—Yom print

is worth about los. 01 us.

Coloured Hngraving. — 10,290 (Lutterworth). — Yom-
coloured engraving appears to l)e a late impression of a plate

usually called A/rs. U'o/ls as " Cowil//>." Its value is about
25s. Your jirints by !Iumi)hrey are worth only a few shillings,

and the others in your list have no special value.

"Duke of Wellington," 1841, and "Prince
Albert," 1862.-10,180 (Netley Abbey).—Your two prints

are not worth more than a few shillings.

"Victory" and "Peace," after Cipriani, by
BartoloZZi. -- IO,lS5 (Salisbury). — A pair of gnninie ofd

colour prints in good state would fetch Irom 50s. to £^. If

yom- prints are coloureil by hand, however, tiiey are not worth
more than a few shillings.

furniture,—Chippendale Chairs.— 10,000 (Rich-

mond). -Your two Chippendale armcliairs show tile Chinese
inlhience, and il in good condition, they should realise about
10 guineas each. The small chairs depicted in your photograph
are worth about £;} lOs. each. We understand that you have
three sets of five each, but we do not <piite lollow to which
your pencil sketch of "straiglil back " refers.

Musical Instrument. — 9,920 (prestonkirk,

N.B.).—The musical instrument of which you send us ]ihoto-

graph is Burmese. It is not specially uncommon, and would
be worth to a collector about £4 or £^.

ObjetS d'Art. — Qlass Transfer Pictures.—
10,034 (Corey).— II you possess genuine old transfer ])ictiues

on glass in original frames, the set of three is worth between

£^ and £14 • l.)ut a good many of those now met with are

modern imitations.

Mourning Ring. — 10,040 (Dnifield). — Mourning rings

are quite common, and they have no great value in the open
market. The style of your specimen is characteristic of the end
of the eighteenth century. It is worth about £1 10^. to a

collector.

Wax Portrait of Dr. Johnson.— 10,024 (Southampton
Row).— It is diflicult to advise you without seeing this, as large

numbers of modern wax medallions have lately been placed in

old frames and hawked about the country. If your portrait is

contemporary, of course it is of considerable interest to Johnsonian
collectors, and you might obtain as much as ;^I0 for it.

Sheffield Plate Wine=Coolers.— 10,011 (Regeiu's Bark).

—Tnere is consideiable demand lor old Sheffield plate just now,
but we could have formed a lietter idea of the value of \our

wine-coolers if you had sent [us a sketch of the design. .\n

average price would be about £2 los. to ^3 IDs. the pair.

Vottery and "Porcelain. — Crown Derby
Vase. — 0,924 (1 la<lleigh). — \'oin- vase is evidently Crown
Derby of the period 17S0-1801), but the unfortunate loss ol the

handles depreciates its value. It is now worth about £j, lOs.

Copeland and (iarrett. — 10,019 (Lasswade). — Your
china plates marked ''opeland and Carrett are not worth more
than 2s. or 3s. each, as they were made too late in the nine-

teenth century to be of much interest to collectors.

Persian Vase. — 10,060 (Torquay). — judging by your

sketch and descriiition, your vase is a Persi:ui Hookah ol the

seventeenth century. It is worth about ^l lOs

Delia Robbia Plaque.— 10,066 (Porto).— The iila(|ue you
describe is luobably Leila Robbia ware. To judge its value

properly, we must see it, as a fine specimen would be worth
a considerable amount. Several ordinary pieces, however,
have been sold at £^ to ^lo each.

French Vase. — 10,097 (Boxmoor). — Your vase appears

from the sketch you send us to be French, but your particulars

are too vague to enable us to give any opinion as to its value.

Hochst.— 10,018 (Sheffield).—Your vases bear the mark of

Hdchst, period about 1760-1794. If genuine, they should be

worth between .1^75 and £?iO.
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Special Notice
Readers of The Connoisseur who desire to have

pedigrees traced, the accuracy of armorial bearings

enquired into, paintings of arms made, book plates

designed, or otherwise to make use of the depart-

ment, will be charged fees according to the amount

of work involved. Particulars will be supplied on

application.

When asking information respecting genealogy or

heraldry, it is desirable that the fullest details, so far

as they may be already known to the applicant,

should be set forth.

Only replies that may be considered to be of

general interest will be published in these columns.

Those of a personal character, or in cases where the

applicant may prefer a private answer, will be dealt

with by post.

Readers who desire to take advantage of the

opportunities offered herein should address all letters

on the subject to the Manager of the Heraldic

Department, at the Offices of the Magazine, 95,

Temple Chambers, Temple Avenue, E.C.

Answers to Correspondents

Heraldic Department
1245 (l])^vvicli).—The aim-, of Thomas Lambc, of Ti iniU-y

Si. Mary, Sullolk, were : Sa/'/e on a /'<ss or ivl'dw)! three

ciiiijiii'Joih trimnc a lion fas^aiit ,v«/V.v i'liii't'cii Ivo iiitilUls of
the jiilci ; and a iiedigree of the family will he found in the
Viiitatioii <•// Sii/foth, 1612. Thomas Lambe, in his will, which
was dateil 12 May, 1570, and proved 27 June following, desires

"to he buried in the clunche of Saincle Maiye Trynileighe
agniu^U- the place where I doe usualliesit, withoute anye funerall

pompe hut onelie havinge breade and drincke cheese and mutton
pasties lor ihe poore. And I will my Amies shal be set up in

the glasse windowe on the lighie hande where I doe usuallie sitt

as soon as uiaye beiione convenientlie.'' We can find, however,
no trace of a coat of arms in any of the windows of St. Mary's,
Trimley ; indeed there is no stained glass of so early a period in

the church. The only memorial is a small brass on one of the
walls bearing tlic loUowing inscription :

" Here lieth buried the
bodies of Thomas Lambe gentleman and of Winifrede his wife,

which Thomas deceased the 22 day of Apri! in the yere of our
Lord 1570, and the said ^^'inifrede the 7 day of Maye in the
yere 15S2." From the date of his will it is clear the inscription

is inaccurate as to the month in which he died. Winifred was
the daughter of William Grislinge, of London, and they left

three sons and three daughters.

1249 (London).— (l) The family of Cole of Brancepeth Castle

was founded by Ralph Cole, Mayor of Xewcastle-on-Tyne in

1633, who purchased Brancepeth in 1636. He was the son of

Nicholas Cole, of Newcastle, and grandson of James Cole, of

tlateshead, smith. Nicholas Cole, his eldest son, was Sheriff

of Newcastle in 1633, and Mayor in 1640-44. A zealous

Royalist, he was created a baronet in 1641. He married

Mary, daughter of Sir Thomas Liiidell, Bt., of Ravensworth,
and on his death, in 1660, w-as succeeded in the title by his

eldest son, Ralph, who inherited a large fortune, " the greater

part of which he spent on Art and the patronage of Artists."

Sir Ralph Cole was a ]Hipil of Vandyke, and painted a portrait

of his father- in-law, Thomas Wyndham. In 1674 he sold

Kepier, part of the family property, and in 1 701 Brancepeth
Castle. He was twice married ; first to a daughter of Thomas
^Vyndham, and secondly to Katherine, daughter of .Sir Henry
Foulis, Bt., of Ingleby Manor, Yorks. He died 9 August, 1704,

and was buried at Brancepeth : being succeeded by his grandson

Nicholas (baptized 9 June, 16S5), ^^'ho was the eldest son of

Nicholas Cole (who died in the lifetime of his father, the second

baronet) by his wife, Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Mark Milbank,
first baronet. Sir Nicholas Cole, the third baronet, married

twice, but dying in 171 1, without issue, was succeeded by his

brother, Mark, the fourth and last baronet. The latter, who
was baptized 8 November, 16S7. lived in poverty, and died in

Maich, 1720, being buried 25th of that month at St. Margaret's,

Durham, at the cost of his cou>in. Sir Ralph Milliank. The
Arms of the Coles of Brancepeth were : Argent a fcss engrailed

saiik /htween three scorpions rcT'ersed of the seeond. Crest : A
naked arm erect holding in the hand a scorpion sahle. .\ younger

son of the first baronet married a daughter of Forster of Etherslon,

and had an only daughter Elizabeth, who married Francis

Leweii, of Amble, by whom she left issue. Sir Nicholas

Cole also had a daughter Mary who married, 1651, Thomas
Forster, of Ether.ston, and left issue. (2) Probably the family

referred to is that of Auste, who bore for Arms : Salde three

X'ar/)s or. Crest : A gari> pyoper. Auslwick is a parish near

Clapham in the West Riding of Yorkshire.

1257 (Slough).—To provide the precise information asked for

concerning Sir James Reynolds, of Castle Camps (who was
knighted in lClS\ would require considerable research in the

public and local Records. Sir James Reynolds, who was Chief

Justice in Ireland in 1727. was the eldest son of Robert Reynolds,

of Bumpsted Helions and Bury St. Edmunds, by his wife, Kezia,

daughter of Thomas Tyrell, of Clipping, and granddaughter ot

Sir William Hervey, of Ickworth. He was born in 1684,

called to the Bar at Lincoln's Inn 1 7 10, made Chief Justice of

the Common Pleas, Ireland, 1727, and in 1740 appointed a

Judge of the English Court of Exchequer. He w^as knighted

1745, and dying 20 May, 1747, w^as buried at Castle Cam]is,

where on his monument he is described as " the last male

descendant of Sir James Reynolds. Knight, who fiouiisheti in

these parts in the reign of Queen Elizabeth," and who was his

great-grandfather.
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The Recent Exhibition of WorKs of Art of the 18th Century
at the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris By J. J. Foster

Ok recent years the beauty and fascination of

fine examples of English miniatures of the eighteenth

century have been fully recognised ; indeed, their

appreciation in a pecuniary sense has reached, as we

all know, a pitch so extravagant that only those who

have a deep and well-filled purse can hope to acquire,

in the open market at any rate, specimens of a

Cosway, a Plimer, a Humphrey, or a Smart. But it

may, I think, be safely asserted that on this side

of the Channel the merits of the French miniature

painters of the same period are not so well known.

Perhaps it is not too much to say that many of the

admirable artists who then worked in Paris, and have

handed down to posterity the features of notable

men and attractive women of their day, are hardly

known amongst us, even by name.

For the purposes of this article I shall ask my
readers' kind permission to

as.sume that this is the case,

and proceed to point out

some revelations which a

recent exhibition at the

Bibliothe(iue Nationale

afforded.

Lest the term " revela-

t i o n s " should sound
stronger than the occasion

warrants, let me quote the

testimony of the learned

compilers of the catalogue

of the collection. Fore-

mo.st amongst these author-

ities ranks the late and much

regretted M.Henri Bouchot,

keeper of the prints in the

Vol. XX.—No. 78.— e
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French National Library, a gentleman and scholar to

whom I have frequently been indebted for courteous

assistance. He speaks of the deeply interesting

exhibition, which he was largely instrumental in

organising, as one which brought to light many

French miniaturists who are nowadays hardly known

at all. In a country such as France, so keenly alive

to artistic merit generally, and so generously and

rightly appreciative of the works of native - born

artists, this statement lends great weight to the claim

of this exhibition upon the notice of the readers of

The Connoisseur.

Before proceeding to an examination of the im-

portant section of that exhibition which is the subject

of this article, a few remarks as to the general scope

and purposes of the collection should, I think, be

made. Exigencies of space in the Rue Vivienne

precluding t h e exhibition

of large pictures, smaller

works of art, chosen from

many of the finest private

collections in France, were

l)rought together. These

com{)rised miniatures;

gouaches ; specimens of

English and French en-

graving, in their varied and

attractive forms; "biscuits

de .Sevres "
; medals ; and

even such unconsidered

trilles as "jetons d'or et

d 'argent." The bare enu-

meration of these will con-

vey to " cognoscenti " the

PAINTER UNKNOWN Hianysided interest of the
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exhibition, and the

light it throws

upon Parisian life

during that mo-
mentous period in

the history of

Europe— the lat-

ter half of the

eighteenth cen-

tury. It is to the

miniatures, of

which there were

nearly 700, that I

shall invite the

readers' attention.

A careful survey

of them leaves

several distinct

impressions upon

the mind. The

first is the num-

ber of miniature

jiainters of more

than respectable

talent who
flourished during

a time which is

commonly regard-

ed as one of total

social upheaval.

(2) The supreme

ability of the leading men of the school. (3) The
interesting comparisons which may be drawn by

students between the

French miniaturists of

the period and the works

of contemporary luiglish

artists.

In spite of there being

no less than fifty pieces

by that prince of minia-

ture painters, Pierre

Adolphe Hall, including

one of surpassing beauty

to which I shall refer

later on, it mav be

considered that, on the

wh ole, J ean B a p t i s t e

Isabey bore awav the

palm in this exhibition.

so important and his-

torically interesting was

the contribution made
by Madame Rolle by portr.mt of a lady

7S

PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST

a collection to

which is rightly

given place d'hcfi-

neur. Of course

Isabey"s eminence

is admitted in this

country, where his

portraits of Napo-

leon I. are well

known. The pre-

sent Duke of Well-

ington owns a

vigorous render-

ing of the great

duke in his prime,

wearing the Order

of the Golden
Fleece, which is

regarded as one of

the finest portraits

extant of Napo-

leon's rival. In

the Wallace col-

lection are over

five - and - twenty

examples by Isa-

bey, many of

which are cha-

racteristic and
important, but the

range of his work

I venture to think, not so generally recognised,

is to be accounted for, however, when we recall

his ability and the cir-

cumstances of his long

life, for he lived to be

nearly ninety. Coming

to Paris quite young, he

was installed atVersailles

before the Revolution,

married a wife during

the Terror (her portrait

was here, as also that

of his second wife), and

managed not o n 1 y to

keep his head on his

shoulders through all

those troublous times,

but to become " peintre

attitrc " to one regime

after another. Napo-

leon I., the Allies,

Louis X \" 1 1 1. , and
BY AUGusTiN Charles X. all employed

BY ISABEY
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PORTRAIT OF A LADV,
BY JEAN

In the first, which contains

five figures only, tliree of

the heads are finished, and

these are not so large as a

little-finger-nail, but the ex-

pression and truth to life is

marvellous : the work is soft,

vet so brilliant as to equal

fine work by the old Missal

painters, whose method of

treatment it recalls in some

vague way, although the

figures are those of Augus-

tin's own time—of his family

for all I know to the contrary.

Like Isabey and Augustin,

Franc^ois Dumont came from

Lorraine to seek his fortune

in Paris, driven thither by

the necessity of helping his

six orphan brothers and sis-

ters. He prospered, and in

comparatively few years time went to Rome. Return-

ing to Paris he became famous, and was admitted to

the academy when only thirty-nine. He exhibited

in the Salon up to 1825, and died probably about

five years later. Amongst the thirty or forty works

by Dumont here shown there is an early portrait

of Marie Antoinette. The artist appears to have

been quite acceptable at Court ; indeed, Louis XVL
gave him the rooms in the Louvre that had been

occupied by Cochin. He also seems to have known
how to trim his sails during the Revolution, and

must have painted all through the Terror, for the

majority of the portraits in this exhibition are dated

between 1786 and 1794. The Wallace Collection

owns three examples of this artist, one from the

collection of Marie Antoinette ; another is the

charming full-length of Madame Vige'e Le Brun,

palette in hand, which is figured in my book on

Miniatures as a typical work of this able painter.

Dumont shows marked sobriety of treatment and

unassuming mastery of his art, rising at times to a

display of remarkable vigour, as, for example, in

the truly masculine portrait of A Man of the Revo-

lutionary Period, a tiez frcs fort" No. 142, owned by

M. Verde de Lisle, and dated about 1791.

A long familiarity with the technique of miniature

painting leads me to assert without hesitation that,

from the point of view of execution, P. A. Hall's

work is amongst the most wonderful in the whole

range of the art. Instead of the laboured minute

touches by which miniaturists were wont to get their

effect, and still employ, Hall's handling is so broad

DIRECTOIRE PERIOD
GUKRIN

the work more solid.

that, in the ordinary water-

colour painting on paj^er, it

would be termed a wash, but

as he uses ivory, he cannot

wash on it, and so he uses

a |)lentiful amount of body-

colour, and thus gets his

effects in a marvellous man-

ner, as experts in such mat-

ters may see for themselves

at Hertford House, where

hang many fine miniatures

by him. Our own Samuel

C o o p e r us e d the s a m

e

method, and his work shows

greater breadth of treatment

in the faces of his models ;

but even his h a n d 1 i n g

,

superb as it is, has not the

same freedom about it that

Hall ])ossesses. Cooper's

inimitable art is more sober;

There is on the other hand a

bravura about a fine Hall which makes it una])[)roach-

able in its own way. Of course body-colour was largely

used by other artists, both in this country and abroad,

and especially in the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries, but they employed it in a more laboured

way than did this Swedish artist, whose supreme

facility, exquisite taste in colour, and daintiness of draw-

ing and conception reach a high-water mark in the

portrait of a lady (186) from the collection of Mnie. C.

de Poles. Upon the strength of an inscri])tion on

the back of the frame this work was assumed to be

a portrait of Louisa of Prussia, (^ueen of Sweden,

and sister of Frederick the Great. The com])ilers

of the catalogue of the exhibition claimed, and I think

justly, that the lady is emphatically French. They

yjoint to resemblances between this picture and the

Nina engraved by Janinet after Hoin, and the portrait

of Mile. Dugazon in this character, i)ainted by

Mme. Le Brun, and now belonging to the Countess

de Pourtales. But whosoever she may be, and of

whatsoever nationality, no question can arise as to

her charm, to the beauty of the subject, and to the

delicacy of touch with which it is rendered. This

masterpiece, which is of exceptional size, fetched

no less than 60,000 francs at the Miilbacher sale.

It is supposed to have been painted between 1785

and 1790. The lady, who may be five and thirty,

is in white, with slightly faded pink and pale yellow

on her dress ; she is seated in a park, the landscape,

sky, and flowers all being exquisitely treated.

The example of Hall given in this article (No. 222)
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is eminently charaeteristic, and there were several

others of great beauty, e.g., one of the Duchess de

Ciuiche, of ravishing sweetness, and another of La

Cointesse Heffinger, wife of the French Ambassador

in Portugal -a i)iece which fetched 2S,ooo francs

at auction.

As I have already remarked, the number of works

bv unknown miniature painters shown in this collec-

tion of eighteenth century art was so great as to

call for a special c-omment by the compilers of the

catalogue, and it

may be taken for

granted that if an

artist's name is

not known to

such authorities it

is not familiar to

the present genera-

tion. Exigencies

of space do not

allow me to deal

with these con-

tributions in de-

tail, but it is

interesting to note

their appearance

in this exhibition,

which, I may
111 e 11 1 i o n , w a s

made up from
tile iniest collec-

tions in France,

if only because
it jiroves the ex-

istence ol many
excellent artists,

and a wide-spread

employment of

them. Moreover,
^, , ^ N.\TOIRE BY
tliey demonstrate

the utility of exhibitions such as these, wherein,

as the authorities of the Bibliotlieiiue Nationale

say, they aimed at '" un but d'education et de

curiosite."

This leads to tin- remark that a very instructive

contrast might be drawn between the French and

English schools of miniature painting had the scope

of the exhibition been extended so far as to include

a more comprehensive representation of the British

artists.

Without presuming tn say what the organisers of

this deeply interesting collection might or should

have done in this direction, one may be permitted to

express a regret that the well-known riches of this

country in art of the kind were not more widely and

fully drawn upon.

There were, it is true, over twenty examples shown

belonging to Mr. Pierpont Morgan, ranging from the

Olivers down to John Hazlitt, in a piece dated

1785, but valuable and instructive as these are, they

obviously could not convey an adequate sense of

the scope, wealth, and charm of English miniature

painting.

Not the least attractive of Mr. Pierpont Morgan's

" receuil " was the

pretty Misses

Berry by George

Engleheart. These

are well known.
There was another

Engleheart here, a

man's portrait be-

longing to M.
Viennot, which I

have given
amongst the illus-

trations as a cha-

racteristic example

of the artist.

There was also

a solitary Edridge,

a portrait of Mrs.

Armstrong, and a

very indifferent

Hone.

Mr. H odgkins

also helped to

maintain the credit

of English minia-

ture work by his

loan of five Cos-

ways—George \\

.

when Prince of
JEAN-B.\PTISTE MASSK ,,, , , •

W ales, his sisters

and brothers—eminently characteristic portraits and

all genuine work.

There was also a very good "Macaroni Cosway,"

by Holmes, a sound painter whose colour is rich and

strong. But what are these among so many ?

In this respect, then, the exhibition may be deemed

to fall short, or rather, let us say, to have missed an

opportunity.

I regret I have no space left to even attempt to do

justice to Mansion (well shown in the Wallace col-

lection I may remark in passing) : to Lie Perin, and

many more. I must content myself by giving illus-

trations of Aubry, the talented pupil of Isabey, and

not unworthv rival of Augustin ; of Guerin, who was
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a fellow pupil of Isabey in David's studio—his virile

portrait of Admiral Kleber is one of the best known

and justly admired miniatures in the Louvre, and

may be regarded as the French ideal presentment of a

hero. In pleasing contrast to this observe the " Jeune

Femme du Directoire " (No. i8o); of Masse, who

belongs to the earlier part of the century, and whose

portrait of Natoire is instinct with life and eloquent

of the character of the original ; and last, but hardly

least, of Sicardi, as Luc Sicard, who was born at

Avignon in i 746, chose to style himself. The delicate

his miniatures shown in tlu- exhibition now under

review is one of deep and pathetic interest. It is

that of his pupil, friend, fellow-worker, and sharer

of his life. Mile. Constance Mayer, whose tragic end

by her own hand dealt I'rud'hon a blow from which

he never recovered.

But I must stop, though I should have liked to

say something about the beautiful profiles of Bour-

geois, the gouaches of Baudouin, the painter of

I.e coucher de la Man'i'e, the picjuant work of Mallet

and Lavreince, the delicate touch of Mile. Capet,

BENOIT BGULOUV.ARD FRANiQISE PLAIN DE SAINTE-ALBINE BY SICAKDI

precision of his touch and the beauty of his flesh

painting is well shown in the Wallace collection,

where there is the portrait of Madame Cail as a

Bacchante. He was largely employed under the old

regime for " cadeaux diplomatiques " and "boites de

dons," but he painted all through the Revolution,

and lived till 1825. The tender, sympathetic charm

of his work is, in my judgment, well shown in the

example here given.

That great artist P. P. Prud'hon painted miniatures,

yet he is not to be reckoned as a miniature painter.

What he produced in this manner was not from

choice, but rather of necessity, that is to say, in the

days of storm and stress which mark the earlier stages

of his career, he painted miniatures as a means of

livelihood. The noble qualities of his art may be

studied in the I^ouvre, and almost to equal advantage

in the Wallace collection. The single example of

of Mosnier and Quaglia, of Saint, and of Vestier,

all of whom are well represented, the last-named by

over a dozen examples.

What, then, is the conclusion to be drawn from

the necessarily brief examination it has been possible

to make of this remarkable collection, probably the

most important and representative of eighteenth

century French miniature painting which has ever

been brought together? It is (i) that in France,

as in England during the same period, there was

an efflorescence, so to speak, of this beautiful art,

never approached before, and most certainly never

equalled since, such manifestations of artistic genius

coming in cycles as it were ; this statement could

be supported by numerous instances did space permit

me to enter upon the topic. (2) That in spite of

the changed conditions of society, nay, the " boule-

versement " which it underwent, men and women were
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not more averse to being painted in the time of the

Revolution, of the Directory, of the Consulate, and

of the First Empire than they had been in the

days of the old )rgi»!e. Though Empires fall,

human nature remains the same ait fond, and these

men, summoned from Parish Councils to the conduct

of State affairs, and raised thus suddenly to a pinnacle

of greatness, employed miniature painters to hand

down their features to posterity as readily as their

predecessors had done, and this human weakness,

of which we who enjoy its fruits should be the last

to complain, found occupation for many artists now

forgotten, but whose works remain for our instruction

and delight. P'inally, there is one other deduction

which may be drawn, namely, that the art of the

eighteenth century in France (of which its miniature

painting is but a part, and one necessarily restricted

in scopf^) is a far greater and more profoundly

interesting subject than some of us perhaps have

hitherto realised.

It embraces not only the goddesses, shepherds

and shepherdesses of Boucher and his artificial, yet

attractive, school, but also the nature morie and the

naive domestic subjects of Chardin ; not only the

poems of ^^'atteau and ths fetes galantes of his follow-

ers, but also the lofty conceptions of Prud'hon, the

sentimentalities of Greuze, and the varied work of the

versatile Fragonard. Moreover—and this is what I

have striven to show—there is to be found, in

addition to the rich legacy of the endless portrait

painters of the period, both in oil and pastel, an

immense amount of the less ambitious, perhaps, but

not less delightful art of the miniature painter, of

whose power to charm this unique exhibition in the

French National Library was a convincing and

instructive demonstration.

MLLE. CONSTANCE MAYER BY P. P. PRUD HON
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Eighteenth Century Fine Stoneware By W. Turner

Mr. ("i. F. Cox, of Whalley Raiv^e, Man-

chester, has a capital collection of the famous fine

stoneware of the best period, principally produced in

the Staffordshire potteries. The following is a brief

description of the illustrations given herewith.

The first four are marked specimens from Turner's

factory at Lane End, and probably were made from

his famed Green Dock clay.

No. i. is a jug, 9 in. high, and has raised figures

representing a Bacchanalian scene of two old topers

of the period. The figures are cjuite Hogarthian.

An English bull-dog crouches at the feet of one of

them. A wreath of

vine leaves and grapes,

in relief, encircles the

shoulder of the jug,

which has a chocolate-

coloured neck, with

.Shefifield plate on rim.

Base is beaded. The

potting is excellent,

and unglazed. Mark,

impressed under base

TURNER.

No. ii. is a mug, 7 in.

high, 5 1 in. dia. Has

no raised figures, but

is very finely potted.

Has a brown-coloured

top, 3 in. down ; well-

formed handle : beaded

base, 2J in. up : engine-

turned rim; leathery

surface on centre,

and unglazed. Mark,

impressed under base

TURNER.

No. iii. is a mug. No. I. TURNER JUG
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7 in. high, 4ij' in. dia. Has trees and figures in relief,

one holding cornucopia. Engine-turned rim : beaded

base ; half-inch brown-coloured band under rim : un-

glazed. Mark, impressed under base

—

turner.

No. iv. is a mug, 6 in. high, 3^ in. dia. Has an old

English sporting scene—a cock-fight. There is some-

thing realistic here. The men are arguing with each

other, and the birds are in the best fighting attitude,

preparing for a pounce. Mug has an uncommon
handle with a thumb-rest ; beaded base : two half-inch

brown-coloured bands enclose the sporting scene.

All the figures are in relief; ware, unglazed. Mark,

impressed under base

—turner.

The next figures

are the productiim of

William Adams, of

(Ireengates, Tunstall

(1745-1805).

No. v. is a jug, ^)hh-\.

high. It has a cours-

ing scene in icliel, and

very well modelled.

It is probably one of

the largest and finest

jugs ever produced in

this class of stoneware.

Has a grass border

round the shoulder ;

chocolate - coloured

neck, with Shefiield

plate mounting, hav-

ing the maker's name

—Thos. Law t\; Co.

Ware, unglazed. Mark,

impressed under base

AI).\MS.

No. vi. is a jug.



No. II. TIRNER MUG

No. I\'.—TURNER MUl

No. III.—TURNER MUG No. \'.—AD.\MS JUG
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No. VIII. HOLLINS JUG

No. VI. .\DAMS JUG

8i in. high, and has figures in very high rehef repre-

senting the old Enghsh game of skittles in a realistic

manner. The design is peculiar to Adams, probably

modelled by himself He was modeller, artist, chemist.

and master-potter rolled into one. Handle is also

peculiar to Adams. Beaded base ; Sheflield plate band

on neck and grass border on shoulder, in relief \\'are,

unglazed. Mark, impressed under base

—

adams.

No. VII.—WEDGWOOD JUG
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No. vii. is a W'edg-

wood jug, 8 in. high.

Is a coursing scene

—

horses, dogs, and men
showing one phase of

the luint. The " Kill
''

is on the reverse. Is

a fine specimen of

the great Josiah's art :

slightly glazed, which

rather detracts trom the

sharpness of the relief.

Neck and handle are

coloured with a jasper

blue beaded base.

Mark, impressed under

base

—

WEDCWOOD.

1>.

No. viii. is a Hollins

jug, 9 in. high. Fox-

hunting scene, in one, round the piece. The fox is on

the other side, bounding up a hill with a " full cry
''

after him. Horses, dogs, and men in relief. Chocolate

colour on neck, which is ribbed on the lathe. It is

a tinely shaped piece, spout and handle very con-

spicuous : beaded base ; surface punctured or leathery

in appearance, and glazed. Mark, impressed under

base—T. .V j. Hollins.

No. ix. is a jug from David 1 )undertlale's Castleford

No. X. D.WENPORT JUG

pottery, Yorkshire.

Height, 6 in. Figures

in high relief: un-

glazed : Bacchanalian

scene of boys and goat.

Neck, engine - turned,

ribbed, and colour

very dark brown (al-

most black): grass

border on shoulder

of jug ; beaded base :

rather curiously shaped

handle. ]\Iark, im-

pressed under base

—

D. D. ^: CO. CASTLEFORD
POTTERY.

No. X. is a Daven-

port jug, 5 1 in. high.

Is another fox-hunt

—

men, horses, and dogs

(in relief) " in at the

death '"
all around tin; piece. Rim, neck, and part

handle coloured brown, ^^'are, glazed : engine-turned

base. A good specimen of potting. Mark, impressed

under base

—

d.-\vexport and anchor.

No. xi. is a small Spode jug. 4 in. high, 3 in. dia.

Has a fox-hunt as well. Figures in relief. Part of

killing scene reproduced. Is a smaller copy of the

Davenport jug. Ware, glazed : neck has brown band.

Mark, impressed under base—Spode.

No. XI.—SPODE JCG
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Miscellaneous

Leaves from a Grandmother's
By Gwendoline Bellew

\\k all know tlie Album of the young lady

of the present day that she carries with her wherever

she goes, from country-house to country-house, to the

sea-side, anywhere and everywhere on her travels, and

which gradually gets filled with a variety of indifferent

sketches, fading photographs and untidy signatures

inscribed by more or less unwilling acquaintances.

Our great-grandmothers did things differently ; they,

too, had their scrap-books in which their friends

left souvenirs in drawing and in verse ; but oh ! the

immaculate neatness of that slanting handwriting,

supposed in those days

to indicate gentility,

sensibility, and other

old-fashioned feminine

virtues—and the charm

of their sketches ! often,

it is true, a little too

fmished and betraying

too intimately the in-

spiration of the drawing

master, but delicate in

colour and accurate in

drawing. If not so true

to life as photographs,

they are probably more

lasting, and certainly far

more interesting as the

actual handiwork of

their contributors.

Such a dear old book

of this sort lies before

me, gilt-edged with

leaves of many colours,

and a binding of white

vellum stamped in gold

designs round the

initials of its proud

possessor, Margaret MARGARET BRYAN

Album

liryan. This was a young woman known in the

foreign circles in which she moved as "the Irish

1 )iamond," whether for her wit or for her beauty

who can tell ? Beautiful she was, as her portraits

show us, and brilliant in a way, and much inclined

to be a Mrs. Leo Hunter. She not only extracted

poems from her distinguished friends, but souvenirs

of all sorts, including large portraits.

A girl from the wilds of County Wexford, in 1820

she became the wife of Mr. (ieorge Bryan, and

for over twenty years led a life of never-ending

travel, backwards and

forwards between Rome
and ISrussels and Paris,

with only occasional
\'

i s i t s to her native

land.

Rome appears to have

been her favourite resort.

Here she and her sister,

Lady Shrewsbury, spent

much of their time, and

being Catholics and
Irish, they seem to have

l)een always well re-

ceived in that inner

circle of the Roman
world, that in those

days looked on the

Pope as a King in fact,

a n d w e 1 c o m e d his

Cardinals in society as

Ministers of State.

There are a couple of

loose sheets in the

scrap-book, one of which

is " Mr. Fitzgerald's

Y\postrophe to his Birth-

place, Tipperary "

:
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" Tliou, dear village, loveliest of the clime,

I fain woulii name thee, but I can't in rhyme
;

upon which Curran made the following :

—

" A bard was once in sad quandary

To find a rhyme for Tipperary.

He laboured long through January,

But all in vain for Tipperary.

' Toiled every day in February,

But still in vain for Tipperary.

.Searched Heisrew Text and Commentary,

But searched in vain for Tipperary.

" Exploring Bish's Dictionary,

He sought in vain for Tipperary.

He next implored his mother Mary

To give him rhyme for Tipperary.

" But she, good woman.

was no fairy, [-

Nor witch, though \

born in Tip-

perary,

Knt-w evL-rything

about her dairy,

But not the rhyme

for Tipperary.

" Drawing from thence

a corollary

That nought would

rhyme with Tip-
^

perary,

And of his wild goose
'

chase most weary,
|

He vowed he'd leave
\

out Tipperary."
\

On the Other loose

sheet i s a poem, j

obviously inThomas

Moore's handwrit-

ing, endorsed, "This

song was written by

Mr. Moore for a fete in honour of the Prince of

Wales's birthday, given by his friend, Major Bryan,

at his seat in the County Kilkenny, 1810." It is

the well-known poem, published under the title of

the "Prince's Day." It must have been written

some years before Mrs. Bryan knew the author.

Tradition has it that Moore wrote " The Last

Rose of Summer " at Jenkinstown, her father-in-

law's place in the County Kilkenny ; and indeed one

is shown what is presumably the lineal descendant

of that perennial flower. They were certainly always

great friends, and many are the volumes of Moore's

poems with suitable inscriptions that Margaret Bryan

possessed.

There are other contributions to the Album, signed

W. T. Moore and T. C. Moore. One of these,

though not original, is worthy of being quoted here :

it is the epitaph in Melrose Abbey Churchyard,

'^^

NYMPH AND CENTAUR

"generally pointed out by Sir Walter Scott to his

friends."

" The Earthe walks on the Earthe, glist'ning like golde,

The Earthe goes to the Earthe sooner than it wolde,

The Earthe builds on the Earthe castles and towers,

The Earthe says to the Eaithe, All shall be ours."

The first sketch in the Album is a wreath of flowers

with the inscription, "Copied from the Album of

Hortense, Ex-Queen ot Holland," followed by a print

of that lady " donne par elle-meme," and a poem on

" Esp^rance,'' covering many pages.

This is the beginning of a long series of souvenirs

of the Roman Bonapartes.

Rome was in those days the home of lost causes,

the refuge of every
'

• exiled Prince and

C 1 a i m a n t . O 1 d

Letitia Bonaparte,

Madame Mere, half-

blind, ill and help-

less, still held her

little Court in the

Palazzo Rusticucci

dair Asti, afterwards

known as the Palazzo

Bonaparte, and
there received all

those who held in

reverence the name

of her great son,

and who saw with

eyes of hope a

golden future for

her descendants.

The Irish Dia-

m o n d must have

tried her witcheries on the old lady, and successfully,

as, amongst her most cherished souvenirs, we find a

lock of Napoleon's hair, and a silver embroidered

scarf of his, both bestowed by his mother, and also

a miniature of him supposed to be by Menier.

To return to the Album. There are prints of

Elise, Grand Duchesse de Toscane, "donne par sa

fille, la Comtesse Camerata,"' of Caroline Annunziata,

Queen of Naples, of Joseph, and of nearly all the

members of the Bonaparte family, amongst them a

charming childish one of the Due de Reichstadt,

of Napoleon I., Josephine, and Marie-Louise; in

fact, Mrs. Bryan seems to have had a cult for the

whole race.

Zena'ide Bonaparte contributes a charming pencil

sketch, " Le Chateau de la Reine Berthe," and

Charlotte, Lucien's daughter, several sketches in pen

and ink and in colour.

::5^::^

DESIGNED BY THORWALDSEN
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Jerome Bonaparte, Ex-King of Westphalia, breaks

into reflections not original, it is true, but inscribed

on delicate pink paper, as became this lover ot the

ladies, and decorated below his signature with a

large Imperial eagle, crown, and "J "; it is headed

"Souvenir," and from what we know of Jerome he

probably wrote it in many books :

—

" Une femme qui sail combien elle gagnc par la

Bontc met de la Coqucttcrie i\ etre bonne et indulgente,

celle-la rehausse les (|ualites quelle possede et supplee

a celles qui lui mancjue. Je connais une Mathilde

qui pense comme moi sur ce sujet, aussi pent elle

etre admiree sans danger pour elle et sans craindre

la medisance puis(]ue tons ces sentiments /cndres

sont concentres dans ses devoirs ; elle peut dire

hautement quelle aime ses amis, meme lorstju'ils

n'ont (jue tjuarante annees."

Jerome was a great friend, the godfather of one

of her children, Jeromina, to whom he gave a very

curious bracelet composed of agate, cornelian, jasper,

etc., taken from the ruins of St. Paul beyond the

Walls, and inscribed "Donne ])ar le Prince de

Montfort." There is a print of him with a long

inscription underneath, now, unfortunately, unde-

cipherable, and two beautifully carved medallions

by Morelli, one an Oriental topaz, the other a

sardonyx of King Jerome and his wife Catherine of

Wurtemberg. Judging by this portrait of her, the

I'.x-Queen of Westphalia was no beauty of the type

THOKWALDSEN

CARDINAL CONSALVI

likely to keep the fancy of a butterfly husband. She,

at any rate, was quite a respectable artist, as shown

by a little pencil sketch of the Chateau de Chillon,

Lac de Geneve, signed "Catherine."

The signature of Louis Napoleon appears under

two or three sepia sketches ; but quite a number

of both poems and sketches, though clever, are

unsigned.

Many of the sentiments are merely quotations from

Lamartine, Metastasio, or La Fontaine, like those

signed "Henry Prince of the Netherlands," "Alex-

ander of the Netherlands," or merely with the

Napoleonic " N." Lady Morgan even descends to

an extract from Ni/rscrv Rhynics, which, it is true,

she illustrates : in fact, every page is mort^ or less

illustrated, "Casimir Delavigne's " contribution, for

instance, lieing surrounded by a trailing vine.

A sketch of a nymph and centaur, doubtless the

design for a statue, appears above the signature ot

Thorwaldsen ; he also presented her With his very

striking portrait in oils. Canova's portrait, a beautiful

head, accompanies it, and is probably the work ol

the same artist who painted Lady Shrewsbury and

her sister.

Perhaps the linest of the large portraits Mrs. Bryan

annexed is that of Cardinal Consalvi, Prime Minister

to Pius Vn. ; the red soutane and olive complexion
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VEILLEE DE MORFONTAINE

and Hashing eyes

of the anything but

p r i e s 1 1 y - 1 o o k i n g

prelate niake a

glowing canvas.

Pius IX. sat for

his ])or trait to
( 'a\alliere Caballti,

who painted it for

Mrs. Bryan : it re-

[jresents him as a

very young man,

with a penetrating,

yet benign expres-

sion : and looking

at it, one can under-

stand the early

years of his Ponti-

ficatj before Fate

and (laribaldi had proved too strong for him, when

he was the people's idol, and won the hearts of all

by his wonderful sweetness and charity, and was, as

yet, apparently without that weakness of character

that marked the latter end of his career.

Charles de Chatillon, a well-known French artist

of that day in Rome, has tilled many pages in the

Album with his verses and his sketches. One sepia

drawing, called " Veillee de Morfontaine," represents

the family of Joseph Bonaparte studiously working

and reading liy the insufficient light of two candles,

whilst Joseph himself— it can only be Joseph— is

industriously embroidering at a tambour frame.

Another shows the family of Lucien in villegiatura

at that villa at Tusculum where they endeavoured

to lead the simple life as understood in those days.

From all accounts their version of it mainly con-

sisted in allowing their hair to hang at its own sweet

will, in a more than usual scantiness of attire, and

a preference lor a life under the trees rather than

under a roof. Chatillon's portraits of Alexandrine,

of /enaide, and of Lucien are interesting. " Madame
de ( lenlis,'' copied from an original sketch from life

by her daughter Madame de \'alence, is distinctly

good, and not a portrait of the lady as she is generally

known. The artist sometimes bursts into verse, unfor-

tunately of a lengthy description, and freelv illustrated.

" La Naissance de Bebe "' furnishes a theme of manv

pages, "A Marguerite,'' and many more, which show

that, if something of an artist, he was but a moderate

[joet. One of tin many " Pensees" in the book states :

" La Peinture est une Poesie muette, comme la

Poesie est une Peintu e jiarlante."

One cannot agree with the end of this sentiment

in the case of Charles de Chatillon.

BY CHARLES DE CHATILLON

There are many
sonnets in Italian

addressed to the
' Irish Diamond,"

and contributions

signed "Charles de

Bourbon," " Bour-

bon Karolyi," etc.

Lucien Bonaparte

has a charming little

bit, beginning

" Delia Possente Al-

bion. Figlia Gentile,

"

and so on.

To fittingly con-

tribute to these effu-

sions, one required

to be French or

Italian, as one poor English pen-tied man feelingly

remarked.

—

" No Poet lie who writes to ple.ise

A Beauty so supremely fair ;

He leels he cannot improvise,

Altlio' he breathe this classic air.

" He feel> he wants Italian blood

Ti) chaunt in soul-ins])iring lays

The charms of lovely womanhood,
And wake the harp to notes of praise,"' etc., etc.

A good many contributors to Albums feel the same

nowadays, but possibly express themselves more

prosaically. One individual, however, signing himself

J. H. L., does not seem to have experienced any

difficulty.

" A lady to whose name these lays

Could offer but superfluous praise.

Sent to a scribUing wight one day

A mystic volume, fair and gay,

Enriched with many a coujilet rare,

And bade him write his trilmte there.

The poet, though without a claim,

For once we'll dub him by that name.

For if we do not call him poet,

Tis very sure that none will know it.''

And then he writes pages about nothing with the

same fluency.

One cannot help wondering who can have been the

original of the " Portrait d'un Inconstant," written so

feelingly by Sophie Gay,

—

' \"oyez-le d.ans I'exces de son ennui mortel,

.\ccable de succes, de faveurs meprisees.

Changeant a chaque aurore et d'idole et d'autel,

.Succomber sous le poids de ses chaines brisees.

Ah ! quel malheureux sort n'est preferable au sien,

Prive du seul bienfait qui console 1.^ terre.

Sans souvenir, sans ami et sans lien,

Parmi les coeurs ainians, elranger, solitaire,

Meme avant d'enjouir, il est blase sur tout,

Et pour lui I'esperance est deja le degoiit."
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Sopliie Gay was the luolher of 1 )clphinc day,

Mnie. de Girardin, who appears on the next page as

the authoress of a " Fragment " on " Alfred le Grand."

The fragment is heavy and rather long.

A clever water-colour sketch comes ne.xt—a German

student of the old school smt)king his pipe—" Prince

Maxiinilien of Bavaria," by Graf von Waldkirch.

"Lines bv a voung lady," full of the usual senlinienl

of that day, beginning, "There is a form though far

away," and regretting through many verses the absence

of that form, whatever it may be, are aptly answered

on the ne.\t page by Sir Frederick Henniker :

—
" Tiiey lell luo lliat lite of ini^fortuiic is lull.

Kilt trust me, I do nt)t l)elieve it ;

.\nd lliey who complain th.it the world is so dull,

I think, will be sorry to le;ive it.

A few drops of dew the roseate hours

May chance to exude from their wing,

Bui never to me shall a few changing showers

Dare dami) all ihe joys of tlie .Spring.

" The rea-'on, I know not, why those silly rives

That life is so dull should discover.

Unless it wcie this, that in love with themselves,

They cannot leel lovr lor another.

May I, while the pleasures of life are so dear,

CoiUentcilly live heie below
;

And when I can't tiud any happiness here,

Why, then, I'll l)e happy to go."

The above is to all appearances copied, and not an

original production.

There are several of those tinted pencil drawings,

now again in fashion, of the Irish Diamond and her

sister, Lady .Shrewsbury ; sketches by Ciibson, one of

Canova's favourite pupils, Garnelli Gabrieli ; members

of the IJonaparle family, Comtesse l'"rederi(]ue de

.Solms, Lady Juliana Annesley, Mulrenin, Seymour

Kirkup, and many others.

As souvenirs of her stay in Brussels, she has ke])t

prints of King Leopold, who was her son's godfather,

and of Lord George Seymour, then Ambassador,

with stiilable inscriptions underneath. She seems

to have had a cheerful time in Brussels to judge from

the few letters left e.xtant, and she used to say that

she had danced with every crowned head in luuope,

which, though possible, it is im])robable sht- e\ir

did, though, no doubt, she tried to.

\\\ 1S40 the death of her niece, the Princess

Guendaline Borghese, plunged all the family into

mourning. Much has been written of this beautiful

antl saintly woman : a cameo head of her is all that

her aunt, Margaret f>ryan, seems to have kept as

a memento.

Atter this the Album was neglected, and, save for

a poem on " Youth," signed Lebermuth, and one

or two insignificant contributions, the book is ended,

unless one includes a cou])le of notes from Father

Matthew, the temperance preacher.

It seems to represent mainly just a few years of

the life of its owner, then in the prime of womanhood.

Other albums she doubtless had, but they have dis-

appeared—been given away or burnt, as have her

letters. And this is all that remains in her old home

of the personal and intimate belongings of one who

must have been a very beautiful and, tor her brief

span, a very successful woiinm.

PENCIL .SKIiTCH SIC.VED NAI'OLF.O.N, iS:;6
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Beauty in Typography An English Petrarch, Printed
in the new Humanistic Type by the University Press of

Cambridge, U.S.A. By M. H. S.

Ir may seem strange to us in England that

no finer printing, equally excellent in taste and

execution, is to be found than that which is now

being produced in America at the University Press of

Cambridge. For some years past The Prl>ifi?ig Arl

has been recording the advance made in the United

States, and it is clear that in the premier Press of

America there is secured a mechanical perfection

allied to an elegance and distinction which we in

this country—whether from prejudice, ignorance, or

thoughtlessness—are not accustomed to turn our eyes

West to find.

Two or three years ago, on his passage through

London from Italy to the States, Mr. William Dana

( )rcutt showed to a few of his friends a number of

photographs of little-known Manuscripts of supreme

beauty, now in the possession of certain semi-private

libraries in Italy, taken by permission of authorities

specially interested in the work which that gentleman

—representative and manager of the Press—was at

that time contemplating. This work was an English

translation of The Triumphs by Petrarch^ and Mr.

Orcutt's object was to seek the finest procurable

model for a fount to be newly cut for the new edition.

Just as the finest examples of Italian founts in the

last quarter of tiie fifteenth century were designed

from the best specimens of calligraphy in the manu-

scripts of that period, Mr. Orcutt determined equally

to have recourse to early examples of the finest

scribes' work discoverable, and not to trust to earlv

typography, however fine. It was thus that, after

securing many fine models, in which perfection of

writing was allied to elegance and grace, as well as to

that freedom which has not always been the charac-

teristic of even the most beautiful e.xamples of the Italian

type, his choice fell upon one which presented striking

originality of design, beauty of form, variety, and of

proportion. As the present writer looked through

these photographs he soon recognized that this

selection was the happiest that could have been made.

It is clear that the result has entirely justified the

enterprise, the patient search, and persistent experi-

ment, as well as the good taste and care, that have

been lavished on the new undertaking.

The model chosen is one of the numerous superb

M.SS. in the charge of Dr. Guido Biagi, the librarian

of the Royal Medicean and the Riccardi Libraries

in Florence. This style of lettering, which may be

held to represent the most consummate achievement

of the late fifteenth century scribes, was adopted

for the precious and exquisite volumes of the Litera;

Humaniores, so that " Humanistic " is the name

bestowed on the new t\pe. The accompanying

illustration representing the first page of the Virgil

—" Publii X'irgilii Maronis Aeneidos Liber Prinms"

—

is an example of the peculiar style of hand-leitering

selected ; and to compare with it there is reproduced,

as well as may be, a page of the printed Humanistic

type, from which the observant reader may form a

judgment of the peculiarities of the fount, and the

closeness of imitation in the cutting. Contrary to

modern custom, the ascending letters, it will be

seen, are comparatively short, and the descending

letters unusually long. These "tails " project beyond

the bodv of the type, and approach the lower line,

thus maintaining some of the qualities of writing

over printing. But a more striking characteristic is

that there are often several cuts of the same letter.

The compositors—trained craftsmen—selected for

their artistic feeling and the sympathy with which

they enter into such a task, are left to choose for

themsehes how to varv these letters—the a's, the e's,
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tlie li's^. tho n's, the r's—and having no time-sheet

to accoinit ior. have been encouraged to devote as

long as need be to securing that sort of elasticity

needful for bringing the characteristics of hand-

lettering into the printed page. There is a curious

balance and harmony about the result, an absence

of the mechanical, or at least the rigid, appearance

inherent in printed type, owing to these variations

in certain letters, and a difference scarcely enough

to be seen in detail, perhajjs, but (|uite sufficient to be

ap])reciated in the page. \'et. in the securing of this

important artistic effect, the remarkable legibility of

the fount is in no way affected or im])aired, and there

is a pleasant sen.se of novelty in our being personally

introduced, as it were, to the " humanistic scribes,"

who, writing these fine MSS. after the introduction

of printing, had been put on their mettle to bring

their art to its highest development by connoisseurs

who bitterly resented the upstart pretensions oi the

new-fangled printing-press.

In adapting the new type to an extraordinarily

refined and sumptuous edition of the Rev. llenrv

Boyd's translation—a little duodecimo of 1807, not

since reprinted—the publishers have been well in-

spired ; but to us the chief interest must necessarily

lie in the artistic details of the production—not only

ij-i the typography, with its initials of gold-leaf, and

of blue of i)owdered lapis-lazuli, in its illustrations

copied from one of the two sets known in the |nfre

earl\' state, now in the lirilish Museum, and attri-

buted variously to Filippo Lippi, Baccio Baldini,

and others, and in its fine binding of fourteenth

century pattern. Indued, the vcilume is one of the

noblest which has issued from the Press in recent

years, and marks a new departure in printed books

dc :^rand luxe in l''.ngland. The volume has been

issued in this country by Mr. John Murray, so that

it is ])ossible that j)ersons interested in this beautiful

develoi)nient in the art of typography may be able

to examine it.

That measures matter, form, and empty space'.

And calculates the planets" beavenly race;

And Torpbyry, u>bose proud, obdurate bearr'

Was proof to migbty TrutKs celestiad dart;

Witb sopbistry assailed tbe cause of Qxo^,

And stoo^ in arms against tbe beauenly code",

Hippocrates, for bealing arts renou;n'd.

And ba^lf-obscured witbin tbe dark profound;

Tbe pair, u>bom ionorance xn ancient days

Adorn'd like deities,* untb borrowed rays.

Galen was near, of Tergamus tbe boasr',

Wbose skill retrieved tbe art so nearly losr'.

SI'IiCIMi;.\ OF THK NKVV HIMAMSTIC TYPE (NOTK, I"CR I;<AN!PLE, TUL; TllREr; DIFFERENT

"lis" AND TWO DUTEKE.NT "as" I.N THE FIRST I.I.NK)
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WINCHESTER
CORPORATION PLATE
LiKK many another loyal city, Winchester sacrificed

its chest of ancient plate to the exigencies of Charles I.

in his sore distress. Over 235 ounces were then given

by consent of the mayor and all the aldermen on

December 30, 1643, and the above weight at 5s. an

ounce produced ^^58 i6s. 3d.—of course ecjuivalent

to a far greater sum now. The plate included one

silver ewer, three silver beer bowls, three silver wine

bowls, one ,^7'// bowl with cover, one great silver salt,

one silver tankard, one silver basin. The present

plate is post-Restoration Stuart, and consists of the

following : handsome salver, cups and vases, sauce

boats and spoons. It is not a very large collection,

nor is there anything of particular interest. ^Vhat

there is. is decidedly valuable, and the rosewater

dish, cups, and vases are very elegant in design. It

is sad to contemplate how much civic ])late was lost

to the country through the loyalty of the Corporations

to the King in his troubles, otherwise the collections

of plate in the cities and towns of England would

to-day be of almost priceless value, and that of

\\'inrhester of exceptional interest.

si^^y?.

;%".#^^.

-/J

i't,'^,'^^

ism^

SILVER ROSEWATER DISH

lioldly cha^cti 7uit/t a pinea/>/flt- and foliiit^e dcioration rft'oitssi'. T/if ttaiite^ of ilu- donors a?-t- ifij^rnTi'tf round
the central depression— nnnum Johannis Norton {{•aronetti\, lluiiipliridi Bennett (Eijuitis Aurati), Laurent!i Hide
(Ariiiig:er2). The gift of Sir John Norton. Baronet , Sir Humphrey Bennett, Knt., and La-.vrence Hide, Esq. lite

diameter 0/ the dish is i6J incites, the centre portion being depressed deep enotigh to hold rose-.vater. London hall-niari;^^
i6hD. rite donors were made Freemen of the City in 1660.

" *^'

Laiutence Hide 'vas one of the Representatives of Winchester in Parliament, 1661.

UB.
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SMALL TWO-HANDLED CAUDLE CUP AND COVER

It hears the inscHpt'ou^
—6. London hali-iuark

Both Cyp anti Co^'er ha7'C the City Arms engra7'edy •^nz.yjive castles and tiuo lions, the castles not ^''proper.'
' The present of Hennett Creed to ye City of Winton" The sih<ersmith has scratched tht weight thus on the hose
1664, maker s juark T. G.

///*• moti7'€ for the prcsttit 7vas permission to follow the trade of a silk weaver in Winchester. The records of the sift state:
*' Pecemher g, 167?. Bennett Creedfor making use ofthe trade of a silk ivea7'er contrary to the 0?-dinances of the City {it^as presented,, wherely
he has incurred the /<enalties offortie shilin^^s a monthe. A luarrant to ha7'e hivi before the nraior." Bennett was a/so picseutcdfor en/ej tarn-

tng \^employtHg) Edzvard Berne, ajourneyman. The ahoTc cup removed all the silk iveavers difficulties.

In the seventeenth century and later there we?e a lar^^e uumber ofsilk weavers or throwsters in Winchester.
The propet natne for this Cup is a '"Caudle Cup." There is a similar one to this amongst the Civic Plate of WalUng;^ford. Berks.

'The~co7'er was doubtless used to hold covfectiotis.

i^^-^^i-

SI LV E R CAUDLE CU V A N D COVER

With two handles, the decoration on the lid and lower portion ofCup being repousse, and similar to that on the Kosewater Dish. The
handles are finely cha.'^ed, with female heads and busts on the top parts. The height to top of eo^-er is yh inches ; diameter ofCup^ 5 J it.ches ;

London hall-ma* k 1660.

This was given by the same donors as the Ko.w^water Dish, and the occasion of this gift was the admitting and freedom to the Guild 0/
Merchants of U 'inchesrer, Sept. 3, 1C60

—

a Guild dating back to Sa.von times.
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Royal JVinchester

Silvo- Sfoons, ^l•il'l lionot 's name

fioiimeii on the hxndk o/each : "Jhoiitas

StuHngton's gui/t to th,- Cilth\ 't*-"

litis is rtiox/eii in the .hchives, " 1674.

I honias Stiih'ngton, /or /Permission to

use the t route 0/ a talitnu chandler, ga^e

the City twek'e sfioons, value £,b."

SILVER SPOONS

Mlft-y t:i'0-liui!cilcii Lo7'ii:g

r»/, A'"r« hr A/,i,-rw.,„ li-cH:

A/. A., in the year -if hi.-

Mayoralty, a,u/ or (Jiurn Vii-

to'in's niaiimnd Jubilee, i???-

//;,• Ariui or the City are

chased on the Ivwl. the handles

a' every siiiiiiar in design to the

1660 (;</. having female lusts

on the t.f. The dc, orations on

the lid and lase of bo'.ol are

repousse. Though inodrrn tt

is extteiuely handsome, and 0/

eonsiderai'le si.e.

SILVER TWO-HANDLED LOVING CUP
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1 N 1)1.1 I.. fri

In si!-;-y, llie gl/t ol the

late I'.ii't of Soi!hl'>volc.

(>.C SJ
.
^/oytiieyiv 1 'ut-ivy

of liiiiia. a'uf ///(,-''

SteXfitrJ of ll'/iu//,:\/fr.

//t>/i''/ii'y Fytt-man anii

Loyii Lu'utenaitt of the

Cotnify I'f Sotit'iaiufion,

I £95.

// /.v a /ifie cxaitipfe

oj Indian ivoyh. ami Vi'yy

hcautit'ully chaseii an,/ re-

/>oit^Si'. Aroiind the rim is

an ius.yifition sr.itinx it w
he the gifi to ITinchesterof

the Kay/ 0/ Xorthl-yook

In thi- centre 0/ the /*o:o/

in a shie/t/ IS the /Cay/ 's

cornut't a: / (y/'hey. The
/'O-.i'/ is siiphoi-tei/ on a

stent consisting 0/ i/ragon^s

c/aws. the hand/es refire-

sen.'ing hiyi/s and dia^ons

ivith nuts "read -.0 i n s; s .

t h c i r entwined hodics

Jor:i:ing thr luxnd/e or

stent. It is tnosl unionr-

Jo'-tal^/e to the hands to

hold hy the stem, o-ivin-: to

the shor/>ness 0/ the heads

of the dragons and birds.

The hase is circtt/ar and
/'cantijii//y c/lascd.

Saice Boat and Salt.

E.iatnp/es 0/ Georgian
Dinner Se'Ticc and I'late,

purchased 1759, Ziehen the

then " Cotlis" so'd 222 oz.

of old sik'er, and -.rit/i

its value as old metal,

£55 lcs.-^d.,nnd £2^, 9.1. jd.

added, /•urehased this Ser-

zice, which, though very

handsome, is not so Talu-

ahle as the old sihe) would
nerzii haix heen. London
hallmark, 1762. Service

includes 4 Sauce Poais, 34

Tablespoons. 6 Sil-'crSalts.

Sauce Boats have City

Arms: Salts " ll'inton

City ' engraved on them,

as Aar'e also the Sfioons.

INDIAN lOVING CLP

Ale .-; BOAT AND SALT
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Lti

I.OVINC. CUI'

Cradl, tlwr.vn. to Atdoiiiati F. Mors/iea.i, J/, f.. /./'., ,>« t/ic Hilho/hi.s

cliilJ 'was /:,jr/'aia. lu-iuc Ihi' J ,'1, ei j.,, ,„ ,il t'li/'. ^i'l:ii!i is //;<

dU-s air the City Li.'n^ I'l ccly ticatid. M < .'Morsliend,

'lti iituti'in a/'it i i-'ic (aJYt-f, tvit^ in,me <in honorary

•taiiuii ill a mod,-! ,>/ .'//,• City Coljer. Hi- tlicn fii,scntcd t'l,- Corf-i r.i'ioii ~,fith th,

,iiid Cradl,- liiiusi-if.

P,-cs,-iit,d luith a (','T;r 71'ith Sii.

dair^titcr during his May,ii;iity. I'll,' nam,' of ti

cnrbleiii ,'f St. Hai-l^ara^ and aiso 0/ tiic City Badi^ts. Ihc haiit

on his retire iient from the Crfioraiion and City, after a ionx

fgeman, the ^^freedom '^ //

Cup, retaining the C,i:
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Notes and Queries
yTlie Editor invilei the assistance of readers of The

Connoisseur 'ivho may be able to imfart the informa-

tion required by Corresfonde/its.^

Oliver Cromwell's Snuff-Box.

To the Editor <?/" The Connolsseur.

Dear Sir,— Having seen in The Connoisseur

lor December, page 268, "Notes and Queries," under

''Oliver Cromwell's Snuff-Box," an enquiry as to the

snuff-box of Nathaniel Kinderly, I beg to enclose

you an extract from a pedigree in my possession

of the Kinderly, Kii'.derle, and now Kinder.sley

tamily— a relati\e of mine having married a niece

of Vice-Chancellor Sir Richard Torin Kinderjiey

(1.851-66), as, I think, there is no doubt of the

personality of the above-mentioned Nathaniel Kin-

d'-rly. Many years ago I purchased the scarce tract,

for a member of the Kinder^ley family, namely

Ancient and Present State of the A'aru'^^ation of tfie

T('7V7is of Lynn, H'isbeaeh, Spa/ding, and Boston,

published 1751 for Nathaniel Kinderly. The head

of the family is now Captain Charles Porcher Wilson

Kinder.yley, late of the Coldstream Guards, of Clyffe,

Dorchester, Dorset, and a portion of the pedigree

can be seen in Burfee's Landed Gentry for 1906.

Miss E. F. Williams may like to know of this.

Yours faithfully,

Leonard C. Price.

KiNDEULV Ok KlNDEKl.E, LATER KlNnERi'LEV.

JEF
Lnte (

.Abii^n

lie iia

F.xtract from The Kinderle Pedigree.

FREY (or (jKoi-KREV) K I \ DEKLF,. Bom 1635 ; died 1714.
if Moulton, CO. Lincoln. Buried at Spalding. He m.irried

1 . . . « lio died 1684. (She was one of his six wives.)

1 issue.
I

III.
I

III.

2nd wife = X.Tthaniel KIndeiley, of S.nlt = I^t wife,® M.-xry

Sar.-xh Marsh, CO. Dili ham. Lived at Stevens, ddes't

S.nll Marsh, between Stockton of 7 children.

and Duihani. Was killed

liy a Lull in his ..wn field.

.Xullior of All, ieiit and I'l,- * Daughter
sent Slate of tlie Naiigation of R e \-.'" W.
oj the Towns of Lynn, It 'is- .Stevens. Kec-
heaik, .Spa/<tin<^ and Boston, tor of Sutton,

1751. lie had to do with the Bedfordshire,
drainage at Lynn, in Norfolk,
where a canal is known as

the " Kiiiderley Cut."

Ehlest son
i

I

^
'

Rev. John Kinderley, eldest son. Born 1705; died 1775.
\'icarof South Walsham, Norfolk. Chaplain to the Countess
of Leinster. Buried in St. Helen's Church, Norwich, near
the Font. His great-great-grandson. Sir Richard Torin
Kiiidirdey, Vice-Chancellor, 1S51-66.

A Portrait of Sir Joshua Reynolds.

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Sir,—On page 248 of your December issue you

show a portrait of Sir Joshua Reynolds. I believe

I have the original oil painting by Opie or Opil.

During the latter years of the late Sir Francis Grant's

life he resided or often stayed with his sister, Mrs.

Norman, at Goadbv Marwood. near Melton Mo^^bray.

A\"hen she died a lot of pictures were sold, and I

bought several. If any of your people are in ibis

district, I shall be pleased to show them.

We have a print exactly the same in our Castle

here (Nottingham).

Yours truly,

George C. Bond.

P.S.— I have also two of Sir Francis Grant's paint-

ings and others. Sir Francis Grant was related to

the Duke of Rutland bv marriage.

Stothard's " Run Away Love."'

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Dear Sir,— I am much obliged to you for your

prompt reply to my question as to the whereabouts

of Thos. Stothard's painting. Pun A'lvay Love. Do

you know if any representatives of Stothard are in

existence, and if so, could you furnish me with the

address of any one of them ?

I am very interested in Stothard's works, and

should be glad to be brought into communication

with any of his descendants. If you are unable to

give me this information, perhaps you would insert

a query in The Connoisseur.

Yours faithfully,

F. W. B.

"MaRLV,' UV J. RU>SELL.

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Dear Sir,— I should be pleased if you could

inform me if the original painting of Maria, by

J. Russell, is known to be in existence, and where.

I hold a very fine water-colour drawing of the same

subject, the size of your plate. It might, perhaps, be

the original. It seems to me as if there were the

initials visible, "
J. R.

"

Thanking you in anticipation,

I remain, yours truly,

\\'. W.
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James McArdell and his WorK By W. G. Menzies

In tlic history ot I'^nglish cighttL'tilh century

nitv./.otiiit cniivaving the name of Janu-s McArdell

stands out in sharp relief, for to him is mainly due

that great re\-ival which caused the art of mezzotint

to be raised to a higher level than it had ever

reached bi'fore. I>ut lor McArdell there is little

doubt that the facile art would have been practically

abandoned by eighteenth century engravers, and that

we should have never possessed the magnificent series

of plates executed by that long line of mezzotint

engravers that followed him.

lames ^^cArdell rightlv ranks as one of the most

eminent engravers of his linn-, and the di-hcacy and

brilliance of his work was seldom surpassed by any

of his followers.

James McArdell was of Irish birth, and was born

in Dublin about 1729. P"or a ccmsideralile period

the date and jjlace of his birth was a matter of

t'onjecture, two authorities gi\ing the year as 17 10.

At an early age he entered the employ of the Irish

engraver, John Brooks, with whom he came to

London about 1746. A fellow-pupil of McArdell's

was Richard Houston, also a noted character in the

history oi mezzotint, and who took up his abode in

RE.MIiRA.NDT S MOTHER BY JAMhS Mi.\RI5ELL. .AFTER REMBR.\NDT
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London ;U tlic sanu- jiuriod. At tlie age of nineteen

we find McArdell at work on a ])ortrait of the noted

'I'honias Seeker. Hislio]) of Bristol, and a jjktte

entitled Tea:^uc's Ramble, which is believed to

de])i('t a scene in Sir R. Howartl's comedy, "The

Coniniittei.-.''

His talent was not long in making itself apparent,

and he was soon scraping [ilates with a facilit)' and

skill that far out-distanced his master or his fellow-

pupils. r>v the time he had attained his majority

his sticcess as an engraver was assured, and when

in 1752 he engraved the portraits of the sons of

(icorge \"illiers, Duke of Buckingham, after Van

Dvck. his position was established as one of the first

engravers of his time.

This sujjerl) print, which was re])roduced in the

second volume of The Connoisseur, dis])lays to

the full the remarkable brilliance of his work, and

there is little wonder that its execution was followed

bv a stead\' demand for work from all (juarters.

Tile picture from which McArdell engra\ed his

[)rint was in the collection of Charles I., sold in

June, i66_^, which was \alued at ^^30. but was sold

for X50.
Unlike manv ot his contemporaries, McArdell was

not a man giwn to lea\ing his desk for the doul)tlul

pleasures of the tavern or the gaming-table, and from

the \vx\ iirst his mind was centred on his work, much

ol which he ])ublished himself.

He naturalh' made man\ friends, one of the most

noted being Quin, the actor, whose ])ortrait in the

character of Falslaff he both ]iainted and engraved.

Two years after he scra])ed the Buckingham plate

he commenced to execute jilati-s after pictures h\

Sir Joshua Reynolds, and his success can be gauged

from the tact that Sir Joshua was led to give voice

to thosi' remarkabU- words, " By this man 1 shall be

imiuorlalised," wlun Mc.Xrdelbs plates were laid

bt'fore him. Nearh' forl\- of Reynolds's ])ortraits

Wert' '-ngraNid ii\' .Vb'Ardell, and many are now

amongst the most sought after |)iinls ol the miv./otint

collector.

.^bmy other painteis' cans.ises were made the

subject ol McArdell's scra])er, amongst them being

Cotes, ( lainsborough, Liotard, Ramsay, Mercier, and

Hudson, Keynolds"s master. Of this latter master's

portraits he engraved twentv-five.

Various ol the old masters also appealeil to

McArdell, and he engraved plates after Van Dyck,

Rubens, Rembrandt, and Lelv.

Had McArdell lived his allotted s|)an, he would

undoubtedly have taken the ])remier position both

as to extent and ([uality of his work, but he died

at the early age of thirty-seven, when at the very

zenith of his career, having engraved about two

hundred plates.

In 1886 McArdell was honoured with an exhibition

of his work at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, and the

catalogue then issued is invaluable to any student of

this engraver's work, as over 220 of his plates are

catalogued, each description being carefully annotated.

Amongst the portraits after Reynolds that McArdell

engraved, one of the most charming is that of Lady

Anne Dawson, the daughter of the Earl of Pomfret,

in the character of Diana. Another is that of Hannah
Horneck, known as "The Plymouth Beauty,'' and

sister of "The Jessamy Bride,"' whilst equally charm-

ing is the portrait of Mrs. Bonfoy. Other Reynolds

prints which are especially notable are those of

Lady Elizabeth Montagu, Lady Chambers (wife of

the celebrated architect). Miss Anne Day (afterwards

Lady Fenhoulet), and Mary Countess Waldegrave,

mother of the three Ladies Waldegrave, who make

the subject of one of \'alentine (ireen's most famous

mezzotints.

Perhaps the best male portrait that McArdell

executed after Reynolds is that of John Earl of

Rothes, Commander-in-Chief of the Forces in Ireland.

Of the twenty-five portraits that JMcArdell engraved

after Hudson, undoubtedly the best was that of Mary

Duchess of Ancaster, one of the beauties of the day,

and Mistress of the Robes to Princess Charlotte,

afterwards Queen of George IIL

When the plates after the Old ^[asters are considered

we find a remarkable array after the work of Van

Dyck, Rubens, Rembrandt, and Lely. Of those

after the first-named, the Buckingham plate already

mentioned is without doubt the best, but almost as

fine are his plates of Lords John and Bernard Stuart,

and Rachel Countess of Southampton, both after

canvases by Van Dyck. This beautiful woman, wife

of the fourth Earl, was said to have been mad, but,

as Grainger says, "she certainly must have been very

handsome."

McArdell's chief work after Rubens is the portrait

of the artist with his wife and child : his chief

Rembrandt plate is a Dutch interior : whilst his most

notable Lely plate is that of the famous Lady

Grammont, one of the most distinguished beauties of

the Court of Charles IL, where she was styled La

Belle Hamilton. The portrait from which Mc.-Vrdell

worked is one of fourteen painted by Lely at Windsor

Castle called " The Windsor Beauties."

In the Burlington Fine Arts Club's exhibition, over

one hundred and fifty different portraits were placed

on exhibition, making a truly wonderful array.

The prints reproduced are in the possession of

Mr. F. B. Daniell.
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List of the Pkincipal Engravin'gs sold by Alxtiox, 1901-1907.

Title.

Ancasler, Mary, Duchess of

Ancaster, Mary, Drichess nf

Anca>tcr. Mary, Diu'lie^.s i)f

Anson, Liiul ( ieorge

Astley, Mrs

Haslarii, Mrs.

Boiifoy, Mr-.

Honloy, Mis.

Bonfoy, Mrs.

Boscawen, Admiial ...

Bouvcrie, Master

Boyd, La.ly

Buckingham, C.eorge, Duke
Brother

Buckingham, C.corgc, Duke
Brother

Campbell, Lady Mary
("athcart, La<ly, ami .Son ...

Chambers, Lady
Cliambers, Lady
Clive, Lord Roljert ...

Coke, Lady Mary
Coventry, Maria, Coun

Coventry, Maria, Coun

Artist. Date. REM.A.RKS. Price.

his) 1

liis)

less

tess of

Hudson ...

Hudson ...

Hudson ...

Reynolds
Astley

Reynolds

Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Ramsay ...

Vandyck ...

Vandyck ...

Ramsay ...

Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Gainsborough
Ramsay ...

Cotes

Cotes

Cunne Shole and Hendrick, Indian Chiefs Parsons

Dawson, Lady .\nne, as " Diana

Day, Anne, see Fenhoulet ...

Dobbs, Governor
l-'.bberton, Lucy
Fenhoulet, Lady (.\nne Day)
Fenhoulet, Lady (Anne Day)
Fitzwilliam, Lady Chailotle

Forlescue, Lady Anne
l-'ranklin, lienjanun ...

Gnrrick, David
Gariick, David
Grammont, Lady V..

Grammont, Lady I'].

Greville, Miss, and Bioihei

Halkett, Sir Peter

Hamilton, Duchess of

llorneck, Mrs.

Horncck, Mrs.

Lady with a Lamb ...

Lennox, Laily

Lincoln, Countess of

Lockhart, John
Mardonald", Floia

Man ( \uting a Pen ...

Maihematician, The...

Middlelon. Lady
Monckton, linn. Robert

Mimcklon, Maj.-Geneial

Montagu, Lady Flizabelh ...

Neito. David ..

Old Lady Reailing

Kendnandl's Mother...

Richardson, Samuel...
Richartlson, .Samuel

Rubens's Second Wife
.Sarkville, L..rd Gorge
Shirley, William ..^

Stuart, Lords J. .uid 1!

Stuart, Lords J. and B
.Swift, Dean ...

Turner, .Sir K.

Waldegrave, Maiia, Counters
Wofhngion, Mis.

Wottinuton. Mrs.

Reynolds

Hoare
Knapton ...

Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Reynolds
Wilson ...

Pond
Liotard ...

Leiy
Leiy
Reynolds
Ramsay ...

Cotes

Reynolds
Reynolds
Leiy
Ramsay ...

Hoare
Reynolds
Ramsay ...

Rend)randt
Rembrandt
Leiy
Hudson ...

Ranisay ...

Reynolds

I'steven ...

Rembrandt
Rembrandt
Highmore
Ramsay ...

Rubens ...

Reynolds
Hudson ...

N'andyck ...

\'andyck ...

Ramsay ...

( lainsboroVigli

Revnolds '

Pond
Pond

1906
1906

1907
1905
1907

1907

1906
1904
1903
1905
1903
1906

1907

1905

1903

r m.

m. p. 1). 1. fine

ni. p. b. 1. fine

m.
m.
ni.

liefore the artist's name
was erased

m.
m. 1st St.

in. i,-,t St.

111. 1st St.

m. p. b. 1.

ni.

m. p. b. 1. cut

m. 1st St., b. 1.

I s. d.

4sO
210

25 4
2 10

14 10

II 10

2 10

73 10

i'7 12

6 10

24 3
-> 12

90

157 10

1906 ni. p. b. 1. 7 15
1906 m.

1

3 'o

1902 ni. proof
1 9 9

mo5 m. 7 IS

1903 m. e. p.
1 73 10

1905 m. 2nd St. 10 5

m. undescribed ist st
, ( - ,

1907 ) dated 1 753
, 43 J

1907
I

pair, 1st m., 2nd st., 2nd
line eng. :} 5 °

m. proof before the insciiii- \ ,.r. r.1907 * 1 1

tion, artist's name etched 1 129

1905 m. ]>. b. 1. 50

1905 m. 1st St. 12 10

1S96 ni. p 12 12

1903 m. |). 1). 1. 50 8 u

1906 m. s

1907 m engraver's touched pioof 17 15

1905 m. II 5

1905 m. pair 3 15

1906 m. 1st St. 77 14

1902 m. ist St., b. 1. 57 1.S

1905 ni. p. b. 1. II 10

190s m. 7 5

1S96 m. proof 3

IPO'S m. 2nd s'. S 5

1906 m. p. b. 1. 15 i.s

1906 ni. 2

1906 m. p. b. 1. 24
1S96 m. 1st St. f- 15

1907 m. bclore Laurie's address 1 1 10

1907 m. 5 5

1906 m. p. b. 1. 26

1904 m. p. b. 1. 23 2 c

1906 m. 6 6

1S06 m. 2 10

1905
I

m. 2nd St.

m. p. 1). 1. with artist's

6 10

1907 j names etched 1
52

1905 ni. 9 '5

1906 m. y. b. 1. 6 15

1906 m. 4 4

1907 m. 3 ,S

190s m. 6 10

1907 m. 2 10

1S96 111. proof 1
I 5

190; ni. ini described st. 10 s

1907 m. apparently proof, cut tO

1905 m. 1st St., )1. b. 1. 1 20 15

1905 m. uniiescribed st. iS s

190; m. 1st St. 4 l^ n

1907 Ml. p. artists names only 1 1 10

1906 1
in. 2

lSq6
t

m. S ,S

1 10
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Thk resuscitation of the great quattrocentist

sculptor, Francesco Laurana, from the oblivion into

which his very name had sunk for
Francesco

centuries, affords one of the most
Laurana* .

mterestuig mstances of the etticiency

of modern methods of scientific art criticism ; and

Herr Wilhelm Rolfs's

exhaustive monograph
in two bulky and fully

illustrated quarto vol-

umes stands as a monu-

ment of patient research

which, in its main fea-

tures at least, will no

doubt be definitely ac-

cepted as authoritative,

even if future investiga-

tion should throw new

light on some of the

minor issues, or add to

the already formidable

libt of works by Laurana

now presented to us by

the author.

Vasari does not even

mention Laurana's

name, and there is no

history of art that goes

beyond a few insignifi-

cant and, moreover,

erroneous lines on the

subject. He is first

mentioned as medallist

* Fran- Laurana, by Wil-

helm Rolfs. (Kichard liong,

Berlin. 36 M.)
MAUBI.E BL'bT OF
BY F. LAUKANA

by D. Kohler in 1734. It was Dr. Bode in (Germany,

and M. Courajod in France, who in 1883 first de-

tected the link of common authorship which connects

a certain number of busts and masks at the I-ouvre,

the Berlin and Vienna Museums, and in various

continental private collections. They all show the

same gentle inclination

of the head, the same

half-closed eyes and

firmly closed mouth,

besides the very smooth

finish of the modelling

of the flesh and the

sketchy treatment of

drapery, hair, and head-

dress. The majority of

these busts, and nearly

all the marble masks,

appear to represent the

same person who, from

an inscription on the

marble bust belonging to

,\I. Gustave Dreyfus, in

I'aris, can be identified

as Beatrice of Aragon,

daughter o f Kin g

Ferdinand of Nai)les.

Whilst M. Courajod
contented himself with

establishing the common
au t h or.s lii]) of these

busts, Dr. Bode went a

step further and used

the evidence ot the

localities where tnese

portraits were found —BEATRICE OF AKA(.ON
BERLl.N MUSEU.M
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Urliino, N:ii)lcs. Sicily, and Southern France—to fix

u[)oii a ni.Lsti.T wiiose movements and employments

would tally with the dates of the heads and with

thc^f localities.

The only master of importance who fitted into the

frame thus constructed was the Dalmatian Francesco

Laurana, who at the be-

ginniuL:: of the second half

of the hfteenth century

worked on Alfonso's

triumphal arch in Naples,

did some imjjortant sculp-

tuial work in Sicily between

1468 and 1 47 1, was in

Naples again in i474, and

at Marseilles from 1476

to 1483. These are the

principal dates given by

I ;r. Bode. Mr. Rolfs fixes

the i)robable date of

Laurana's birth as 1423-24.

He was probably a native

of Lo Vrana, a village near

Zara in Dalmatia. from

which the master may
have derived the name by

which he is now known.

At the age of fourteen he

was ajjprenticed to a Zara

goldsmith, and in 1444 or

1445 he journeyed to Italy

and entered IJrunelleschi's

bottega. Three years later

we find him, together with

Dominic (lagini, in ("icnoa

working on the St. [ohn

Chapel in the cathedral.

It was presumably Andrea

l'a//i, Florentine en\ ov to

Rene of Anjou (nominally

King of Naples), who in-

troduced or recommended

Laurana to Rene. The
Dalmatine sculptor was evidently no more troubled

by political conscience than, three centuries later,

the Spaniard C.oya. Having first worked for Rene,

he then entered the service of his patron's enemy
Alfonso of Aragon, then returned to Rene's court,

and finally worked for Alfonso's successor Ferdinand.

This is. briclly, the course of Laurana's life. His

works, so far as they have been traced and illustrated

by Mr. Rolfs, constitut . a formidable list. To' him is

due the architectural design of the Chapel of St. John
m ("lenoa, the sculptured decoration being due to

TRIU.MPHAL .\RCH .\T NAPLES

Gagini and his pupils. The great triumphal arch in

Naples, to which the author devotes some 200 pages,

is fairly conclusively proved to be wrought by a

group of artists from designs by, and perhaps under

the direction of, Laurana. It is in his summing up

of this chapter that Mr. Rolfs proves the soundness

of his judgement, which

enables him to see the

weaknesses as well as the

strength of his hero :
" We

believe to have proved that

there are neither internal

nor external reasons to dis-

prove Summonte's asser-

tion, that the triumphal
arch is Jalto per iiiano di

maestro Francesco ScJiiavone

(Laurana) : and we agree

with his careful judgement

which sees in this work

neither more nor less than

an opera per qitei tempi

no?i mala—not a first-rate

work of art of the import-

ance of his great master

Brunelleschi, who created

works which served as

examples for centuries of

development; but the

lovingly thought-out work

of a master endowed with

rich invention, in whom,

unfortunately, the sense of

the beautiful forms of the

antique was not combined

either with that self-dis-

cipline, or with that want

of consideration for others,

which are the cjualities of

a great master, and which

are needed to weld the

works of his fellow-workers

into a clear and homo-

geneous whole. For this he lacked greatness and

strength : his reticent, almost anxious individuality

is gifted in another direction ; and t'rom the faults of

this huge and over-decorated erection at Naples, we

recogni.se that we must not expect his best in the

sphere of architecture, where he works as head of

a group of artists, but when he works alone, on

smaller tasks, where the subtlety of his taste can be

seen in its (juietness and unobtrusiveness.

The list of Laurana's works next takes us to his

medals for Triboulct, Jeanne de Laval, Charles of
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Anjoii, King Rene and Jeanne, John of Lorraine,

Louis XL of France, Giovanni Cossa, and Frederic

de Vaudermont. Then the author endeavours to

establish, in his typically German, thorough method,

the master's formidable share in certain works in

Sicily — at Palermo, Sciacca, Messina, Taormina,

Syracuse, Trapani, Noto, etc.— architectural as well

as sculptural, and among the latter notably his statues

of the Virgin ]NLiry.

Then follow his

busts of Heat rice

of Aragon in the

galleries of Berlin,

Vienna, Palermo,

the Louvre, and

the Bardini, Andre,

and Dreyfus collec-

tions ; the double

arch of St. La/.are

at Marseilles ; the

Beatrice masks at

Aix, Berlin, Bour-

ges, Chambery, Le

Pay-au-Velay, and
ViUeneuve ; the

crude relief of

Christ bearing the

cross at St. Didier,

Avignon ; the head

of the Infant Saviour

at Avignon Mu-

seum, and a few

other works attri-

buted with more or

less show of reason

to the Dalmatine

master.

Mr. R o 1 f s ' s

book may truly

be described as a

monumental work of intelligent stilk>-itik. It is

regrettable that the author's mania for Germanising

all generally accepted foreign words will increase the

difficulty experienced by the English reader who may

have some difficulty in detecting the familiar " Renais-

sance " under its German disguise of "Auflebung," or

in construing the meaning of such absurd words as

" Laibungsflachbild," etc. Even more confusing is

the phonetic spelling and translating of foreign names :

Verrockio stands for Verrocchio, Sc/iacka for Sciacra,

St. Juliansberg for Monle S. Gi///ia//o, and so forth.

His avowed intention thus to force the foreigner to

acquire a thorough knowledge of the German language

.savours of arrogance, and is as tactless as his attack

JOHN VAN EYCK(?) FROM "THE FOUNTAIN OF LIVINI, WATER, ".^_

MADRID (from "HUBERT AND JOHN VAN EVCK " JOHN I-ANE)

on Dr. Burger for having ventured to forestall him

with a publication on Francesco Laurana (Strassburg,

Kjoy).

At last the long- promised and eagerly-expected

volume, in which Mr. W'eale was
The Van Eycks *

to have embodied the results of

fifty years' study and research about the life and work

of the Brothers Van

ICyck, the founders

of I h e F 1 e m i s h

School of Painting,

has seen the light,

and the name of the

learned author is

sufficient guarantee

for its reliability

and scholarly com-

pete n c e
,
yet we

must confess to

being more than a

little disappointed

at the extreme
caution with which

Mr. Weale evades

all debateable points

and leaves every-

thing that is nebu-

lous or questionable

to the judgement
of his readers.

Those who have

followed the con-

troversy between

Mr. Weale and
Mr. Marks would

no doubt look for-

ward to a definite

settlement in

this book, l)ut the

debated points are scarcely referred to, though Mr.

Weale's dismissal of the Chatsworth " Enthronement

of Thomas a Becket " (so-called) from the list of

Jan Van Eyck's works would suggest his yielding,

since one of his strongest arguments was based on

the date of this picture.

But, quite apart from all this, it is surprising to

find that Mr. Weale, in a monograph of some 200

pages (not counting the interleaved plates, which

illustrate not only all the pictures by or ascribed to

the \'an Eycks, but other subjects that have a bearing

* Hiiherl and Jolni I'aii Ey,k : l/ifir Life and ll'oik, by
\\'. H. J.-iiiies W'eale. (joliii Lane, 190S. 5 gns. net.)
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on the questions under

discussion) has scarcely

endeavoured to differ-

entiate between the

two brothers ; to assign

to each of them his

share in the total of

tlie work they have

left to the world ; or

even to sketch out in

bold lines the character-

istics of their art—the

architectonic, sculp-

turesque character of

Hubert's style, and the

minute realism, the

love of detail, the

rather flat pictorial

treatment of Jan's

—

the spirituality and

dignity of the former,

and the rather prosaic,

but always sincere,

realism of the latter.

Nor does Mr. Weale

trace the descent of

the two brothers from

the art that has gone

before them, or the

influence which they

exercised upon those

that followed after

them. The question of the invention of oil painting is

scarcely referred to. Indeed, too much of Mr. Weale's

book is of a negative character—he sends Margaret,

the sister of the Van Eycks, into the land of fable,

and refuses to recognise the brothers themselves in

the two just judges of the Ghent altarpiece, who are

traditionally known as portraits of Jan and Hubert.

It is not difficult to understand the reason which

underlies Mr. Weale's method. A book like his is

intended to serve as a reference work for all time, and

the author can scarcely be blamed for eliminating all

theories and conjectures which may be disproved by

future discoveries. Thus Mr. Weale has compiled

an astounding bibliography of nearly si.xty pages, a

catalogue of all that has been written about the ^'an

Eycks from the fifteenth century to the present day,

a list of all documents that have helped him to con-

struct the lives of the two ma.sters. These lists are

followed by precise descriptions, first of the authentic,

then of the attributed wo ks which stand to the credit

of the two masters, and to each description is added

a list of expert opinions on the work in question
;

HUBERT AND JOHN VAN EYCK(?)
FROM "THE FOUNTAIN OF LIVING WATER
(from "HUBERT AND JOHN VAN EYCK "

indeed, of every opinion

save the author's, who
again leaves the reader

to decide for himself

which is Jan's, which

Hubert's picture, or

which is merely a copy

or school picture. It

is amazing to find in

these quotations to

what extraordinary ex-

tent the " wise men "

are at variance, not

only as regards attri-

butions, but also in all

that concerns resthetic

discernment. The
perusal of these con-

tradictory remarks

—

pages upon pages of

them—is apt to leave

the reader in a state

of confusion and be-

wilderment, and Mr.

Weale is content to

leave him with all his

doubts concerning the

value of criticism.

The accuracy of Mr.

Weale's descriptions

and statements of facts

is vouched for by his

reputation as an erudite and conscientious scholar

;

and he would be bold indeed who would try to correct

a studentof such enviable reputation. Yet it is difficult

to understand how Mr. Weale could have been led to

state that " the helmets and upper part of the armour

worn by Saint Michael and Saint George, apparently

copied from the same suit, are pseudo-classic, and

much resemble the suit made for Charles V. by

Bartholomew Campi—(Mr. Weale ivill insist on

anglicising foreign names)— in 1546." Surely this

statement is made from memory, and the author's

memory was at fault. Another obvious error occurs

in the description of the " Head of a Man " (Berlin,

Royal Gallery, 523c). The illustration certainly

shows no trace of the " brown beard " mentioned in

the description.

Beside Mr. Weale's monument of erudition and

original research, the little shilling book on the same

subject, which is the latest addition to Messrs. Bell's

Miniature Series of Painters,'' naturally cuts a poor

* The Brothers J 'an Eyck, by P. G. Konody. is. net.

{(i. Bell & Sons, 1907.)

JOHN LANE)
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figure. If it is to be given a modest place in the

shade of Mr. W'eale's imposing tome, it is just

because it mainly deals with the very (juestions which

Mr. U'eale has ruled out from his scheme. It gives

a brief sketcli of the times of the Brothers Van Eyck,

followed by their biographies, which on the whole are

lairly u]) to date, though the author had obviously no

access to the valuable documents on which Mr. ^\'eale

has based his conclusions : and an attem{)t is made

by Mr. Konody to place Hubert and Jan in the

general history of art—to treat them not as isolated

phenomena, but in their relation to the art ot iheir

country. His list of works by the \'an Eycks is

complete in its enumeration of pictures which are

generally accepted as authentic, though he has

omitted a few of the doubtful attributions.

'l"\vu further volumes have been added to Mr.

Hora.io K. Brown's translation of Pompeo Molmenti's

great history of Venice—its individual

growth from the earliest beginnings to
Renaissance ,

,. ,, ,. , ,, , ,. , ...

. Tr » the lall ot the Republic ; and like the
in Venice ' '

tirst part of this work, the second part

fails to justify its existence in its professed English

guise. Molmenti is a historian who has spared no

trouble in collecting his facts and evidence frcm

contemporary documents, manuscripts, and printed

books, and it is unavoidable in a work of this kind

that more than half of it is made u[) of ([uotations

from reliable authorities. Thus in the original

edition Molmenti's easily intelligible modern Italian

is profusely interspersed with extracts in antiquated

Venetian and other Italian dialects. To anyone

conversant with these antiijuated forms, Molmenti's

language would not offer the slightest difficulty. Vet

Mr. Brown has thought fit to translate that which

scarcely needs translation, and to let his reader

struggle with the intricacies of obsolete forms and

dialectic collo(iuialisms. Nothing could be more

irritating and exasperating to the reader not con-

veisant with Italian than the perpetual occurrence of

pas.sages, of which the following is a ty])ical example :

"Hut in 7562 the Senate prohibited li felzi da

baria di sfdn ct di painio, and all gilded, ])ainted, or

carved ornament ; and in 1584 the I'rovveditori alle

I'ompe decreed that niim ban-arol ardischa lO^cir

profusely ornamented gondolas under i)ain oi pregio/i,

ga/iea ct allro. These boats ivipegoiate ct di belle

fonnc I'oi^otc da neri saraceui o vc7-o alfri fainegij,

cost about fifteen ducats, that is, more than a horse."

The pedantry which makes the translator adopt the

unfamiliar spelling o*' Zor/.on for Gioigione is not

* Venice: the Golden Age, 2 vols., 21s. not. ( I.iliii Mmray, 1907.)

carried into the index ; but, unfortunately, the master

is not even registered under the name of Giorgione

—the reference is under " Castelfranco "
! The trans-

lator does not seem to be aware that Monaco is

Italian for ^lunich, and so credits the gambling

resort on the Riviera with having launched Wolfflin's

" Die Klassische Kunst.'

However, the serious student of the art and history

of \'enice will find ample material to absorb his

interest in Molmenti's pages, and will gather much
valuable new information from the chapters on

"Architecture, Sculpture, and Painting,'" and "The
Private Life of Venetian Artists."' Take, for instance,

Giorgione (or " Zorzi da Castelfranco," as he is here

called), around whose life has gathered "a mass of

anecdote and episode entirely lacking foundation in

truth."' His name never was Barbarelli, nor did he

ever live in the house of the Barbarelli family at

Castelfranco, though it is true that he was buried

in their family tomb : but it was not unusual at his

time to grant that favour to distant connections and

friends. \'asari's account of Zorzi's death is as

incorrect as the love story that connects the master

with the beautiful " Cecilia."

Very interesting, again, is this account of Lorenzo

Lotto's life :
" He was not born, as some believed,

at Treviso or at Bergamo, but in Venice, about the

year 1480. Homo poco avventurato, as his friend

Giovanni dal Coro says of him. His spirit, ever

aiming at the purer joys of noble ideals, was forced

to struggle for the bare necessities of a life passed in

bitter poverty. The master who, in the triptych at

Recanati, touched a height of sublime and lofty

feeling ungrasped by any other artist, has kept a

pathetically careful account of all that he gained by

his art. In order to earn his daily bread he was

obliged to paint comb-cases, and thought himself

lucky if his ])ictures were paid for in wine, cheese,

ham, and flour ; for he experienced the humiliation of

having his paintings returned on his hands occasion-

ally, as happened in the case of his portrait of Giovan

Maria Pizone, protonotary in Ancona. To make

anything by it, the master was forced to turn the

protonotary into St. Bartholomew, and to sell it to

Bartolomeo Carpan, a jeweller of Treviso, settled in

\enice, who paid him by a small gold ring set with

a diamond and a tiny ruby, which he employed to

make a present to Lauretta, daughter of his nephew,

Mario d'Armano, in whose house Lorenzo lived for

two years. This hospitality he repaid by putting in

his nephew's cellars the oil, vinegar, hams and cheeses

which his paintings brought him, and by giving little

Lauretta orange satin slippers and yellow socks. . .
."

He died on Se[)tember ist, 1556.
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The two volumes contain much vakiable informa-

tion about public and private life in Renaissance

W'nice—the stage, fashions and costumes, palaces

and villas, education, sanitary conditions, science,

law, and the corruption of manners in the sixteenth

centurv.

The prolilic author of the History of Vcniix, who

is, so far as the actual writing is

Carpaccio *
, i i r

'

i

concerned, the cluei partner ni the

collaboration that has resulted in the jiublication of

fired by the same enthusiasm, in the person of

Dr. Gustav Ludwig, whom failing health had brought

from London to X'enice, and who threw himself heart

and soul into the study of the earliest Venetian

masters, and particularly of Vittore Carpaccio. Un-

fortunately Dr. Ludwig died in January, 1905, after

having carefully revised the Inst half of the bof)k

now ])laced before the luiglish reader, but his

conscientious and laborious research during many

vears had resulted in the unearthing of invaluable

documentary material which, together with his own

THE ARRIVAL OF ST. URSULA V,Y CARPACCIO
(from "artists of the ITALIAN RENAISSANXE "

ac(. ademia, venice
chatto and windus)

the sumptuous and exhaustive monograph on Vittore

Carpaccio, the painter par excellence of the Scuo/e of

Venice, has in this instance found an excellent and

not too literal translator in the person of Mr. R. H.

Hobart Cust, who is already well known to the

English student by his scholarly monograph on the

Sienese master, Giovanni Antonio Bazzi, better

known as Sodoma. Professor Molmenti, who more

than twenty-five years ago commenced to be power-

fully attracted by the fascinating art of the painter of

the glorious St. Ursula series, found a kindred spirit,

* The Life and li'oil-s of Vitloiio Caypacdo, by Pompeo
Moinienii and the Inte Gustav Ludwig. £2 I2s. 6d. net.

(John Murray, 1907.)

" finds,'' enabled Professor Molmenti to bring the

formidable undertaking to a successful conclusion.

In his generous appreciation of his friend's share in

the work. Professor Molmenti tells us how "for three

nights I watched beside his bed in company with the

Archpriest of San Marco, Monsignor Perdinando

Apollonio, who piously tendered sjjiritual comfort to

the sufferer. Amid the affliction of his drawn-out

agony, whilst I with difficulty restrained my tears, I

heard my poor friend murmur softly many times one

single word— 'Carpaccio.' \\'as it a brief return of

the soul from its wanderings to things most dear that

It would never see again ? or perhaps the desire to

express, as if by testament, that he wished me to
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continue Uio work already commenced?" If so,

Professor Molmenti has obeyed the dying man's wish

in a manner which does honour both to him and to

his friend.

AVhat the joint authors have achieved in this

handsome and fully illustrated volume is the definite

establishing of the artistic personality of Vittore

Carpaccio, the great pictorial chronicler of the life

and customs of Venice in her days of wealth and

greatness. It has hitherto been generally believed

—

and the most learned modern students herein agreed

with Vasari's statement to this effect— that the art of

Carpaccio was the product of the teaching of Gentile

IJellini, whilst some critics mention the Vivarini as

his masters. The one point on which they all seem

fairly unanimous is that he was the master of Lazzaro

IJastiani. It is now shown by Ludwig and Molmenti

that Bastiani, far from being Carpaccio's pupil, was

his precursor and master, and that he, with his pupils

Carpaccio, Benedetto Diana, and (iiovanni Mansueti,

belong to an obscure side-current of ^'enetian art

entirely independent of the two great schools of the

Bellini and the Vivarini, and derived from such

Byzantine masters as Jacobello del Fiore and Michele

Giambono. The reconstruction of Bastiani's person-

ality and influence forms one of the most fascinating

chapters of the book, but the English translation

might easily have corrected one little mistake— the

statement that Bastiani's picture in the National

(Gallery, which at one time bore the forged signature

of Carpaccio, is still officially ascribed to this master.

It was re-labelled " Bastiani " some considerable time

ago— indeed, before the publication of the Italian

edition of the book under discussion.

As regards Carjjaccio himself, whose chief work

was the decoration (jf the interiors of the Scuole,

a kind of religious and charitable confraternities, the

fascination of his work lies in the sincerity and

naVve simplicity of statement which he retained even

at a time when the genius of Giorgione and Titian

had led Venetian painting into a new channel.

Among all the painters of this period none ex-

pressed the outward manifestation of the ^enetian

spirit with greater clearness and breadth than Vittorio

Carpaccio.

In his .St. Ursula series, as in most of hi> other

paintings, he sets before our eyes the whole life of

Venice at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of

the sixteenth centuries— the public life with its pomp
and splendour and pageantry, and the home life in

all its intimacy and cultured reluienunt. But when
the modern vision hao dawned upon the art of

Venice, Carpaccio alone remained a primitive, and
therein lies ihc undving charm of his sincere art.

This is a companion volume to the same compiler's

Stories of the Italian Artists from J^jsari—a book,

therefore, which is intended to appeal
ea ers

^^ ^-^^ general reader rather than to
of the

, f , , u
T, . * the student. A mere glance at the
Kenaissance ...

illustrations will confirm this impression,

since the majority of the colour plates appear to be

reproduced from the old Arundel prints, and not

from the original paintings. This obvious intention,

and Mr. Seeley's frank explanation of his method,

expressed in the preface, disarm criticism. For Mr.

Seeley disclaims in a way all personal responsibility.

He has not only compiled his facts and data from

the writings of Vasari, Ridolfi, Lanzi, Malvasia, and

others, so far as the artist's lives are concerned, and

from Sanuto, Sabellicus, Villani, Machiavelli, Varchi,

Nardi, and Morosini, as regards the accounts of

contemporary history, but he has actually allowed

these Italian writers to tell their stories, his own

work consisting merely of selecting, combining,

translating, and abridging the material, and presenting

it in one continuous flow of language. The idea of

treating the various phases and personalities of

Renaissance art in connection with the historical

events of the period is an excellent one, and will

appeal especially to those who would consider the

bare "lives"' of the artists dull reading. Books of

this sort are of inestimable value for spreading a

wider interest in art among the general public. Both

printing and binding leave nothing to be desired.

The brush of Ghirlandajo, A'errocchio, Botticelli,

Pollajuolo, and other masters of the Renaissance,

has invested the women of Florence
Women of •

,'
. , . . , . , - ,

t-, .
with a power or fascmation which finds

rlorence +
"^

no counterpart in the history of art.

The graceful figures, dainty profiles and slender necks

set down by these masters with loving precision of

outline and with decorati\e sumptuousness of colour

immortalise a type of womanhood evocative of

charming flights of fancy ; and he must indeed be of

a prosaic turn of mind who can pass by these por-

traits in the museums of Europe without having his

imagination stirred and picturing in his mind the

glories of Florence in the days of the Renaissance,

when jousts were held in the public squares in honour

of these dainty dames, whose portraits figured on the

banners of the youthful knights : when Lorenzo the

Magnificent and Poliziano sang the praise of the fair ;

* A>/!s/s of the Italian Renaissance, translated from tlie

Chroniclers and arranged by E. L. Seeley. (Chatto & \\'indus,

1907.)

+ II'om< I! of Florence, by Isiiioro del Luiigo. (Chatto &
Windus, 1907.)
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or further back, when Dante raised his Beatrice into

a mystic realm of poetry, or wlien Petrarch wrote his

immortal sonnets in praise of his Laura.

In Women of F/oronr, I'rof. del Lungo attempts to

describe the daily life of his heroines from the rise

of the Commune to the end of the Cinquecento.

He is an idealist to whom woman is almost a sacred

being, and who therefore closes his eyes to tiie less

pleasing aspects of life at a time which, notwithstand-

ing a high culture and a rare flourishing of the arts,

must have been coarse and brutal in many resjjccts.

We suspect that the letters and documents which

have helped the author in his task of filling an

unwritten page of history, must have contained many

an item that would have struck a harsh note in this

idealised picture of Florentine womanhood ; and that

the author has wilfully thrust such documents aside.

Thus his picture is a work of selection and elimination,

true to life in all

that is actually

expressed, but

perhaps a little too

bright and sunny

for the searcher

after complete and

deep truth.

"The female

figures," says Dr.

Ci. Biagi in his

preface, " which

Del Lungo depicts

in his pages, with

few but bold
strokes, and with

true Tuscan so-

briety of colour,

have something of

the character of

antique art as it

is preserved in the

fres c oe s of the

Old Masters. It

would be a mis-

take to cast but a

careless glance at

the long array of

w omen here
brought forward,

and not pause

even to consider

for what good pur-

pose the author has

mentioned them. giovanna tornabuoni
S. MARIA NOVELLA, FLORENCE

roremost m the (from "women of Florence"

list come the women glorified in poetry, women wlio

have inspired men, from Beatrice Portinari to N'ittoria

Colonna ; then come saints, from Piccarda Donati to

Umiiiana de' Cerchi and Caterina de' Ricci ; then

legendary heroines, from Dianora de' Bardi to Cienevra

degli Amieri. But besides these more or less well-

known representatives of feminine ideals, there are

others whose portraits from life arc here drawn for

the first time, and by no faltering hand. Here are

Nella Donati, Eletta Canigiani, Petrarch's mother;

1 )ora del Bene, wife of a Morentine governor in

\'aldinievole ; Albiera degli Alhizzi, Sinionetla (^at-

taneo, (liovanna Tornabuoni, Antonia Pulci, Lucrezia

Tornabuoni dei Medici," and so forth.

In these days of suffragist clamour, it is interesting

to note the tone of gentle submission employed by

women — even by the greatest of their time— in

addressing their lords and masters, and this in spite

of the s[)irit of

c h i V a 1 r } that

speaks through

these men's ac-

tions and utter-

ance. " Magnifi-

cent consort,

greetings," writes

Clarice Orsini to

her betrothed,

Lorenzo d e

'

Medici, "I have

received one letter

from you, and did

understand that

which you wrote.

That you do value

my letter is pleas-

ing unto me, as

unto one who de-

sireth ever to do

that which con-

tenteth you. Ye

do say that ye

have written little

:

I am content with

what doth please

youj holding my-

self ever in good

hope. Madonna,

my mother, send-

eth you her bless-

ing. May it please

you to commend
BY D. GHIRLANDAJO

^^ g ^^jq y^^^

cHATTo AND wiNDus) father and mine,
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"Max's
Latest *

unto your mother and mine, and unto all others whom
ye shall think fit. Myself do I always commend unto

you." Could anythint; be more naively humble or

better illustrate the subn^ission of woman to man ?

Once again " Max '" asserts with his new album

of caricatures his inuiieasurable superiority over all

all other living British caricaturists.

Indeed, he seems to be the only one

who understands the essence of suc-

cessful caricature, and who combines wit, artistry,

and the indispensable fiiculty of .seizing from the

sum - total of a person's features, forms, gestures,

and mannerisms that salient feature or moment of

action which is most characteristic of his personality.

Thus in spite of their mirth-provoking absurdity,

Max's drawings of " The Marquis de Soveral " in

immaculately perfect attire, and with face round and

beaming like the full moon, or " Mr. Haldane

exercising a ministerial prerogative," or " M. Brasseur
"

—the ideal type of the dandy on the l-'rench stage,

or "M. Coquelin,'' or indeed the majority of the

half hundred subjects embodied in this volume, are

in a way better portraiture than could ever be

achieved by the camera, which has no j)ower of

selection or accentuation. To those who would deny

Max's jKJwer of draughtsmanship, and who see

weakness or inexperience in his assumed naivete,

we recommend careful examination of the little

Paris street view dominated by " Mr. Claude Lowther,"

or the caricatures of " Sem " and of "Lord Tweed-
mouth," which vie for technical mastery with the work

of the most famous graphic humourists of France.

The collector of Japanese objects of art will

appreciate to the full the labours of Mr. Henri L.

Joly, which are represented by his
The Folklore i .• , r j t ,

^^ ^^^
exhaustive work Legend in fapanese

Ar/, in which are described the his-

torical episodes, legendary characters,

folklore, myths, and religious symbolism illustrated in

the art of old Japan.

The inability to understand the meaning of the

various scenes, personages, and incidents depicted

on so many Japanese art objects has up to now
dissuaded many would-be collectors from giving their

attention to the fascinating tsuba, netsukes, and inro

executed by the subtle Japanese craftsman.

Japanese art as a whole has been treated by many
writers, whilst the legendary side has also been dealt

--/ Boo/,- of Caricatures, by Max Beerljohm. (Melhiien \-

Co., 1907. 2ls. net.)

t I.c^vnd ill Japanese Ar/, by II. L. Joly. (Tohn Lane,
1 90S. 4gns.)

of the

Far East

with by more than one writer, but never before has

this particular phase been so exclusively treated as in

the present volume.

Some idea of the magnitude of Mr. Joly's task can

be gathered from the fact that in the text, which

extends to nearly 500 ])ages, considerably over 1,000

subjects are treated, some of which extend to several

pages, whilst over 500 original j)hotographs and

sixteen full-page plates in colour increase thi- interest

and value of the work.

The original collectors of Japanese art objects

looked upon Japanese works ol art more as curios,

interesting chiefly from their (juaintness and |)er-

fection of workmanship. The great changes which

followed the restoration of Meijii, and which led

the Japanese to disijose of their arms, armour, and

smaller objects of attiic, were the beginning of the

European interest in Japanese art. Pieces of a later

date, being more showily decorative and of a more

involved tlesign, were at first more eagerly purchased

by the English and American curio collector, and the

older jjieces, though far truer to the simjile Japanese

taste, were to a great extent neglected. Now, how-

ever, the real beauty of these older pieces has

become to be ap])reciatcd, and they are collected

more from the point of view of arch;eology than mere

prettiness. It is in these older pieces that the fertility

of the artist of old Japan, in drawing upon the vast

storehouses of the East, is most marked, and it is

to the collectors of such pieces that this work will

prove of such inestimable use.

We reproduce a page of objects illustrative of

Bakemono, the generic name for (Jhostly (ioblins,

which will indicate to a certain extent how thoroughly

Mr. Joly has performed his task. (_)ver two pages

are devoted to the consideration of Bakemono, whilst

references are also to be found under ten other

headings in the book.

An invaluable feature is the bibliography, which

extends to sixteen pages, and includes works on

history, biography, religions, customs, and all other

subjects connected with Japanese art.

Only twelve buildings are dealt with in this hand-

some volume, neither are they, from the [jurely

architectural standpoint, the twelve
The Builders ^ • , ^ ,, ,,. , ,,

^ „, . most imiKirtant. Mr. Wood Brown,
01 Florence "^

. r 1
•

however, explains the reason for his

selection in his preface, and the validity of his excuse

is proved by the pages that follow, containing, as

they do, a fascinating study of Florentine architecture

treated not merely from the architect's standpoint,

* 7he Builders of Floreiue, by J. Wood Brown, M.A., with

ilhisliatioiis by Ileibcit Kailtcin. (Methiien & Co. iSs. net.)
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bill in relation to the whole organic life of the

Italian city during the Middle Ages. The buildings

are arranged in historic rather than architectural

order, and since to the discussion of each is

appended the story of its historic associations, a

of the life of Florence, hardly a joint or bolt in the

complicated machinery of her policy, but what he can

illustrate by one or the other of the buildings selected

for treatment. The origin of Florentine government

he finds, of course, in the trade guilds. The city was

U

c
Ŵell in (Bbtcf , Cctto//S ,

(from "the Bl'ILDERS Ol- ILORENCE" METHCEN AND CO.

certain desultoriness is the result. Vet the parts are

linked together_by a governing moti\e. This is the

steady development of the civic idea, lirst planted in

Florence by the Liberfas, alleged to have been granted

by Charlemagne, finding its first ])owerful expression

in the prima popoiti constitution of 1250, and

increasing in strength and in spite of many checks

till it reached its maturity in the fifteenth century.

Of the author's catholic understanding of his subject

it is impossible to speak too highly : hardly a phase

commercial from the first. Long before its authentic

history begins, a dreek colony had settled in its midst,

bringing with it a connection with Eastern markets

and—better still, as many will think—the germ of the

classicism that was to spring to Hfe in the Renaissance.

Then, slowly, the larger civic government was evolved

out of the guilds, the rulers of the latter obtaining,

and, with brief intervals, holding, the reins of power.

The Medicean and other tyrannies were unwelcome

interludes, their sufferance bv the Florentines due to
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political and economic causes, the removal of which

invariably meant the reassertion of the Civilitas.

The manner in which commercial interest dictated the

city politics, as it controlled her art and architecture,

is lucidly shown in these pages. When Mr. Wood
Brown describes architectural detail he displays sound

knowledge, but we incline to the belief that he is less

interested in the phenomena of architecture than in

its origins. He is certainly less happy in detailing,

let us say, the technical properties of this or that

palazzo or ciiurch than in demonstrating how the

palazzo grew out of the irregular group of towers, or

how a Christian church was modelled on a pagan

structure. The relationship between the old Roman
military building and the architecture of the Middle

Ages, tlie foundation of the city plan on that of the

Roman camp, and the connection of ecclesiastical

buildings and even vestments with civil correlatives,

are themes that are worked out with real ingenuity.

It is a pity that the book is not illustrated by

means ot photographic reproductions, the more since

Mr. Herbert Railton's drawings, or the greater part of

them, are not done from nature, but from the very

photographs for the inclusion of wliich we plead.

There were many beautiful women, and many
good women, in eighteenth century England, a period

which, in spite of much moral laxity,
A Beautiful j r i i i i-

r^ , * and ot much coarseness and brutalitv
Duchess

. .

'

in all classes of society, had also at

its best a dignity and social charm which still attract

the students of its memoirs and letters. But among
the beautiful women of that age Elizabeth dunning
was (jueen ; and among good women she was distin-

guished by a sweetness of character and by a perfect

discretion in the midst of many temptations. Her
beauty still lives in the paintings of Joshua Reynolds

and Gavin Hamilton and others, and though un-

doubtedly the standard of beauty changes from age

to age, so that women accounted fair in past centuries

seem to us, sometimes, remarkably plain, the face and
figure of Elizabeth Gunning, Duchess of Hamilton

and Argyll, have a faultless loveliness and grace

which no critic or cynic may deny.

Mr. Horace Bleackley, the author of this life of the

beautiful duchess, has done his work with admirable

skill and sympathy, and with imagination as well as

industry. He has evidently a wide-reaching know-

ledge of the men and women of England in the

* Elizabeth Cunniu^, Duchess of Hamiltoti : Tlie Story of a
Beautiful Duchess, by Horace Hleackley. (London: .Archibald
Constable & Co. 2 is. net.)

eighteenth century. He has delved tlcep into all

those memoirs and letters which are the priceless

heritage of that centmy to the social historians of

our own time. He has, with a patience and zeal

that should set an example to other writers of

biography, found a host of interesting sidelights on

his subject in the files of old newspapers, and beyond

all this he has written his work with a delicacy of

style, and with a fine gift for the analysis of character,

which lifts his book far above the ordinary level of

biographical l)ook-making.

Delightful is his picture of Jilizabeth's maiden life,

the staid, but not serious, sister of two other beauties

who were tuorc flighty and less discreet. Another

of them found many admirers of noble rank, and the

sprightly Maria's name was cou])led very soon with

that of the young Earl of Coventry, who had shown

her the most marked attentions. But in those days

the admiration of noble sprigs for beauty of noble

rank did not always end in marriage, and the mother

of three daughters was wise in preaching c-aution to

them. But in February and March of 1752 there

appeared two announcements in the news])apers

which caused the highest excitement in town and

country. One of them was as follows :

—

" The Duke of Hamilton was married early yesterday

morning to the younger Miss Gunning, a Lady of

really great merit and beauty. . . ."

The other announcement was this :

—

" On Thursday evening the Earl of Coventry was

married to Miss Maria (utnning, a Lady possessed of

most exquisite beauty and of those accomplishments

which will add (irace and Dignity to the highest

station."

As " My Lady Duchess," Elizabeth played her part

well. She was a faithful wife to a rather dissolute

but good-hearted husband, and the loving mother of

his children. Motherhood, indeed, was her passion

and her religion, and in after years her love for her

children made her sorrow's on their behalf more

poignant.

Mr. Bleackley gives a charming description of her

as in the first days of her marriage she da/zled the

society into whi-^h Duke Hamilton led her proudly

by the hand.

Mr. lileackley, with this attractive and romantic

character as the centre of his story, gives many

admirable and vivacious pictures of English and

Scottish society as it moved around the great ducal

houses of Hamilton and .Argyll and at the court of

George HL Among the many romances with which

this lady, who was twice a duchess, was intimately

connected is the great historical mystery of the house

of Douglas. Mr. Bleackley has been indefatigable
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Collectors'

Text Books

in searching out the evidence on either side, and

he presents it with masterly skill. It adds another

great interest to a book which deserves, as a whole,

the highest praise.

Till', present-day collector of furniture, china, and

brie a-brac generally must needs have a long purse

if he would place on his library shelves

all the literature dealing with the sub-

jects dear to him. Scarcely a week

passes without some new book or new edition dealing

with a connoisseur subject issuing from the press, and

though some, it is to be feared, are little more than

compilations, others are serious reliable works, valuable

and often indispensable to the earnest collector. One

which must be placed in the latter class is Chafters's

Keramic Gallery—a new edition of which has just

* '1 he Kcraiiiic Gallery, by William Chaffers. (Gibbings &
Q;., 1907. 35s. net.)

The Co/lce/or's Manual, by N. Ilmlson Moore. (Chapman &
Hall, 1907. 25-. net.)

How to calleel Co>ili>tei!tal China, by C. H. Wykle. (< i. Bell &
Sons, 1907. 6s. net.)

Sheffield Plale, by liertie \\'yllie. ((George Newnes, Ltd.

7s. 6d. net.)

Transfer Pyiutiiv^, by William Turner, F. S.S. (Chapman &
Hall, 1902. 25s. net.)

The Colleelor, V..1. HI., edited by Ethel Deane. (Horace Cox,

1907. 5s.)

been issued. As an aid to the amateur this work has

always been looked upon as invaluable since its first

appearance in 1871, though published by its late

author more as a pictorial supplement to his Marks

and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain.

The first edition, mainly due to the fact that the

illustrations were printed separate from the text,

extended to two volunres, and annoyance was often

caused when using the work when the text describing

an object was found to be on a different page to

the illustration. In the present edition, the illus-

trations being reproduced by the half-tone process,

the text and illustrations are printed on the same

page, and though over one hundred additional illus-

trations have been added, it has now been found

practicable to issue the work in one, by no means

bulkv, volume. Though practically the same work,

the whole of the letterpress has been carefully revised

by Mr. H. M. Cundall, who has corrected the various

inaccuracies which have been occasioned by a lapse

of thirty-six years.

One great fault in the first edition was the absence

of an index—a section so necessary in a work of this

character, an omission which has been remedied in

the present edition by the inclusion of a list of all the

different varieties of porcelain and pottery referred to.

CAFAGCIOLO PLATE, ABOUT I "00 (FROM 'THE KERAMIC GALLERY
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ENGLISH GLASS (FROM " TH F. COLLECTOR'S MANUAL" CHAPMAN AND HALL)

The n a in e

of N. Hudson

Moore is al-

ready familiar

to collectors

from his books

on china, furni-

ture, and kin-

dred subjects

which ha v e

been issued

during the past

\' ear or t w o,

and the pre-

sent volume,

The Collector s

Manual, is in

no way inferior

to those that

have preceded

it, so far as

interest is concerned. Whether the volume will be

found to be of much value to the enquiring collector

is doubtful, for though the information which Mr.

Moore has to give is of extreme interest, he is so

brief as to make what he does give almost useless.

In the space of about three hundred pages, thirteen

different subjects are treated, one of which, if properly

treated, could have filled the whole volume. The
second chapter, for instance, is boldly headed

"English Pottery and Porcelain," and then in twenty-

four pages Mr. Moore endeavours to treat of a

subject which could not be properly done in ten

times the space. Unfortunately the volume lacks a

preface, so we do not know Mr. Moore's intentions

when writing the volume, but the title, The Collecior's

Manual, would lead one to believe that it was

intended that it should be used by collectors as a

work of reference. If this was Mr. Moore's inten-

tion, we fear that his ambition to give so much has

defeated the whole object of his work.

As a gossipy work, interesting to the collector who

has half an hour to spare, we can confidently recom-

mend this volume ; but to the amateur in search of

exhaustive particulars regarding the various subjects

with which he is interested, we fear we cannot.

Hoiv to collect Continental China, by C. H.

Wylde, adds another to that useful series of " How
to Collect " books, issued by Messrs. Ci. Bell iV' Sons.

In format it is every way the same as its prede-

cessors, and to those whose tastes lay in the direction

of Continental Porcelain, few better text-books can

be found. Like many such books, it does not pretend

to be an exhaustive treatise, nor does the author

claim the dis-

covery of any

important fea-

tures in the

history of

ceramics, but

in its pages

there will be

found m ore

than enough
regarding the

history a n d

work of each

lactory for the

l)urposes of

the average
amateur. 'Ihe

history of each

factory is

briefly told, the

better known
marks are illustrated, and illustrations of representative

pieces are given.

There are two omissions, however, which it is to

be hoped Mr. Wylde will make good in subsequent

editions. There is no bibliography, a feature which

should be included in all books of this class, and

nothing is said about values. This is an age of

commercialism, and there are few collectors who,

while learning about the various factories in which

they are interested, do not also want to know the

value of the objects they wish to collect. If Mr.

Wylde would devote a few pages at the end of

each chapter to a record of representative pieces

sold at auction, we feel sure that the value of his

handbook would be enhanced, and that the addition

would be appreciated.

In conclusion, we must take exception to Mr.

Wylde's pedantic use of the word Meissen. We
are perfectly aware that since 1709 the Dresden

factory has been at Meissen, but we think that in

the contents at least the woid Dresden, as well as

Meissen, should have been included. An ignorant

amateur wishing to learn something about Dresden

porcelain might easily discard the book as useless,

when upon referring to the contents he finds ap-

parently no mention of this famous factory.

The latest volume in Messrs. Newnes's library of

applied arts is Irom the pen of Mrs. B. Wyllie, who

takes Sheffield plate for her subject. Few things

have attracted the collector of recent years to such

an extent as Sheffield plate, and there is little doubt

that there are many who will greet the appearance

of this Ijook with pleasure.
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Mrs. Wyllie wastes no words in telling her story,

and though the book only contains six chapters, it

contains all that an amateur need know about

Sheffield plate. The book opens with some most

interesting particulars regarding bogus pieces, while

later one learns how to judge the various qualities.

The value of the book is considerably enhanced

by the inclusion of over one hundred and twenty

plates.

We notice with pleasure another volume from the

pen of that recognised expert, Mr. AVilliam Turner,

whose works on William Adams and the Ceramics

of Swan.sea and Nantgarw are so well known to all

interested in the history of English pottery and

porcelain. In the volume under notice, Mr. Turner

takes for his subject Transfer Priufing on Enamels,

Porcelain, and Pottery, and as a standard work on

the subject, it should find a place on every china

collector's shelf.

Mr. Turner traces transfer printing from its very

origin, and follows its development through the last

two centuries. He tells us of Sadler, Hancock, and

Wall, and the progress of the art in its early stages,

and continues his story to the middle of the nine-

teenth century, while he concludes with an interesting

chapter on the national importance of transfer

printing.

A word must be said regarding the illustrations,

of which there are over one hundred. In a series

of appendices each piece illustrated is carefully

described, making the work simply invaluable as a

reference book. No detail is omitted—the factory

and ware are given, the mark and size, the period,

and a note regarding the maker or factory.

Already two volumes have been issued by Mr.

Horace Cox, consisting of connoisseur articles that

have appeared in The Queen newspaper, and now
a third is to hand. Given the title of The Collector,

they make a set of volumes which any collector

would do well to secure, treating as they do of so

many interesting subjects in a manner which can

be understood by the veriest novice.

One of the features of the present volume is an

important series of articles on " Hoydell and his

Engravers," by Mr. .\lgernon (Iraves. There are also

articles on porcelain and pottery by such well-known

authorities as Mr. W . Turner, Mr. ?>ank Freeth, and

Mr. H. C. Lawior ; articles on glass by Mr. F. R.

Ellis
;
whilst other writers treat of such varied subjects

as lace, needlework, ivories, and old silver.

The volume is copiously illustrated.

Mr. Guest has given us a book that is alike

admirable in matter and form. As a plea for the

recognition of photography as an artistic medium, it

is moderate in tone and exceedingly well reasoned,

while to the would-be photographer

groping in artistic darkness its clear
A Book on

Photography *

and concise enumeration and eluci-

dation of first principles should prove most helpfullv

suggestive. The advice which Mr. Guest offers to the

photographer is largely that which might be given to

an embryo painter. That is to say, he emphasises the

importance of selection in the making of a successful

picture, of balance in the composition, of single purpose

in the conception, and discourses on those closely

related art terms, values, tone, and aerial perspective,

in much the same way as ^Ir. Clausen would talk to

an audience of academy students. Yet he contrives

to prove that his remarks are quite as applicable to

photography as to painting. The painter starts by

getting his masses into their correct relationship on

the canvas, and proceeds to build up his detail upon

them. The photographer is supplied by the camera

with a crowd of details which it is his task to simplify

into harmonious masses. In other words, the art of

the first is one of construction, and that of the second

of destruction or elimination. Mr. Guest, moreover,

in another place mentions the acquisition of facility

in drawing as desirable, and insists on the necessity

of analytical as well as synthetic observation. On
the matter of what constitutes a good artistic photo-

graph Mr. Guest holds that it should never lack the

character of a photograph or look like any other

medium of expression. This, of course, is eminently

right, and it accords with the practice of the best

advanced photographers of the day. Early photo-

graphy, as Mr. Guest points out, influenced con-

temporary painting in the direction of literal accuracy.

In portraiture especially it fulfilled the idea of " a

good likeness " as this was understood by the public

of the day, and many painters seeking patronage were

obliged to amend their style on photographic lines.

The converse is now the case : it is the painters who

have opened up new possibilities for the photographers

—an order of things that is undoubtedly to the artistic

advantage of the latter. This volume does not in-

clude any technical matter, but there is plenty of this

kind of instruction to be found elsewhere, and it is

sufficient that his arguments fairly establish his claim

that photography in the hands of the artistic may be-

come a fine art. It further evidence were needed, we

should find it in the illustrations. The delightful

flower and child studies fully vindicate the writer's fine

paradox— " Nature's contrasts are all harmonies."

* Art and the Camera, wilh forty-nine illustrations, by

Antony Guest. (George Bell & Sons. 6s. net.)
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Lowestoft

Teapot

In the July number of The Connoisskur an

illustration was given of a typical Lowestoft teapot,

mention being made of the rarity

of the " Pagoda " design upon this

particular ware. The specimen here

illustrated is an interesting example, the ornamenta-

tion being the same as that reproduced in the May

number of 1904, page 16, from a cup. The teapot

possesses all the characteristic features of the Lowes-

toft factory, the colours being in red and cobalt with

the addition of gilding ; the latter, which is not of

the finest quality, has in this instance stood the test

of time fairly bravely. The land in the picture is

indicated by a thin wash of red. It is not surprising

that the productions of a J factory which has ceased

working for a hundred years should create such

widespread 'interest.

—

Gerald Goodwin.

JOSEl'H Wright, called " Wriglit oj Derby,'' born

1734, died 1797, is a painter too little known out of

his native county, where he passed his life.

His pictures are not easily accessible,

being ^mostly hidden away in country

houses, for whose former owners they were painted,

and, coming seldom' into the market, are rarely seen.

Consequently,' his reputation as a painter is by no

means equal to his merits.

The few that know his work almost limit it to the

" Wright

of Derby "

LOWESTOFT TEAPOT
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somewhat cheap effects of artificial light he rejoiced

in, of whic-h phase Experiments 'ivitli the Air Pump
in the National Gallery is a fair example, but where

the heated tones and forced and commonplace effect

aimed at obscure too easily much excellent work and

a refinetl sense of beauty. Even here he must be

allowed the credit due to an explorer—he was one of

the earliest to study problems of light in art, and

these elt'ects when he painted them were neither

cheap nor commonplace, but rather startling pieces

of realism.

Things have moved since then, when Turner was

a boy, and to-day it is as a landscape painter that

he stands on firmer ground— of landscape in which,

again, problems of light interested him more than

scenery.

His claim to eventual fame must, however, rest

on his portraits, which are, at their best, no unfit

company for any contemporary work, whilst having

singular and delightful qualities entirely their own.

It is necessary to qualify, as it cannot be denied that

his portraits are curiously unequal, either from an

occasional lack of sympathy with his subject, or

perhaps from being forced to work when he would

rather have idled.

The plate reproduced in this issue is from one of

his finest portrait groups ;
* after making allowances

for certain losses inseparable from all reproductions

in black and white, it gives an excellent idea of his

([ualities.

The picture was painted about 1770 for the Rev.

D'Ewes Coke, of Brookhill, Derbyshire, who is the

central figure ; the lady is his wife, Hannah Hev-

wood, of l^rimington Hall : and the seated figure his

kinsman, Daniel Parker Coke.

D'Ewes Coke was the representative of a family

of that name connected for many generations with

L)erbyshire, Nottinghamshire, and Staffordshire :

Daniel Parker Coke was a well-known man in his

day, and represented Nottingham in Parliament for

thirty years.

\\ K arc cnal)k-(l to reproduce an intcrcNting and

\ery rare portrait of Xapolcon in the
Bonaparte

])re^^ent number from a print bv the
By C. F. G. .,

,

.
,

, .

Levachez
rreiicli engra\er Lexache/, who i>

])<.-rhaps better known for hi^ ecjuestrian

])ortrait of Na[)oleon, after Carle \'ernet.

The picture is one of several of Wright's works owned
by Colonel Coke, of Brookhill, i;reat-grantlsoii of the above
D'Ewes, anil it still hangs in the place it was painted to
occu]:)}-. It is in perfect condition, in spite of the risks from
(lamp, neglect, and carclessne>s to which it has been exposed at
times for nearly 140 years.

Charles Francois Gabriel Levachez was botli an

engraver and a publisher, and fiouri.shed at the close

of the eighteenth century and the commencement of

the nineteenth. He executed in aquatint the portraits

t)f the Tableaux h'storiijues de la Revolution Fraticaise,

beneath which are Memorable Scenes, bv Duplessi-

Berteaux.

The charming print, A Wife, by J. R. Smith,

which we reproduce in the present number, ranks

amontjst the best work of this famous
A Wife

Painted and
engraver, and it is held in high appre-

„
, , ciation bv present -dav collectors of

nngraved by . . '

J R Smith colour-prmts. It is one of a set of

tour engraved by Smith, after his own
designs. The other three are entitled, A Maid, A
Widow, and What you Will, in all of which his

ability in depicting a pretty face is evidenced.

An article upon this famous engraver and his

work appeared in the November, 1907, number of

The Connoisseur.

Last month we published a fully illustrated article

on Mrs. Collis P. Huntington's acquisitions from

among the treasures of the Kann
Kann Pictures

for America
Collection, which included some
of the finest examples of Dutch

portraiture in this magnificent gathering of master

pieces.

We are now able to illustrate the small selection-

made by Mr. Archer M. Huntington, Mrs. Hunting-

ton's son. who secured the only three examples of

the Spanish school which formed part of the Kann
gallery. Though confined to this small number,

the pictures are thoroughly representative of the art

of the three Spaniards who are now considered the

most typical and personal masters of the Spanish

school—El Greco, Velazquez, and Goya. And each

of the three pictures is an admirable example of the

master by whom it is wrought. The Bust Portrait

oj a Young Girl belongs to Velazquez's early period,

and figures in Beruete's list of authentic pictures by

the master. Before passing into the hands of the

late Rodolphe Kann, it was in the collections of

Sir ^\illiam W. Knighton, in London, and Mr. A.

Sanderson, in Edinburgh. Equally important is the

brilliant portrait of Cardinal Don Fernando Nino

de Guevara by Dominikos Theotokopuli, better

known as El Greco ; whilst that erratic and unequal

painter Francisco Goya is represented at his full

power by the portrait of the famous Toreador,

Pedro Romero.
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Junk 13th, 1769, was the date

of the opening of the extensive

pottery works at

Wedgwood's Etruria, near
First Day's ^,. ,

i- ,.

_, . btoke - on - 1 rent,
Throwing

Staffordshire—
the result of Josiah Wedgwood's

great powers of organisation, en-

terprise, and forethought, for the

works still exist as a going con-

cern, and after one hundred and

thirty-eight years since the above

date, probably employ more
workers than they did at their

complete establishment. The

opening on the above date was

only for the ornamental work,

the useful department being then

carried on, as before, at Burslem.

To record the event, many
friends and influential neighbours

were invited to the ceremony

and gala-day, Wedgwood himself

practically assisting by sitting

down to the wheel and throw-

ing six Etruscan-shaped vases, his

partner, Thomas Bentley, turning the wheel for the

operation. These six vases were afterwards turned

upon the lathe, and completed with handles, etc., by

the same master-workmen, the painted subjects and

inscriptions finished in due course.

These vases were produced in the " black basalte
"

body, and were about ten inches high, with tall

Etruscan handles, and simple fluted ones to the covers.

The decorations are in the usual Etruscan red, with

the subject inspiretl from d'Hancarville's monumental

work upon anticjue vases of " Hercules in the gardens

of the Hesperides," also with

classic borders and the happy

inscription :

—

INSCRIBED WEDGWOOD VASE
MADE BY JOSIAH WEDGWOOD AT THE
OPENING OF ETRURIA WORKS, I769

ARTES ETRURI.E

CLXTUR.'

RENAs-

Wedgwoed
Russian Service

On the reverse of the vase is also :

''Ju7ie 13, 1769. Ou?- days

throti'ing at Et?-uria, in Siafford-

s/iire, I'v Wedgwood and Befitky.''

Three of these six rare vases

(one here illustrated) are still

prized heirlooms in the Wedg-

wood family, and yet another

vase has recently been acquired

by Lady Farrer.

The dish and two plates illus-

trated are from the few remaining

specimens of

the superb din-

ner service

made by Josiah Wedgwood at

Etruria, Staffordshire, from 1773

to 1774, for his great patron, the

Empress Catherine II. of Russia.

The service, said to have cost his patron over

^3,000—a large amount at that period—was prob-

ably the most extensive one e\er made for any

monarch. Its material was " Queen's ware," that

beautiful cream-coloured earthenware invented by

the potter, and so named in compliment to our

Queen Charlotte. Each piece in the service was

enamelled with a hand-painted view of some English

mansion, park, ruin, waterfall, or noted landscape ;

one dish had a view of the works at Etruria that

produced the service ; also with classic borders and

^PISH AND TWO PLATES OF WEDGWOOD SERVICE FOR CATHERINE II. OF RUSSIA



Notes

a green frog, in allusion to its destined iiome, the royal

palace of La Grenouilliere. It is said that this large

service no longer exists, or at least is hidden away in

some unknown locality. It is rather difficult to believe

that a service recjuiring twenty-two large packing cases

for its shipment, could so easily be mislaid. It was

e.\hil)ited for some three months at Wedgwood's show-

rooms in Greek Streek, Soho, and recjuired nearly the

whole of the [premises to display it properly.

Wedgwood, when offeretl the commission through

the English consul, had some difficulty as to the

estimated cost of this service. The consul's idea was

that ;i{!^5oo should cover its entire cost. Wedgwood
said it could, and even for a less

amount. But a service at that

price was one that would iu)t

please a monarch with such mag-

nificent taste, and who was accus-

tomed to the best ceramics it was

possible to produce in Europe. In

the end, the great potter was al-

lowed a free hand. As the first

cost of the enamelled views, bor-

ders, etc., came to ^2,239, the

consul's estimate was considerably

wide of the mark. It would be

interesting to consider the cost of

such a service at the present day.

Probably ;^7,000 would not repay

any potter willing to undertake a

similar work. The large dish with

gadrooned edge and coat of arms

in the centre is of earlier date,

probably 1765. The arms are

those of the Mar(|uis de Foy of

Lisbon.—F. R.

32, St. James' Street,

London, S.W.

Jajuiary 12///, 1908.

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Sir,—In the very generous review given in the

January Number of The Connoisseur of my Illus-

trated History of Fur7iitnn\ your reviewer has omitted

my Christian name, and alluded to the work as

" Litchfield's History." This may cause some of my
correspondence to go astray. Perhaps you will kindly

insert this note next the above address.

Yours faithfully,

Freof.rick Litchkieli).

" The Langhain Series of Classics for Cliildren" — Uncle 7'o/ii'x

Cabin, Kobinson Crusoe, by May Byron, 6<1. each ;
" Tlie

Lan<;ham Library of Humour"

—

The Jolly liei:;i^ars, by
Robert Burns; Mr. Pickioick is suedfor Breach of Froiniie,

by Charles Dickens, is. net each ; Pompeii as an .-hi Cily,

l)y .Selwyn Ikinton, M.A., is. 6cl. net. (Siegle Hill i^t Co.)

Sir Thomas Latvrence, 3s. 6d. net. (George Newnes.

)

Drawings of Michael Angela, 7s.6d.net; Continental China,
by C. M. Wylde, 6s. net ; Les Maitres Souneurs, liy

George Sand, 5s. net. (George Bell & Sons.)

The Royal Manor of Richmond, with Petersham, Ham, ai.d

A'cw, by Mrs. Arthur G. Bell ; The Life of the Jnclds, by
Richarcl jefferies, illustrated by M. U. Clarke, 5s. net ;

.4rtists of the Italian Renaissance, by K. ]^. .Seeley, 7s. 61I.

net. (Chatto & Windiis.)

Quinten Metsys, by Jean de Bosschere ; Thiery Pouts, 1)y

Arnold Goflin. (G. Van Oest & Co., Brussels.)

WEDGWOOD DISH WITH ARMS OK DE FOY

Art

Books Received
Giovanni Bellini, by George Hay, is. 6(1. net ; Rossctti, by

Lucien Pissarro, is. 6d. net ; Fia Angelica, by James
Mason, IS. 6d. net ; Rembrandt, by josef Israels, is. 6d.

net. (T. C. and E. C. Jack.)

Needlework, by Lewis F. Day and Mary Buckle,
5s. net. (B. T. Batsford.)

Transfer Printing on Enamels, Porcelain, and Pottoy, by

VV. Turner, F.S.S., 25s. net. (Chapman & Hall.)

From Sunset to Sunset, by (leo. Tin worth, Is. (Elliot Stock.)

Children's Children, by Gertrude Bone, illustrated by Muirhead
Bone, 6s. net. (Duckworth & Co.)

The Burlington Art Miniatures, Nos. I— 5, Is. 6d. eacli.

(Fine Arts Ptiblishing Co.)
R'eiway's .Manual of Horticulture, /(^oy -S. (Kelway iS: Son.)

Catalogue of Japanese Colour Prints in the National Art
Library, Victoria and Albert .)luseum,

Toyokuni, is. (Wyman & .Sons.)

Internationale Bibliographie der f\unsttvisseir

Otto Frohlich. (B. Behr, Berlin.)

The Old Silver Sacramental Vessels of l-'oreigu Protestant

Churches in Ens^land, by K. Alfred Ti->ncs, 2ls. net.

(J. M. Dent & Co.)
The library Association Record, 4s.net. (Library Association.)

7Vie Neolith, No. I. (Thos. Kell ^: Scui.)

Ny Carlsberg Glyptotck, by Vilhelm Trydes ; La Feinture

Anglaise, by Armand Dayot, 50 fr. (Lucien Laveur, Paris.)

Allgemeines Le.xikon Der Bildcnden Aiinstler, by Dr. Ulrich

Thieme und Dr. Felix Becker, 32 mks. (Verlag. Von
Wilhelm Engclmann, Leipzig.)

Catalogue of Loiuestoft China in the possession oj Frederick

Arthur Crisp.

by Utagawa

chaft, by Dr.
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Prominknt anK)ng tlie lecent presentations to the

Scottish National Gallery is a brilliant ])ortrait of

herself, given by Lady Shand at the

desire of her late husband. It is by

Robert Herdman, R.S.A., who was a

painter par iwcellence of ladies, and

one of the most cultured and ac-

complished artists of the Scottish school.

Lady Shand is seated beside a table on which are

an open work-box, a brass ink-pot, and a litter of

papers, etc. An open book lies on her lap ; her

chin rests upon her hand. She is dressed in the

New Pictures

in the Scottish

National

Gallery

SEA-PIECE BV VAN DE VELUE

fashion of the sixties in a tur(]uoise blue gown of

watered silk, over which is a polonaise of tine white

muslin, bordered with lace. Her dark hair is done

in graceful coils and braids, and her figure admirably

defined against a background of tapestry. On the

tloor is a rich Turkey cari)et, partially covered by

a magniliceiit tiger skin, both of which are superblv

painted, and a guitar rests behind the chair. The

whole arrangement of tlie picture is masterly and

satisfying, revealing a keen sense of the dignity of

pose, and the charm of passing expression.

In the same room is a delightful piece of character

painting by another Scottish academician, Erskine

Nicol. This is the Irish JZmigra)it Landing at

JAverpool^ presented to the gallery in 1905 by Sir

Oliver Riddell. Tht; central figure is that of a typical

old Irishman in a long frock coat, fustian trousers,

bright red cravat, and a tall beaver hat which has seen

better days. A bag is slung over his shoulder, and in

his hand he carries a stout stick. A boot-black in the

foreground is offering to clean his muddy boots, while

another urchin runs behind him laughing at the

fantastic figure of the poor old exile. The expression

of the old man's face is excellently portrayed, and

both the humour and the pathos of the situation

admirably brought out. Behind him is a negro

pointing out the way to a tearful-looking Irish girl

in a plaid shawl.

Another interesting new addition of a totally

different genre is a sea-piece by William Van de

^'elde. This is a re-

--

,

markable piece of seven-

teenth century black

and white work. It

can hardly be called

a painting, for only the

background of plain

white oil paint is put

in with the brush. For

the rest the picture is

an exquisite piece of

pen and ink drawing,

so dexterously exe-

cuted that it almost

resembles a fine line

engraving.

This astonishing bit

of work was presented

by the Hon. Hew
Hamilton Dalrymple in

1906, and was one of

the iJiany hundreds of

pen and ink drawings

on a white oil-paint

background that Van de Vclde did to the order of

the States of Holland, who placed at his disposal

a small vessel in which to follow the fleet at close

quarters, and depict its naval engagements with the

English.

"The City of Bath."

To ilu Editor of Thk Cc^nnoisseur.

De.\K Sir,— In the article on " The City of iJath,"

in the New "Sear's Number, we note that the Abbey

Communion I'late. illustrated on page 34, is described as

(Jiuen Anne, and in the letteriness on jiage 35 as benig

dated 1740. The liall-mark on tlie cup we can read

as 1749. The cup and cover, illustrated on page 34

vAbbey Plate, as Queen Anne, one would assume to be

of a later date from the style ; the handles are certainly

of the st\ le of tlie middle of the eighteenth century.

Yours truly,

Ckichton Bros.

(SCOTTISH .NATIONAL GALLERY)
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Charles Turner

By Alfred

Whitman
London : George

Bell & Sons

3IS. 6d. net

Ckrtain'I.V one of the most talented English mezzotint

engravers, Charles Turner was also one of the most

industrious, producing nearly twice

as many successful interpretations of

celebrated pictures as any of his con-

temporaries. His life was indeed one

of unremitting toil, briglitened by few

striking incidents, so that the task of

his biographer must have been one

of exceptional difficulty. For all that Mr. Whitman,

with sympathetic instinct, has been able to recognize the

under-current of enthusiasm for a high ideal that lent,

even to a monotonous existence, a never-failing interest.

From first to last Charles Turner's chief aim was to

merge his own individuality in that of the great artists

he understood so well, caring little for fame if only he

could do them justice, yet unconsciously, as it were,

stamping everything he produced with a certain reflection

of his own character, differentiating his work from that

of all other engravers.

.\s explained in his Preface, Mr. Whitman succeeded

in obtaining for his Life of 'I'ttrnn- materials hitherto

unknown to collectors, including diaries of the first si.x

years of the artist's professional career and of his early

married life, and also of the last se\en years of his life,

tiie latter MS., now in the British Museum, ha\ing been

lent to him by Miss .Sa\ ery, of Hastings, a grand-

daughter of the engraver. The inter\al between tliese

two autobiographical records has been skilfully bridged

over from other sources, the memoir giving a deeply

interesting narrative of the whole career of a man who
left behind him a lasting contribution to the world's

enjoyment and betterment. The account of the rela-

tions between Charles Turner and his great namesake,

J. W. .M. Turner, who was his junior by one year, is of

very special value, bringing out as it does the great

results that ensued from the personal collaboration of

the two artists. The interpreter working under the eye

of the master, "seems," says Mr. Whitman, apropos of

the Liber StniUoniiii, "to have given expression to the

painter's subtlest wishes, and by the minds and hands of

tlie two men working in sympathy and harmony, results

were achieved that will demand the keenest admiration

of collectors as long as the prints can be preserved."

And he might well ha\'e added, "must intensify the regret

that a quarrel should ha\e terminated a friendship so

beneficial to the world as well as to those immediately

concerned."

No less successful than with landscape was Charles

Turner with portraits, his Madonoiselle ]''a7'isot and

Mrs. Mountain., after the Frenchman Masquerier ; Miss

Cholinondeley and Lady Louisa Manners, after Hoppner ;

T/ionias Touikins : Viscount Maiden and L^ady ii. Capel,

and T/ie Ag'e of Lnnocence, after Reynolds ; Sir Walter

Scott and Lord Newton, after Raeburn, and ]\'illia>ii

Lord Stowell, after Philips, all admirably reproduced in

the \olume under notice, are masterpieces of translation

into black and white, reflecting the mannerisms, colour

values, and atmosphere of the originals.

The Cataloi^ue Raisonne of Charles Turner's works

fully describes in their various states upwards of nine

hundred plates, many private collectors having placed

their treasures at the disposal of Mr. Whitman, and to

all these technical details ha\o lieen added, in the case

of portraits, brief biographies of the persons represented,

so that the book will a|)peal not only to those interested

in art, but to the student of the social life of the time at

which the en<;raver lived.

THE ELEVATION OF THE CROSS BV VAN DYCK

The Stolen Van Dyck.

To the /Editor o/'Thk Conn'oissel'R.

Sir,—The Belgian Ciovernnient desire me to attract

your attention to the theft of a very valuable painting

by A. Van Dyck from the Church of Notre Dame, in

Courtrai. This picture, representing T/w Llle^'atioii of

tlie Cross, measures 3 metres 30 high by 2 metres 80 wide.

It was cut from its frame and then taken away.

I am furthermore requested to have recoinse to your

obliging kindness to the effect of your publishing in the

columns of the February Number of your widely-spread

and highly esteemed paper a short notice concerning the

stolen art treasure of Courtrai, as well as a reproduction

of it. 1 beg to enclose to this effect a photograph of

the picture.

With sincerest thanks in anticipation for what you

may be al)le to do in this matter,

1 am. Sir,

Yours faithfully,

The Belgian Minister,

Lai.aing.
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The Arms of the City of Bath
The controversy in regard to the correct

rendering of the City Arms of Bath referred to in

Mr. Willoughby's highly interesting article on this

ancient city which appeared in the January issue of

The Connoisseur is of sufficiently recent date to

render it discreet to refrain from any dogmatic

pronouncement on the question at the present time.

.\ few notes, however, on the issue involved in the

dispute will offer some heraldic interest without

necessarily provoking contention. Possibly, also, they

may be the means of bringing to light some further

evidence on the question.

The dispute reached a stage of acute inflammation

in the year 1888, when the City Architect of that

time in repairing the j^ediment of the ( luildhall caused

the accustomed shield to be removed, and a piece

of stonework to be substituted bearing a representation

of the City Arms, which arrested the attention of

the vast majority of the citi/.ens as a daring novelty.

In matters heraldic profound research is usually

associated with much shortness of" temper, and when

the stupefaction following upon the shock had sub- ^W

sided, compliments passed through the Press and

out of it, and the wigs were fairly on the green.

The literature produced was voluminous, and debates

in the City Council were lengthy and enlivening.

The City Architect, to the astonishment of many,

adduced in evidence the record of the Herald's

Visitation to .Somerset in 1623, which clearly sup-

ported his contention as to the proper rendering of

the shield. Against this was urged the unbroken

usage for centuries of the version to which the citizens

were accustomed—usage which was traced back by

documentary evidence at least fifty years earlier than

the date of the Visitation. The architect's case was

strengthened by the fact that the Visitation shield

was then, and still is to be found, modelled and

tinctured in the ceiling of the nave of the Bath

Abbey ; there placed it was claimed by Bishop

Montague prior to his translation to the See of

Winchester, which occurred in the year 1616. On
the other hand, the design upon the City Maces

agreed with the more familiar blazon, as did the

coat of arms with which a series of civic documents

of considerable age were headed.

Appeal was made by both sides to the College

of Arms, who certified the Visitation Arms as the

most recent official entry in their records, but

attested also the still earlier existence of the design

which had been removed from the front of the

Guildhall.

In the result the City Council determined that the

aforetime carving of the shield on the pediment of

the Guildhall should be restored, and it was also

decided to apply to the College of Arms for a

re-affirmation of these arms, so as to supersede those

appearing in the Visitation record. This application

was not, however, proceeded with, opposition having

been lodged by those who thought with the City

Architect, and a further obstacle arising from the

announcement that the grant, if made, would be a

new grant and not a re-affirmation.

And thus the matter stands until the present day,

waiting for the patient and withal venturesome

enquirer who will marshal the whole of the evidence

and carry back the record earlier than 1566, so as

to present to the citizens of Bath an authoritative

and convincing declaration as to the true rendering

of the arms of their city.

The two coats are as here represented, and are

described in heraldic terminology as follows :
—

THE ARMS OF THE
VISITATION OF 1623

THE ARMS AS COMMONLY
USED

The Visitatio)i Shield.—Water proper, a chief

embattled gules, over all a sword in pale argent, hilt

and pommel or and charged on the blade with a key,

guard to the sinister of the last.

The shield commonly used—Per fess embattled azure

and gules, the base masoned sable with crosses

bcHitonne of the last {i.e., loopholes as in fortifications),

in chief two bars wavy, over all in pale a sword of the

last hilt and pommel or, on the blade a key.

For the first rendering it was claimed that the

representation of a bath was intended with recesses

in the wall for the bathers. The adherents of the

other naturally point to the city walls, enclosing the

hot springs, conventionally rendered by the bars wavy.

The sword and key appear in both versions but the

kev is wanting in many representations of ancient

date. It has been suggested that these properly

appear as the emblems of SS. Peter and Paul, the

patron saints of the .\bbey church.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

Special Notice

l^Ni^)UiRiEs should be made upon the

coupon which will be found in the advertisement

pages. While, owing to our enormous correspondence

and the fact that every number of TiiE Connoisskik

is printed a month in advance, it is impossible for us

to guarantee in every case a prompt reply in these

columns, an immediate reply will be sent by post to

all readers who desire it, upon jmyment of a nominal

fee. Expert opinions and valuations can be suj^ijlied

when objects are sent to our offices for inspection,

and, where necessary, arrangements can be made for

an cxjjert to examine single objects and collections

in the country, and give advice, the fee in all cases

to be arranged beforehand. Objects sent to us may

be insured whilst they are in our possession, at a

moderate cost. All communications and goods should

be addressed to the "Correspondence Manager, Thk
Connoisseur Mag.\zine, 95, Tem])le Chambers,

Temple Avenue, E.C."

Books.— " Ben Jonson's Plays," 1766.-10,126
(Binningham).—Your little book ol pl.iys is not valuable, ami
quite a .small sum would purchase it of a second-hand dealer.

The other volume. An Account of the Prodigies^ Tears, and
Invasion of Genua)!)', from the j-ear idiS, by Henry Overton.

who was the author of several similar works, is a little more
interesting, and it should fetch from lo<. to 15s.

" Otway's Plays."— lo.igS ((>ueenstown).— It is some-
what difficult to value your copy of Ottuay's Plays without seeing

it, as we cannot tell whether it is a genuine first edition, or a late

reprint with the original imprints of the plays reproduced. If it

is a first edition it is worth about £2 2s. Your other two books,

Milton's Paradise A'e^'ained and Samson Agonistei, /6SS, and
The Prophecy of Bishop Usher, i6Sj, are of very little value

indeed.

"Life and Death of Alexander the Great," 1674.
10,267 ('lerne Hill).—The value of this book is about £1 is.

Your Bible is too late to be worth much, perhajjs los. The
other books you describe have no s]iecial value.

"Letters of Junius," 1797.— 10,291 (West Derby).

—

Your edition is not worth more than is. or so.

"Breeches" Bible, 1611.— 10,111 (London, N.\V.).

—

Your Bible would realise about £1.

"Art Journal," 1848-1855.-10,344 (Camberwell
Green).—-Your series of the Art Journal, including the three

years of its progenitor the Art Union Afon/h/y /otirnal, which
are rather uncommon, is worth about £1 los.

Book of Common Prayer, 1717.— 10,351 (Bourne-
mouth).—There is little demand for old Prayer Books unless

they have some unique feature. Yours would fetch under £\.

" Dr. Hill's Reasons Unmasked," by Q. Abbot,
D.D., 1604.— Io>3I3 (Tooting).—About los. or 15s. would
be paid by a collector for your little tract.

Bicknell's "Scripture Natural History," 2 vols.
10,372 (.Stratford-on-.\von).—These volumes have but slight
commercial value, this class of work being in no request. See
also Engravings.

" l:ikon Basilike," by King; Charles I., 1649.—
10,357 (.Sudbury).— Several editions of Eil;on appeared during

the year 1649, the best of which is not now worth more than £\.
The fust came out in 164S.

Engravings.— " Mrs. Scott Waring and Chil-
dren," after J. ku.ssell, by C. Turner. 10,150 (lulham
Road). Your list contains some valuable jirints, particularly

the one we have selected as headline, which has fetched as

much as ;^loo. \"ou must be quite sure, however, that you
possess a genuine old mezzotint, and not one of the modern
iuiitations, which, though often met with, are valueless. The
two ])rints, A Visit to the Motlier ivith the Grandchild and A
Ne7vly-Married Couple tailing Fare-well 0/ the Mother, after

W'heatley, by Wright, if genuine old impressions, in colours,

are worth between £<, and £6 each ; but if they are co|)ies

coloured by hand they are of little value. The other works you
mention are of less interest.

"Maurice de Saxe," by J. O. Wille, 1743.-10,348
(Hampstead).—This engravmg is worth about £],. Many of

the works of this engraver have appreciated in value at recent

sales—a notable instance being the Lawson sale last season.

The only engravings by Sir Koljert Strange that possess a special

value are his ]iortraits of (.'harles I. and other Royal personages.

"(jerrice and Lorenzo," after Shelley, by R. Cribb
and W. Nutter, etc.— 10,138 (Aldershot).— \inn engravings

are worth about £1 or £^ apiece it in good state.

"The Thatcher," by W. Ward, and "Feeding
the Pigs," by J. R. Smith, after Morland.— 10,148
(Streatham Hill).—We could judge your prints better if they

were sent (or inspection. Assuming them to be fine old

impressions, we should consider them to be worth between

£2,0 or ^,40 each ; but it is possible that you may have chanced

across two of the modern coloured reproductions which are now
issued in large numbers, and if so the ]irints are not worth so

many shillings.

"The Wood Boy," after Barker, by Oaugain.—
10,259 (Tunbridge Wells).—We have frequently had enquiries

regarding this print. It usually sells for aliout 50s. to £7,.

"The Anglers" and "The Angler's Repast," after
Morland, by U. Keating.— 10,317 (Castleford).— Being

hand-coloured, your prints are not worth more than ;^15 tO;^20 ;

but original colour-prints are much sought after, and fetch

high prices.

"The Shooting Party— Ranton Abbey," by W. H.
Simmons. - 10,372 (Slratlord-on-Avon). — Your coloured

engraving is of very small value.

" Doncaster St. Leger, 1839," by W. F. Herring.
— 10,203 (Peckham).—The value of your sporting print is

between £i^ and £6.

"Summer and Winter," after O. Morland, by
W. Barnard.— 10,266 (Dublin).— It is impossible to advise

you without seeing the prints. The price you mention may be

cheap if they are fine old colour prints, but if they are photo-

graphic reproductions, or even old impressions hand coloured, it

would be a great deal too much to give for them.

Line Engraving, after Sir H. Raeburn.— 10,398
(Lasswade).— \'<iur engraving is worth about £2.

" Portrait of Prince Consort," after John Lucas,
by S. Cousins, etc.— 10,386 (Che.adle). —The value of the

two prints you mention is about £j, to £^.

Etching by Rembrandt.— 10,312 (Maida Vale).— If you

wish to ascertain the value of your print, why not send it for

our expert to examine ? and he would then be able to advise

you. It may be worth anything from a few shillings up to

about ;^I5.

"Mother Goose of Oxford."— 10,349 (Chiswick).—
Your print is not worth more than about 7s. 6d.
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Objets d*Art.— Paintings on Glass. — 10,213

(Soutli Shields).— Tlie sulijecls of your glass pictures are rather

un-aleable. If their condition is good, and they are in old

frames, they are wortli about 15s. each.

Playbills.— 10,339 (Watford).—There is no demand for

tluise of the period you mention. They would not fetch more
than a few pence each.

Vottery and Porcelain.—wiiiow= Pattern
Dish.— 10,623 (Montreal). — The dish of which you send us

photograph is a variety of the blue-printed willow pattern,

probably made in Staffordshire about sixty or seventy years ago.

Several factories made dishes of this pattern, and it is impossible

to attribute yours to any particular maker by a photograph. It

appears to be a good specimen, and we value it at from 15s.

to ^r.

Oriental Vase.— 10,272 (Fulham Road).— It is very diffi-

cult to judge (,'hinese porcelain without inspection. Apparently
the seal on your vase reads "Hien Fong Nien Fchi," which
signifies that it was made in the period of Hien Fong (185 1- 1862).

It is, therefore, not more than about fifty years old, which is

liardly sufficient age to commend it to a collector. As a deco-

rative piece, its market value is about 503.

Delft Plates.— 10,133 (Stanwix).-—Your plates do not

ap])ear very plainly in the photographs you enclose, but we
presume they are old English Delft,

about jCj each.

If so, they are worth

Loughor Delft Plates. — 10,320 (Heavitree). — The
indentation of another plate upon yours reduces its value as a
cabinet specimen. Apart from this fact, your description is so
lacking in detail that a definite valuation is impossible. The
Adam ami Eve plate usually sells for about £^ to £^ los., and
those decorated with portraits vary t>etween £2 and £'^.

Bisque Derby Figure.— 10,233 (Gosforth).—The little

figure you describe is worth about 30s. to £2. If your Sevres
piece bearing the mark of 1756 is genuine, its value is between
£2^ and ^30, Init such pieces often prove to be " faked."

Old English Jug.— 10,304 (Walton-on-Thames).—Your
jug, decorated with portraits of Admiral Duncan and Captain
Trollope, is a very interesting relic, and a collector would give

25s. or 30s. for it. It dates about the end of the eighteenth

century.

Identity of China.— 10,191 (Long Island).—The question

you ask needs further details before it can be answered. The
mark 2/1760 is only the pattern number of the service, and
afiords no clue to the maker ; nor can the value of the service

be estimated without a list of pieces.

Dessert Service.— 10,361 (Northampton).—Your dessert

service is evidently by one of the StatTordshire makers, and we
should doubt it being 100 years old. You do not say how many
pieces are in the service. Supposing it to consist of about
twenty pieces, it is worth between £t, and £^.

HERALDIC CORRESPONDENCE
Conducted by A. Meredyth Burke

I25<-) (San Remo).—" Klizabeth, widow of Sir William
Humble, Bart., who died in 1770," was the second daughter

of Gilbert Yane, 2nd Baron Barnard, by Mary, his wife,

daughter and heiress of Morgan Randyll, M.P., of Chilworth.

Latly Humble, who died 22nd February, 1770, was buried at

Rothwell, and lier Will was proved in the following March.
Her husband, Sir William Humble, Bart., whom she married

in October, 1732, was the son of Sir John Humble, 4lh Baronet,

and at whose death in 1724 he succeeded to the Baronetcy
conferred in 1660 upon his great-grandfather William Humble.
George Huniljle, who died in the lifetime of his father the

1st Baronet, had three sons: (i) William, who succeeded his

grandfather as 2nd Baronet in 1686 ; (2) George, who at his

brother's death, without issue, in 1687 became 3rd Baronet ;

and (3) John, who succeeded his brother George in 1703 as

4th Baronet, and died in 1724 leaving issue— William, 5lh

Baronet, whose son John was the 6th and last holder of the title.

1.^65 (London).— l-ight blue appears to have been ado|iled as

the colour of the ribbon of the Garter in the reign of Kli/.abeth,

although, according to Bell-., it was not decreed until 1623 that

the Knights of the (_)rder " should use a blue ribl)and and no
other.'' It is generally understood that the second change,
when light blue was altered to the present dark blue colour,

took place in the reign of George I. Plaiiilu-, however, in his

Jliitory of Brilish Coiliimt\ says :
" The colour of the riband

of the (barter was changed from sky to deep blue by George II.,

in consequence of the Pretender's making some knights of that

order. I'hilip Dormer .Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield's portrait,

in the British Museum, presents \is with one of the latest

examples of the light blue riband."

1272 (London).—"The Honourable Mrs. Monck," whose
poems and translations were published in 1716, was Mary,
second daughter of the distinguished Robert Molesworth,
1st Viscount Molesworth, oy Letitia, his wife, third daughter
of Richard Coote, Lord Colooney ; and wife of George Monck,

whose father, Henry Monck, w'as attainted by James II., but

restored to his estates by William III. ; and whose younger
brother, Charles Monck, inherited the property of his maternal
ancestors at Grange Gorman, and was grandfather of Chailes

.Stanley, ist Viscoimt Monck.

1279 (London).—John Beauchamp, of Holt, who was created

Baron Beauchamp of Kidderminster in 13S7, ajipears to have
been the first instance of the creation of a Barony by Letlers

Paleiil. Lord Beauchamp never, however, took his seat in

Parliament, as he died shortly after his elevation to the peerage.

The dignity expired on the death of his son, without issue, in

1420. In former days it was thought necessary to invest with

robes, in open parliament, the newly created barons, but these

ceremonies were discontinued in 1615, the legal advisers to the

Crown having declared that the Letters Patent constituted a

suliicient creation. Public investiture is expressly dispensed

with in the patents of more recent date.

1284 (Durham).— Practically all the records of the Palatinate

of Durham, including those of the Clerk of the Crown (the

Indictments, Depositions, and other proceedings at Assizes),

are at the Public Record Otiice, London, having been deposited

there in 1S68.

1280 (Taunton).—James Crofts, Duke of Monmouth, was an
illegitimate son of Charles II. l)y his mistress, before the

Restoraticm, Lucy Walters. He assumed the name of Scott

l)efore his marriage with Anne, Countess of Buccleuch, which
look place in 1663. They were created Duke and Duchess
of Buccleuch on the day of their marriage, with remainder
to their heirs male, in default of which to the heirs whatever
descending from the Duke's body, succeeding in the estate

and Earldom of Buccleuch. The Duke's honours, however,
both Scottish and English, were forfeited on his execution in

1685, while those enjoyed by the Duchess, in her own right,

remained unaffected by the attainder.
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Old Picture Sale Catalogues By W. Roberts

Coi-LKCTING old ]5icture s;ile catalogues is

almost as diftlciilt a hobby to pursue as collecting

Shakespeare quartos, although it is not nearly so costh'.

In some respects it is more interesting, for, whilst every

Shakespeare quarto is recorded and described in one or

other of the many bibliographical publications, picture

sale catalogues form an endless and inexhaustible subject.

Every half a dozen which one purchases contains a sur-

jirise in the form of one or more dispersals unrecorded

by Redford in his " Art Sales."

These old catalogues, issued, like pamphlets, for a

temporary purpose, were nearly always destroyed the

moment that purpose was served. The "quality" who,

a century or a century and a half ago, " dropped " in to

listen to the flowery elociuence of the elegant Mr. Christie

might possibly condescend to accept a catalogue, but to

[preserve it would be beneath their dignity. The dealers

would as a matter of course keep the catalogues as a

species of stock-in-trade for future reference, to be

destroyed as waste paper after thirty or forty years of

accumulations. .A few literary " magpies" would preserve

the catalogues with the same care as they would hoard

any other printed document, until in due course their

lares et pc?iates would be subjected to the inevitable /^ij-/

mortem overhauling, with the result that the bundles of

ill-looking picture sale catalogues of all shapes and sizes

would find their way to the nearest marine store dealer,

eii route to the paper mill, to be resuirected perha[)s in

the form of Bank of England notes.

The taste for these old catalogues may be an acquired

one, but, speaking from experience, it is undeniably a

fascinating one. Their raritx' is almost proverbial, and

as " documents " in the pedigree of pictures their value

is beyond question. Those of the great sales, such as

the Fonthill, Strawberry Hill, Hamilton Palace, and
scores of others which excited general interest in their

day, are by no means rare ; but the moment one wants

a catalogue of the latter half of the i8th century or the

earlier half of the 19th century, it is often a matter of

years before it can be procured. They ha\e, it is true,

no great commercial \alue when obtained, but the literary

or artistic interest and money value are not always

synonymous terms.

It is not quite the same thing with book sale cata-

logues. The British Museum possesses complete sets of

Sotheby's, Evans's, and Puttick's catalogues. One does

not go to the British Museum for picture sale catalogues,

but to the South Kensington Museum, whose " file," how-

ever, is far from complete, and where there are no picture

sale catalogues between 1819— 1822. Even Messrs.

Christie's set of their own catalogues, which fill a fire-

proofroom at 8, King Street, is not complete, many of

them ha\ ing been borrowed in times gone b\', and with

the usual fate of liorrowed books— they were never

retmned.

My own small collection of English catalogues up to

the earlier years of the last century consists of about 100.

The earliest is that of Edward, Earl of Oxford, of March,

I 741 -2, the first of the many important sales to be held

in that century. The earliest of the Christie catalogues

dates only seven years from the commencement of this

historic firm, and was one of Mr. Christie's first impor-

tant picture sales. It was an ancmymous collection— that

is to say, no name of the proprietor was stated on the

title page, but I have been able to identify the owner as

James Ansell, the date of the sale being Tuesday and

Wednesday, April 6th and 7th, 1773. it was a remark-

able assemblage of pictures " collected in most of the

principal towns in Europe," and contained the following

notice (quoted \ crb. et lit.) from which it will he seen

that in 1773, as iri this jiresent yt'ar of grace, there were

philanthropists anxious to do themselves a good turn.

" The Proprietor of this sale, begs leave to assure the

Public, that this Collection of Pictures was purchased

out of several of the first Cabinets in Europe, with great

Trouble, and at an immense Expence ; hehasoften been

tempted with great Otiers by the Erench, Russian and

Dutch for Part of this Collection, but his determined

Resolution was, to bring the whole to London ; he there-

fore gives them up entirely to the Generosity of the

Public ; and hopes to be considered, as the wliole of it is

to be submitted to the fair Chance of the Hapinn 1
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'I'lie ciiiel feature ot the sale consisted of two sets

of cartoons— (i) "four noble pieces by that eminent

artist Sir Peter Paul Rubens," and (2) five pieces by

"that well-known artist, J. Jordans." The Rubens

cartoons measured lOj ft. in height by from \\\ ft. to

16 ft. wide, and realised 210 gns., whilst the Jordans went

for £\n. The temptation to linger o\er this interesting

catalogue is \ery great, but to " annotate" it thoroughly

would in\olve far more sjiace than is available. In all

cases the sizes are given, and in most there are descrip-

tive particulars wliich help to identify the pictures. My
copy of the catalogue is not only fully priced, but is full

of notes in an early system—probably Gurney's—of

shorthand, which I hope at some time to get transcribed.

Another catalogue of the greatest interest and rarity,

the smallest of its kind which I have ever come across

—

it measures only 5 in. by 3 in.— is that of the collection

of the Fust family portraits of Hill Court, Berkeley,

Gloucestershire, sold by order of the executor of Sir John

Dutton Colt, Bart., by H. Gardner, at the Berkeley Arms
Hotel, Berkeley, on March 24th, 1843. There are only

68 lots, and start with a portrait of Edward Fust, of

London, on jjanel 26 in. by 23 in., dated 1584. The
Fust family formetl alliances with so many distinguished

families that this " collection of male and female por-

traits " is of historic interest, and might with great ad-

vantage be extensively annotated had space permitted.

To come, however, to x\\\ list. Sales in the early da\s,

as now, were frequently made up of property from many
sources—so many, indeed, that no one particular person^

property predominates. These are usually called anony-

mous sales, and such (of which I ha\e many catalogues)

are not included in the following list. In several cases I

have identified the owners of considerable collections,

and their names are given in brackets thus
[ ]. The

names of the respective auctioneers are given in ])aren-

theses.

[Ansell, I\t. Hun. James], 1773, April 6 7 (Christie^

AntrohuN, Eilmund, of Spring ( i an lens, 1788, March l2(Clirlslie).

Berk ford, Wni., 1822, Sept. 17 and eight following days (Christie).

Before the day of sale the whole collection was inirchased,

e)i bloc, hy a Mr. Farqiihar : the public sale was held mi

the premises in the autvuiin of 1823 by Mr. Phillips (the

pictures were ollered on Oct. 14 15). A large quantity

of the articles which appeared in the sale catalogue did not

belong to Heckford, but were carted down from London.

Bessborough, liarl of, iSol, Feb. 5 7 (Christie).

Bone, Henry, K.A., 1S32, June 30 (Christie).

Bone, Henry, K.A., 1836, April 22 (Christie).

Bonington, K. P., 1836, ^Lay 6 (K. Foster & Son).

Brand, Kev. John, 1S07, June 23-24 (Stewart).

P)rcen, J. lul., of St. Swithin's Lane, 1805, May 28 31,

June I (.Skinner, Dyke iK; Co.).

Bryan, 1795, April 27, etc. (private treaty).

Bryan, 1795, May 17 19 (Coxe, Burrell & Foster).

Buonaparte, Lucien, 1S16, May M, 16 (.Stanley).

Burke, Ri. Hon. Ldnnuid, 1S12, June 5 (Christie).

Collins, \V., K..V., 1847, ^''Ty 31 to June 5 (Christie).

Colt, Sir J. I). (Fust Family Portraits), of Hill Court,

Berkeley, Glos. , 1S46, March 24 (H. Gardner, Berkeley).

Cosway, Rd., R..\., 1S21, May 17-19 (Stanley).

[Courtenay, Lord], 1816, April 26-27 (Christie).

Coxe, Ed., of Hampstead Heath, 1815, April 13-15 (Squibb).

[Crewe, The Hon. Gen.], 1810, July 12-13 (Farebrother).

Cumberland, Rd., 1788, April 8 and following days (by private

contract).

D'.Alberg, Duke, 1S17, June 13-14 (Christie).

Davies, \Vm., of The Strand, 1S21, June 9 (Christie).

[Davis. Hart., M.P.], 1814, May 28 (Coxe).

Davis, Rd., of Sackville Street, iSll, Jan. 31 (Phillips).

De Calonne, C. A., 1795, March 23-28 (Skinner & Dyke".

Delahante, A., 1814. June 2-3 (Phillips).

Dundas, Sir Lawrence, 1794, May 29-31 (Cireenwood).

[Egremont, Lord], 1794, March 7-S (Christie).

[Elwin, W.], 1810, May 24 (Phillips).

Fuimerson, Thos., 1829, May 1-2 (Phillips).

Etty, W., R.A., 1850, May 6 and six following days (Christie).

European Museum, King Street, St. James's Square (now

Christie, Manson & Woods), iSll, JNIay 23-24 (Fare-

brother). [I have also the "Descriptive Catalogue"' of

the pictures in the European Museum by John Wilson,

" an American loyalist from S. Carolina," 1817.]

Fitzgerald, Geo. Robt., 1773, March 19-20 (Christie).

Flaxman, John, R.A.. 1828, July I (Christie),

(ilover, John, 1821, June 9 (Christie).

Gordon, Alex., and Laing, W., 1837, April :3-i5 (Tate of

Edinburgh). This is one of the earliest British sale

catalogues to contain illustrations.

Hamilton, Hon. Charles, of Painshill, Surrey, 1773. M^rch 11-

12 (Langfords).

Harrison, .\ndrews, of ShawheUl Lodge, nr. Bromley, 1S21,

May 24 (Squibb).

Hearne, Thos., artist, 1810, July 5 (Jaubert).

Hearne, Thos., artist, 1817, June 11-12 (Christie).

Howard, Hy., R.A., 1849, March 17 (Christie).

Jelfs, John, 1773, March 26-27 (Christie).

Junot, Marshal, 1817, June 7 (Christie).

Lansdowne, Marchioness of (two pictures by Salvator Rosa),

1814, May 28 (Coxe).

La Salle, J. J., 1814, May 14 (Peter Coxe).

[Leicester, Sir John], 1807, May 9 (Peter Coxe).

Leigh, Michael, of Bath, 1773, Feb. I S-20 (Langfords).

Liss, of Antwerp, 1796, Feb. 26-27 (Christie).

Macklin, Thos., iSoo, May 8-12 (Coxe, Burrell & Foster).

Macklin, Thos., iSoi, May 27-30 (Coxe, Burrell & Foster).

Meade, Lt.-Gen. J., 1S47, June 6 (Christie).

Molteno, .Anthony, 1817, June 4-6 (Christie).

Moore, Jacob, artist, 1796, Feb. 26-27 (Christie).

Muller, W., 1S46, Ai^ril 1-3 (Christie).

N'aijel, P.aron, 1795, March 21 (Christie).

Naniant, of Brussels, 178S, April 18- 10 (Ansell).

Naylor, F. Hare, 1816, May 11 (Christie).

Xewton, Dr., Bisho]i of Bristol, 17S8, A])ril 8 and following

<lays (liy piivale contract).

Opie, John, R.A.. 1807, June 6 (Coxel.

Oxford, Edward, Earl of, 1741-2, March 8 and five following

days (Cock).

Parke, John, 1S12, May <S 9 (Coxe).

Pollard, Rob., of Spa Fields (engraved copjier plates), 1810,

Dec. to II (Dodd).

Purling, John. 1 801, Feb. 16 17 (White).

Rad>tock, Lord, 1826, May 12-13 (Christie).

Ranelagh, Lord, 1829, May 16 (Christie).

Reinagle, R. R., R.A., 1831, May 6 (E. Foster).
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Reinagle, R. R., R.A., 1836, May 6 (K. VoiXcx &i Son).

Reynolds, Sir Joshua, 1795, M^r*"'' 13 '4 (iiisuad of 11 12 as

printed on catalogue) (Christie).

Reynolds, Sir Joshua, 1796, April 14- 16 ((Ireenwood).

Salisbury, E. G., of London, 1S54, June 21 22 (Puttiok).

Sandljy, Paul, K.A., 181 1, May 2 4 (Christie).

Schmidt, of Amsterdam, and others, 1S13, May 8 (Christie).

Seguier, Wni., 1844, May 4 (Christie).

Shuckbourijh, John, of lUirton, Warwickshire, 1771, Maich 1 2

(Christie).

Smith, John, Artist, 182 1, June 2 (Christie).

Solomon, of Pall Mall, 1827, May 25 (instead of 23rd) and three

following days (Phillijis).

Stephens, Sir Philip, 1810, May 17 (Christie).

Strange, [Sir] Robert, 1773, March 5 6 (Christie).

Stubbs, Geo., 1807, May 26 27 (Coxe).

Taunton and others, 1849, May 29 (Clnistic).

[Troward], 1807, April 18 (Phillips).

Trumbull, Joim, 1812, June 12 (Peter Coxe).

Turner, Tlios., of Ilillford, Clos., 1827, May 19 (Christie).

Udney, J.
^"^

J. R., 1829, May 15 (Christie).

\'andergucht, 178S, March 14 15 (Christie).

Van Dornick (Baron), Donovan & Griffiths, iSll, Feb. 14

(Farebrother).

Van Fulens, of the Hague, 17SS, .April 25 29 (Cireenwood).

Webb, John, 1821, May 30-31 (Phillips).

Webber, Wm., of Blackheath, formerly of Duke .Street, West-

minster, 1810, May 19 (Robins).

West, James, P. K.S., 1773. March 31— .April 1-3 (Langford).

Westall, l\.,i827. May 1 1 12 (Phillips).

Westall, R., 1S32, April 14 (Phillips).

Westmacott, C. M., 1832, May 28 and June 2 (Phillips).

Whitefoord, ("aleb, 1810, May 4-5 (Christie).

Wilkie, Sir David, 1842, April 25 30 (Christie).

Wilkin, Jun., 1S13, .\pril 30 (Phillips).

Wilkinfon, Thos., Jun., merchant, 1811, lune 29 (\\instanley).

Willett, John Willett, 1813, May 31 and two following days

(Peter Coxe).

Wint, Peter de. 1S50, May 22 and four following days (Christie).

Woodburn, Sen., of Knightsbridge, 1821, May 12 (Christie).

Wood, miniature painter, 1 810, May 23-24 (Peter Coxe).

Vonge, Sir Geo. (collection formed by Boucher Cleeve), 1806,

March 24-25 (White).

Zachary, M. M., of .-\delphi Ter., 1828, May 31 (Phillips).

Zoffany, John, R.A., 1811, May 9 10 (Robins).

In spite of the fact that the catalogues of picture

sales held since the long vacation have quite a bulky

appearance, the num-
ber of important dis-

persals is suiprisingly

few. The first one of

importance was held

by Messrs. Robinson,

Fisher and Co. on

November 14th, and

was chiefly comprised

of pictures by artists

of the early English

school. The lot of the sale was a three-quarter length

Hoppner portrait of Charlotte, wife of Robert Sympson,

or Siini)son, of Middlcthorpe Hall, Yorkshire, in low

black dress with dark cmly hair, seated in a landscape

by a pedestal, her hands folded in her lap, and looking

to (the spectator's) right, on canvas, 50 in. by 40 in.

The portrait, which is the property of her descendant,

Mr. Henry T. Law, of Knockbridge, Ickleshani, Sussex,

did not reach the reserve price at 4,600 gns. The

same day's sale included the property of the late

Mrs. Catherine Grove, of Eastern Terrace, Brighton,

among which were: A drawing by Birket Foster, A View

0)1 the l\JiiiH\ with castle and figine in the background,

130 gns. ; and two pictures by J. Linnell, sen., St. JoIm

Prear/ii;!!^ i?i tJic ll'i/dcniess, 54 in. by 40 in., 100 gns.

(first exhibited in 1818 at Spring C.ardens, and, re-

totiched in 1838, at the British Institution in 1839, it

was originally purchased by Sir T. Baring for 150 gns.),

and T/w IVoodnttters, 50 in. by 74 in., which was in

the Royal Academy of 1874, and was purchased by

the late Mr. Grove for ^3,000, now sold for 300 gns.

These two pictures were exhibited at the Old Masters

in 1883, and are described in Mr. IK. T. Story's Life

of Linnell. Other properties included : J. Hoppner,

Portrait of a Lady in white low dress with auburn

hair, 30 in. by 25 in., 320 gns. ; and Philippe Duval,

Portrait of fames II. in rich dress and long black wig,

seated, his left hand resting on a table, canvas, 53 in.

by 38 in., signed and dated 1676, 180 gns.

Messrs. Christie's first picttue sale of the season

comprised the Sowerby heirlooms from Putteridge Bury,

Hants., and pictures from various sources, but in no

instance did a single work reach three figures. For

future reference mention may be made here to the

fact that there were sold at Taylor's Depository,

St. George's Road, Southwark, on November 27th and

28th, a number of portraits of members of the .Affleck

and Dalben families. Messrs. Christie's sale on

November 30th coinprised the modern pictures and

drawings of Mr. Henry Lovatt, of Low Hill, Bushbury,

Staffs., and of the late Mrs. Sharp, of Myrtle Grove,

Bingley, as well as some other properties. Mr. Lovatt's

pictures included: J. H. L. de Haas, Cattle and Peasant

Girl on the Sea Coast, Pieard)\ on panel, 352 in. by

64 in., 100 gns. ; two by B. W. Leader, Cartin^^ Pfay,

35 in. by 55 in., i8c;8, 140 gns., and On the Welsh Coast,

30 in. by 48 in., 18S7, 145 gns. ; and G. \'inccnt, A I'ieii.'

on the Rii'er ]'are, near Norivich, with barges, hay-cart,

cattle, and animals on a road, 43.^ in. by 79 in., 400 gns.

(at the Hugh Mair sale in 1902 this realised 630 gns.).

.'Xmong the different properties was a drawing : Birket

Foster, The Chair-mender, 14 in. b\' 21 in., 195 gns.;

and the following pictures: three 1)\' Sam liough, Putih

Herrim:; Brigs running out of I'ort in a Stif Preeze,

32 in. by 25J in., 1858, 165 gns., Crossing the Ferry,

thunderstorm coming on, 10 in. by 30 in., 1859, 68 gns.,

and Dutch Fishing Boats in a Calm, off the Brill, 23 in.

by 17 in., 1859, 95 gns. ; 1). Roberts, Ruins of the Te/ufle

of the Sun at Baalbec, 57 in. by 93 in., exhibited at the

Royal .Academy of 1861, 50 gns.; and two out of the

scries of seven pictures illustrating the Legend of Saint

George and the Dragon, painted by Sir E. Burne- Jones
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tor Birket FosteiV dining-room, 1865-6. These two

pictures, which were exliibited at the Old Masters in

1906, and measureci 42 in. by 72 in., were The Pelitioii

to the Kill}:;, i20L;ns., and Tlie Princess Sa/>rd drawing

the lot, 140 gns. The set of seven, sold in one lot,

realised 2,000 gns. at Birket Foster's sale in .-Vpril, 1894.

The sale of a portion of the stock of the late .Mr.

Thomas Richardson, of 43, Piccadilly, occupied Messrs.

Christie on Saturday, December 7th, and the following

Monday. l"he few lots which reached three figures

being : T. Blinks, T/ic IVater, 19^ in. by 29.I in., ijogns.
;

two by T. S. Cooper, Cattle in Canterbiirv Meado-ws,

47 in. b_\- 71 in., 1896, 135 gns., and T//e Contrast: tlie

Bci:;inniiig of Xd'einber, 1872, 48 in. by 72 in., e.xhibited

at the Royal .Academy of 1878, 128 gns.
; J. Farquharson,

Siuishiuc Calm and S^ceet, 39^ in. by 29^ in., 135 gns. ;

B. W. Leader, TIic Road l>y tlie Ri:'er, Beredo-n'ii,

Dartmoor, 23 in. by 35^ in., 188 1, 100 gns.
; J. Linnell,

sen., E^'ening, 27i in. by 38 in., 1865, 138 gns. ; A.

Ricci, The Wedding Party, 26 in. by 39 in., 100 gns. ;

and E. \'erboeckhoven, Etces, Lambs,, and Poultry in

a Landscape, 34 in. by 28 in., 1877, '75 g'is. The total

of the sale of 338 lots amounted to ..^5,297 12s. 6d.

Messrs. Robinson lK; Fisher's sale on December 12th

comprised the collection of the late Mr. .-\. CJ. Fullerton,

of Bournemouth, and other properties. There were only

two lots of note. Sir T. Lawrence's / ortrait of Mrs.

Allni/tt, in red plush dress, cut low, wiih jewel at breast

and long gold neck-chain, dark curly hair with flowers

and pearl earrings, on canvas, 30 in. l)y 25 in., sold for

2,900 gns. This portrait was exhibited at the Roval

.Acadenn' of 1798, and again at the British Institution in

1843. 1 lie second was a small whole-length cop)- l.)\'

Simpson of Sir TlKMiias Lawrence's /'ortrait of Pins /'//..

46 in. by 32 in., and this realisetl i 10 gns. It was at one

time in Lawrence's own collection, and at his sale in

1831 it brought 30 gns. ; it passed into the possession ot

Clarkson Stanfield, the aitist, at whose sale in 1868 it

was acijuired for /,26. It is in no sense "the finished

sketch," as stated in the sale catalogue, for the tine

wholc-lengtli Lawrence at Windsor Castle.

Messrs. Christie's sale on December 14th was partly

made up of pictures by Old Masters and works of the

early English school, the property of Sir George Dash-

wood, of Ixirtlington Park, ( )xford, but did not include

any of the several \er\- tine and interesting works which

Sir George exhibited at Oxford in 1904. The Reynolds

portrait of L.ady Das/nvood (May Helen, daughter of

John Graham, of Kinross) and her infant son, Henry
George Mayne Das/iwood, the former in dark blue dress

and white tichu, with blue riband in her hair, holding on

her lap her child who is in a white frock, on canvas,

29 in. by 24 in., was knocked down at 2,600 gns. Sir

Joshua painteti the group in 1784, and exhibited it at

the Royal Academy of the same year. He received

50 gns. for the picture, the merits of which were much
discussed at the time of the exhibition, one critic

declaring it " unequal to '.he rest of Sir Joshua Reynolds's

pictures." Lawrence's portrait of Miss Anna Maria

Dashivood, daughter of the lady in the Reynolds group.

and afterwards wife of John, second Marquis of Ely. in

white dress with mauve sash and scarf, resting her right

arm upon a stone pedestal, 30 in. by 25 in., sold for

1,400 gns. Only one other picture in this property

need be mentioned, an example of M. \'an Musscher,

An Interior, with three gentlemen studying astronomy,

22A in. by 20 in., signed and dated 167 1, 105 gns. An
anonymous "property of a gentleman" consisted of a

much discussed Portrait of a Lady, in blue dress and

white muslin fichu, with a band of black riband round

her neck, powdered hair bound with a blue and white

'kerchief, canvas, 29^ in. by 235 in.—this was catalogued

as by Hoppner, but opinions dift'ered considerably, and

by some it was declared to be an unusually fine and early

example of Sir M. A. Shee. It sold for 1,500 gns.

The most interesting picture among the miscellaneous

properties was an example of the Rev. \V. Peters, R.A.,

so bitterly satirised by " Peter Pindar," who compared

him to " Luke the Saint,'" and described him as " a man
of gospel, art and paint." Until quite recently Peters

had very little market value, but if his work was more

fully known he would justly rank high among the

exponents of the early English school. \'ery few of his

best works appear in the open market, and the 340 gns.

paid for a Portrait of a Lady, in white dress, in March,

1903, caused a good deal of surprise, and a revision of

the genera' y-accepted opinion concerning his art. The
picture sold at Christie's on December 14th was a fancy

portrait oi Miss Mortimer, sister of J. H. Mortimer, the

artist, as " Hebe,"' well known through the engraving by

J. R. Smith, which was published on June loth, 1779.

The picture, on canvas, 30 in. by 25 in., realised 500 gns.,

and has apparently never been exhibited. The other

pictures included ; Sir W. Beechey, Portrait of Mrs.

Hodgson, in dark dress and white fichu, with powdered

hair, 30 in. by 25 in., painted about 1812, 145 gns.;

F. Mieris, Tico Boys at a H-'/Wor.', amusing themselves

with a cat, on panel, 15* in. by i2^r in., 310 gns.— this is

described in Smith's " Catalogue,' No. 62, and has a

lengthy pedigree of over a century and a half— at the

Elisha Biscoe sale in 1833 it was bought in at 240 gns. :

Ph. Wouverman, A .'<cene at a I'illage L^air, with

horsemen tilting, on panel, 16 in. by 20 in., 360 gns.
;

.A. \'an der Xeer, A River Scene, with buildings and a

fisherman, moonlight, on panel, 145 in. by 18 in., 95 gns.

;

and A. W. Devis, Portrait 0/ Isaac Osborne, in brown

coat and buff breeches, 29 in. by 24 in., 80 gns.

Two or three lots in Lord and Lady Brampton's sale

held by Messrs. Collins & Collins on December i8th

may be mentioned. J. R. Sartorius, The Headless Horse-

man, 80 gns. ; J. F. Herring, sen., Interior of a Stable,

7i'ith Racehorse " Van Tromp ";, 70 gns. ; and G. Romney,

Child with liarroic, 247 gns. Messrs. Christie's last

sale of the year comprised the ancient and modern

pictures and water-colour drawings of the late Mr.

William Rome, F.S.A., the proprietor of "Sweetings."

Mr. Rome's pictures (106 lots realised ^2,684 4s. 6d.)

contained a few interesting works, the more important

being : W, Hogarth, Portrait of Mrs. Garrick, in pink

dress with large fichu and trimmings, and straw hat.
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holding some flowers, 24 in. by 20 in., 125 gns.—from

the J. Wadmore sale, 1854, when it realised 52 gns.,

and the Earl of Lonsdale sale, 1887, when it fetched

105 gns. ; N. Maes, A Yoinii^ Child -witli a Spaniel and

a Bird, 14* in. by iiA in., 85 gns.— from the Strutt sale,

1889, when it sold for 55 gns. ; J. A. \'an Ravenstexn,

Portrait of a Lady, in rich black and gold thcss, with

large white ruff, lace cap and cuffs, holding a fan in

her right hand, on panel, 47 in. by 34^ in., 450 gns.
;

J. RuNsdael, A Rocky River Scene, ivit/i a Waterfall,

ig in. by 25 in., signed, 160 gns. ; and Jan Victors, The

Village Surgeon, 29 in. by 38^ in., signet! ant! dated

1652, 80 gns.—this was purchased three years ago for

38 gns. Eight pictures were the property of the late

Rev. G. D. Newbolt, two of which were in the Magniac

collection dispersed in 1892, both portraits by (".erman

artists, Albert of />randen/>erg, in cardinal's hat, on panel,

2o| in. by 16 in., 42 gns.—formerly sold for 21 gns.;

and Albert Diirer, in brown and white costume, bordered

with black stripes, on panel, 23 in. by i6f in., with

inscription and date 1498, 190 gns.— this realised 51 gns.

at the Enmcrson sale in 1854, 410 gns. at the Magniac

sale, 1892, and 80 gns. in 1900.

The hrst sale held in December was of a miscellaneous

assortment of books from the libraries of the Earl of

Crawford and others.

The catalogue com-

prised 594 lots, and

the amount realised

was about .^ i , i 3 5 •

.An incomplete copy

of the first edition

of the " Actes a n d

Monuments." better

known as Foxes Book

of Martyrs, 1562-3,

realised ^16 ; no perfect copy of this work has yet been

traced. One believed to be perfect realised ^150 some

years ago, but one or two leaves were seen to be missing

when it came to be collated, and it was accordingly

returned. Attention may also be directed to a com-

paratively common but nevertheless desirable work, the

Fermiers-Generaux edition of La Fontaine's Contes et

Noiivelles en vers, 2 vols., 8vo, 1762, with the plate

known as " Le Cas tie Conscience," decouverte. This

realised ^46 (mor., by Deromej, while a very rare ed.

of Chaucer's works jirinted without date by Thomas
I'etit, " dwelling in Paules Chtu'che Yard at the sygne

of the Max^dens Heed," sold for ^35 10s. (perfect, old cf.).

The Book of Hours, printed b\' Pigouchet of Paris in

1 501, and formerly belonging to the Heneage famih',

members of which were very prominent in Tudor days,

was started at ^5, and sold for ^^142—a noticeable

difference.

The sale of Dec. 5lh at Sotheby's consisted entirely of

early printed books, nearly all from Continental presses
;

severe classics, among which the works of Quintus Curtius,

Mamotrectus, Sidonius ApoUinaris, and Sybilla loom

large. Hooks of tlie class are not in much fixour,

es])eciall\' in this country, though there are always bu)'ers

of them at a price, which, in this instance, was higher

than we should ha\e thought likely. For instance, the

Speculum Aaturale of Vincentius IJellovacenses, printed

by Mentelin at .Strasburg about the year 1475, ^"'1

brought ^24, and the Sophologiuni of Jacobus Magnus,

Paris, 1477, fol., ^10 los. (old P'rench cf.). These works,

and many others of the same character, do not, however,

demand an e.xtcndcd notice, and nothing further need

be said, except to point out Dante's Divina Connnedia

of 1477. This book, belonging to the first edition having

the commentary of Henvenulo da Imola, realised ^50.

It was perfect, bound in new stamped pigskin, and (jn

the whole in good and sound condition. Sir Thomas
Carmichael had a very long series of editions of works by

Dante, this edition of 1477 included. The ])rice realised

at his sale in 1903 was /^66 (perfect, modern mor. ex.).

On Dec. 9th and following day Messrs. Puttick and

.Simpson sold for /^682 a number of books gathered from

various sources. Shelley's Alastor, or the Spi7-it of

Solitude, first edition of 1816, realised ^26 los. (orig.

bds.); the four numbers of The (ierin, 1850, in hf. mor.,

with tlie wrappers bound in, but the " Germ title " missing,

/J 1
7 10s. ; Aiken's J//// /rt/j' /^////Vj, containing 56 colotned

aquatints, published in 1830 without a title-page, ^19 10s.

(mor. ex.) ; and Grimm's German Popular Stories, 2 vols.,

1823-26, 8vo, £\% (as issued). This was a \ery fine coi))',

\'ol. I. being in picture boards, aiul Vol. II. in cloth

with label.

This brings us to Messrs. Hodgson's sale of Napoleonic

literature held on the loth. The catalogue comprised

books in English, French, and German arranged in

divisions, all relating in some \va\' or other to Napoleon I.

The whole of the day was occupied in selling the col-

lection, the nth being devoted to a number of finely

bound books belonging to \arious departments of

modern English literature. The Napoleonic books,

though important enough when viewed as a collection,

sold individually for small sums, notwithstanding that

practically all of them were handsomely bound in the

best style b\' Zaehnsdorf, and were in\ariably in tine

condition. Combe's Life of Napoleon, 1817, in full

crushed levant mor., sold for £^) 15s.; Ireland's Life

of Napoleon, 4 vols., 1823-28, similarly bound, for ^,24

IDS. ; and La Correspo)ula)ice de Napoleon in 32 vols.,

1858-70, for ^12 15s. (hf levant mor.}. These were the

highest amounts realised, the \ast majority of others

selling for less than £,2. The books forming the first

|jortion of the second day's sale, belonging to the same

owner, were also in fine condition, the binding in nearh'

.ill cases being either by Zaehnsdorf or De Saiity. '1 hese

sold better, though the largest sum realised was ^,30 for

a sciies of 42 vols, of The Ibis (hf. mor.) at the veiy end

of the catalogue. The total number of lots was 593, and

the amount realised for the two tlays' sale /, 1,148.

The library of the late Mr. Falconer, of Dundee,

contained what was probably a complete collection of

the works of Mr. Andrew Lang, comprising books

entirely written by him, works edited by him, and works
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containing contributions by him, as well as magazine

and newspaper contributions, including first and other

editions, and large and small paper copies of most of

his publications. As Mr. Lang is perhaps the most

voluminous writer we have, it is not surprising that more

than four closely printed pages of the catalogue were

required to describe the collection. It was sold in one

lot, and realised ^£150.

Messrs. Sotheby's sale on Dec. 12th and two following

days was much more important, and comprised a col-

lection of books of a miscellaneous character derived

from many sources. One record price was obtained on

the 14th, namely, ^-60 for a fine copy of Shakespeare's

Poems, 1640 (orig. sheep, backed). The nearest ap-

proach to this large amount was £'^-0 obtained in

November, 1906, for another copy, which, howe\er,

showed a number of defects and was smaller in height.

As all the world knows, "tallness" counts for a great

deal when important books are concerned, and the

n^easurenients in these cases were 5A in. by 34 in. and

5/g in. b\' 35 in. respectively. It is interesting to note

that at the sale of Dr. Bernard's great library of 50,000

volumes in 1686, a good copy of the Poems of 1640 sold

for a shilling, and that the Daniel copy, also a good one,

realised no more than ^44 in 1S64.

The book creating the most interest a' this sale was,

howe\er, the nearly perfect copy of Gower's Coi/essio

Amantis, printed by Caxton in 1483, belonging to

Shrewsbury School, and doubtless known by sight at

least to generations of boys who received their education

there. It was withdrawn from the sale at the last

moment, and by this time is, no doubt, once more in

its ancient resting-place— its only suitable home. Mrs.

Browning's Battle of Marathon, 1820, which realised /,6o

at this sale, was finely bound by Zaehnsdorf in cf ex.,

with edges gilt. No other sale of this scarce work is

recorded, except in New ^'ork in 1895, ^^lien the amount

realised was I330 (mor. ex., uncut). For future reference

it may be mentioned that the poem consists of Title,

Dedication, Pref;ice (v.-xv.), and text, pp. 1-72. Five

copies can now be traced. Other books of note disposed

of on one or other of the three days included Hakluyt's

Viri^inia Richly I'alued, 1609, 4to, £},\ (cf, title stained,

cut) ; Paradise Lost, seventh title-page according to

Lowndes, 1669, 4to, £'},}) (mor. ex., title soiled and scrib-

bled on) ; Bitrns's Poems, the first or Kilmarnock edition

of 1786, ;^ii8 (boards, roughly stitched, used cop\) ;

Burton's Anatomy of Melanclioly, 1621, ^27 10s. (mor..

stained and mended in parts) ; White's Xatmal History

of Selborne, 1789, £12, los. (cf) ; S/iakespearcs Second

Folio, Thomas Cotes, for Smethwick, .Aspley, Hawkins,

Meighen and Allot, 1632, ^115 (orig. cf, some lea\es

defective) ; and a number of autograph letters, not

within our pro\ince, though important enough. The
total amount realised was ^'3,276.

On Dec. 17th Gebhart's Sandra Botticelli et son

Epoque, quite recently published by Goupil at the

equivalent of £^,o unbound, realised £[20 10s. at Hodg-
son's. This w-as one of fifty copies issued on Imperial

Jap.m paper, and had been finely bound by Zaehnsdorf

in red crushed levant morocco extra. Radford's Art
Sales, 2 vols., 1888, with a number of manuscript anno-

tations in the second volume, sold for ^15 buckram,

uncut), and \Vard and Roberts's George Romney, 2 vols,

bound together in morocco extra by Zaehnsdorf, for

£ 1 1 5s. The same day an inferior copy of the first

edition of The Compleat Angler, 1653, realised .£100 at

Christie's. The title-page and several leaves were in

facsimile, and the book had been cut down to some
extent, and was stained. Many other books, less

familiar, realised handsome prices at this sale, as for

example a sound copy of the Second Prayer Book of
Edward /'/., printed by Whitchurche in 1552, ;^82

vold cf ) ; an imperfect copy of the same King's First

Prayer Book, printed by Grafton in 1549, ^47 (orig.

hf sheep) ; Cicero's Thre Bookes of Tullius Offyce,

Wynkyn de Worde, 1534, £2.2 (cf.) : and the Cato

Major, printed and sold by B. Franklin, Philadelphia,

1744, ^42 lorig. hf. cf.\ A copy of the Kelmscott

Chancer, in the original binding, brought ^50 8s.

Nichols's Nisto?y of Leicester, 4 \ols. in 7 (Part ii. of

\"ol. I. wanting), ;^52 (hf russia) ; Milton's Paradise

Lost, 1669 yj\h title-page), £2^ (old cf.), and the

Paradise Regained, 1671, a fine tall copy, measuring

61;! in. by 4^ in. (orig. cf
,

£},'&.

The sale of Earl Howe's celebrated collection of

-Shakespeariana and other old plays, held at Sotheby's

on Dec. 21st, brought the \ear to a close. A great deal

had been expected from this sale, as many of the pieces

were of the highest degree of rarity and in a ditTerent

position altogether from what they were in the days

when Charles Jennens gathered them together with the

object of revising the text of Shakespeare. This would

lie about the year 1745, '^^'hen the now almost priceless

quartos could be got with comparative ease for a few

shillings each. However, as it happened, the "leading

booksellers, bibliophiles, and others" who thronged the

large room at Sotheby's were doomed to disappoint-

ment, for the auctioneer at once announced that the first

28 lots in the catalogue had been disposed of pri\ately

a day or two before, though the purchaser, not requiring

14 of the cjuartos, had decided to offer them for sale

ill the usual way. This meant that he had retained the

best, and so all opportunity of record-breaking was lost.

Ne\ertheless, some high prices were realised. The first

folio sold for ^^2,025, the second for ^^98, the third, quite

as scarce as the first though not so valuable, for .^525,

and the fourth for ^80. None of these copies were in

immaculate condition, though they contained all the

leaves, the defects being confined to stains, soils, and

splits.

The following prices attord, collecti\ely, very good

e\ idence of the great demand there is for Shakespeariana

at the present time. Hamlet, the fourth quarto of 161 1.

^400 pertect, but stained^; the two parts of The Whole

Contention l>ei7veene the Two Famous Houses Lancaster

and ]'orkc ,1619), j{^i20 (perfect, but stained); A'ing

Lear, the second quarto of 1608, ^200 (perfect, and a

good copy) ; Richard the Third, 1629, the last but one

of the old separate quartos, ^115 ((slightly stained);
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Love's Labour Lost, the second quarto, 1631, ^201

(slightly stained) ; The Merry Wives of Windsor, the

second quarto, 1619, ^160 (soiled and mended in parts) ;

and Romeo and Juliet, the second quarto, 1599, ^if>5

(imperfect and mended). Among the seven doubtful

plays we notice Cromwell, first edition, 1602, £iZ2

(defective)—the Roxburgh copy realised ^5 10s. in

1812; Loirine, 1 595, ^120 defective and mended); and

A ^'orks/iirc Trat^edy, 1619, £'j\ (good copy). Ben

Jonson's comic satire Every Man out of His Humour,

1600, realised /'70, though a blank leaf was miSNing

and several leaves were mended and stained. The tola!

amount realised at this sale was ^5,335, or about a third

of what would have been obtained in all probabiiit>'

had the whole collection been disposed of publicK'.

Thk old prints sold at the \arious London sale rooni-^

during December were on a par with the majority of the

other itenis that came
under the h a m m e r

during the month.
Notable prices were

the exception, {kv^

really important prints

l^eing offered. Christie's

held two sales, oiie on

the 3rd and the other

on the I o t h , but
neither collection was

exceptional. The tirst sale consisted chiefly of modern

etchings and engravings, though a few prints by masters

of the early English school were also included. One of

the chief lots in the sale was a third state of that ever-

popular print Master Lambtoti, by Cousins, which went

for ^i"}) I2s., whilst another was a first state of J. Jones's

print of Mrs. Edivards, after Lawranson, which made

^36 15s., the highest price during the day.

Only one of the etchings passed £10, The Portals of

Rheims Cathedral, by A. H. Haig, reaching ^22, whilst

two by Se)'mour Haden, Mytton Hall and TJie Three

Sisters, made together ^25. .^ series of Meissonier

remarque proofs made sums varying from £/2 5s. to

15 guineas, and various other etchings made proportion-

ately low prices.

The sale on the loth was of rather more importance

owing to the inclusion of a few good prints after

Reynolds, Hoppner, and others, and some French colour

prints. The latter made the highest price in the sale,

though the)' were nearly approached by certain ])rints

of the English school. The French prints consisted of

that well-known pair by Debucoint, La X'oce an Chateau

and Le Meiiuel de la Marice, and that equally popular

pair by Descourtis, alter Tauna)-, La Xoce de Village

arid La Eoire de I'illage. These four piints, which

were sold in one lot, realised /,i57 'o^-

Next in importance were two nice impressions in

colours of The Snahe in the Urass, by Ward, after

Reynolds, which made ^105 and ^92 8s. respcctiveh',

whilst there must also be mentioned a fine impression

of the only state of \V. Dickinson's jjriTit, Lady Taylor,

after Reynolds, which just reached ^100.

Sothebx's held a rather important sale on the 4th

consisting chiefly of engraved works by Albert Diircr,

though there were also a few fine engravings of the

English and French eighteenth century schools. P"or

the 120 lots offered the sum of .j{^ 1,567 was obtained.

The collection of Diner prints, which was the property

of a lady, consisted of some sixty-two lots, few of which,

however, made more than ordinary prices. A few of the

])rints were damaged, and had been repaired, but as a

whole they were of a high standard as regards impression

and condition.

The chief lot sold was St. Jerome Seated in His Cell,

No. 60 in Hartsch, which made ^100, whilst St. L'.ustace

Kneeling before a Stag, cut close and slightly repaired,

made ^,10 less. .\\\ impression of Melancholy from the

Marielte collectit)n sold for ^51, J'he (ireat Ldrlune, ,\\.

one time in the Donnadian collection, went for ^^43, and

The Coat ofArms ivitit a Cock, realised ^64.

In the latter portion of the sale there must be noted a

proof before letters of Cheesman's mezzotint of Lady
Hamilton as a Spinster, which made /71, and a brilliant

proof, with one line of inscri]:)tion only, of De Launay's

engraving Le liillct Dou.v, after I^avreince, for which

^82 was given.

Messrs. Puttick & Simpson held three sales of prints

during Decend^er, in none of which was an\' exceptional

price realised. The chief lot was a beautiful stipple, in

colours, of He Sleeps, by Tomkins, which made £\'-).

This print will be familiar to our readers from the

reproduction published in the fifth volume of The
Connoisseur.

The chief art collection to be dispersed dining

December was that of the late Mr. William Rome, well

known as the proprietor of " Sweetings,"

The Rome which occupied Christie's rooms for three

Collection days towards the end of the month. On
the first day, the most important lot was

a very fine bronze sword, Hungarian, late Bronze or early

Iron Age, from the Forman collection, which nvAda £~-, ;

whilst on the second da}' interest was centred iii a halt-

suit of fluted armour of the Maximilian fashion, Cicrman,

first quarter of the i6ih century, which fell at ^,225. The
concluding day jn'oved to be the niOst interesting and

important, including as it did sonie fine furniture, china,

and bronzes, and one or two good pieces of tapestry. Of
the china, which was practically all Oriental, the highest

priced item was a large Nankin l)Ottle of triple-gourd

shape, decorated with peonies and dragons, which made

^,157 10s.; whilst among the furniture the chief lots were

a settee and eight chairs of Hepplewhite design, which

made just ten shillings short of ^200, and a Kingwood

show cabinet of Louis Xl\'. design, for which /, i 20 15s.

was given.

The clou of the whole sale proved to be a charming

Italian 16th century figiu'e, " The Spinario," which figured

in the Lonsdale sale, lealising 85 gns., but which now
reached /31 5.
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PORCELAIN

Two sales of jiorcelain were held at Christie's during;

December, one on the 6lh and the other on the ijth,

but only at the latter

w ere a n \ notable
prices realised. This

latter sale attracted

considerable attention,

and bidding through-

out the afternoon was

ot a most spirited

cliaracter. One sur-

[jrise awaited those

present,which occurred

when a small Bristol teapot and co\er, painted with the

Burke arms, was offered. This teaiiot was part of the

service presented b\- Champion, the founder of the

factor)-, to Edmund Burke, and was already known to

man\- jjresent, having realised ^190 at Sotheby's in 1871.

When it was put u|.i, the hammer did not fall until £^\\\

had been reached.

"Prior to this, a collection of twenty-se\en Crown
Derby figures of dwarfs, each different in modelling and

colouring, and with \arious inscriptions on their hats,

made £y^\ ; and a Kien Lung famille-rose vase anti

cover sold for ^199 lo?. Later in the day a pair of old

Dresden groups of Count Bruhl's tailor and his wife

riding goats, made .^262 los. ; and a pair of candelabra

from the same factory, formed of groups of ladies and

gentlemen pla\ing musical instruments, sold for ^{,194 5s.

There must also be mentioned a Menecy group of two

lovers, which realised .£210.

Apart from the Rome sale, little fiu-niture of any sort

appeared in the sale room duiing December, and o\-\\\

two lots need be mentioned, both of which .appeared

at Christie's sale on the 13th. 'I'he first consisted

ot a charming Adam cabinet p.iintcd in the st\ le of

.\ngelica Kauff'man, which made /'278, and an Adam
sideboard, surmoimted by a pair of o\iform \ases and

pedestals, for which /, 105 was gi\en.

Bi'T for the sale of silver at Christie's on the 12th,

and the disposal of the collections of the late Lord ami

Lady Brampton b\' Messrs. Collins ^: Collins, Decem-

ber' would ha\e been a month of little interest for

(Collectors of old siher.

Excellent prices were realised throughout at the former

s.ile, which consisted of siher plate from the collections

of the late Mr. F. R. W'arre, C,i].)tain .\. W. Harris, and

Mr. William Rome. In Captain l-l.irri>"s section the

chief item was a William 111. coff'ee-i)ot, plain, with

gadrooncd border, by I'eter Harachc, 1695, ^^hich, at

160S. an ounce, produced ^.185 4s. Various important

lots were sold from private sources, amongst them being

a set of twelve James L

silver-gilt Apostle-

spoons, which made
^480, a pair of

Charles L slump - top

spoons, 1635, which

made ^74. and the

following items which

were sold at per ounce

:

a George L two-handled

porringer. 170s. : a small

plain mug, with the Chester hall mark for 1725, 105s. ; a

Charles IL porringer, 1680, 1655. : a Charles IL chalice,

135s. : and a porringer and cover of the same period,

1683, 1 60s. per ounce.

The silver at the Brampton sale, of which there was

about 3,000 ounces, was not exceptional, though a few of

the pieces attracted some attention. The most important

lot, however, came as a surprise, as it was included with

an unimportant liciueur decanter and inkstand. It was

..n old stoneware jug with silver mounts, dated 1590,

which had only been discovered after it had been so

ignominioush' c.italogued. The bidding for this rare lot

was e.Ktremely keen, and did not cease until 400 gns. was

reached.

Collectors of coins and medals were well catered

tor during December. Messrs. Glendining & Co. holding

a sale which extended

oxer three days, and

Messrs. Sotheby dis-

persing the O'Hagan

Collection of English,

Scotch, and Irishcoins,

and an important col-

lection of Greek coins

from an anonymous

source. The medals

were the chief feature

of the first-named sale, an African transport medal,

1899— 1902, making £-•;; 1 5*- : three Peninsular medals,

two with ten bars and one with nine, going for £Z 5s.,

(.-; 15s., and £i> respectively : a .N.ival medal, with bars

for Camperdown, Copenhagen, 1801, fetching £j 15s.,

and a Regimental medal of the 12th Fool, going for £Z.

The OHagan sale, which occupied Sotheby's rooms

for five days, produced /2,464, the catalogue containing

just o\ cr 700 lots. The chief lots in ihe collection were

two Henrv \"1I1. George Xobks, one of which made

^^22 and the other £22 los.

SIMS.®»
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March, 190S.

"A Free City of Itself"

Written and Illustrated by Leonard Willoughby

The loyal and patriotic citizens of Winchester

are much to be congratulated on having decided to

recall some of the most stirring episodes of their

city's wonderful history, and to present these as

object-lessons to the public. By this I mean that

they are following the lead of other historic towns,

who have organised local pageants in order that their

famous histories should become better known the

world over. At the same time it has enabled them

to benefit their local charities from the proceeds of

these magnificent displays. If, then, such towns as

Sherborne, Warwick, Bury St. Edmund's, Ro"isey,

O.xford, and St. Albans, have all been able to pro-

duce pageants of the most successful and at the

same time impressive description, one can readily

forecast what a similar display at Winchester will

mean, for this place has unlimited episodes in history

to draw u])on.

So quaint, so ancient, so imjjortant is the history

of Winchester, a city which even in the days of King

John was described as being "a little independent

state in the heart of the realm," and so bound up is

it with the whole growth of England, that no other

city in the kingdom can compare with it in this

respect. Was not Winchester once the capital of

the kingdom of Wesse.x ? Was it not here that in

early days every ])rince and prelate of great name
was welcomed ? The chief city, aye, even the

capital of England, the home of Alfred the (ireat,

the birth, marriage, coronation, and buryingplace of

kings and queens, the refuge of letters and art, and the

mother of English public school life !—surely these

i.^'i^"'

THE EAST PROSPECT OF THE CITY OF WI.NCHESTER FROM AN OLD ENGRAVINl.
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alone are more than enough to make it a place of

absorbing interest, a place to visit, to study, to ponder

over and remember. An article on so important a

city must resolve itself into a more or less abbreviated

summary of a few facts concerning the municipal life

of the city, which is also in keeping with the rest of the

interesting things connected with Winchester. This by

reason of the fact that it is the oldest corporation in the

kingdom. It is older than

that of London and \"ork.

and being such, it is curious

to find that its chief magis-

trate should not hold the

honourable prefix of "Lord"

Mayor, such as has been

bestowed on several towns

of, practically speaking,

modern standing, as coni-

'pared with this the once

royal and most important

city in the kingdom. Some

few facts concerning ^\'in-

ton, one of its ancient

names, appear on the walls

of the ( 'ouncil Chamber of

the Guildhall, and as these

are somewhat quaint, and

at the same time summarise

matters, I give them as

they are written. They are

known as "The CityTables."

"This city was called

Caergwent (white city) by

the Britons, \'enta Bel-

garum by the Romans,

Vincanceaycen by the

Saxons, W'intonia by the

monastic writers, and Win-

chester by the English.

" (I ) It is said to have

been founded by Rud
hrniHRAs, the Son of Lkvi,,

the Son of Brutus. ( neenshield, the Son of Ebranck,
the great-great-grandson of Brutus I., 1004 before the

birth of Christ, in the year of the world 3000, 254

vears before the first building of Rome.

"(2) It is said to have been environed with walls

N.\POLEO.V I.

bv Mulnuitius Dunwallo, Anno Mundi ;S.

'
(3) It is said to have been fortified and defended

against the Emperor Claudius by Guiderius. a.d. 44.

" (4) It was defaced by Porrus. a pirate, when

Constans the monk reigned, .\.d. 445.

"(5) It was well-nigh consumed with fire by

Hengist, a.d. 462.

" (6) It was re-built, and again fortified by Aurelius

Ambrosius, a.d. 470.

"(7) It is said to have had a strong and stately

castle adjoining to it built by King Arthur, Anno
Dom. 523.

" (8) It was made a Bishop's See by King Kingils,

A.D. 636.

"(9) The Guild of Merchants was in the reign of

King Ethelwolph, a.d. 856,

first established here.

"(10) The Hock Tide

Merrim" began here in the

reign of King Ethelredi,

A.D. 979, but being let

fall were again revived in

Edward the Confessor's

time, A.D. 1042.

"(11) Domcsilay Book
was collected and made

here. Anno 10S3.

"(12) The Great Seal of

England and the oftice for

keeping thereof were first

appointed and kept in this

city. A.D. 1044.

(13) The first trial of

nobility in criminal causes

per pares was held here,

A.D. 1076.

(14) The city, with the

guildhall and most of the

records, was burnt a.d.

1112.

"(15) The first Charter

under the Great Seal of

England was granted unto

the citizens free of the

Guild of Merchants in

Winchester to be Toll and

Custome free through all

the King's dominion by

Henry I., a.d. 1 102.

(16) King John, a.d. 1208, granted the Mint and

Exchange of Money to be kept in this city with many

other privileges.

"(17) This Kinginccrporated this city by the name

of the Mayor and Burgesses, and for 200 marks

rent granted lura Regalia in Fee Farm for ever to

them.

"(18) The libertv to have and use a Common Seal

was granted them h\ Henry III., a.d. 1242.

"(19) The city gave title Earl of Winchester to

Saer de Quincey, Anno 13th Regni John.

" (20) The city of Winchester disputed the point of

BY CANOVA
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precedency at the King's

feasts with those of Lon-

don so late as the year

1269.

"{21) This city gave

title of Marquiss of Win-

chester to William Lord

Fawlett, Earl of Wilts,

Anno 5th J'Alwaril \"L

"And hath given place

of Birth, Education, Bap-

tism, Marriage, Micholge-

mots, Gemots, Synods,

National and Provincial

Sepulchre to more Kings,

Queens, Princes, Dukes,

Earls, Barons, Bishops,

and Mitred Prelates be-

fore the year of our Lord

1239 than all the then

cities of England to-

gether."

Now were I to pause

here and confme my de-

scription of Winchester's

history to the preceding quaint and comprehensive

summary of facts, I shovild saw m\self much per-

plexity, and avoid many difficulties. It must be re-

membered, too, that the scope of this article is only

to describe such treasures as to-day e.xist and are the

property of the (.'orporation. I admit the temptation

is great to write at length regarding those early days

OAKEN IRON-BOUND COFFER

ROUND SILVER SEAL GRANTED BV EDWARD I. AND ELIZABETHAN
REPLICAS OF I 3TH CENTURY BRONZE SEALS

when Briton, Roman, Saxon. 1 )ane, and Norman mack-

Winchester the most important centre in England.

I would speak of those stirring days when William

seized the city and exacted hostages. I would follow

Rufus's (juestionable reign and tragic death, or better

still, the prosperous era under Henry L Then, too,

the periods during the reigns of Stephen, Henry H.,

Richard L, John, Henry HL, and Edward \.

arc full to overflowing with historic points

so fateful to England, all of which were de-

cided upon at Winchester. Chapter upon

chapter might be written on the great ecclesi-

astics, the statesmen-ljishops of that time,

and of the enormous power and influence

which thev wielded for good or bad. Then,

too, the many religious bodies whic-h existed

were much to the fore in Winchester

—

notably the Benedictine monks of St. Swithin

—and it is due to them that many of the

city's fine buildings came to be erected.

(Considering all the strife that for >o long

existed .here, and the ravages by plagues

and destruction b\- fires of the city, it is a

wonder that any single building or docu-

ment is left — silent witnesses of all the

greatness that has been. At least there is

left its noble cathedral in its midst, which

has stood for now nigh on 900 years, and

other buildings of great age to which I will
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MEUAL STKUCK BV ORDEK OF THE
COLLEGE OF ST. MARY WINTON ON
50OTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE COLLECIE

111 a U (J short

reference.

\V'inche.ster

wa.s an im-

portant centre

in the days of

t h c R o m a n

occupation. It

wa.s, no doubt,

the geogra-

phical cha-

racteristics of

the district

that led the

Romans to

make t li e i r

settlement at

.Winchester. 'I'hey tiien called Winchester Venta
Belgarum. Their settlement at lir.st took the shape
ol an oblong rectangular camp, with the base resting

on the river. The main thoroughfare— now High
Street—divided it from east gate to west gate, while

the main via intersected it from south gate to north
gate.

'i'hus was the town or settlement divided into four

(|uartcrs. The law tribunals were in the upper part,

and in the lower the temples of the gods, the chief

dwellings and headciuarters of the officials. From
the gates six roads radiated. It was not, however,
till Kgbert came to the throne in 8o_' that the great-

ness of the kingdom of Wessex began. During his

reign the su|)remacy of ICngland was transferred

bom Xorthumbria or Mercia to Wessex, and thus
Wmchester rose at once to eun'nence. ICven as

early as 856 there was municipal govemmenl, for we
lind the name of Ik'ornulf, Wicgrefa of Winteceastre,
a royal officer named by the King, who held special

iuri.s(licti(jn within the city.

As to the exact year when a settled civic govern-
ment connnenced, 1 nuist be pardonetl if I express
no opinion, though the authorities at Winchester
have theuLselves slated that the milleiiniuui of tliis

was 111 7,S(;7, owing to the fun that beornull's death
is recorded in the Sa.xoii C/iroiiide as taking jjlace

in .S97.

The city also celebrated in 1884 the 700th anni-

ver.sary ot the .Mayoralty, which seems accmate, thus

making Winciiester undeniably the premier Corpora-
tion in point ot age—a fact which London has even
conceded. The Cuild of Merchants of Winchester,
the oldest in the kingdom, were granted their charter

by iMhelwolf, father o\ Alfred the C.reat. in 856. It

was during his lifetime that \\inchester became the
chief city in England, for while other kingdoms went

down before the Xorthern pirates, Wessex stood its

ground. And this partly owing to the fact that it

was further away from the main point of attack, and
at the same time had a capable succession of Kings
in Egbert, Ethelwolf, Alfred, and Edward the Elde^r.

At last, when England fell into the powerful grasp
of King Cnut (or Canute), Winchester became the
'apital of his new realm. The country was then
cut into two parts—Wessex and the Danelaw—by a
line running from the Thames just below London
in a N.X.W. direction to Chester.

k'or eighteen years King Alfred reigned at Win-
chester, ruling so wisely and so well that his name
became for ever famous. Winchester was then the

home of art and learning : it was here that Alfred
wrote the first and greatest history book of the

,«^-. t.^ 5*^ V

hhiglish peo-

]> 1 e — T //
1'

Jl It ,;' / / .< //

C h r (I nic Ie

.

This book,

compiled 1) y

the aid ol the

bret h ren of

St. Swithin's

Convent, was

a sini|)le re-

cord ot tacts

down to the

time o t con-

t e m |) o r ar

v

history.
Copies of this

were sent to HENRN- I!. S CHARTER AND SEAL
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various places— Peterborough, Cuiiterbury, and else-

where—the original book being kept at W'olvesey

Castle, fastened to a desk by a chain, thai all who

would and could might read it as it grew from year

to year. This manuscript is, I believe, still to be seen

in the library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

It was at Winchester that the ox\%\\rA[ Dotnesdav JmmI;

was compiled and kept among the Royal Archives

until replaced by William's more complete Royal

Roll. This first famous book had its home at

A\' inchester so long as the city was a capital— in (act

it was often carried about with the kings on tiicir

progresses as a definite record of fact. Imoui it there

was no appeal. William Rufus, immediately on his

father's death, hastened to Winchester to

lay his hands on the treasures stored

there—gold and silver vessels, valuables,

robes, gems, and other precious things.

During this reign St. Giles's I'air was

instituted, which was the means of bring-

ing many merchants to A\'inchesler and

much foreign trade. It also lessened the

narrowness of the guild system. In fact,

it superseded all local business, all shops

and stalls in the city and for a circuit

of seven leagues around, even those at

Southampton, being rigorously closed.

Cloth, wines—home-made and foreign

—

were the chief articles dealt in. Though

the wine trade died out, the cloth in-

du.stry continued down to almost modern

times. With the aid of the sources of

incoaie from the profits realised by the

letting of booths and stalls, also from

the trade done by the Convent in foreign

wines, and the "spicery" or grocery stall,

and the sale of furs in winter, Bishop

WalkeHn completed the Cathedral with

its Chapter House, to which Rufus's

body was brought for interment after

his fatal hunting accident.

In the time of Henry I., Winchester

was the seat of Government, and had a

staple manufacture of cloth, made from

the wool of down sheep. Craftsmen of

every kind —
goldsmiths,
weavers, fullers,

smiths, abounded

under the shelter

of the Merchants'

Guild. There was

also the famous

mint fixed there

SKAI. OI- Till': KEU.N OV
CHARLES I.

RING WITH WHICH
MAYORS ARE
WEDDED TO THE
CITY ON ELECTION

THE GREAT MACE
OF THE CITY

"for e\er " by King

John. Here, too, were

the Royal .Archives,

standard weights and

measures, and the great

chest of the Treasury.

:\s regards the city's

Government, tiiere ap-

pears to be no mention

madt! of a M a yo r or

( 'orporatioii until j ohn's

reign, though there existed a civic government, pre-

sided over by a provost, wickreeve, or jiortreeve. The

city had enjoyed very distinct franchises, and had early

liberties, which were confirmed by char-

ters of Henry 1 1. There is a tradition

that i'lorence de Lunn was the first

mayor, and thus the civic authorities

date the beginning of Winchester's cor-

porate existence in 1184. Elizabeth's

charter also mentions that Winchester

shall be for ever hereafter a " Free City

of itself," meaning by this, a body politic

capable of holding lands and other pro-

perty, of having a common seal of its

own, and of administering its own affairs

within the walls.

In earlier times the kings were very

careful to emphasize their ownership oi

the city, and as a Royal city it had been

handed over as " Morning gift," and

then as dowry, to one or other of the

Queens of England. Rents and moneys

were paid to the king as lord, and these

were collected by the sheriff, and by him

paid over to the Royal Exchequer.

Later on the king granted the I'irnia

Burgi, or letting of the city at farm, to

the citizens ; that is, he took a fixed

sum, and left them to collect the rents

and payments as they could. Thus the

municijial authorities levied such a tax

as would raise the sum recjuired on

houses, stalls and shops. The rent

in 1157 was ^'142 12s. 4d. ; in 1162,

^"197 7^- 5*-1-i 'it)W e<iuivalent to nearly

^3,000 ; but in the following century it

had dropped to ^^80, and in 1264 to

100 marks. As trade grew less the rent

also diminished, till the last remaining

traces of this relation with the Crown

disappeared in a charter of George III.

in 1762.

Dean Kitchen, in the opening remarks
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of his excellent work lVi>it/ies/er, edited by Mr. E. A.

Freeman, M.A., and the Rev. \V. Hunt—a work to

which I ha\'e incidentall\- turned in writing thi.s article,

and to whom T tender m\- acknowledgements—.speaks

of the impossibility—even in a book—to do full justice

to the most histoiic of English cities. Me refers also

to the i)leasant task it would have been to be able

io work out in detail the domestic life of our ci%-ic

ancestors, or to trace the gigantic commerce of

its present position as one of the smaller towns of

England. "Time was when Winchester more than

rivalled London : for centuries she was but little

behind the more favoured capital. The receding tide

has left her strewn with many relics of those davs.

The ground plan of the city still recalls the Roman
camp ; the great hall of the castle, now but a saile

e/es /as perdi/s to the Law Courts of the county,

enshrines the memories of royal banquets, of state

SMALLER M.XCE.-! THE CITY

England to its sources, which are indicated by the

standards ol coin and weight and capacitv kept for

centuries in the Royal Citv : or to sketch the

conungs and goings of kings and statesmen, ihurch-

mrn and mvn of learning who thronged its streets

in the da\s when monarchs "wore their crowns" in

state in Winchester at the lOaster festival. He speaks

ol the place as teeming with pictures(iue tradition

and aneidote, while it has its own part in art and

literature, church authority, feudal custom, royal

lordshij), and civic liberties. He traces the outline

ot the city's growth down to the time of its highest

honour under Henry L, and thereafter its gradual

and stead V descent from Henrv HL's misrule to

trials, and of early councils and parliaments ; the

College, where troops of manly vouths bear daily

witne.ss to the wisdom and jjiety of their founder,

still holds a notal)le place in the annals of English

education.

"The Cathedral is eloquent of a thousand noble

memories. W'olvesey ruins remind us of that proud

I)relate castle builder, Henry ot Blois, who thought

the \\'inchester bishopric so rich and important that

he dreamt of raising it to a level with the memorable

mother church of Canterburv. All these things,

which still remain in tranquil suggestiveness, conscious

of a \ery different past, attest the intimate union

which has been between Winchester and all that
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was noblest in the earlier history of our country."

And of those things which still remain, let us take

a brief glance. In looking around the city as it

is to-day, I hnd there are many interesting objects

—links with the past. The city has not been un-

mindful of this great past. In the venerable old

buildings themselves are many of those links which

existed when Winchester was in the full tide of its

glory. They saw, too, its decline ; its trade disappear.

They felt the force later on of Cromwell's guns, and

they saw its civic plate given to Charles ! They

stood here while the hand of death swept its streets

with its fearsome scourge. They were familiar to

Charles II., who loved the old city, to Nell Gwynne,

and to (^ueen Anne, who was anxious to make Win-

chester her south country residence. They became

home to those foreigners in trouble in the eighteenth

century—French refugees (clergy) who found sanctuary

within the walls of Charles's unfmished palace, called

the " Kings House."'

Though Winchester's

importance as a

capital and centre of

commerce has de-

parted now for some

600 years, still it is

to-day a prosperous

city, with consider-

able residential at-

tractions. It is, how-

ever, principally

dependent on its

well-to-do residents.

Its population, some-

thing over 21,000, is

well governed by a

mayor and corpora-

tion. It is also a

military depot. It

lies on the eastern

slope of a high hill,

and is washed at the

foot by the winding

Itchen. The town
portion of the city is

quite in a valley, for

both east and west

it is guarded by

high protecting hills

running north and
south. The principal

part of the city in

High Street was
formerly known as MAYOR S COLL.^R AND BADGE

" CyP " ^^ " Chea{)side " — the old original street

made by the Romans. This, together with Jewry

Street — for Winchester was once the Jerusalem ot

the Jews in England—which leads out of it on the

north side, contains mo.st of the principal shops and

business premises. At the top of High Street at

its west end, overlooking the town, is the old West

date, in which are preserved some of the most

interesting relics of early days. The work of its

restoration was undertaken in 1897 bv Mr. .Alfred

Bowker, then .Mayor, Mr. C. H. Goodbody, and

Alderman W. H. Jacob, J.l*.

Happily there are those of its citizens who cher-

ish the history and the ancient possessions of the

city. To these the thanks of all lovers of the city,

its history and art, are due, but a special debt of

gratitude is owing to Mr. Alderman W. H. Jacob

and Mr. Alderman T. Stopher — both ex-mayors

—for their untiring labour in their discoveries and

restoration of ancient

documents and trea-

sures, which had been

sorely neglected, but

which are of the

u t m o s t value and

interest to the com-

munity. That their

work will live in the

future to be of in-

struction and delight

to those who are to

follow, will, I hope,

be a source of grati-

fication to them, and

in a measure repay

them for their in-

estimable service.

In the old West
Gate, a fine example

of fourteenth century

work — built on the

site of a Roman gate

—are contained some

most interesting

relics, the chief ot

which is the Borough

Moot Horn, made in

bronze. It is a good

example of metal

work of the period of

Henry II., and was

used by the Sergeant-

at-Mace for sum-

moning assemblies.
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The chasing round at the broad end represents

mitred prelates witli crosiers standing between hons

rampant.

Another interesting object here is the ancient

coffer—a great oaken iron-bound chest or " hutch,"

with three locks and ponderous bolts. It is the

successor of one
less strong, which

in 1540 w a s

broken open in

the former guild-

hall, when account

books, city seals,

and "four score

pounds," besides

plate and valuable

deeds, were carried

away. This coffer

was the bank and

fireproof chest of

Tudor and Stuart

days, holding coin,

pledged plate, and

other valuables.

The standard
weights, ranging

from Edward III.

to Henry \TI. and

Elizabeth's reign,

are also h e r e

.

These include the

celebrated Win-

chester bushel—
the work of one

\\'
i 1 1 i a m N e 1 e .

There is also the

original yard mea-

sure, .said to be

the length of the

King's arm ! liut

which, I fancy,

has since been
lengthened. Pieces

of armour, ancient weapons. Oliver Cromwell's spur,

Charles II.'s boot, seals, swords, spears and gibbet

chains, and the dress of the citv champion — a

gorgeous scarlet gown trimmed with ermine, and a

headdress of white fur—are all very interesting objects.

West (iate became a prison in 155S, and the walls

today show the scratchings and crude carvings of

wretched prisoners.

In the Gothic windows overlooking High Street is

some heraldic glass with the arms of the city ; it came

from the old Tudor (iuildhall in High Street, pulled

CH.AKLES II. BY SIR PETER LELV

down in Queen Anne's reign. Between the West

Gate and the London and South- Western Railway are

the new barracks, built on the site of the castle,

replacing the old barracks (burnt down in 1894).

which was the palace, partly built by Charles II.,

and known as the " King's House." Close against

the barracks there

still remains the

castle sally - port

and the great hall

of the castle built

in 1 164. It must

be remembered
that Edward the

Confessor was
crowned in the

old cathedral in

1042. It was the

principal residence

of the early Nor-

man Angevin, and

later, kings.

Archbishop
Stigand and Earl

\\' a 1 1 h e o f were
close prisoners in

the dungeon, and

Rufus started from

here on that hunt-

ing expedition from

which he never

returned a 1 i \' e.

Henry I . c e 1 e-

brated his marri-

age with Matilda

of Scotland, and

here their son

\\'illiam was born.

Henry II. held a

council in 1155,

and Henry III. was

born here. The

Empress Matilda

and David King of Scotland were in it during the

struggle with Stephen. William of Saxony, from

whom the House of Brunswick is descended, was

born in this castle in 1184, and in this year the

charter was granted to the city. Richard I. was

received at the castle bv all his nobles when he

returned from captivity. Henry \". received here

the Ambassador of Charles of France. Henry W.
often resided here, and matured his plan tor the

foundation of Eton on the model of Wykeham's

school. Arthur, son of Henry \TI., was born here.
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COLONEL BR^•DC.ES, M.P., 1714-47

and here also Henry VIII. entertained the Emperor

Charles V. Mary entertained Philip, and concluded

their ill-omened nuptials ; but James I. was the last

king who resided in the castle, for Charles II. built

his great palace, designed by Wren, close at hand,

where he intended to reside, but never lived to see

it finished. The great hall, completed in 1235, ^^^^

only remaining portion of the ancient castle — one

ot the fortresses built by ^^'illianl the Concjueror— is

III feet 9 inches long by 55 feet 4 inches wide, and

55 feet 4 inches high. In this still hangs King

Arthur's celebrated round table—a sort of wheel of

fortune. This, together with the base of a circular

tower, traces of the ditch, a subterranean passage to

the postern or sally-port, and buried foundations of

the walls, are all that is left. Down High Street,

on the left-hand side below Jewry Street, is "God
Begot" house, or "Godbeate," granted by Queen
Emma, amongst other rich gifts, to the St. Swithin's

monks. Further down on the right is the High Cross,

standing on the pavement in front of a charming old

half-timbered house. The cross is 43 feet high,

erected during the reign of Henrv \T., probably by

Cardinal Beaufort, on the site of a still earlier cross.

On it are the figures of William of Wykeham, with

the book of statutes of his college and pastoral stafi,

Laurence de Anne, Mayor of Winchester, King Alfred

the Great, St. John the Baptist. In the top niches

are eight statuettes of SS. Thomas, Maurice, John,

Peter, Laurence. Bartholomew, Swithin, and the

liKssed \'irgin. On the east side is the "Penthouse,"

and here the High Street narrows. The piazza— so

is it Italianized— is merelv a sort of co\ered way

causetl 1)V some old houses projecting o\i.r the

pavement, and supported by pillars. It is a very

picturesciue "bit,"' reminding one of Chester. Close

by is the modern museum, near to the vast cathedral,

the sepulchre of kings, Saxon, Danish, and Norman

princes, and famous men in Church and State.

Beyond the cathedral are the Prior's and Pilgrim's

Halls, and the King's Gate, while in College Street

adjoining is Jane Austen's house and St. Marv's(.'ollege.

To the north-east ol this street are the remains of

Wolvesey castle and ])alace, while on the Southampton

road is the interesting St. Cross Hospital, where free

food and drink is doled out. Back again in High

Street, we come, at almost the extreme east end, to

the reading room and the present Guildhall on the

right, and just beyond these the abbey grounds, now

the mayor's official residence, and lastly St. John's

Hospital. In the centre of the street, which widens

considerably here, is the recently erected statue of

King Alfred, by Hamo Thornycroft, R.A., and to

the right of this, facing the Guildhall, is St. John's

Hospital (north).

SIR HENRY ST. JOHN MILDM.^V, M.P., I <SO<S
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'I'his, then, is the

outline of where the

chirf Iniildings he, to

which I muNt add
Hyde Abbey, which is

to the north of High

Street. The [)rincipal

rooms in the (kiild-

hall are the great hall,

ban(iueting hail and

sessions hall ; these are

on the ground floor,

while upstairs are the

mayor's parlour and

committee rooms. The
chief objects of interest

here are the regalia,

charters, pictures, and

seals, and, of course,

the plate. The mayor's

collar of office is of

gold and modern work-

manship. It is jewelled

and enamelled, em-

bodying the city arms

(lions and castle), the

diocese ( k e \' and
sword), St. Cross (cross

chevrons), and the Paulet arms (3 swords in pile).

At the bottom of the collar is the head and shoulders

of Edward I. and a sceptre. The badge is circular

and massive. Around it are precious stones, while

the lions forming part of the city arms in the

centre have the eyes formed of emeralds, and the

tongues of red enamel. The collar itself consists of

eight lions passant regardant, linked together bv two

small chains. Interspersed between the lions are

castles and the shields, on which are the arms I

previously mentioned. The whole design is massive

and very effective. The maces, four in number, are fine

examples of early i8th century work. They are silver

gilt, and the great mace, 63 inches in length, is the

second largest in England, the largest being at O.Kford,

64] inches. The Winchester and London maces

are the same length. The hall mark is that of 1722.

The m.aces were made by Benjamin Pyne, goldsmith,

London, and were purchased during the mayoraltv

ot John Ffoyle, Esq., when the corporation most

foolishly sold the old and valuable maces for old

metal, and with this and some ^"58 added, bought

the present line ones The long knops in the centre

and ends of the staff and the chasing and terminals

are all of the finest work, while the arches above the

crown on the bowl are exceptionallv tall. Around

ARMORIAL WINDOW IN THE WEST GATE

potent), the college (3

the bowl are the arms

of the city in repousse,

the fleur-de-lys, harp,

rose surmounted by

crowns. There is no

finer set of maces of

this kind existing.

Many of the docu-
ments have only frag-

ments of seals left,

and some have gone

altogether. Fortunately

that attached to the

charter of Henr)' II.

is fairly well presers'ed.

This 1155 charter

grants to the citizens

'all liberties and cus-

toms which they had

in the time of King

Henry (i.) my grand-

father." . . . "And
whosoever shall come

to the city with their

merchandise from any

place, whether foreign-

ers or other persons, let

them come, stay, and gcT in my peace and safety render-

ing the right duties, and let no one unjustly disturb

them after this my charter. And I will and command
that the aforesaid citizens shall have justly my firm

peace." This charter and other documents record

the ancient privileges granted by the crown from

Norman to Hanoverian times, and form a collection

worthy of the oldest corporate city in Britain. Of

the seals, there are two city seals, oval in shape, and

of bronze, date 1589. These, however, are but copies

of those which were stolen when the city coffer was

broken open in the 30th year of Elizabeth's reign.

The former were of the 13th century. An interesting

silver seal is one of those granted by Edward I.

under the statute of Acton Burnell, 1283, for sealing

bonds. L'nfortunately the counter seal is lost. An
interesting silver seal of the reign of Charles I., and

used to seal the bonds or recognizances for the re-

covery of debts, etc., in the county, but long since

disused, is in the possession of Alderman Jacob.

Amongst the collection is a silver medal com-

memorating the 500th anniversary of the founding

of Winchester College, 1893. There is also a bronze

medal commemorating the 700th anniversary of the

mayoralty of the city, and a similar one for the 700th

anniversary of the City of London. In the banqueting

hall, a chamber measuring some 50 feet by 30 feet.
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hang thirteen pictures, the largest of these being by

Opie of the " Young Fri/ices." 'This was presented by

the Earl of Northbrook, high steward. Other pictures

here are of Ralph Lamb, the founder of St. John's

Hospital, 1554; Bishop (5eorge Morley, founder of

.Morley's College; Bishop Benjamin, 1734-61, by

Hoadley ; the first Maniuess o'( Winchester ; luhvard

Cole : Cieorge Pemerton : Sir Thomas White.

The most im[)ortant picture is the life-size portrait

of Charles II. by Lely, presented in 1683 by the

King to the Corporation. The King is dejjicted

seated in state robes wearing the garter. His royal

blue velvet cloak is thrown back off his shoulders

showing the white satin lining, and white sleeves

edged with lace. His right arm rests on a table

by a window, and by his hand is the crown. His

legs are clothed in white silk tights with the garter,

and on his teet are enornunisly long square-shajied

crimson shoes with paste buckles. It depicts vividly

his long wig covering a cadaverous face, heavy

eyebrows and dark eyes, long sensual nose and

lips, and small moustache, ant! is, no doubt, one

of the best likenesses that exist of this gay mon-

arch. There are two other ])ictures, one of Colonel

Brxdges, who represented Winchester in Parliament

1714-47. This gentleman ga\'e the lead statue of

Queen Anne which is on the old Guildhall — now

a draper's sho[). He also gave ^,500 to the cost

of building St. John's

room opposite to the

new (iuildhaU. He
1) e 1 o n g e d t o the
"Princely ("handos

"

f am i 1 )• , w h ( > w e r e

Dukes of Chandos,
and afterwards Buck-

ingham and Chandos,

and lived at Avington

House, near Winches-

ter, now the seat of

Sir John Shelley, Bart.

The other portrait is of

Sir Henry St. John

Mildmay, ALP., 1808.

This gentleman alst)

represented the city in

Parliament. Neither

of these two [)ictures

are by known artists ;

but of the two that of

Col. Brydges is the

better picture. All the

pictures here are in

excellent preservation, portrait of ralph allen. d
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and well taken care of, but owing to the peculiar

gla/ing of the windows the light is somewhat

subdued.

In the Mayor's Parlour is a marble bust of Napoleon

by Canova, presented bv Sir julward Tichborne

Doughty, Hart. There is an exact rei)li<a of this

in the United Service .Museum, Whitc'hall.

The mayor's throne, and two smaller chairs o(

State, are interesting, and were given Ijy Allrcd

Bowker, Es(|., Mavor in 1897-8, who, as such,

celebrated the millenary of Alfred the dreat in m;oi,

and also the millenary of the city's civic life under

the Wicreeve Beornulf, 897-i8c)7. 'I'he chairs are

made from the wood taken from the Norman oak

timbers of the cathedral na\L- ; in all ])robability the

wood is not less than 1,400 years old. The timber,

originally grown in Hempage wood at Avington, was

given by the Dean and Chapter to Mr. liowker, whf)

had the beautifully carved chairs made out of it. In

a glass frame is an excpiisite piece of wood carving

representing The BirtJi of the Redeemer iii a S/dh/e.

There are some excellent engravings here of [last

Bishops, a nice old engraving by Buck of the £as/

Fiospect of the City published in the eighteenth

century. It shows the mural defence of the city

and some of the old houses, notably Eastgate

House and gardens, the timbered house once owned

by Sir Thomas Fleming, Recorder of Winchester

and afterwards ("hief

lustice of I'^ngland,

who presided at the

trial of Guy Fawkes.

There is also a curi-

ous contemporary
])ainting of the top ol

High Street, showing

the west gate and the

field on the left lie-

neath the old castle

hill, and on the right

the iron railings and

grounds of a mansion

occupied by the Towns-

hend family. This

mansion was destroyed

many years ago and

replaced by a private

house, now attached

to a butcher's shop.

Lastly, there is the

gold ring, known as

A 1 d e rm a n White's

ring, with which the

1704 (MAYOR, 1742) mayors are wedded to
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the rily on election, even as the doge with a ring

was married to the Adriatic at Venice. The ring

was given in 1653 by Edward A\hite, who was mayor
several times, and whose widow "gave 2s. 6d. to

make up a gold ring given by her late husband, full

three pounds given by him.''

I trust it will be realised, even from my brief

description, that Winchester is to-day a very desirable,

in addition to being a very important and fascinating

old city, one of which we should as a nation feel

proud. Its venerable age. its noble buildings, and
its many vicissitudes, must all endear it to us, while

as the home of Royalty and letters, the mother of

scholastic life, and not least of all Corporate existence,

it has that liigh position which entitles it to such

pre-eminence. It will therefore be reaHsed that the

episodes to be presented in the forthcoming Pageant

cannot fail to be of extraordinary interest, as there

is such a wealth of historv to draw upon.

" Earth has not anything to .-how more fair :

Dull would he be of soul who could pass by

A sight so touching in its majesty :

The city now doth like a garment wear

The beauty of the morning : silent, bare,

All bright and glittering in the smokeless air.

Never did sun more beautifully steep

In his first splendour, valley, rock, or hill,

Ne'er saw I, never felt a calm so deep !

The river glideth at his own sweet will :

Dear God ! the very houses seem asleep.

And all that niightv heart is Iving still.
'"

CHAIR MADE FROM WOOD TAKEN FROM NORMAN OAK TI.MBERS

OF THE CATHEDRAL NAVE
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Early English Lithographs and the Stage

By Augustus Moore
Part I.

It is due to Mr. and Mrs. Josci)h Penncll

to say that they ha\c tlone so much for Hthography

in their beautiful hook that it makes it a delightful

task, so to speak, to " grangerise "
it witii a little note

on the career of its inventor in England, and a

small—for all beautiful things are limited—school

which sprung out of its struggles in this country.

Alois Senefelder was a dreamer fust and a practical

man afterwards. The first two people who tried to

rob him of the fruits of his tardily acknowledged

invention were his two brothers, whom he took into

partnership just before the Elector Charles Theodore

of Bavaria granted him an e\clusi\e patent in liavaria

for fifteen years. Prosperity was not good for

Senefelder, and he at once began to blazon his inven-

tion and his good fortune all over the country. A

certain Andre, a sharp

music ])ublisher, at once

visited Senefelder, saw

the advantages ol the

lithographic process, and

bore the credulous and

bragging Senefelder off

to London to apply for

a patent.

Senefelder c a m e to

London in 1800 with

his new partner, and

was kept under lock and

key for eight months till

some sort of protection

was obtained for the

new process in 1801.

Although t h e y essayed

to make a living out of

the sale of materials to

amateurs, the business JOHANNA WAGNER

did not ])rosper, and Senefelder and Andre returned

to Munich, leaving Andre's son, P. Andre, in posses-

sion of the secrets of the process, which he claimed

as his own.

'I'his was the first of the series of robberies and

disappointments that deprived Senefelder of any

lasting benefit from his invention. He lived to see

nearly a score of great lithographing businesses

established in London, Paris, .Spain, Italy, and even

far New York, but he died a comparatively unknown

man, leaving behind him a crowd of artists, litho-

graphers, and publishers who found fame and fortune

in his discovery.

P. Andre devoted his time to ])ersuading most of

the leading artists of the tlay to contribute drawings

to be "imitated' and sold in redu])licated form at

half-a-guinea. These he

called "Polyautographic

Drawings."' ^\mong these

were works of Si r Thomas

Lawren ce, B c n j a m i n

West, Fuseli, R.W'estall,

and T. Sydney Cooper.

But Andre jun. had little

better success than his

father, and he, too, re-

turned to Germany. One

of his assistants, VoU-

w e i 1 e r I

)
y n a me, re-

mained, but lithography

languished, and but lor

the fact that VoUweiler

got employment at the

Horse Cuards, for which

he printed maps and

plans, lithogra[)hy might

BY PAUL BCRDE have died altogether.
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However, we know that in 1806 Rodolph Acker-

man, who was originally a designer and modeller of

carriages, went into the new business at 91, Strand,

and did much to keep lithography alive till Charles

Hulhnandel came to this country and proceeded to

raise the art to a very high standard. Many great

lithographers were associated with him. Among the

strangest and the greatest were Louis Haghe, a

Belgian, who had rather a romantic career, and an

unprepossessing appearance. He was raw-boned,

drew only with his left hand, and these traits, coupled

with the fact that he wore a blue workman's blouse,

are said to have accounted for HuUmandel originally

refusing thirty shillings a week to the man who after-

wards received ^^1,000 tor putting David Roberts's

Destruction of [erusalcm loider Titus on the stone.

In 1826, M. Engelmann came from Germany, and

started in opposition to HuUmandel, under the name

of Eiigelmann, Graff and Coindet, and ultimately

introduced chromo-lithography, which Michael Han-

hart developed almost to perfection.

Such is a brief histor)' of the early days of

lithographv in England, but many things came

between ; among the most important was the

association with HuUmandel of Richard James Lane.

Lane was born in 1800, and had for parents,

Prebendarv Lane, of Hereford Cathedral, and Mrs.

Lane, the favourite niece of that great artist,

Gainsborough. So quickly did Richard Lane show

a measure of the talent of his great-uncle Gainsborough,

that when he was sixteen he was taken from school

and apprenticed to Heath, the famous engraver of that

day. His heart was in his work, and he was quickly

recognised by C. Leslie. Sir Thomas Lawrence, and

others, as being a lad of considerable talent and

promise. Four years later, he threw himself into the

newest development, and took to drawing on the

stone and jiublishing charming reproductions of

(iainsborough sketches, I>awrence"s luminous portraits,

and many likenesses of his friends as lithographs.

His taste was not contined to this single branch of

Art, however, and he made an honoured name for

himself as a sculptor and draughtsman. So ardently

did he labour, that his work took high rank at once,

and Lane's lithogra])hs of Gainsborough's sketches

were considered to faithfully reproduce the exact

touch and feeling of the great artist. As early as

1827 Richard Lane found himself entitled to write

R.A. after his name, and he then started on that long

and ])rosperous period of his life when he was

considered the lithographer par exceUencc ot the

beautiful and fashionable portraits of all the lovelv

women of the time. Landseer, also, was seldom

pleased with any lithographs of his pictures, save those

that were executed by Lane. By the time the young

Queen Victoria came to the throne, Lane's position

in the world of art demanded Royal recognition, and

he was installed lithographer to Queen Victoria,

being intrusted with the reproducing the scores of

portraits of the young Queen, the Prince Consort, the

first children of the Royal pair, and all the Court

circle. Lane was the first to use the name "litho-

grapher,'' and may be said to have invented the

term. Quite early in the Queen's reign Lane devoted

much of his time to the lithography of the portraits

of his fellow Royal Academician, Chalon.

A. E. Chalon was not only the favourite Court

painter during the reign of William IV. and the

early days of Queen Victoria, but the fashionable

portraitist of all grades of society. He it was who
painted the famous women of the time in whatever

circle they graced. It is the work of Chalon that

Mr. Pennell has excluded from his book, and, as much
of it is interesting as regards the contemporaneous

history of the stage, the opera, and that earlv

Victorian institution, the ballet, it may be worth

while to discourse a little concerning the beautiful

and gifted women who helped to pass the playtime of

the salt of the earth in those bygone days.

^:; -X- * *

Of all lithographic recollections of these past

glories, the most interesting is the group illustra-

ting one of the movements in the world-famous

Pas de Quatre—a pas in a ballet divertissement

invented in 1845 by Perrot, the most celebrated

ballet master of the last century, and produced in

the season of that year by Benjamin Lumley at Her

Majesty's. The four great l>alk>-i>ie chosen were the

famous 'I'aglioni, Carlotta Grisi, the wife of Perrot,

Fanny Cerito, and Lucille (irahn, a beautiful Dutch

girl, who won both fame and fortune in this country.

The story is usually told wrong. Taglioni was at

once elected by her companions as Queen ot Dance,

and there was no question of yielding to her the

last pas before the ensemble. But the rule in ballet

is the same as governs the arrangement of a state

procession. The least important person has the first

display. When Perrot came to arranging the pre-

cedence of Grisi, Cerito, and Grahn, grave trouble

ensued, for neither lady would dance before the

other. Distracted, Perrot rushed to Lumley's room

and warned him that the much advertised Pas de

Quatre would never be seen, as none of the ladies

would dance first. After hours of consultation and

much despair on the part of the worried manager,

he told Perrot to tell the ladies that age should have

precedence, and that the oldest of them must dance

first. The ballet master made his announcement

—
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the ladies were apparently all the same age—they

submitted easily to the arrangement for their appear-

ances, and the Pas de (^)uatre became not only a

siures til/ //leatre, but a national event. Squibs, both

[)()litii:il and S(;cial, were based on it. Punch used

the subject and the grouping for its cartoons, and

that particular opera season rode on the top wave

of triunii)h. 'I'he following year another popular

lithograph w a s

given to the world

of the Pa s de

s

Di'tsses. This was

a trio danced by

Taglioni, (_"erito,

and Grahn in a

ballet called "The

Judgement of

Paris." Towards

the end of that

season Taglioni

began a series of

farewell perform-

ances at Her
Majesty's. The

su[)porters of new

stars pronounced

the great dancer

a w r e c k ; but

Lumley and his

followers declared

her as fine both in

her dancing and
her pantomime as

she had ever been.

A year later the

Pas de (^)uatre was

revi\ed with the

former exponents,

with one excep-

tion, r^ucilleCirahn

was a n absentee,

but Rosati, a very pretty woman and sprightly dancer,

took her place, and won much favour from the critics

in I'op's Alley.

Of all this famous throng of magnificent dancers

and beautiful women, Taglioni easily held pride of

place for many years, though, singularly enough, she

was not a handsome woman. Her power lay in her

expression, and the marvellous agility of her dancing.

Xo one has ever sprung so high in the air as

Taglioni, while the delicaiy of the movements of

her small feet, the extreme refinement of every action,

were unrivalled. "La Sylphide " was one of her

great parts, but a score of other impersonations

-a*fa^^

,-V,,,^.^-

GIUL.\ GRISI .5lS ANN.\ B0LEN.\

brought laurels and wealth to her feet. She was the

very spirit of dancing, idealised every part she studied,

and boasted that even in her greatest efiforts no one

had ever seen her knees. She came of a long stock

of ballet dancers, and was born in Stockholm. She

first appeared as a dancer in Vienna in 1S24, and won

immediate reputation as being a perfect exponent of

the true Italian style of ballet pantomime and dancing.

Three years later

she appeared in

Paris ; but it was

only in the last

year of the reign

'"^^ . of George IV. that

arivk she came to Lon-

2^**' don, and was
launched on the

fiood tide of suc-

cess and prosper-

ity. She danced

in London for

eighteen years,

and retired with a

competent for-

tune, which, un-

fortunately, she

lost some years

later. She then

took to teaching,

and continued to

do so for man y

years. Like many

opera dancers,

Taglioni lived to a

great age.

Fanny Cerito

had in her heyday

as many followers

as Taglioni her-

self : but though

the two great

dancers were rivals for public fa\our, they were ever

the best of friends. This they could afford to be, for

their styles differed widely. Taglioni danced like a

spirit, Cerito like a woman. Only when she executed

the extraordinary leaps and bounds that were in the

early \ictorian era the criterion of a good dancer,

did Cerito trespass on Taglioni's ground, for she was

able to bound nearly as high into the air as the

great C^ueen of Dance herself, and many people

called her Taglioni the second. " Ondine " was her

favourite ballet ; but she also made an immense

success in " Lalla Rookh," from Thomas Moore's

picturesque poem. He supervised the rehearsals

BY R.J.LANE, AFTER A.E.CHALO.N
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and the moimting ul the ballet, wliieh was considered

a marvel of stage craft. Cerito made several great

successes in various pas di' dcu.\, arranged for her

and Fanny Kilsler, whose forte was male characters.

The i)rincipal ballets in which ("erito and Ellskr

api)eared together were " i.e Delire dun I'eintre

"

and " Un Bal sous I.ouis .\I\'.,'' in which the two

danced a minuet that drew all the town for main'

weeks.
;;; ;;: :!: *

("liuia ("irisi was born early in the nineteenth cen-

tury in that city of song, Milan. Though her father

was an officer under

Napoleon, she came of

musical stock on her

mother's side, and made

her first stage appear-

ance when she was fif-

teen at Bologna, when

Rossini predicted a

great future for her. She

was then grown to her

full height— live leet two

inches— but the erect

carriage she had been

taught to maintain gave

her a fictitious si/e. She

had a small pale face,

which at no time during

her career did she ever

"' make-up."' Her eyes

were dark blue, and her

hair jet black. But with

all these advantages she

was never considered a

pretty woman till she

smiled, and then she had a rare and compelling

charm. Her personal disregard for dress became

proverbial, and she would appear at the smartest

concert of the season with her bonnet awry. This

indifference to her appearance did not bar her suc-

cess, though for many years her voice was a low-

mezzo, and she could only sing seconds to the great

Pasta. Grisi was the original " .\dalgisa " to Pasta's

" Norma," in which the latter made a huge success.

" How 1 should like to play Norma," sighed the

young singer to the composer Bellini. " V'ou will

do so— in twenty years time," answered Bellini. " I

shall play it in less than that, you will see," cried the

singer. And she did. In fact, only at that period

in her life was Grisi discontented. She broke her

six years' contract with Lanari at the Scala, and,

disguised as a nun, travelled in a rough country cart

to Paris, where she joined her aunt and her sister

KATE JOSEPHINE BATEMAX AS

Guitletta Grisi, already a popular favourite in I'rance.

So successful, however, did Giula quickly become

that during her second season in Paris, Bellini wrote

'
I Puritani " for her, with Rubini, the great tenor of

the day, and I.ablache, the greatest bass singer who

has e\er lived.

In 1834 Grisi appeared at the King's Theatre in

the Haymarket, and her portraits were sold all over

the town. I'or twenty years she held the stage,

during which time she married that extraordinary

singer the Marcjuis di ("andia, known to the [niblic

as Mario, and also as the man who had never had

a singing lesson in his

life, and whose average

of cigars a day was

thirty. Only in her

later years, and when

other stars had arisen

in the o[)i'ratic fu'ma-

ment, did Grisi take

any trouble about her

acting. In tact she was,

for an Italian and a

singer, a woman of very

stolid temperament : her

only passions being her

adoration for her gifted

husband and her hand-

some children. Still,

that she possessed some

wit is (-videnced by her

reply to the Tsar
Nicholas I., in St. Peters-

burg, who, meeting her

one day with her two
"^"

little daughters, said:

"And are these the little Grisettes ? " "No, mon-

sieur," answered the prima donna with her rare smile ;

" they are my little Marionettes."

In her privati; life Grisi was above reproach, and

a great contrast to her famous and lovely aunt,

Madame Grassini, who from 1810 to 1825 had all

the great men of Europe at her very pretty feet.

Napoleon and Wellington were numbered among her

admirers, and not to have loved (irassini was to be

out of the fashion. She was typically Italian, spoke

abominable French and no English, had the manner

of a gipsy, and dressed in s[)lendid garments like

a walking rag fair. Her talented niece Giula un-

doubtedly got many of her tricks of personal untidiness

from her famous aunt.

-f;
:; -!' '':

Kate Bateman is the eldest of the three daughters

of "Colonel" Bateman, an American impresario.

\
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\\i\o brought liis laniily to England, and exploited

the two elder little girls, Kate and Isabel, as the

Bateman sisters. By the time he acquired the lease

of the l.yoeuni Theatre. Kate had already made her

name and a t'air fortune by her performance of

"l.eah" in the play oi that name, which had been

translated trom the Herman o\ Moscheles. "Leah"

confirmation of the superstition prevailing against

the number thirteen at table. Bateman was dining

one Sunday night at the Garrick Club with certain

members of higher Bohemia, when it was noticed

that thirteen were sitting round the board. The
matter was laughed oft", and one guest remarked

casually that the person who rose from table first

would be the one to die. It

is well known that Bateman

left the table before the rest

of the party, and that he died

within the next few davs.

/f

DONNA MAMELA PLREA LANE. AFTER EDWIN SMITH

and Medea '" were her two famous parts, and she

undoubtedly had a broad, strong style that carried

conviction with it. Hex popularity with the public

was later overshadowed by that of her sister Isabel,

a very pretty ;ind pleasing actress, who was associated

with the opening period of the palmy days of the

Lyceum under the Irving n^inic. ^^'ithin a fortnight

the fate of the Lyc-»um. '" Colonel "" Bateman. " The

Bells," and Irving were assured. By this time Kate

Bateman had become Mrs. Crowe, and had practically

left the stage. The death of the father w-as a peculiar

La Xena.orManuela Perea.

was a charming dancer who

came to London in 1S45

from Madrid, where she had

been for some time a great

favourite. Her dancing
roused some interest at Her

Majesty's, where she ap-

peared with Hon Felix Garcia

in the Spanish national dance

Bolero Caleta. Her dancing

ditiered from the correct

Italian school that was con-

si dered Jc ri^'iiciir by the

patrons of the boxes and the

frequenters of Fop's Alley.

The success that La Xena

might otherwise have made

was. moreover, largely dis-

counted by the hysterical

interest taken in a troupe of

small girls, called the "Little

Fairies," trained and brought

from \'ienna by a Madame
Weiss, a ballet mistress, who

certainly was an adept in the

more modern arts of adver-

tising. By dint of much
paragraphing, of stories con-

cerning mthheld passports, of

rumours connected with the morality of the troupe

and various other catchpenny methods, Madame Weiss

worked up a tremendous interest in the " Little

Fairies. "' who practically dominated the season at Her

>L\iestv's. Still, La Nena held her own fairly well,

for she was a true Spaniard, and her dancing tinally

exploded all beliefs in the coregraphic performances

of the notorious Lola Montez, who had been permitted

bv Benjamin Lumley to appear in 1843, but whose

exhibition of national Spanish dancing was so absurd

that her first exploit proved to be her last appearance.
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Tliis is I>umlL-y's way of putting it, but Lola Montez

really horsewhipped him, and thereby made hinr dance.

In 1 85 J, Lumley being at a loss for a star, the astute

iDanager ol'fered excellent terms to Johanna \\'agner, a

German singer of great repute on the continent. The

contract was signed by the singer's father, who under-

took to bring her to Her Majesty's in time for the

summer season. Directly afterwards Herr Wagner

signed on behali' of his daughter a contract on higher

terms for her appearance at Covent darden, the rival

Opera House. Lumley obtained an injunction, and

the lady was forced to remain unheard as far as

London was concerned. Four years later, however,

Lumley relented, and again engaged Johanna Wagner,

who duly made her debut as " Romeo ''
in Bellini's

" Montecchi e Capuletti." She was a sjjlendid

crf^ature, tall, young, and fair, of the type that her

famous uncle, Richard ^Vagner, chose for his

legendary heroines. Her voice was a mezzo, strong,

and with a fine range, and she excelled in male

jiarts, such as Gluck's '' Orphee," in which she took

the town, and in " Tancredi," Tasta's old success.

" Lucrezia Borgia," in which she had made her name

in (iermany, pro\ed of small interest here, though

her declamatory style and tragic acting should have

won favour toi- the impersonation.

Pauline Duvernay became almost more famous

through her marriage than through her dancing, though

she was an undeniable

favourite, and a very ex-

cellent mime, as all opera

dancers had to be in the

days of the genuine bal-

let d' Hi lion ^ in which no

connected storv held the

incidents and dances to-

gether. The Duvernay,

however, s p r a n g into

great fame on her union

to Mr. Lyne Stephens,

the immensely wealthv

banker and art collector.

Those who never heard

the dancer's name can

recall the wonderful sale

of the Lyne Stephens

furniture and china that

some few years ago made
such a stir in the art and

social worlds. But ballet

dancers naturally acquire

the art of collecting and by

'S

getting things at their own price. Captain Gronow
recounts how on one occasion he called on a pretty

little dancer, and found her sufiering tortures from a

ballerina's great enemy—soft corns. The good-natured

captain arranged for a visit to the then famous surgeon

Lawrence, who undertook to cure the beauty in time

for a specially remunerative engagement, provided

that nothing was said about the matter, as he did not

want " to be taken for a chiropodist.'" The lady was

cured ; but Lawrence afterwards told Captain Gronow

that his fee—twenty guineas—had never been paid,

although the dancer had acquired immense wealth.

Madame Persiani was remarkable during her short

public career for the sprightliness of her impersona-

tions and the perfection of her vocalise. Born in

Rome in 181 2, and the daughter of Tacchinardi, a

famous tenor of that time, she was early launched

into operatic life, studying roles of a light character

from her early childhood. She was married almost

from the nursery to Signor Persiani, a composer,

impresario, and financial failure. Her first claims to

fame came when little more than a girl in such operas

as "'Gazza Ladra" and " L'Elisir d'Amore." Donizetti

was so pleased with her in this ojiera that he wrote

" Lucia ' expresslv for the young prima donna, and

the roulades and fioratura are absolutely typical of

her style. The cabal started by Signor Persiani

against Mr. Lumlev of Her ]\Lajesty's Opera House

put an end to his wife's career in London, and during

her last season here it

was noticed that the

clarity and flutelike qual-

ity of her voice was be-

coming im])aired. This

was in 1847. After that

date, Lumley, w h o had

been gravely injured in

his business by Signor

Persiani's foolish machi-

nations, never engaged

Mme. Persiani again,

and that charming singer,

Mme. Castellan, coming

on the scenes, the ill-

advised Persiani couple

faded out of the public

memory. Mme. Persiani

died twenty years later,

having endured great

disappointments and

chagrins during her stage

career.

i^'J'o he coii/hiiied.)

MADEMOISEILE T.\C,L10NI

. MAGUIRE. AFTER A. E. CHALON
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Notes and Queries
\The Editor invi/es the assishince of readers of The

Connoisseur who may be able to impart the informa-

tion required by Correspondents.^

Old Staffordshire Toby Jug.

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Dear Sir,—In my collection of old Staffordshire

figures I have an unusually interesting Toby jug, of

which I send you photograph

and short particulars. As

the photo shows, the finish

of the jug is excellent, the

greatest regard being paid to

detail.

I have seen no other Toby

of this design, and none of

the dealers of my acquaint-

ance appear to have come

across a similar one: nei-

ther is the jug included in

the family of " Tobies " dis-

cussed in Vol. VHI. of your

valued publication at page

140.

I should be interested to

learn whether any of your

readers has come across or

possesses a similar specimen.

Yours faithfully,

Carl Duicxan.

of

Descrii'tiox.

Height lof in., base 6} in.

by 5f in. Hat, hair, and

shoes marbled brown : waist-

coat blue : coat light green

(translucent glaze). The rest

of the figure is white, the

glaze having a greenish tint.

A small piece was broken

out of the hat, and has been

restored.

UXIDEXTIFIED PORTRAIT.

To the Editor of

The Connoisseur.

Sir,— I shall be greatly

obliged if you can find space

for the accompanying photo-

graph of an oil portrait which

has been in my family since

1834, as some of \our sub-

scribers may be able to supply

OLD STAFFORDSHIRE TOBY J CG

UNIDENTIFIED PORTRAIT

the name of the subject, and also that of the artist.

Size of canvas, 38 in. by 28 in.

Yours faithfully,

Fredk. Beeston.

Unidentified Portrait.

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Dear Sir.—Having perused the Januar)- number

The Coxxoisseur, I found on page 69 the

question put about giving

assistance in identifying

portrait (2). Though I

am no expert, I think it

may be of some use to

\' o u and the owners of

the said picture to know

what struck me at first

sight without reading what

was asked about it. It

is the astonishing resem-

blance with a picture and a

bust in marble of Sir Walter

Scott. Both picture and

bust seem to be made either

after life or one after the

other.

The picture I speak of

was painted by Sir Henry

Raeburn, and I know it by

an engraving by William

Walker. The bust only bears

the writing Walter Scott,

Bart., without giving refer-

ence to the sculptor. The

shape of nose and mouth,

the cutting and formation of

eyes and forehead, the chin,

even the ears and the way

how the hair is grown on

forehead and temples, seems

to me so absolutely resem-

bling or, better to say, con-

gruent, though the asked

picture and the one of Rae-

burn differ in age about
twenty to thirty years. I

write my opinion to you in

the hope I might be of some

service to you and your

client.

If I should be right kindly

let me know.

Yours truly,

Steph.\n Mautner.
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PotterYand
Porcelai

Italian Majolica By M. E. Steedman

The term majolica represents a class of tine

pottery covered with an opaque tin glaze, which was

first manufactured in Italy towards the latter part of

the fifteenth century. The word majolka is thought

by some authorities to be a corruption of " Majorca,"

because this ware greatly resembles the Moorish

pottery made there in the thirteenth century, and it

is very probable that the art of making fine enamelled

earthenware was introduced into Italy by workmen

from the Balearic Isles.

It has been said that Luca dellu Robbia, whose

name became so famous in the fifteenth century for

his sculptured terra-cottas, was the original inventor

of the stanniferous enamel which he applied to his

statues, thereby rendering them impervious to the

action of the weather ; but there seems good reason

to believe that the secret of an opaque tin gla/.e was

known to the Arabs, and manufactured by them in

Spain as early as the

eighth century, hence

Delia Robbia's process

can only be regarded as

a revival, and not as a

discovery.

The success of the

majolica industry in

Italy seems to have

been in a great measure

due to the patronage

afforded it by the Dukes

of Urbino, whose names

were always associated

with the progress of

science, literature, and

art during the Renais-

sance.

The most famous
period of the industry

extended from 1520 to -No. I.—PADUA WARE

177

1560, and small [)icces such as plates, vases, and

dishes were made in great numbers, for it was then

the fashion for lovers to j)resent these as offerings

to their betrothed. These ai/ui/on'ac, as they were

then called, were generally adorned in the centre with

the portrait and Christian name of the recipient, the

background being [)ainted with flowers and the border

with grotes([ue designs. Although these and other

decorative pieces were produced in large quantities,

domestic articles such as ewers, salt cellars, inkstands,

drug pots, sauce boats, candelabra, bowls, bottles, etc.,

were not forgotten ; but even in those days majolica

was rather an expensive commodity, and it was only

the wealthy who could afford to indulge their taste in

it to any extent. During the best period such famous

artists as Raphael, Michael Angelo, and Ciuilo Romano
were employed to draw the designs for the decorations,

and no trouble or expense was spared in bringing the

art to a high state of

perfection.

Although the majolica

industry of Urbino may

be said to have died out

in 1631 with the death

ol Francesca Maria II.,

a coarse kind of ware

was manufactured at

several towns in Italy as

late as the eighteenth

centurv, l)ut it was far

inferior to the earlier

productions, the designs

being florid in style and

badly executed, and the

colours harsh and crude.

The principal towns

associated with the

manufacture of majolica

were F a e n z a, Urbino,
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XO. II. \EXICE

(nibbio, Pcsaro, Siena, Deruta, CalTag-

giolo, and Castel Durante, though minor
factories also existed at Padua, \'enice.

Verona, I'isa, and other places. The
plate shown in No. i. is attributed to

Padua, while the examples in No. ii. are

characteristic pieces of \'enetian ware.
^°' ^^^

Italian majolica appears to have been tirsfmade at

Faenza, one of the earliest j)ieces being dated 1475,
though the manufactory was doubtless in existence

some years before. It was probably the

most important in Italy, and was acknow-
ledged by its contemporaries to produce
the finest majolica. The ware made here

consisted chiefly of l>aa7i or dishes with

deep sunken centres and i)rt)ad rims,

though tiles, drug pots, phniues, and

favour with

decorative

blue, white.

candlesticks were also manufactured to a

minor degree. The brilliant vellow or

golden metallic lustre which is such a

noticeable feature of the decoration on
many pieces of Italian majolica does not

seem to have been employed at Faenza,

but a peculiar shade of red was much in

the painters of this factory, and has a very

eflect. Other colours, including yellow,

orange, green, and golden-brown, are also

found on Faentine ware,

and the subjects comprise

the arabesques, coats of

arms, amorini, medallions,

garlands, biblical scenes,

masks, inscriptions, grotes-

ques, cupids, etc., which
generally form the designs

on Italian majolica. Beside

the shade of red already

mentioned, the favourite

colour employed at Faenza

was yellow on a dark blue

ground, though designs en

caviaieu or sTr/sail/e also

No. I\'.—URBINO WARE
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^5tj.i>.<W No. \1.-

NO. V.—GUBBIO

occur. I'lu'

small plate in

No. iii. is an

t'\ani|)U' of

t he ware made

there.

riie factory

at Urbino was

probably started about 1477,

though none of the ])ieces

now extant can be attributed to an earlier date than

1530. A famous service, of which several items are

.still in exi.stence, was made here in 153=; lor the

Connetable de Montmorency, and was decorated

with his arms. 'The painters of L'rbino chose

delicate arabescjues after the style of Rai)hael, or

subjects from Ovid, N'irgil, and Ariosto for their

designs, or floral scrolls and grotescjues in blue,

green, or orange on a white ground. Some oi the

ware is richly lustred, though the tuiest i)ieces do not

C.U15UIO WARl

No. \II1. SIENA WARE

bear this form of decoration. A salt cellar and ewer

of Urbino majolica are shown in No. iv.

Nos. V. and vi. illustrate some e.xamples of the well

known Ciubbio ware. This factory was started in

1498, by Maestro Georgio Andreoli, who afterwards

invented the splendid gold and ruby metallic lustres

which have made his name so famous. He not only

decorated his own productions, but also applied the

final lustre to the ware of other artists from Urbino

and Castel Durante.

It is thought that metallic lustre was first employed

at Pesaro, which owed most of its success to the

patronage of (niido Ubaldo II. della Rovere, who

No. \II. -I'iCSARO

became I )uke

of Urbino in

1 ^38, and on

liis death in

1572 the fac-

tory declined,

and was not

revived unti]

J 7 18. The early ware was

generally jjainted in green,

black, yellow, or cobalt blue, and adorned with a

beautiful lustre which has the effect of changing

colour in diflerenf lights. \o. vii. shows a piece ol

I'esaro majolic;a.

The two |)lates illustrated on No. viii. were made at

Siena, where the prcN'ailing style of decoration consisted

of scroll-work or grotes(iue in blue and while on an

orange or black ground. The earliest known pieces

emanating from this bolega are some tiles dating

from the beginning of the sixteenth century: they

No. IX.—DIRUTA WARE

vary in shape and size and are beautifully i)ainted

with brilliant colours, in particular orange and yellow

on a black ground, the designs comjjrising chimene,

masks, dragons, birds, shields ol arms and delicate

arabes(|ues.

No. ix. shows a jjlateau and ])late, and No. \. a

pu//le-bowl and dish manufactured at Diruta, which is

now proved to have been the birth])lace of the beauti-

ful yellow lustred majolica edged with blue, which was

at one time always attributed to I'esaro. The ware

of Caftaggiolo is somewhat similar tolaentine majolica,

and one of its princijjal characteristics is the deep

cobalt-blue ground of the decorations, while another

feature is the ccviise but effective manner in which

No. X. DIRUTA W'ARE No. XI. FINE SPECIMENS OF ITALIAN MAJOLICA
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this colour is applied, the hairs of the brush being

(}uite visible. Other colours employed at this factory

include a bright opa(iue orange, and Indian red, a

brilliant vellow, and a semi-transparent copper green.

No. XII.—C.-\FF.\GGIOLO

The fragment of a tile shown in No. iv., and the plate

on No. xii. are examples of Caffaggiolo ware.

No. xiii. shows a bacile made at Castel Durante
;

this botega was in existence as early as 1490, and at a

later date some workmen from Castel Durante intro-

duced the art of making majolica to Corfu and Venice.

The designs are generally on rather a large scale, and

include masks, cupids, arabesques, foliage, etc., in

white on a blue ground, and cornucopia; shaded with

light blue and heightened by touches of brown,

orange, and green.

The plaque on No. xiv. is an example of sgraffiato

or incised ware. This method of ornamenting pottery

seems to have been known to the Italians as early as

the twelfth century, and was sometimes applied to

majolica. The biscuit was first coated with -white

clay and slightly baked : when dr}- this covering was

scratched or incised with a sharp-pointed instrument

so as to show the design in the red ground under-

XO. XIII.—CASTEL DURANTE

neath. A transparent lead glaze was then applied

and tinted with yellow or green, by means of metallic

oxides, and the piece was retired. This method of

decorating earthenware was very cleverly executed by

the Italians, but was not confined to their country,

being introduced at a later date to France and

England.

The marks found on Italian majolica are so varied

and numerous that it would be quite impossible to

give a complete list of them here. Some of the

pieces are dated, or bear the name or mark of the

factory, while others again are marked with the signa-

ture or initials of the potter or decorator, and in some

cases the title or a description of the subject forming

the decoration is painted on the back of the piece.

XO. XI\'.—SGRAFFIATO WARE
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Illustrated Autographs

Every how and again there appears in one

or other of the papers a dissertation on the lost art

of letter writing. At one time it assumes a literary

character, and the names of Lady Mary ^\'ortley

Montague, Charles Lamb, and others, more or less

well known, are bandied about. At another time

it is an outcry on handwriting, and a lament that

children are no longer taught the old familiar pot-

hooks of their forefathers, but whose writing as a

part of education is supposed—-as advertisements say

—to " find itself." Altered manners and customs,

stress of life, want of time, and, above all, the type-

writer and the telephone, come in for a large share

of blame for the " lost art."

I think the first reason given must be considered

as the prime agent in the change that has been

wrought. Though there still are, no doubt, many

ladies who might have the time to sit down and write

to the enjoyment both of themselves and some of

their readers most charming descriptions of various

matters, I fear that still more would complain of

having to read them, while amongst men the literary

letter in an illustrated paper, such, for example, as

Mr. Shorter's in the "Sphere," is about as much
as they can be prevailed upon to read, apart,

that is, from the short, curt, and concise business

communication of commerce.

Whatever may be said, however, on either side, the

fact remains, and one can only wonder if letters will

ever again be made as interesting as of old. I pro-

pose in this paper to give a few illustrations of how
letters can be made interesting, not merely to assert

By A. W. MacKenzie

methods, but rather to prove by actual illustration.

For instance, if the author were to write a few words

at the end of his letter in his most popular style, or

the artist to draw a slight sketch, or the actor to

quote a few words from one of his most famous plays,

what a joy those letters would have for us all and

for all time. If the statesman were to bring in an

allusion to the subject which he had made most

particularly his own, if the man of science were to

say something about his own speciality, or the divine

about his own particular school of theology, with how-

much more zest should we read their letters.

Here, for instance, is a letter from Birket Foster.

Who that knows this most able artist—and who does

not ?—would iail to be charmed with such a letter,

and such a sketch drawn with a few strokes ? What

a career was his ! Apprenticed to an engraver, then

developing a most wonderful power for drawing on

wood, working his way up from drawing sketches for

the papers—" The Illustrated London News," then

almost, if not quite, the only good illustrated paper,

being his chief employer—to becoming one of the

most able and popular illustrators of books. He
exhibited his first picture (water-colour) at the Royal

Academy when about thirty-four, soon after which he

was elected an associate of the old Water-colour

Society, and gave up drawing on wood. At fifty-one

he was elected R.A. of Berlin. What more natural

illustration to a letter writing about the country, and

dated in August, than a fancy sketch of " Piscator " ?

Here is another " illustrated " letter, and as happy

as apt. It is so long since J. C. Hook wori^, the
.
u' i
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niL'tlal lor historical

painting at the Royal

Academy ( 1 845 to be

accurate), and he is

so well known " as a

painter ol turbulent

sea and rocks," that

one hardly expects

to see a sketch of

the " Morsus Rame"
embellishing a letter

to his doctor, but it

is none the less

c h arming. One
would like to see the

eminent R..\. (he be-

came R.A. in i860)

' standing knee-deep

among rushes, and

hob-nobbing with the

'Frog-bit,' " although

it would have assisted

the lay mind had he

written " H )' d r o -

chares'' b e t" o r e

"Morsus Ranie," or.

tJ^-T-u-^^ 'h-^ica C-^^T,^ "a^^-"^

//xv:^ y^ '-^

BIRKET FOSTER S LETTER

better still, have given

its more common
name of " Frog-bit."

I suppose he thought

that to a man of

science that was

hardly necessary.

Having lived most

of his life, however,

amid the hops and

flowers of Surrey and

Kent, he w o ul d

naturally take much
interest in the small

productions of

Nature.

Artists adorn their

letters in various

ways—some at the

c o m m e n ce ment,

some at the conclu-

sion. Here is one in-

stance of each. It is

so many years since

Lord Beaconsfield,

then plain Benjamin

Cc

u

U^r-A

m=^ ^j^^c^
JAMES HOOK S LETTER
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Di.raeli, and stru-ling to make tor himself a name

and position, was mixed up in journahstu- enterprises,

that it will almost surprise readers who may have lor-

.rotten his connection with the paper called by the

comprehensive name of "The Press," and m conduct-

in^^ which he was assisted by Mr. Francis. Mr. Samuel

I ucas, and Mr. D. 'I'. Couiton, to learn that between

1825 and 1S30 he was also associated with Theodore

Hook, a rising voung artist named Alfred Henry

1-orrester, and others, in producing a series of papers

under the title of "The Humourist" in Colbourn s

Monthlv Magazine. This young artist, then between

twenty 'and twenty-five years old, assumed the nom

dc plume of " Alfred Crowciuill," and soon became

well known as "an artist in black and white."

"Punch," "The Illustrated London News,' and

other periodicals gladly accepted his work, but as

a limner and illustrator of books he was for many

years faci/e pnnceps, as some thirty or forty volumes

bear witness. He fell a victim to tlie mama ol

autograph collecting, and here is his letter demandur^

that of the late Mr. Henry Complon, the well-known

impersonator of Shakespeare's clowns. What he calls

4-/^

:^^-jg"Y^-^-
<;,

. /<o

18 Stafford lerrace^

Kenfin^on W

ALFRED CROWQUILL'S" LETTER

/8 8 3

LINLEV SAMBOURNE'S LETTER

his "curious hook of records" must have been

very interesting.

Here is an example of what lovers ot the lir.sl

Tom Hood will remember he called "a tail piece."

I do not know whether Mr. l.inley Saml>o.irne meant

this to be taken as a sign manual, a fancy portrait,

or a correct likeness: if the latter, I am tree t<. own

I do not think he has caught the expression of the

ori-inal as well as he does those that appear weekly

in "the pages of "Punch." This is a somewhat

different signature from those that appeared on his

first sketches in "our only comic journal," as well

as from those that he uses now that he occupies a

seat at the famous " round table," and has proved

himself a worthy successor to Sir John Tenniel, both

of which 1 give.
.

Here is another instance of finishing a letter with

a
"

si-ni manual," and one that is perhaps not quite

so well known. Of the genius of James Abbott

McNeill Whistler theix- can be no doubt. Born m

America in 1834, I^ondon lor the great part of his

life was his home, and in it he gained his reputation

as a painter, etcher, and critic. In one biography

l,e is described as "in oil painting a master exqmsite

but rare." In another " his skill m etching has gained
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h^~.r \^<^ k.

^>- iw-u-^( -4 7X,, 'H^ -u.«g O) K-.^ _
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WHISTLER S LETTER WITH BUTTERFLY SIGNATURE

for him a [position among etchers that is even higher

than that which he holds as a painter." ^\'hile

opinions differ as to his jjowers as an artist, his

" nocturnes," " symphonies," and " arrangements,"

though sometimes showing a " sacrifice of form to

colour impressions," always command good prices

—a fair test of appreciation. To the general public

he is, no doubt, almost as well known by his

trenchant criticisms, his sparkling repartees, and his

numerous actions at law. His suit for libel against

Mr. Ruskin—another master of strong language

—

for saying " I never expected to hear a coxcomb ask

two hundred guineas for flinging a pot of paint in

the public's face," in which, though gaining the

verdict, he was only awarded for damages " the

smallest coin in the realm," which he always after-

wards wore on his watchchain, the vindication of

his position in the pamphlet Art ami Art Critics,

his jwwerful brochure with the taking title, Tlie

Gentle Art of Mailing Enemies, and his action over

a portrait of I.ady Eden, which, sooner than deliver

at the price offered, he absolutely destroyed, bear

out these points. The letter given above, which is

a replv to an invitation to meet Oliver \\'endell

Holmes at dinner, is signed with a modification of

his initials J. M. \\'., and which is known as the

" Butterfly," though the resemblance to that beautiful

member of creation is not easy to trace, but which

is responsible for the name " Papilio Mordens " given

him by Mr. Underdowne, (^).C.. at a public dinner.

Another method of increasing the interest in letters

would be to sign them with a monogram or fancy

initial that has become famous, such as the following

by Sir John Tenniel, with the monogram that

appeared for so many years on the " Punch " cartoon,

y<>tofs <^^>9^ /jt<^.^

SIR JOHN TENNIEL S MONOGRAM

or the well-known signs used also in " Punch " by

John Leech or Richard Doyle. Here is the familiar

bottle containing the "leech" of the former as it ap-

pears on the cover of his recently published Life, and

which is called by Mr. F. (i. Kitton in his biographi-

cal sketch a " rebus," and also as it so frequently

ajjpeared on his pictures, and also that of Dovle first

used on " Punch's '' well-known title-page, and in use

ever since, with the bird illustrating " Dicky," the

familiar abbreviation of his Christian name.

RICHARD DOVLE
MONOGRAM

JOHN LEECH

S
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It is not, however, artists alone who could iUustrate

their letters with what may be called " professional

touches," or to quote a phrase frequently used in a

famous trial a few years ago " invest them with

artistic merit." Here, for instance, is an example of

caricaturist, whose picture, Tlic W'orsliip of luicchiis,

fills so prominent a i)iace in so many public

Halls. '' How do you make your ' k's,' Mr.

Cruikshank ? " said I to him one day. " Oh 1

thus," he replied, and taking up a pen wrote

-±t -tt4±^

/' 2^,v/^j

C^-'^, p^trZ'i^

GOUNOD S AUTOGRAPH

a signature by the well-known composer (lounod,

which by its very ciuaintness adds much to the

charm of the autograph.

Here is another by the veteran artist and

this signature. His ordinary signature was, if I

may be allowed to use the expression in connec-

tion with so eminent a temperance advocate, more
" sober."

CRUIKSHANK S AUTOGRAPH SIGNATURE
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James and Caroline Watson and their WorK By W. G. Menzies

Exc.RWiN'd in England in the eiijhtetnth

century would have been th^' poorer for several

reasons had James ,\rcArdell remained in the countrv

of his birth instead of coming to England and found-

ing that wonderful new school of engravers whicli

culminated in the fine work of William and James
\\'ard. This alone is perha|)s sufficient reason for

jirint collectors of the present day to revere his name,

but there is another reason almost as cogent, that is

the fact that during his comi)aratively brief period of

activity he instructed others in that art in which he
was so successful, so that after his untimely decease

they were able to still give to the world plates

engraved with all the delicacy and perfection that

distinguished those done by their master. Of these

''^l)t pu|)ils one of the chief was undoubtedly James
Watson, who at a very early period showed a taste

and a desire to become a great engraver which no
obstacle could retard. He, too, like Mc.Ardell, was

of Irish birth, being born in Dublin in 1740, and at

a very early age he came to London and enlisted

under the banner of his great compatriot. 'I'hat he
possessed talent soon became evident, and so well

did he succeed that at the age of twentv-four he

became his own pub-

lisher, ha\ing Ixconir

in the meantime a dis-

tinguished member of

the Society of Artists.

Thenceforward his

career was one long

success : the .work

executeil between the

years 1765 and 1780

being es])eciallv note-

worthy. In fact, his

finished and delicate

style gives him the right

to be considered one

ol England's finest

mez/.otint engravers.

L'nfortunately he wa>

not to live the allotted

span, his death taking

place in i 7 go, when

he had just reached
the age of fiftv.

Thoroughness was

one of James Watson's

sovereign qualities,

and where many of his cocntess of Carlisle

fellow-workers having completed a plate would remedy
defects by judicious retouching, he, rather than issue

a plate which had given him any dissatisfaction, would

straightway commence an entirelv new one. This

fact causes the collection of his engravings to be

attended with some difiiculty, for one will find im-

pressions of what are apparendy the same plate, but

in reality are from different plates altogether.

During the twenty or thirty N-ears which covered

James AVatson's artistic career he engraved nearly

two hundred plates, about fifty being after paintings

by Sir Joshua Reynolds. He was especial!v success-

ful in engraving those subjects in which mothers are

represented with their children, and one has only

to examine such a print as the Duchess of Marl-

borough with her daughter Caroline, or that of

Elizabeth Duchess of Manchester playing with her

son, who is portrayed as Cupid, to discover with what

admirable taste and skill he executed such plates.

Though greatly associated with his Reynolds' plates,

he also engraved plates after the work of nianv other

artists. I'aintings by old masters such as Van Dyck

and Rubens were on occasion the subject for his

scraper, whilst prints after Gainsborough, Read,

Cotes. West. Kettle,

and Zoftany were also

e.xecuted by him. He
also engraved a few

subject pictures, chiefly

after Frans Hals, Met-

/u, and other I )utch

painters.

One of his finest

plates is that of Mrs.

Abiiigtou as The Comic

Muse, after Reynolds,

in which the charming

features of that famous

actress are reproduced

with unerring skill and

taste. Another magnifi-

cent female portrait is

that of Miss Polly

Jones, after the painting

by Catherine Read,

whilst others are Mary
Panton, Duches s of
Ancaster, The Cou/itess

of Carlisle and Caroline

Colyear, Lady Scars-

BV J. W.\TSDN, .-^FTER REYNOLDS dak wltll llCr Son. all
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Jattics and Caro/iiie ll^atson

after Reynolds, and Miss Anm Elliot, the famous

beauty, as "Juno," after Kettle.

In his male portraits he was equally successful, and

amongst them one will find plates after Reynolds's

portraits of Dr. Johnson, F.ilminid Burke, and Henry

and perfection, whilst there was seldom, if ever, any

evidence of supplementary work. Many of his prints

were printed in brown ink, which greatly added to

the soft velvety effect that he so successfully attained.

When publishing for himself, his i)lates were issued

DUCHESS OF MANCHESTER E

M'oodward the actor, and fine renderings of such

portraits as (lainsborough's Richard, Viscount, after-

wards Earl Howe, West's Hon. Robert Monckfon,

the American General, and Zoffany's portrait of

Andrew Dri/nimond, founder of Drummond's Bank.

In fact, whether he was engraving the portrait of

a famous beauty, that of a famous statesman, or

that of an actor, the same subtle skill was apparent,

the workmanship being distinguished by both delicacy

V JAMES WATSON, AFTER REYNOLDS

from his shop in Craven Buildings, Drury Lane,

whilst later others were published at (Jucen Anne

.Street, Oxford Road, 134, New Bond Strt-et, and

by Boydell, Sayers, and others.

James Watson's talent as an engraver was inherited

to a remarkable degree by his daughter Caroline, who

showed such remarkable aptitude, especially with the

stipple point, that her father spent much time \v. teach-

ing her the technicalities of his profession. That his
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labour was not in

vain is exidcnced

by the position his

daughter's work

now holds in the

estimation ot col-

iectors. Though
best known to

fame as a stipple

engraver, she did

not confme herself

to this popular
method, executing

under her father's

guidance several

|)lates in me//.o-

tint, while at a later

period she even

practised aijuatint.

She was appoint-

ed engraver to

(Jueen Caroline,

and though there

is little doubt that

she obtained the

position to a cer-

tain extent owing

to favouritisin, she

displayed such un-

deniable talent

that it became
a permanencv.
Tlie paintings of

Hoi)pner, Reynolds, Cosway, and Shelley were all

made subjects for her skill with the stipple point :

!ier work, especially when employed in reproducing a

miniature, displaying a most wonderful delicacy.

Her plates in stipple were many, amongst the more

notable beinu; those of Lord aiui Ladx Kiiuioiil, The

HON. MRS. STANHOPE

// 'oronzOiV Child-

ren, Tlie Pelham

Family, after Cos-

way, " J'iola," the

Goddess of Wis-

dom, and La dy
Klizabeth Foster,

after Downman.
ThePelham plate

is of considerable

rarity, and accord-

ing to Dodd the

plate was either

lost or destroyed,

though Mrs.
Frankau states in

her book Eigh-

teenth Century
Colour Prints that

it was withdrawn

by the family.

Caroline Watson

was born in 1760,

and died in 1814,

only a few years

before William Say

sounded the death

knell of mezzotint

bv makinga mezzo-

tint upon a steel

plate.

Her stipple

prints rank with

those of Bartolozzi, J. R. Smith, Tomkins and Burke,

and Le Blanc catalogues no fewer than one hundred

and fifty-three portraits by her hand, which by no

means represents the whole of her work.

The prints reproduced are in the possession of

Mr. F. B. Daniell.

BY CAROLINE WATSON, AFTER REYNOLDS

List of' thk rRi.MirAi, 1'kixts sold .sinxe 1900.

TrrLE. AKTlsr. Date. Remarks. Price.

£ >. d.

AliinglKii. Mr-. Kevnulds 1901 m. 199 10

.\biiiglon. Mr-. Kevnolds 1902 111. I St si. 220 10

Aliin_moii. .Mr-. Reynolds 1907 m. p. b. 1. 2SS
Aliiii.uton, Ml-.. " The fi)u\ii- .Mii>c

"
Kevnolds 1902 m. I St St. 231

Al'iiiglon, .Mr-., "Tlu' Coniic Mii>f
"'

Kevnolds 1 903 ni. p. b. 1. 262 10

Abingum, Mis.. •The C'.iini^- Muse" Kevnolds 1902 m. 2nd St. 21

Amherst, Sir lelirev ... RevnoUis 1907 m. before alter.ition of inscription 6
.-Xiicrtster. Man. Duclie--. ol Kevnolds 1907 111. S S

Harrv. Mrs. ... KeUle ... •905 m. 1st St. 6 6
Kiiii;haiii, Ladv Kaurtnian 1907 ill. 3rd St. S 10

Bosville. Miss Kevnold> 1905 ni. 5 s

Biisville. Mi- Revnolds 1902 ill. e. I. p. 21

i?(>uverie, Mr>., and ('hihiren Reynolds 1901 111. 60 iS
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Round the BooK Shops
" Bir.LiOTHECA Pretiosa," issued by Messrs.

Sotheran & Co., is a catalogue which many a book

collector will peruse with pleasure, though it is to

be feared that a feeling of envy will be aroused as

page after page reveals rarities, the acquisition of

which is only possible to the really wealthy collector.

Some idea of the remarkable value of this collection

can be gathered from the fact that though consisting

of only about 600 items their value in the aggregate

is no less than _;^4o,ooo. Such a total, though

large, is scarcely to be wondered at, when in the

Shakespearian section alone there is a matchless set

of the first four folios all remarkable for their size

and choice condition ; first editions of Milton, Defoe,

Walton, and Spenser ; and a perfect copy, probably

unique, of Caxton's Golden Legend, 1483. Of this

last-named work only thirty copies are known to

exist, all more or less imperfect. No perfect copy

has apparently ever appeared at auction. As for

the Shakespeare folios, it is almost unnecessary to

state how every year it is becoming increasingly

difficult to obtain a set in any condition, owing to

their steady absorption by the New World, to which

all the most interesting copies have of late been ex-

ported : and it is well known that quite recently a set

crossed the Atlantic for the record sum of ^,10,000.

One of the most interesting items in Mr. Bertram

Dobell's catalogue is a unique volume containing

William Wordsworth's own copies of his earliest

publications, with many manuscript alterations in his

own hand, and also Coleridge's Feats in So/ifi/de. The
volume contains " Descriptive Sketches," two copies

of "An Evening Walk,"' and " Fears in Solitude," all of

which are, of course, of excessive rarity. They are, too,

all uncut, and this fact adds greatly to their value from

a collector's point of view, whilst their importance and

value to the litteraleur can hardly be over-estimated.

An interesting memento of Charles Lamb is included

in Mr. Frank Rolling's latest catalogue, consisting of

a.i album containing original autograph contributions

by Charles Lamb, as well as others by Tom Hood,

and some thirteen water-colour and pencil drawings.

The verses by Lamb are very characteristic, and in

the last line. " Remember. William, He is but a Fly.''

may be seen his inseterate procli\ity for punning.

It may be added that the signature to several of the

contributions is doubtless that of Thomas Westwood,

with whom tlie Lambs li\ed at Enfield for a time, and

whose character is so admirably delineated bv Lamb
in a letter he wrote to Wordsworth in 1827.

The original copy of the New Testament used in the

Central Criminal C>jurt, Old Bailey, is a volume that

should appeal to the collectors of relics of crime. It

forms an interestincr item in Messrs. .\.. Maurice \' Co.'s

catalogue, in which it is fully described. Well thumbed
and bearing even,- evidence of long use, it is bound

in old calf with an iron cross on the front cover,

whilst both covers are lettered, " Sessions House,

Old Bailey," and have the city arms impressed.

The work of the Aldine Press has, it is true, lost

much of its one time favour with the collector : but,

nevertheless, a fine Aldine is still a desirable possession

in the estimation of many collectors. Such a volume

is a copy of the second edition Colonna's Hyp?iero-

to7Hachia Poliphili, issued by the Press in 1545, which

figures in Messrs. J. & E. Bumpus's latest catalogue.

It is considered one of the most singular books ever

written, and in addition to its literary interest it

possesses great artistic attraction on account of the

beauty of the woodcuts after the designs attributed

to Giovanni Bellini. There must also be noted in

the same catalogue what is described as the finest

copy of Sketches by Boz. 1837-9, that has occurred for

sale for many years. 27 of the plates are enlarged

reproductions of the etchings in the first edition, the

remaining 13 are here issued for the first time.

Mr. Bernard Quaritch's January catalogue, like its

predecessors, is distinguished for the number of

rarities it contains in all branches of literature. In

the sporting section, for instance, there are fine copies

of many of Aiken's most notable works, including a

copy of the first issue of Ideas, the rarest of all

Aiken's books. Before copies of this work had time

to circulate, the stock of this first issue was partly

destroyed by fire. By utilising some undamaged plates

and reprinting others, a small and inferior second

issue was brought out, copies of which are bound up

in oblong folio, not, as were those of the first issue,

in upright folio. Even copies of the second issue

are very rare. A notable item in another section is a

large collection of Arundel Society Publications.

^^'e have also received catalogues from Messrs. Ellis,

Messrs. Farmer ^: Son. Kensington : Mr. William

(iiaisher. High Holborn : Messrs. Myers <.^ Co., High

Holborn : Mr. H. W. Glover, Leadenhall Street : Mr.

G. H. Brown, Edgware Road: Messrs. BulKV Auvache,

Bioomsbury. Birmingham : Mr. William Downing,

Mr. A. L Featherstone, Messrs. Holland Bros., Mr.

Tames Wilson, Mr. John Hitchman. Edinburgh :

Mr. David Johnstone, Messrs. Douglas and Foulis,

Mr. William Brown, Mr. R. W. Hunter, Mr. John

Grant. Manchester : Messrs. W. N. Pitcher c\: Co.,

Mr. Albert Sutton. Bath : Messrs. B. ^: J. F. Meehan,

Mr. H. Cleaver. Bristol : Mr. Walter Nield, Messrs.

James Fawn \: Son. Exeter: Mr. Commin, Messrs.

S. Drayton & Sons. Cambridge : Messrs. Deighton

Bell >.\: Co., Messrs. Galloway & Porter. Dumfries

:

Messrs. Anderson \- Son. Oxford : Messrs. Parker

and Son. Liverpool : Mr. W. i\I. Murphy. Taunton:

Messrs. Barnicott ^: Pearce. Readin" : Messrs. Smith.
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2Brussels Lace By M. Jourdain

There is at present no inlormalion as to

the date when the manufacture of Brussels lace

began. In the eighteenth century it was famous,

as Lord Chesterfield wrote in 1741, as the place

" where most of the fine laces are made you see

worn in England." The Beguinage was a great

centre for lace-making, and Finglish travellers often

visited to buy lace." In 1756 a Mrs. Calderwood,

who visited it, gave an account of the process of

lace-making. "The manufacture is very curious,"

she writes ;
" one person works the flowers. They

are all sold separate, and you will see a very pretty

sprig for which the worker only gets twelve sous.

The masters who have all these people employed

give them the thread to make them ; this they do

according to a pattern, and give them out to be

grounded ; after which they give them to a third

hand, who ' hearts ' all the flowers with the open-

work. That is what makes the lace so much dearer

than the Mechlin, which is wrought all at once." I

•••' " We went to the Beguinage Convent to buy lace."

—

Letter of Elizabeth Viscountess Nuneham, 1766. Hat-coitrt

Papers, vol. xi.

t Mrs. Caldcr'iivoifs /otinwy through Holland and Helgium,

1756.— Printed by the Maitland Club.

Thus half-way through the eighteenth century some

special characteristics of Brussels work—the low rate

of wages, the division of labour, and the specializaiion

of lace-workers on some branch of this work, the

domination of the " masters "— is already established.

Brussels pillo'v lace is, as Mrs. Calderwood writes,

not made in one piece on the pillow ; the reseau

ground is worked in round the pattern which has

been separately made.] "Thus the long threads that

form the loile of Brussels lace of all dates always

follow the curves of the patterns, while in other

Flemish laces these strands are found to run parallel

to the edge the whole length of the lace, and to

pass through the pattern into the reseau ground." j

There are two sorts of toile, one the usual woven

texture, as of a piece of cambric, the other a more

open arrangement of the threads, which is used for

shading effects.

Relief is given to certain details of flowers and

fibres of leaves by a flattened and slightly raised

X In old Brussels lace the ornament was worked on llie

pillow into the ground. Later, and at the present time, the

llowers are applied to or sewn in the ground. .Sometimes they

are sewn on to the ground.
S; Point and Pillow Late.—A. M. S.

BRUSSELS EARLY I.STH CENTLRV (pii.low-made)
'JM*^^AM6^
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The Co7inoisseur

BRUSSELS BEGINNING OF ISTH CENTIRV

plaited cordonnet. A slight modelling is imparted to

flowers by means of a bone instrument, which gives

concave shapes to petals, leaves, and other ornaments.

There were two kinds of ground used in Brussels

lace—the bride and the reseait. The />ri(fe was first

employed, but was already discontinued in 1761.

and was then only made to order.' Sometimes

the bride and reseau were combined. ^

The ground used in Brussels lace is of two kinds

—needle-point

and pillow.

The needle-

point reseau is

made in small

segments of an

inch in width,

and from seven

to forty-five

inches long,

joined together

by a stitch

long known as

" fine joining,'"

consisting of

a fresh stitch formed with a

needle between the two pieces

to be united. The needle-

ground is stronger, but three

times more expensive than

the piliow". which has a hexa-

gonal mesh, of which two

sides are made of four threads

plaited four times, and four

sides of two threads twisted

twice. Since machine-made

net has come into use. the

7-rai n'sc'au is rarely made,

save for royal orders. Of

course, lace-makers, so skilful

as those of Brussels, occasion-

ally made experiments with

other grounds, such as the

star-meshed reseau : but this

is uncommon.

Brussels needle - point was

introduced into that city

about 1720. evidently in

imitation of the Alencon fabric, which it closely re-

sembles in pattern and general effect. The Brussels

needle-point, however, is not so firm and precise, the

toile is of looser make than the French work. The
button-hole stitched cordonnet — a distinguishing

feature of Alencon—is replaced by a single thread \

X In the needlepoint laces of Brussels the cordonnet is

gcncraUy only a thread, but in some few cases it is covered with
biHton-hole stitrhes. as in Point d'AIencon.

Kl^NSTGEWERBE MCSECM, DRESDEN

* Dictioniiahr

dii Ciloyeti. 1761.

\ " Une coef-

I'ure a une piece

d'Angleterre bride

e t reseau.''—
Comptes di Ma-
dame dti tiar>y.

FRAGMENT OF BRfSSELS PILLOW LACE lEARLV IJ^TH CENTCRV), SHOWING FRENCH
INFI.IENCE IN THE DESIGN MUSKE DES ARTS DLCORATIFS. BRUSSELS
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BRUSSELS PILLOW LACE BEGINNING OF i8TH CENTURY MUSIE DES ARTS DKCORATIFS, liKUSSLIS

or strand of threads. The Brussels needle-made

reseaii is made with a simple looped stitch.* The

earliest Brussels needle-points were grounded with

this needle-made reseau, but much of the best

needle-point is grounded with the more familiar

* " Le point d'aiguille de Bruxelles fait pour imiter le point

d'Alenojn est loin d'avoir sa solidite et son travail artistitjue.

Pour imiter la brode qui donne tant de cachet au point d'Alencon
et qui est fort lont;ue a faire, on I'a remplacte dans le point

d'aiguille de Bruxelles par un gros fil passe dans les mailles

pour entourer le dessin." — Histoi)r tin PoinI d'Aleinon.
Mine. Despienes. i

/

pillow-made "droschel.'" The Alenroii "' im)Jes " arc

rendered with great accuracy. In this kind of mixed

lace the cordonnet is usually a single moderately

thick thread. In a specimen in the Dublin Museum,

the cordonnet is like that of .Alencon lace, button-

hole stitched, but the stitchery is not very close or

regular.

!

The processes are assigned to different hands, who

I' No. 40, Du])]in Museum.
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work only at their own special department, the first

termed :

—
(i) Drochcleuse (Flemish, drocheles), makes the

\Tai rt'seau.

(2) Denteliere (kantwerkes), the footing.

(3) Pointeuse (needlewerkes), the point a I'aiguille

flowers.

(4) Platteuse (platwerkes), the plat flowers.

(5) Fonneuse (groundwerkes) is charged with the

o[)en-\vork (jours) in the plat.

(6) Jointeuse or attacheuse (lashwerkes) unites the

different sections of the ground together.

(7) Striqueuse or appliqueuse (strikes) is charged

with the sewing (application) of the flowers upon the

ground.*

" The pattern ! is designed by the head of the

fabric, who, having cut the parchment into pieces,

hands it out ready pricked. The worker has no

reflections to make, no combinations to study ; the

whole responsibility rests with the master, who selects

the ground, chooses the thread, and alone knows the

effect to be produced as a whole." " The same

design," writes Feuchet, " was never executed twice :

continual variations were introduced.' \

* History 0/ Lace. Mrs. Palliser. t Ihid.

X
' Le (Icssin est Ic jnemier objet de son attention ; il (le

The fineness of thread used in Brussels lace is

almost a fable. " It is made of the flax grown in

Brabant, at Hal and Rebecq-Rognon. The finest

quality is spun in dark underground rooms, for con-

tact with the dry air causes the thread to break, so

fine is it as almost to escape the sight. The thread-

spinner closely examines every inch drawn from her

distaff, and when any irregularity occurs, stops her

wheel to repair the mischief. A background of dark

paper is placed to throw out the thread, and the

room so arranged as to admit one single ray of

light upon the work." i
j|

Representation of objects naturalistically treated is

one of the characteristics of Brussels work. In

eighteenth centur)- specimens accurately rendered

leaves and flowers—in especial the pink and the

labricant) le varie continuellement et ne fait executer le meme
line seconde fois . . . il en detache las fleurs en les piquant
d'un millier d'epingles pour faciliter aux ouvrieres la lecture du
dessin, et les mettre a portee de I'executer avec exactitude.

Cast lui qui juge des fonds les plus convenables pour faire

ressortir las fleurs du dessin, pour donner a la dentalle Tcclat

et la finesse."

§ History of Lace.—Mrs. Palliser.

Thread spun by machine in England from Belgian flax is

much used now in Belgium. It has, however, never arrived at

the fineness of that made by hand, and frequently in it there are

traces of cotton, which depreciate its quality.

CR.WAT END. BRUSSELS PILLOW LACE. iStH CENTCRV
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BRUSSELS LACE (PILLOW-MADE) DATED 1720 MUSKE DES ARTS DF.CORATIES, BRUSSELS
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CRAVAT ESD OF BRCSSELS LACE (PILLOW itADEI

tulip and the rose—insects and birds are the main

component.-; of the design."

In Lirger and more important pieces of the last

years of the seventeenth and the beginning of the

eighteenth centuries, the structure of the design is

most elaborate, and figures, "subjects." and ever\-

variet}.- of plant-form are most skilfully rendered. In

a flounce given by Madame de Maintenon to Franrois

de Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon, who was consecrated

Archbishop of Cambray in 1695, the ground is of

hridei picotea.'- In the two later specimens in the

-Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Brussels (one of which

is dated 1720. while the other belongs to the early

eighteenth century), a centre of the reseau ground

c^>ntrasts with the surrounding border of brides

picotc'cs. The cravat-end in the possession of .Miss

Josephs is entirely grounded with the rescau.

The two specimens from the Musee des Arts

Dticoratifs are very wonderful pieces of work. The

dated piece (1720) represents the Invention of the

Cross by Saint Helena, whose robe is carried by

* A 'j-iaes, a Milan, a Venise, les liencelles au fiisean nioin=

fines de madere se reconnaisjcnt surtout aux details de La

cumpij-iition. L'oraement 7 reste plus coavecnotincl et, lorsque

les personnages et les animaai 7 apparai=.-«rit. ils K)at d'exprcs-

^;ijti allegotiqae. Le meme genre de den:elle an fa^eau fabriquc

.1 Brnxelles on en France ojatien^ira de^5 deLails plus rcalLstes.

Ie5 persoanages v pcrteron: le uO'^tame contemporain. Ie>

.inimaux 7 =eront repre=«ntcs 5<jus la forme active.""

—

Le Musee
Hiicoriqiu des Tisius de Lyon. R. Lax, Lyon. 1902.

t- Victoria and .-Vlbert Nlajeom, 755-00.

I>TH CESTURY

an Eastern attendant. The second piece represents

the pope, seated under a canopy presenting or

recei^nng a document from a lady who kneels before

him. His train is borne by an Eastern attendant,

and her crown by a lady who stands behind her.

The work upon the costumes is remarkable. Among
the scroll work are angels blowing trumpets, and

others beating drums.

During the reign of Louis X\'. Flemish pillow-

lace was much aiTected by the French court, and

was almost preferred to point d'Alencon. This

produced a certain French style of design in Brussels

to meet this demand. In large designs, figures,

whimsical devices, and mottoes were introduced.

Some of the details are graceful and ornamental

:

others, again, are misshap)en. There is a distinct

reflection of French mannerisms in Brussels of that

period,:—the balanced designs of repeated similar

groups of fragmentary floral sprays, the valanced

canopy, the royal attributes, cupids, pillars, etc.,

and the waved bands or ribbons di\'iding the design

into compartments, and worked with verv" varied

modes, i

I .-Vnd attain at a later date, when a number of lace makers

left France for Belgium after the French Revolution. Ti)-day

:he inrtncnce of French design is as strong as ever.

; The Brussels pillow-rendering-^ of various modes, used in

French needlepoint, the .-Vrgenian hexagonal mesh, the reseau

rosacee, star-devices, etc.. are very close and skilful.
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In the last years of the seventeenth and in the

early part of the eighteenth century, ornamentation

in the Chinese style, fantastic /.ig-/.ag forms, pagodas,

and Indian or Chinese figures were introduced—

a

reflection of the taste that demanded negro attend-

ants, and oriental lacquer plaques inlaid on furniture.

The Chinese influence may have received an impetus

from that Siamese embassy which is said to have

brought over many specimens of Chinese lacijuer

work as presents to Louis XI \'.

Two specimens of the Louis XV'. period belonging

to Mme. Uoistau and the Comtesse Koy, which were

lent to the Exposition Internationale of 1900 at

Paris, are good examples of this exotic style. Mme.
Doistau's piece (which is pillow lace) is a square

cravat end, showing motifs of pagodas, and the long-

tailed crested bird that so often accompanies them.

The point lace belonging to the Comtesse Foy shows

the influence of the design of Dresden china in the

little kiosks, the minute landscapes, rocks and rivers,

among which are huntsmen and dogs chasing stags.

Brussels in the late eighteenth century followed

French laces in the change that took place on the ac-

cession of Louis XV'L, when design became "thinner,"

and the lace appeared to be mostly reseau, bordered

with a stiff rectilinear border of conventional design,

the ground powdered with little detached flowers,

sprays, and later spots and rosettes.

In the early nineteenth century pseudo- classic style

of ornaments then in vogue in France influenced

Brussels design. The introduction of machine-made

net, upon which Brussels bobbin-made flowers were

applied (Brussels applique), also had an influence

upon design.

Ill France the term I'oint d'Angleterre is used

for Brussels lace. This is somewhat confusing, as

Point d\lni:;Uterre was a term applied in the late

seventeenth century to a variety of Flemish pillow

lace, of which the design was in imitation of the

scroll patterns of point lace of that date. Flanders

lace was worn almost exclusively during the reign of

Charles I. and the Commonwealth, and in 1662 an

Act was passed by the English I'arliament, alarmed

at the sums of money expended on foreign goods,

prohibiting the importation of all foreign lace. The

English lace makers endeavoured to improve the

national fabric by inviting Flemish lace makers to

settle in ICngland, and establish a manufacture there,

but when this scheme proved abortive they adopted

the simpler experiment of smuggling in Brussels lace,

and selling it under the name ot Point d'Angleterre

—a term which, like Point d'Espagne and " Flat

Spanish," relates to the country that consumed it

rather than that which produced it.

This fact is corroborated in a memorandum by

the \'enetian ambassador to the English court in

1695, who states that Venetian point is no longer

in fashion, but " that called English point, which,

vou know, is not made here, but in Flanders, and

only bears the name of English to distinguish it

from the others." The name Point d'Angleterre is

used nowadays, however, of a variety of Brussels lace,

with many open fillings of the l>ride variety.

' Peuchet gives a somen h.it ditl'erent account. " Lcs labricans

.\nglais, pour favoriser les premiers essais dc leiirs manufactures,

aciietaient bt-aucoup de dentelles de Bruxelles qu'ils vendaienl a

toute I'Europe sous Ic nom de point d'AngU-ierre."'

—

DicUoiiiiaire

Cniiwrsel tie !a C'ographie Cominert an/t', 1709.
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The treasures of the galleries and museums of

Italy have lately grown so considerably that it is

becoming daily more difficult to
A Portrait by
Lorenzo Lotto

follow this happy movement, which

is at last rejuvenating the collections

of this country, which threatened to become fossilised.

Among the recent acquisitions one of the most im-

portant, and worthy of more notice than has been

taken of it, is that of

a portrait by Lorenzo

Lotto, which has re-

cently been added to

the famous Venetian

(lalleries. Curiously

enough the galleries

of Venice did so far

not ])0ssess any work

by this great pupil of

(lian Bellini, who is,

and will ever be, after

'i'itian and Giorgione,

the m o s t significant

personality of the

Venetian school.

The portrait now on

view in the beautiful

Venetian collection, in

the .so-called Sala dei

Honifaci, represents a

man of mature age,

who by his costume

is proclaimed a Vene-

tian magistrate. In

this canvas, as in the

best of his best period.

Lotto reveals the great portrait bv lorenzo lotto

skill he achieved in his art, 'as well as the pro-

fundity of his sentiment. In his portraits—and the

one under discussion is one of the finest examples

—

appears, far more than in his compositions and often

mediocre conversation pieces, the real essence of his

art, the deep and melancholy problem of life and of

the things created. If the person here depicted does

not incline his head woefully towards one shoulder in

a manner peculiar to

Lotto, or plucks with

a gesture of desolation

the petals of a rose

and of some jasmine

blossoms, this portrait

nevertheless is pro-

foundly melancholy

and sad in the vague

look of the eyes, the

bitter expression round

the mouth, and the

whole tonality of the

colouring.

As in his most fa-

mous works, Lorenzo

Lotto reveals in this

picture the whole in-

tegrity of his person-

ahty, which appears

like an oasis of sweet

sadness in all the

exuberant and careless

ioyousness of Venetian

painting. Lotto, the

master of perpetual

suave sadness, the man

VENICE GALLERY of thc festless 7nind, as
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he wrote of himself—Lotto has endowed liis portraits

with a delicate poetry derived perhaps from Giorgione,

but perhaps even more profound, more intimate, more

sincerely felt. The new picture in the \'enice Ciallery,

formerly in the collection of the Counts Carradori of

Recaati, belongs to the master's happiest age, to the

period when he i)roduced grand work in the Marches,

where he left a profusion of the treasures of his

palette. With advancing age his art declined, but

forehead, and falls in ample folds upon her shoulders,

forming a kind of niche for her inclined head. The

costume and the style of the work recall vividly

the middle of the seventeenth century, the Roman

barociue school of sculpture, which was so dominated

bv Ciian Lorenzo Bernini, that all other contemporary

artists appear insignificant. If this bust cannot be

assigned to Hernini, it nmst certainly be attributed

to one ot his best followers, whose name cannot at

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY BUST OF AN OLD LADY BORGHESE GALLERY, ROME

he had already filled Italy with so many brilliant

canvases, and risen to such fame as to justify Titian's

salutation :
" O Lotto, good like goodness itself, and

like virtue virtuous."—A. J. RuscoNi.

Thkke seventeenth century works of art have

recently been added to the Borghe.se Gallery in

Rome, which six years ago became

the property of the nation— a beautiful

marble bust, and two small pleasing

landscapes by Patel yf/jr. The life-size

bust represents an old lady with a

large veil—similar to the one to be

seen in the portraits of Donna Olvmpia Pam])hili

—which is thrown back from the top of her

New Works
at the

Borghese

Gallery

in Rome

present be ascertained, since the artistic style of this

bust does not exactly correspond with an\' of theirs.

I'he realism of this portrait is so pronouncetl as

to be almost photographic. The flabby lips, which,

no longer supported by the crown of the teeth, sink

into the gums
; the sunken eyes with their tired look

;

the fleshless neck, the wrinkled skin of which can

scarcely hide the cartilage of the trachea : and, above

all, the flabby relaxed muscles of the wonderlul thorax

under the covering stuff—all this is rendered with

most impressive mastery and truth.

W'H do not know the identity of the old lady and

the origin of this work. But we cannot be far wrong

in supposing that, placed in a niche, the bust formed

part of a tomb monument. This theory is still
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turther confiriiicd by the presence of an iron ring

attached to the back ot the bust, by the tact that

tliis back is not properly finished, and by the con-

sideration tliat the whole outline follows an elliptical

line, so as to fit into an oval niche. It has been

suggested that the bust i)elonged originally to the

little mural monument which Bernardino Petrinochi

had erected in 1683 in the church of S. Maria del

i'opolo, Rome, to his mother Vincenza 1 )anesi, who

died in 1682 at the age of sixty-eight. But although

the size of the bust corresponds with that of the now

father or to the son. But no such doubt exists about

the two little pictures here reproduced, first of all

because they are signed A. P. Patel, which initials

appear to refer to Patel fils (Pierre Antoine?), who
is also known as Patel le iiie, rather than to the

father (Pierre?), and secondly because they are dated

1687, that is to say, eleven years after the elder Paiel's

death.

The composition of these pictures, which are

smaller than the pages of this magazine, cannot be

called very original, in so far as it is a mere variation

LANDSCAPE A. P. PATEL BORGHESE GALLERY, RO.ME

empty niche, and the woman's age with that of the

portrait, no decisive argument has been brought

forward to prove that the bust was at one time in

that marvellous Roman church. The government

paid ,^,240 for the bust.

'l"he two landscapes by Patel jun., acquired for the

same gallery for the modest sum of ,^.64. have a far

greater interest than their intrinsic value, since their

author is a rather rare master, who is represented in

very few galleries outside France, and, I believe, in

no English or Italian gallerv. Of Patel plre as well

as of Patel 7?A, landscape painters both, and imitators

of Claude Lorraine, the records are so scanty that

we can scarcely distinguish between their works.

There is considerable uncertainty about some of their

works as to whether thev are to be attributed to the

of the motijs of Claude, who exercised so great an

influence uj^on his contemporaries. But full praise

must be given to the technique, which recalls a little

that of Adam Elsheimer, of Frankfurt : to the fresh

and lively sense of nature : and, above all, to the

manner in which the painter has rendered all the

minute details of his scenes. If the figures are not

very correct in drawing, and suggest the studio pose,

the buildings, the ground, and the trees are painted

with a miniaturist's loving care and patience, which

dwell upon every branch and caress every leaflet.

The colour, too, is very i)leasing : the tonality of

the masses of foliage that represent the whole rich

scale of greens that blend in sweet harmony with the

luminous pure opalesque sky, which over the far

horizon softens the contours, veils the forms, and
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covers the tones with the haze of atmosphere. At

the Borghese Gallery, close to a rich series of land-

scapes by Patinier, Brill, Salvator Rosa, Ossembeck,

Swanevelt, " \'elvet " Breughel, etc., the two small land-

scapes by one of the Patels have found a suitable

position which invests tiiem with increased interest.

— E. M.

'roi-.KTHKK with the works of art above described,

the Borghese (".allery has re-entered into possession

of two superb ^culjitures by Bernini, wiiirh, until some

a disagreeable aspect. in a few nights of feverish

work Bernini produced liis copy so as to present to

the Cardinal together with the defective bust another

perfect one. Baldinucci relates that the prelate,

much disturbed at the sight of the first bust (which

is here reproduced), was filled with joy when the

second copy was produced to him ; but if he had

judged with the eye of an artist, and not with that

of a patron, he would have found that tiie second

version, though according to the artist's intention it

should have been identical with, or even finer than

L.ANDSCAPE HV A. P. PATEI. BORGHESE GAT.LERV, ROME

years ago, were in this ccjUection, but were removed

when, in 1891, the works which were not tied by

entail were disposed of. Among
Bernini's Busts

^j^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ Cardinal
of Cardinal o • • r- cc w t> 1 .1 r
„ . . 13 . ScipioCaffarelli Borghese, the famous
Scipio Borghese ' ° '

nephew of Paul V. Bought for ^400
by the Italian Ciovernment, they were assigned to the

Venice Ciallery, but as since then the Borghese col-

lection has become State property, it was suggested

that Bernini's busts should be returned to their

original home, a wish which lias now been fulfilled.

There are two of these busts, identical in form,

because, according to Bernini's contemporary, Baldi-

nucci, the artist discovered on finishing the first

version that a streak in the marble was noticeable

across the forehead and temples, which gave the face

the first, turned out to be inferior as regards energy

of touch and expressiveness—which is easily ex-

plained, if one considers that Bernini created in the

first, and merely copied in the second, and that a

free and ardent genius, like the great sevi_'iUeenth

centurv iiiasttr, must needs fall below his best when

he has to adajH and to limit himself to the faithful

mechanical reproduction of a model.

The bust is a masteri)icce, j)erhaps the most

splendid example left to us by liernini in the field

of portraiture. Never did he succeed better in

making marble yield the character of muscle, flesh,

texture, and expression, as in this truly living ])resent-

meiit of Cardinal Borghese. With the return of the

two busts to the famous Roman nalace. Cardinal

Scipio has taken possession again
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which was his con-

stant abode during

his lifetime ; and
Bernini has extended

the frontiers of his

realm — I say Ber-

nini's realm, because

within the walls that

hold the David, the

.Eneas and Anc/iises,

the Apollo and
Daphne, the bust of

Paul v., and the por-

traits of Cardinal

Borghese, the artist

who created them

rules more absolutely

than a sovereign.

—

E. M.

The Farrier's Shop
By Paul Potter

The characteristic

example of the work

of that short-lived

genius, Paul Potter, cardinal scipio borghese

which we reproduce in the present number, is one

of the few pictures from the famous Kann Col-

lection that have come to our shores, and at

present is on view at the exhibition of Old Masters

at Burlington House. Though the painting of the

faces is somewhat coarse, the sky and landscape

are characteristic of the beautiful work of the artist,

the large luminous clouds which cover the blue

sky in parts, and the plain in the background

where cattle are browsing, being especially fine in

treatment.

Paul Potter died at a very early age, and conse-

quently genuine examples of his work are extremely

rare, and though there are many canvases which bear

his name, the number of gentiine works in private

collections is very small.

At different periods this picture, which is repro-

duced by permission of Messrs. Duveen Brothers,

has figured in the J- Ph. de Monte. L. J. Nieu-

wenhuys, Comte tie Perregaux, and Madame .\utran

collections.

Thomas (Iaicain, the engraver of the charming

. T^.. ^. , colour-T)rint which we reproduce in
A Blind (jirl

^

i i
•

i
•

of Rome the present number, ranks high m
By Gaugain that great armv of engravers in stipple
after Northcote

j,^^^ ^.^^^ ^,,e' latter half of the eigh-

teenth century the golden age of stipple engraving.

5V BERNINI

Like many others of

his craft, he was of

foreign birth, but

coming to England

at an early age, he

adopted the profes-

sion of painting,

soon forsaking it,

however, for the

stipple-point. For

nearly thirty years

he practised the art,

executing many fine

prints, one at least

of which is held to

be equal to any

done by his more
notable co >i re/rs.

This is An Airing

in Hyde Park, en-

graved after Dayes,

which makes a pair

to Soiron's Pro/nen-

ade in St. James's

Park. Others
of importance are

Louisa, after Morland, The Bird-CaU/ier, &\\d The

Sho7i'>nan. S

In our January number we reproduced a charming

portrait of Madame Huet, from a print by Demarteau,

after ]. B. Huet. We now reproduce another portrait:

of this charming woman by the same artist and

engraver. We also include as a plate another of our

series of winter coaching scenes, depicting the Liver-

pool Mail in difficulties near St. Albans. It is an

excellent example of R. Havell's engraving after that

prolific sporting artist's work. Henry Aiken.

.\nv attempt to popularise the masterpieces of the

great painters deserves hearty support, especially

if it is presented in such an at-

Burlington Art tractive form as the portfolios of art

Miniatures miniatures produced by the mezzo-
arts

.
to

. <T,avure process bv the Fine Arts
IS. od. net each ",,.,. ^^ \ r

c- A * Publishing Co. in a series ot
part, rinc Art »

Publishing Co. twenty portfolios, it is the pub-

li>her"s intention to reproduce two.

hundred of the finest paintings in the chief English

and Continental galleries. The first five include

the pictures of His Majesty the King, the ^\allace

Collection, the National Cxallery, the Louvre, and the

Luxembourg, whilst later the chief galleries in Italy„

Cermany. Russia, and elsewhere will be issued.

;oS
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London
Opinion "

Curio Club

IS. net.

To the lonti series of inexpensive books lor col-

lectors that have been issued during the past few

years must now be added tlie ad

Old China mivable little volume from the pen
By I. W. Blacker „( ^^^^ j \v. Blacker, entitled The

. I B C of Collecting Old China, the

first of a series to be issued by the

"London Opinion" Curio Club.

'The constantly increasing army ot

collectors interested in old china has already caused

many interesting little volumes to be issued at prices

undreamt of in the days when Chaffers's Keramic

Gallery and similar works were lust published, but

we think the jiresent volume, fully illustrated and

extending to about 150 i)ages, is the last word in

cheap book making.

Of the manner in which Mr. Blacker has succeeded

in his task of telling the amateur how to identify

old china, one cannot say more than to advise all

those who are interested to secure the book and

profit by the excellent advice which the author has

to offer regarding the chief English factories and

their work.

Amont. the historical pageants of recent date, that

of Dover, which takes place from July 27th to

August 1st, will stand j^ire eminent.

There are few towns which occupy a

more prominent position in English

history than Dover. From the most remote ages

it was the site of a British camp and town, and it

forms the starting [)oint of the famous Watling Street,

the Roman road to London. The keynotes of the

Dover Pageant will be " Dover, the key of England,

the sea, and its connection with France." The scenes

to be represented will commence with legtndary

Dover in the time of King Arthur. William the

Conqueror will cross the stage. King John, Edward L,

and Henry V. will pass with other kings, queens,

noblemen, etc., historically connected with the town.

The organiser of the pageant is Mr. Louis N. Parker,

whose name is a guarantee of historical accuracy and

magnificence of the spectacle. The pageant is under

the patronage of their Royal Highnesses the Prince

and Princess of Wales, the noblemen and gentlemen

of Kent and adjoining counties, the Maires of Calais,

Boulogne, etc., the Burgomasters of Antwerp, Bruges,

Ghent and Ostend, and the Mayors of all Kentish
towns.

A beautifully illustrated pam[)hlet containing some
details of the pageant and the town of Dover will

be sent free on application to the Secretary, Pageant

House, Dover.

A DKCisiON of great importance regarding the

l)rotection of copyright in ]iaintings in the United

States has just bt'cn arrived at l)v the
Protection of

Copyright
Supreme Court at Washington, tin

The Dover
Pageant

highest ("ourt of Appeal in the Statt's.

This decision ends a law-suit which has for a number

of years been cairied on by the I5erlin Photographic

Company (of Berlin, London, New N'ork, and Paris)

against the American Tobacco Co. and the American

Lithograph Co., who had reproduced Dendy S;'(ller's

well-known picture, Clio/iis, of which the Berlin Co.

held the copyright.

What made the case most aggra\ating was that ihe

offenders were well aware that the copyright belonged

to the Berlin Photogra])hic Co., but they insisted

that this copyright had no value in the States

(although it was dul\- entered at Washington) because

the original painting, when exhibited at the Royal

Academy in London, did not bear an inscrijjtion to

the effect that the (-opyright l)elonged to anyone.

They further claimed that according to American

views the exhibition in a public gallery made a

picture i)ublic projjcrty. The case for this reason

touched a vital point, and had to be brought up

through the various stages of the Courts until the

Supreme Court of the United States decided in

favour of the rightful owners of the copyright.

The Supreme Court declared that the public ex-

hibition of a painting does «(V amount to a publication

within the meaning of the Statute, and that the copy-

right notice which has to appear on the reproductions

need not be on the original painting.

By this decision an uncertainty which has hitherto

prevailed and led to many law-suits— and still more

to a great number of unpursued cases of infringement

just on account of this uncertainty— has for once and

all been removed, and a security achieved of the

greatest value to all English painters and line art

publishers.

Thk editor of this new edition, of which the fust

volume has now been published, has done an amazing

„ ,, r . .
amount of real hard work, antl all

Ur. Hoistcde de

Groot's Edition ^^'^'^ ^"^^ students of Dutch art owe

of " Smith's 'li'ii 'Ti incalculable debt. But it

Catalogue is to be regretted that, ha\ing tlone

Raisonne "
tg much, he did not continue his

(Macmillan&Co.)
|,^^^^,^„.^ ^ ,j,j,^. |-^„.^,^g^_ j,^ ^^^yj,^^,

this we have no desire to complain because the lists

of pictures are incomplete. To have made them any-

thing like complete would have been an imjiossibility.

It would, of course, be possible for any widely-travelled

connoisseur to mention a few good ])ictures that have

209
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been omitted : hut tlie most learned student of the

topograpliy of Dutcli painting will hnd mention in

this book of scores of pictures of which he had

no previous knowledge. It is the incompleteness of

several of the notices that make up the lists of which

we ventine to make complaint. The editor has left

out in some cases descriptions, and in many more

cases the dimensions of pictures, when these could

have been added with very little trouble. He has

also omitted in many cases the prices realized by

pictures at recent public auctions. And these details,

as the editor himself tells us, are of very great import-

ance to the collector, to the dealer, and to the critic.

It would not have been difficult, for example, to

have obtained the dimensions of Nos. 54, 183, 289,

413, 489, 497, as well as of several others, in the list

of Ian Steen's works. Moreover, it is scarcely fair

to give some of the prices realized by pictures sold

recentlv at Christie's and elsewhere, whilst omitting

others. When a dealer has picked up a real bargain,

it may involve some hardship to him to publish the

price that he paid for his picture : but the hardship

becomes an injustice if, in the case of a picture by

the same master bought at about the same time

—

and equally cheaply—by a rival dealer, the price is

withheld.

There are, of couise, some small errors, though

they are very few in number considering the character

of the work. Most of those that were to be found

in the (lerman edition have been corrected. On
the last line of page 21, ''Sir J. M. Stirling" ought

to read "Sir J. Stirling Maxwell." On page 31,

" lesmond Cottage, near Manchester," ought to read

" lesmond Cottage, near Newcastle-on-Tyne." The

name of a town in Sweden appears as " Vanas,"

" Wanas," and " W'anas." \\'e do not pretend to

know which is the right form. Mr. Albert Levy's

name is sometimes spelt " Levi," and Montagu House

appears as " Montague House."

We may add that No. 29 in the list of Metsu's

works left Lord Ashburton's collection long before

the remaining jxirtion of this great collection was sold

to a Bond Street syndicate, as did No. 528 in the

list of Jan Steen's pictures, and No. 255 in the list

of Cerard Dow's paintings. No. 291 in the list of

Steen"s works now belongs to a London collector,

as does No. 312 in the list of P. de Hooch's pictures,

and another P. de Hooch, The Dancing Dogs.

"The Collector." Volume III. iHorace Cox)

The price of \"olume III. of The CoUecior is

los. 6d. net, not 5s. as given in the review in our

last number. \'olumes I. and II. are 5s. net.

BooKs Received
Who's il'/io, 190S, lo>. ncl ; 'J he Jlrt/eis^ and Artists' Year-

Iwch, 190S, !>;. net ; Who's Wiio Year-book. 190S, is. net.

(A. \ C. Black.)

"The N't-w Medieval LihiaiA "
: 'J lie Chatelaine ofVergi.\)y

Alice Kemp Welch ; Of the Ttntihler of Our Lady, hy

Alice Kemp Welch, 7s. 6d. each net. (Chat to & Windiis.)

A Catalogue Kaisciiiie of the Works of the most Eminent Dutch

Fainters of the Sec-enteenth Century. Based on the Work
of John Smiili. By C. Hofstede de Giooi, 25s. net.

(Macniillan & Co., Ltd.)

A l-'aiiiily Chronicle, Derived from A'otes and Letters selected

l>y Barliariva, the Hon. Lady Grey. Edited by Gertrude

Lyslei, I2s. net. (John Minray.)

Xotes on the Earlier Histoiy of Barlou-oJi-Httmber, Vol. II.,

l.y Rolieit Blown. F.S.A., 15s. (Elliot Stock.)

Early IVoodciit Initials. Selected and annotated by Oscar

Jennings, jNI.D., 21?. net. (Metluien & Co.)

Decoi ators' Symbols, Emblems, and Devices, h\ Guy Cadogan

Rolhery, 3s. (The Trade Paper's Publishing Co.)

Catalogue of Books Printed for Private Circulation. Collected

by Bertram Dobell and described by him, 4>. 6d. net.

(Published by the Author.)

Essays on Art, \t\ John Hopjiner, R.A., edited with an intro-

duction by Frank Rutter, 2s. 6d. net. (Francis Grifliths.)

Sienska Portriitt J Offentliga Savtlingai-, liy N. Sjoberg. (Hasse

W. Tallbergs Forlag, Stockholm.)

Botticelli, by R. H. Hobart Cust, M. A. : The Brothers Van Eyck,

by P. G. Konody ; Bell's Miniature Scries of Paintcis,

IS. net each. (G. Bell it Sons.)

Das Miiiiatur-Poitnit, by A. Kende-Ehrenslein, Mk. 3.

(Halm & Goldniann, Leipzig and Vienna.)

rhc Year's Att, 1908. edited by A. C. R. Carter, 3s. 6d. net.

(Hutchinson iV Co.)

A Modern Antique, by Riccardo Nobili, 6s. (W. Blackwood

and Sons.)

Chats on Violoncellos, by Olga Raestc
,
3s. 6d. net. (T. Werner

Laurie.)
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
Special Notice

Enqiiriks should be made ui)on the

coupon which will he found in the adveitisement

pages. While, owing to our enormous correspondence

and the tact that every number of Thk Connoisskur

is printed a month in advance, it is impossible for us

to guarantee in every case a prompt reply in these

columns, an inuuediate re[)ly will be sent by post to

all readers who desire it, upon payment of a nominal

fee. Expert opinions and valuations can be sui)i)lied

when objects are sent to our oftices for ins[)ection,

and, where necessary, arrangements can be made for

an expert to examine single objects and collections

in the country, and give advice, the fee in all cases

to be arranged beforehand. Objects sent to us may

be insured whilst they are in our possession, at a

moderate cost. All communications and goods should

be addressed to the " Cc)rres])on(lence Manager, Thk
Connoisseur Maclvzink, (;5, Temple Chambtrs,

Temple Avenue, ICC"."

"Books.— "Boccaccio's Decameron," printed by
Isaac laggard for Matthew Lownes, 1625.-10,177
(Guernsey).—This is the tirsl Knj^lish translation of Boccarcio,

and is a hook of considerable value. So maiiy details make a

difference to the value, however, that it is impossiljle for us to

say without seeing your co|)y. You do not say how many
caricatures there are in your J^'aoi of Cai icaliiies. A volume
containing about sixty sold for ^"J los. at Hodgson's rooms last

month. \'our Ancient Cos/iuiies is worth about 25s. to 30s.,

and 7'he Tytni) 11 Calendar about 10s. ^'()ur Cosltiuies de la

Chine is another hook we must see to value, as your description

is so vague. The other works on yciur list are of trilling or

no value.

"Othello," 1687.— 10,206 (Ipswich).— \'oin- description

is insuHicient. Please copy out the title-page exactly. If yours
is really the 16S7 ctlition, it should have the words " Revised
by John Dryden,"or " Re-writien by John Dryden "on the title.

" Illustrations to Waverley Novels."- 10, 149 (Read-
ing)-—Your two volumes are not worth more than 15s. The
complete work extends to four volumes.

"Qaleni Pergameni," 1538.-10,153 (Frodsham).—
This work is worth about £z 2s. Hooker's Eiiiesiasliia/ Polity,

1724, about 5s.

"Airy Nothings," by Olio Rigmaroll, 1825.-10,246
(Hythe).— Being the second edition, your copy woidd not realise

more than about £1,. The first is worth between £l and £,'&.

Ackermann's "Repository of Art," 1816.-10,425
(Rhyl). —All the books on your list, except London and Coitniy

Residences^ are valuable, and require inspection to be accurately
priced. The Repository of A>t may be worth /'S to £\2.
Bentley's " Illustrated Record," 1816. — 10,387

(Curragh).—This book is worth about 26s. Penier's Statuary
is a work of no importance, worth at the most ids. Your co|)y

oi Lodf^e^s Portraits is evidently the quarto edition, and unbound
is worth from £6 to ^^S.

Bible, 1805.— 10,499 (Cicwc).—Your Bible is practically

of no value.

Clock. — Repeater by John Hallifax. — 10,735
(Bath).—The repeater clock depicted in your phologra])h is

worth aijout £S los. The maker flourished during the reign

of George II.

Coins and Medals.—Roman Coin.— 10,421

(Swanage).—The little brass coin of which you send us rubbings

was issued by Gallienus, Emperor of Rome, a.U. 254-268.

It is <|uite common, and its commercial value is nil. \'our

l8th century wafer seal is worth abnut 5s.

Silver Medal. IO,440(Binsted). — Your medal is certainly

scarce, but you have been misinformed as to the number struck.

It is worth al)0ut 30s.

Engravings. — " Boyhood's Reverie," after
Sir riiomas Lawrence, by Samuel Cousins.— 10,456
(Blundellsands).— Vour eiigiaving is the last state of A/aster

/.a/n/>ton, and is worth £^ to £4. The others you describe aie

of little value.

" Lady Charlotte Fitz = \Villlam," after Reynolds,
by AlcArdell, and " La Signorina Zamperini in the
character of Acchina," after N. Hone, by J.

Pinlayson.— 10,204 (Russell Square).

—

Wnir two nie//,olints

are worth about £1 each.

Prints by CJillray.— 10,428 (lirentwood).—The prints jmi
mention aie only worth 4s. or 5s. each.

"Cries of London."— 10,482 (Hull).— It is next to im-
possible to say the value of your coloured prints without seeing

them. Coloured copies of the Cries of London can be bought
in every town in England for a few shillings each, but they are

not the original engravings. The latter are extremely raie, and
a conqilete set has been sold for ;^i,ooo in the auclion-rcjom.

Everything depend-; U|)on the " slate," however, and a poor set

miglit fetih under ;^IOO.

"The Morning of Life," etc. — 10,462 (Botky).— There
is not much demand for the three |)rinls you mention, and we do
not think you would get more than £\ for them.

Prints published by Bowyer.— 10,401 (Uablin).—The
piints in your list are of veiy trilling value.

" Elizabeth Castlehaven," after Van Dyck, by
Lombart.— lo,l46(\Vealdslone, R.S.O.) —This piint is wcnlh
Irom i6s. to^r. What si/.e are your Morland prints?
" Epsom, 1836," by Chas. Hunt, etc. — 10,406

(.Abergavenny).—These cdd spoiling prints are in good demand,
but genuine ones aie very rare. If fine, the Epsom set would
be worth ^30 to .1^36, and Tlie Fiist Steepleehase on A'oiord,

by Aiken, about ;f^20 to ^^25. The etchings ycui desciibe have
very little commercial value.
" Verlag," after Domenichino, by Bahmann.

—

10,1 IQ (h'ulham).—Your engiaving is ol very small value.
" Palamon and Arcite" and "The Death of

Arcite," after Hamilton, by Bartolozzi. — 10,292
(bulhaiii).- -These engiaving^ are worlh about 50s. each.

"Crossing the Brook," after H. Thomson, by
W. Say.— 10,505 (Sherborne).— Your colour-priiii , if a tine

oiiginal impression, should realise Irom £\2 to £lb.
"Father Paul Disturbed," etc.— 10,345 (Melksham).

—We must know further parliculais about your prints to value
them. Please say sizes, and names of painteis and engravers.

"Age" and "Infancy." — 10,502 (Scarborough).

—

These are not very important |)lates. They are worth appioxi-

malelv ^5 the pair.

" Contadine Family Prisoners with Banditti."—
l0,Si3 (Thome).- -Your |irinl i-^ ol no special value.

Furniture.—Oak Table=Chair. — 10,444 (Camar
von).— Your oak table-chair is l7ih century. It is a lather

uncommon piece ol fiirnitme, and its market \abie :-hould be

about 6 to 8 guineas.

Clock, etc.— 10,215 (Birmingham).— The long-case clock

you mention is not very valuable. A clock of this character

usually sells for about £t, 10s. to ^4. Your description of your
oak Inireau is too vague for our expert to be able to form an
opinion. Your knife-box is apparently Chippendale period.

The average market value is about 2 guineas.

Oak Cabinet. — 10,432 (Lawrence). —The object shown in

your photograph is one that cannot be juilged accurately without

proper inspection. ()ur expert's oyiinion, formed only upon the

photograph, is that it is an old Spanish treasure che-t of the

17th or iSth century. .Such pieces, though interesting and
possibly greatly valued when in private hands, ha\e very small

auction-room value, and generally fetch a few pounds only.

Chippendale Chairs.— 10, 2sS (Worcester). — Your five

Chippendale chairs should realise about 15 guineas.

BURLfNGA;
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Furniture — (conHnued) — Continental Dole
Cupboard.— 10,136 (St:Ul>ridge).—Your cupboard is jirolialjly

Il.iiiaii, or tVoiii Hriltany, and worth about /lo los.

Late Sheraton Chairs.— 10,251 (Oxford).—The chair.^.

of wliirli you send us sketch, are of the late Sheraton type, !.e.,

early lOlh lenlury. \Vc (iresunie they are of mahogany. They
are wurlh almnl 30s. each.

Chippendale Elbow=Chair. — lo.iSS (Did^bury).—Your
elb.iw-chair is of the latter part of the iSth century. It is of
Chippendale design, but severely plain, and its value is not
more than 3 cjr 4 gns.

Sheraton Inlay and Veneer.— 10,31 1 (Rochester).—
."some 111 ihe finot \vi>ik nf this jieriod was dune on white

ObjetS d'Art.—Samplers.— 10,415 (Uu.xford).—
I'runi }'our desciiption, your samplers appear to be good early

ones. The first, dated 1684, is worth about ^'5, and the undated
one about half as much.
Wooden Busts.— 10,479 (Cobham).—The busts of which

you send us phoiographs are very curious. Our expert has seen
others similar, and the only solution he can oft'er is that the
openings are made to contain relics. The faces appear to be
old English, but the work has a Continental look. It is possible

that they may have been specially carved for an English family

by a l-'rencli or Italian artist early in the 17th century.

Italian Bronze.— 10,323 (Chorlton-cum-Hardy).— Your
bron/.e appears in the photograph you send us to be of fine

(pialiiy, an 1 is probably Italian of the iSlh century. Of course,

no opinion is definite without seeing the original ; but we should
sa\- the value of the bronze is about ^^30 to ^^40.

Sheffield Plate Wine Strainer.— 10,365 (Newlands

.

—This is a connnon article, worth about 15s. to £1.

French Snulf=Box. — 10,333 (Bushey Heaih). — Your
French snuff-box, with design on lid in pressed' wood, isevidentlv
an iSth century piece. It is worth alxjut 25s.
Brass Inkstand and Candlestick.— 10,278 Stanraer

.

—The brass inkstand and candlestick shown in your photograph
are of iSth century or early 19th century period.' Their market
value is anout 30s. The letter weight, which is 19th centurv,
is not worth more than los.

"Pottery and Porcelain. ~ Chinese Jar.~
•0,405 (Cheltenham).— Vour Chinese jar appears from the
photograph you --end us to he powder blue, with gilt decoration,
and it is, no doubt, about two hundred years old. Its value de-
pends upon the quality, which does no: show in a photograph

;

but we should say ir is certainly worth £2^, or perhaps more.
Nankin Blue and White Vases.—9,903 (Frod>ham).—

The photogiajjh you send is so bad that we cannot form any
idea of the value of your vases. If a dealer has offered you
;^5o tor them, however, he must have a fairly good opinion
of them, and it would pay you to have an independent valuation,
such as suggested in your letter.

Chinese Teapot.— 10,478 (Regent's Park).—Your teapot
is evidently modern Canton ware, and quite common. The set,

«ith cups and plates in padded basket, is not worth more than
about £2 5s.

Worcester Figures.— 10,448 (Ilkley).—The figures you
describe are modern Worcester, dating about 1 862. They have
no value from a collector's point of view, but as second-hand
decorative pieces the pair would be worth 30s.

Chinese Crackle Vase.— 10,167 (Weymouth).—Your vase
of Chinese crackle ware is probably 17th century, though it is

naturally impossible for us to be quite sure without seeing it.

If so, its value would be about £1$.

HERALDIC CORRESPONDENCE
CoNDUCTEu uv A. Meredyth Burke

1299 (Vacoas).— .Mrs. Oliphanl's maiden name was Wilson
(not (Jliphant as stated), having been a daughter of Francis
Wilson by Margaret, his wife, //,v Oliphant. She mairied her

Cousin, h'rancis Wilson Oliphant, son of Thomas Oliphant, of

Edinburgh. The authoress died at Windsor, and was buried

at Eton (not Wimbledon).

1304 (London).— t/oloncl Sir Robert Arbuthnot, K.C.H.,
was the lourlh son of John .'Arbuthnot, of Kockfleet Castle,
Co. Mayo, and grandson of George Arbuthnot, brother of the
celeliraied Dr. John Arbuthnot, physician to <^)ueen Anne,
an eminent writer and Iriend of Pope, Swift, etc. Sir Robert
entered the army as Cornet in 1797, and served in Ireland
duiing the Rebellion. In 1805, he was at the capture of the

Cape of Good Hope ; and in the following year he was taken
])risoner at Pueno.-, Ayre-., and marched more than a thousand
miles into the country. On his return to Europe, he went with
Lord Peresford to Portugal ; was present at the battle ol

Corunna, and at the capture of Oporto in 1S09 ; at the battle

of Pusaco in iSlo; that of .Albuera in 181 1 : at the storming
of Ciudad Rodrigo and Hadajos in 1812, and the capture ot

.Salamanca in the same year. Compelled by ill-health to return

to England, lie did not rejoin his regiment till 1813 ; but he
was ])resent at the battles from that of Nivelle to that of
Tcjulouse, inclusive, and afterwards at Waterloo.

1306 iPedford).— (1) The coat of arms on the tea-caddy

—

Ar^'iii/ a ihcvron ,i;'ii/t's hetwecii three square bitikUs /<yiii;iicf

feiidaiit f'alewise safi/e. Crest : .4 coii's keaj or he/weeit l-co

li'iiigs e.xpaiidtci azure—are those of the family of Moreton, and
it will be noted that the initials telou are "P.M." (2) The
arms on the seal

—

Ari^eiit a chevron k.i'Us between thiee Tudor
roses—have been borne by several families, that of Pearson being
one of them.

1313 (Parkstone).— The coat of arms beneath the portrait

is that of Major-General Sir William Ponsonby, K.C.B. , im-
paling the arms of his wife, who was the fifth and youngest
daughter of Charles Fitzroy, 1st Lord .Soulhamplon. This
di'^iinguished officer, who was k)l)ed in JS15 at Waterloo, «as

the second son of William Brabazon, 1st Baron Ponscmby (by

Louisa Molesworth, his wife, daughter of Richard, 3rd Viscount
Moleswoith), and grandson of the Right Honouiable John
Ponsonby, Speaker to the House of Commons in Iicland. .Sir

William left an only son, William, who succeeded to the Barony
of Ponsonby upon the death of his uncle, John, ist Viscount

and 2nd Baron Ponsonby, but dving without issue in 1861, the

peerage passed to his cousin, William, 4th and last Baron.

1317 (Path).—The registers of the Countess of Huntingdon's
Connection relating to ."spa Fields' burial ground (attached to

Northampton Cha])el), Clerkenwell, and to Bearfield Cemetery,
Bradford, are preserved at the General Registry Office, Somerset
House. The former e\leni.l from 1778 to 1849, and the latter

from 1793 10 1856.

1321 (London).—The Writs of Smiimons of Peers, Writs and
Returns of Members of the House of Commons, Writs of

.Summons, Commissions of Array, and other documents relating

to military service (including the Scutage and Marshals' Rolls),

for the reigns of Edward I. and Edward II. have been
transcribed from the various classes of records on which they

are enrolled and published, together with a Chronological

.\bstract and Calendar thereof, in 4 vols, or parts, edited by
sir F. Palgrave.

1333 i Lichfield).— Colonel George Joscelyn was the eighth

son of Sir Rolxirt Joscelyn, 1st Baronet of Hyde Hall,

Co. Hertford, so created Sih June, 1665, by Jane, his wife,

daughter and co-heir of Robert Strange, of Somerford, Co. Wilts.

For his -ervices in the armies of William and Mary and (^ueen

Anne, he was promoted to a regiment in 1706, and in 1713 he

succeeded Colonel Francis Langslon in his regiment of Horse,

having lieen made a Prigadier General in 1710. He married

Catherine, daughter and heiress of Sir Francis Withens, one of

the Judges of the Court of King's Bench, and widow of Sir

Thomas Twysden, Ban. He had three sons, all in the army.

The eldest, Lieut-Colonel (ieorge Joscelyn, was wounded in

the battle of Fontenoy in 1745, and was afterwards appointed

Deputy Governor of Carlisle.
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The first sale of the New N'ear was lield b\' Messrs.

Hodgson on January "th and two following days.

Thougli the catalogue

contained a la r g e

n uni her of familiar

books, for t h e most

part of little interest,

there w ere others
which for one reason

or another are worthy

of more than a casual

reference. Among
the latter was Sir J.

I\ennell Rodd's J\!ose Leaf and Apple Leaf, printed by

J. M. Stoddart & Co. at Philadelphia in 1882. This is

a curious work, printed throughout in brown ink on thin

parchment paper, interleaved with tissue, but its real

importance is attributed to the fact that the introtluction,

headed " L'Envoi," was written by Oscar Wilde. It sold

fo'' -£9 5s- (vellum, gilt top, as issued), and was well

worth the price, for books by Oscar Wilde, or with

which he was in any way associated, are now in \er\'

general request, and this particular one must be among

the scarcest of them all. Long runs of Piiliiiers Index

to the Times are always acceptable, as these books

constitute a ready reference e.xtending over many years

to all the chief e\ents of the period as well as to other

occurrences which, though perhaps not \ery important

in themselves, become so when information respecting

them is required for any special reason. At this sale

132 consecutive volumes, dealing with the years 1874 to

1906 inclusive, realised £\2 (cloth), while a complete

set of the Folk Lore Society's Publications, 54 \oIs., in

cloth, and 2 parts sewed, 1878-1907, went for ^20 los.

Another long series of books, which naturally fall into

a somewhat similar category, is supplied by the collected

works of Goethe, printed at Weimar during the years

1887-1906. This is the most complete edition it is

possible to get, and the set of 97 volumes, which sold on

this occasion for /, 1 1 (half morocco), constituted a \ery

useful series. The only other work it is necessary to

mention is Pierce Egan's Anecdotes of the Turf, the

Chase, the Rint;; a//d the Sta^^e, printed for Knight and

Lacey in 1827, 8vo, ^5 12s 6d. (old calf). Though this

is not a very expensive book, it is nevertheless of con-

siderable importance, anil there is something to be

remembered concerning it, chiefly, perhaps, that it was

originally published in parts (12), which are now ver\-

rarely met with. Whether bountl or in ])arts it should

have a coloured frontispiece and 12 coloured plate-^, the

whole designed and etched b\' Theodore Lane. The

frontispiece should always be looked for ; not that it

can very easily be missed, but for the simple reason that

it has \ery often been e.xtracted, and in that case its loss

would certainly not be noticetl by an\one who was not

conversant with the book, or who had not been warned

that at least fifty per cent, of the copies offered for sale

are imjierfect in this respect, though the\ may not

appear to be so.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson's sale of the 15th and

if'jth January was, all things considered, the best held

during the month. The books came from a variety of

soiu'ces, but chiefly from the library ot Mr. Charles

Douglas Halford, late of Prince's (late, and realised the

very respectable sum of /^ 1,765, the price, it may be

said, of a passable first folio. A perfect copy of the

second folio, by the way, realised /. 100. It was bound

in morocco extra, measured 13] in. in height, and had

nothing the matter with it except one leaf repaired and

the line, " To the Reader,' in facsimile. This was un-

doubtedly cheap at the sum named, as also was the

Iliblia Sacra, printed by .A.dolf Rasch at Strasbourg in

1470, 4 vols., folio, which realised £\}, (original oak

boards). This ranks as one of the earliest printed

editions of the Bible, and as one t)f the finest examples

of early t)pography. It contained a number of well

executed painted and illuminated miniatures, which had

been added at some time or other. Young's ^Vii^ht

Thoui^hts, 1797, very rarely has Blake's plates coloured.

The Earl of Crewe's co[)y in that state sold in March,

1003, for ^170, and from that sum to ^52 may seem an

abysmal fall. The fact is, howe\er, that all the Blake
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books belong;! ng to the Earl realised very high prices.

Still, £^2 must be regarded as a very satisfactory sum

for the buyer, as the copy sold on this occasion had the

plates coloured by Blake himself The probability is

that Blake coloured a number of copies to order, but be

that as it may, no more than two have so far appeared

in the sale rooms.

-Several other very important books were included in

this excellent sale. Among them an interesting copy of

the Eikoii Basilike, having a presentation inscription in

French from King Charles II. to the Comte de la Garde.

The edition to w-hich this book belonged was specially

printed and bound in black morocco, with the Royal

monogram surmounted by a crown over a death's head

as a memorial of the death of Charles the First. This

copy, which was clean and in good condition, realised

^58. Sir Thomas 'Move's Frnteftil and P/easa/it IVorke,

called Utopia, printed at London in 1551, is another

book which attracts much attention on the rare occasions

when this particular edition appears for sale. This copy

was a fine one, and hail a woodcut printer's device on the

leaf facing the title—a most unusual occurrence. The
/^5o paid for such a good copy of this— the first edition in

English- was reasonable. The example from Mr. Van
.-Antwerp's library realised /41 la>t year (morocco extra),

and that was considered a low price at the time. The
following prices may also be noticed : Aiken's Ideas,

Accidental and Incidental to Hiintijig; a fine complete

set of 43 coloured plates with title, McLean (1826-30),

£^l (morocco extra), the same artist's One Days Sport of

Three Real Good (h/es, 6 large coloured plates, McLean,

1823, £g 10s. (half morocco) ; Turner s liher Stiidiorinn,

66 (should be 71) plates in sepia, many in first or second

states, and all good early impressions, 1812-16, ^60 (old

calf) ; Ralfe's Nai'al Chronology of Great Britain, 3 vols.,

impl. 8vo, 1820, plates coloured, ^16 los. (half morocco) :

Chalmer's Bioi^faphical Dictionary, 32 vols., 1S12-17,

extra illustrated by the insertion of about Soo portraits,

/,33 (russia extra); Charles Lamb's Tale of Rosamund
iiray, 1798, £26 (morocco extra) ; Westmacott's The

English Spy, 2 vols., 1825-6, ^^41 (half morocco, uncut :

Lyson's Magna Tritannia, 6 vols., 1806-22, extended to

10 vols., imperial 4to, and extensively extra illustrated by

the insertion of water-colour and other drawings, and
coloured and other engravings, portraits, and views, ^72
(morocco extra); Florio's Essayes oj Montaigne, 1603,

folio, ^54 (original calf); and the Lawrence Gallery

consisting of title and 50 portraits, most of them in proof

state. Graves (1835-44), /50 (half morocco. Two works

by Janscha, each of which realised ^^17, may also be

mentioned. These were the Collection des lues de

Vienne, 30 coloured \iews, 1S22, folio, and the Collection

des Vues du Rhin, 2>7 plates should be 50)1, 1797, also

in folio. Both works were bound in half calf

There is very little to notice in the miscellaneous sale

held at Sotheby's on the i 5th of January and following

days. The copy of Swift's Talc of a Tub, 1704, which

realised ^,"5 (old calf) was peculiar, and should be made
a note of, for it had the two separate title pages, and at

the end the leaf of " Treatises writ by the same .Vuthor,''

which is nearly always missing. The Sj>07-t!ng Magasifie

and JVew Sporting Magazine, vols. 19 to 49 and vols. 54

to 79, together 57 vols., 1839-69, realised ^47 (half

morocco), and Pierre Germain's Elemetiis lOrfci'rerie,

the first issue of the original edition, with 100 plates

representing the finest patterns of Parisian silver plate

of the Louis X\'. period, 1748, 4to, /19 (morocco extra).

The first issue has the autograph signature of Germain
on each of the title pages, for there are two of these

signatures, one to each of the parts in which the work

was issued. Pyne's Royal Residences, 3 vols., 1819, royal

4to, sold for ^15 (half morocco); a complete set of the

ListerJournalofArchcrology, 9 vols., 1853-62, for;^5 los.

(cloth) ; Chauncy's HistoricalAntiquities ofHertfordshire,

1700, folio, iov £~ I OS. (morocco extra); Dickens's Works,

the Edition de Luxe, in 30 vols., for ^17 (half calf, un-

cut) ; and a number of volumes of the ill-fated Badminton

Libraty, all on large paper, for small sums. Thus, 2 1 vols,

realised /6 5s., 19 vols. ^5 los., 14 vols. £i 12s. 6d., and

1 1 vols. £2 IS. The work on "hunting" was not included

in any of these collections. That stands at about £"] when
on large paper, as against about £10 ten years ago.

On January 23rd a copy of Chamberlaine's Imitations

of Original Dra^oings by Hans Holbein came up for sale

at Hodgson's, and realised ^30. This book belonged

to the best issue of the original edition of 1792-1800, atlas

folio, and was bound in old crimson morocco. As there

are several issues of the first edition, it may, perhaps, be

as well to distinguish between them. The portraits con-

sist of Holbein and his wife, 12 anonymous portraits, 68

portraits according to list, and two miniatures of the

young Dukes, children of the Duke of Suffolk (both on

one plate), making in all 82 plates, the first issue of

which is printed on tinted (Holland) paper, mostly the

size of the page. The second issue has plates of smaller

size mounted on drawing paper, and the third has the

plates on a kind of white stained paper the size of the

page. It must be remembered that eight additional

portraits of the Court of Francis II. of France, which

remained unpublished till acquired by Bohn, are some-

times added, bringing the total number of plates to 90,

containing 91 portraits. The first and best issue is

consequently that which has the portiaits on tinted

paper. The later edition of 18 12 is much smaller in

size (large 4to), and of comparatively little account.

Other important books sold on the 23rd included a

copy of the original edition of Meyer's Illustrations of

British Birds and Their Eggs, 4 vols., folio (1835-41),

containing 319 coloured plates (inclusive of five plates

not mentioned in the list of contents), /17 5s. (half

morocco^ ; a fine copy of Pyne's Royal Residences, 3 vols.,

imperial 4to, 1819, ^18 15s. (half morocco); Smith's

Catalogue Raisonne, 9 vols., imperial 8vo, 1829-42, j{^2o

(cloth;, and se\eral expensi\e works on natural histor\-

in addition to the one by Meyer abo\e-named. These

consisted of 72 vols, bound in 30 (half morocco) of

Curtis's Botanical Magazine, 1787 to 1846, 8vo, .11^30;

Edwards's Botanical Register or Ornamental Flo'cver

Garden, from the conimencement in 181 5 to 1847,

together 34 vols., 8vo, /28 (calf) ; and the Annals of
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Natural History, edited by Jardine, Moukcr, and others.

This comprised the first four series complete, and the

fifth series as far as vol. 9, making in all 89 \ols., in

half calf imiform. The amoimt realised was £^,o. It

is worthy of note that although ]u{u>ard$'s Botanical

Keffister is usually considered complete in '^2> vols., this

set had the scarce Appendix known as "A Sketch of the

\'egetation of the Swan River Colony." This sale which,

by the way, was a good one, practically exhausts the list

for January, though Messrs. Hodgson held another,

which it will be more con\enient to deal with on the

next occasion. On the whole the first month of the

year 1908 was unusually c|iiiet so tar as auction s.iles

of books are concerned. Not for many years past has

there been so little to chronicle.

Thk first of the January sales of pictures—that of

Mr. Thomas McLean, of No. 7. llaymarket— held on the

1 8th, is in a sense one

of somewhat historic

interest. The name
of McLean has been

intimately associated

with the fine art tratie

for over a century,

both as dealers and as

print publishers. The
fame of this firm, whose

history would make a

most interesting and entertaining chapter in the annals

of modern art, was largely built up in the earlier years of

the last century by the publication of coloured prints

of sporting and out-of-doctr subjects, after the leading

artists of the day. These prints, published at what would

now be regarded as \ery small prices, are now ver\'

popular with collectors, and sell at figures which make
the original ones look very small indeed. If, in his

well-earned retirement, Mr. McLean could be induced

to commit to paper some of his recollections of "the

trade," they would find a large circle of readers. The
goodwill of the business has passed into the hands of

Mr. Cremetti, who will continue to carry it on imder

the old title.

Mr. McLean's stock was, as invariably hajspens in such

cases, of a very miscellaneous assortment of pictures and

drawings. The 161 lots produced a total of ^{^4, 464 12s.,

the best of the pictures including :—W. Collins, T/w

Haunt of the Sea-Fowl, on panel, 18 in. by 25 in.,

62 gns.
; J. Constable, Hehningliant Dell, Suffolk, 28 in.

'jy 3^4 "Im 150 gns.; C. Fielding, KilcJiurn Castle,

iii in. by \~h in., 1826, 52 gns. ; L. B. Hurt, A Passim^

Shoiver : Glen Coe, 50 in. by 40 in., 1902, 82 gns.
;

B. W. Leader, TIte /'ass of Llanlieris, Nortli Wales,

23 in. by 35 in., ^S gns. ; J. Macwhirter, Scotch Firs,

Rotltieniurclius, 60 in. by 42 in., 68 gns. ; W. Q. Orchard-

son, A Re7'erie, 29 in. by 38 in., 1872, 80 gns. ; W. Watson,

Mornin_s; in t/ie Glen, Glen Lean, Argyllsliire, 31 J in. by

48 in., 1907, 94 gns. : F. Billet, Ai'ant la Pec/ie, 43 in.

by 66 in., 1 10 gns. ; two b\' J. B. C. Corot, On t/'ie Banks
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of the Seine, \2l in. b\' 18 in., 70 gns.; and 'rhroui^h the

Wood: F.'i'ening, A wood)' landscape with figures and

cow, 14A in. by 17* in., 250 gns. this realised 560 gns. at

the Hamilton Bruce sale in 1903, Mr. Bruce having, it is

said, given ^^240 for it originally
; J. Israels, Meditation,

on panel, 12 in. by 8i in., 82 gns.; Sir T. Lawrence,

Portrait of Lady Hill, \n black cloak trimmed with fm-,

a string of pearls round her neck, on panel, 32 in. by

I}, in., 1 15 gns. ; Sir J. Reynolds, Portrait of L.ady Ann
Campbell, Countess of Strafford, in white dress and blue

cloak lined with ermine, 29 in. by 24 in., 355 gns.— this

portrait was painted in 1758-9, and was ]iaid for in

1769, the price being, according to Craves i.\; Cronin's

"Reynolds," 15 gns.; it was engraveti by McArdell in

1762, and afterwards by T. Johnson and S. W. Reynolds,

and the picture passed out of the family—unless there is

another version of it— in April, 1796, when it was sold at

auction for 3^ gns. Two other of t'le McLean pictures

may be mentioned : Bruges School, Tlie Madofina, in

green dress with the Infant Saxiour, landscape and

curtain background, on panel, 15.1 in. b\- 11 in., 160 gns.,

and Cuyp, A River Scene, with a \illage, feiry boat,

and figures, 39 in. by 5ii in., 180 gns.

A mmiber of properties made up the sale of Jan. 25th,

the collection of the late Mr. H. C. Brunning, of The
Norfolk Hotel, Brighton, including a drawing by C.

Fielding, The P'airy Lake, 39^ in. by 293 in., 175 gns.
;

a number by W. Langley and Sutton Palmer, a picture

by B. W. Leader, A Bubhlin>^ Brook in the Mawddach
Woods, Nortli Wales, ^^h in. by 60 in., 1880, 215 gns.,

and one by J. Stark, A Woody Lane, with a cottage

and peasant woman, on panel, 1 1 in. by 9 in., 70 gns.

A pair of enamels by H. Bone, R.A., after Zucchero, of

Queen Elizabeth and Lord Burleigh, 8 in. by 6i in.,

sold for 105 gns. The late Mrs. Wattenbach's property

included a drawing by Carl Haag, The Sn'oofint; Terror

of the Desert, 26 in. by 52 in., 1873, exhibited at the

(iuildhall, 1896, 160 gns. The imnamed properties

included: Erskine Nicol, Waitin' for the Praties, 14 in.

by 20 in., 120 gns.; J. Stark, Woody Road Scene, with

horseman, peasant, and sheep, on panel, 15.1 in. b\- 2oiin.,

1839, 120 gns. ; and H. Henner, A Nymph, on panel,

8J in. by loj in., 72 gns. The sale of the following

Monday (27th) included the pictures of the late Mr. E.

J. Stanley and other properties ; but mention need only

be made of two lots : L. di Credi, Madonna and Child

ivitJi tivo Anj^els in a landscape, on panel, 33^ in. circle,

105 gns. ; and a pastel drawing by D. Gardner, Portraits

of tliree youn_i^ ladies as the ii'itches in " Macbeth,"

38 in. by 32 in., 75 gns.

J.^Nt'.\K^ jiroved to be an unusually uneventful month

at Christie's, the sales being confined to the last two

weeks in the month. Their first sale

Miscellaneous after the Christmas vacation, which took

Sales |3lace on the 17th, consisted of a col-

lection of porcelain and art objects from

various sources, most of the items being of minor im-

portance. In the first part of the sale, which consisted

-1 ( ti/i^
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chierty of porcelain, only one lot approached ^iso, this

being a pair of Worcester cups and saucers painted with

flowers on the familiar dark l)lue scale-pattern ground,

which made /"47 5s. Later, when the furnitui-e was

reached, an interesting old red English lacquer cabinet

made ,C\zo I5<., the highest price in the sale.

( )n the 23ril the old English siher plate of the Albion

Inn atti'.icted so iic attention ; but it was chiefly notable

for its weight, there being a service weighing nearly

1,300 ounces, anil no fewer than thirty pairs of sauce

boats, each pair about 30 ounces in weight. The service,

which was of the King's pattern, made 2s. y\. an ounce,

while the sauce boats made sums varying from /s. 6d.

to 9s. 3d. an ounce. A few lots from other sources were

also sold, a pretty little Charles II. mug engraved in

the Chinese taste, 4 ozs. 7 dwts., making 170s. an ounce,

and a Charles I. plain tankard, 1629, 17 oz. 16 dwts.,

went for 750s. an ounce.

The sale of Mr. Percy Fit/gerald's e.\tensi\e collection

of Staffv^rdshire ware formed during the past forty years,

much of which has been exhibited at the \"ictoria and

Albert Museum, and also at Dublin in 1865, attracted

many \isitors to Christie's rooms on the 24th, opinion

being divided as to the result of tlic sale. From the

prices obtained there is not much indication of a boom
in the dainty little figures and groups made by

Whieldon, Wood, and others, and rumour had it that

many realised smaller sums than Mr. Fitzgerald paid

for them. The chief lot was a statuette of Franklin

and a small figure of the same, which together made

^31 IDS.; other prices varying between £2 2s. and

/^22 IS.

Some good jirices were obtained at the sale of the

late Mr. E. J. Stanles's collection of china antl furniture

which took place on the 31st, the afternoon's total

amounting to /4,i32. The clou of the sale was a JiouUe

upright secretaire, inlaid with brass and white metal, ami

further enriched with figures and flowers in engraved

mother-o'-pearl, \~ in. high and 42 in. wide, which sold

for ^483. ()f the china sold there must be noted a set

of three Kien Lung famille-rose \ases and covers and a

pair ot beakers which made ^294, and an Angouleme
dessert ser\ ii'e and a Paris porcelain dessert service

by Feuillet. tor which /^ii5 los. antl /'105 was given

respecti\ely.

The same coUectoi's silver plate occupied Christie's

rooms on the 29th and 30th, some excellent prices being

obtained. A small William III. octagonal salt-cellar b\-

David Willaume, 1698, 2 oz. 7 dwts., made 330s. an

ounce; a (^ueen Anne large Irish ladle, 9 oz. 14 dwts.,

reached 105s. an ounce ; and 260s. an ounce was obtained

for an Elizabethan plain chalice and paten, 1575,

10 oz. 2 dwts.

The event of the sale room during January was tlie

sale of the famous Chesapeake flag, captured by the

Th
British frigate '" Shannon," from the

i^, . -American frigate "Chesapeake" in 181 vChesapeake ,
" ^

.

pj^ which has figured for many years in the

late Mr. T. G. Middlebrook's collection.

The sale took place at Messrs. Debenham Storrs rooms
on the 29th, the unique relic being obtained on behalf

of an American client by a London dealer for /850.

.At the same sale the famous bugle upon which Trumpet-

Major Joy blew the historic charge at Balaclava, was

also sold, going to the same purchaser for ^jco. This

was nearly /^soo less than the price paid for it by Mr.

Middlebrook in 1898. This, too, is destined to cross

the .Atlantic at an early date.

The most notable collection of coins and medals

dispersed during January was that which occupied

,
Messrs. Glendining & Co.'s rooms in

Coins and \ ,, f- r , , > , r
,;, J ,

-Argvll Street for the last three davs of
Medals ''

the month. It consisted of the valuable

collection of English coins formed by Mr. James Wilcox,

some rare medals the property of an otiicer, and many
other items from \arious sources, the catalogue extending

to o\er 650 lots.

In the early part of the sale an extensive series of

early pennies was ottered, many realising excellent prices.

One of Eadgar, from the Sharp and Moon cabinets,

made £\ los., one of .Aethelred, number twenty-one in

the British Museum catalogue, went for ^4, and a

penny of Eadweard the Martyr realised £.i, 5s. Other

notable coins sold on the hrst day include a Henry VIII.

sovereign of the second coinage. £."] 5s. ; a testoon of

the third coinage of the same reign, £-^ 5s. ; a fine

sovereign of Mary, ^9 : and a Charles I. Three Pound
piece, 1643,^7 7s. 6d. On the second day must be noted

a Charles I. crown and half-crown, each of w-hich made

/[6, a One Pound piece of the same reign, £"] los., and

an .-\nne five guineas, strixk before the Union, ^10.

The last days items consisted of military and other

medals, the chief of which was a na\al medal with three

bars—Copenhagen, 1801, Boat Service, 27th July, 1S09,

and Briseis, 14th October, 1810—awarded to a lieutenant,

which made ^24 3s. This medal is of the highest rarity,

only two medals being issued with the Briseis bar, and

ten for the Boat .Service action. -A Sardinian medal for

the Crimea presented to a Brevet-Major of the Royal

Marines made /8 10s., ;^io was realised for a Kelat-i-

tihilzie 1842 medal, and a regimental silver medal of

the Limerick militia was sold for ^6 ids.

.\n interesting lot consisted of Earl St. Vincent's silver

medal for the Mutiny at the Nore, for which ^'5 los.

was given.

^*^)^c*̂>o
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COLLECTIONS
VI5ITED

The New Dublin Gallery of Modern Art By P. G. Konody

WiiKN, a tew years ago, Mr. Hugh 1'. Lane

conceived the idea of founding a Clallcry of Modern

Art in Dublin that was to include examples, not so

much of that academic art with which the Tate

Gallery and most of our municipal collections are

filled to overflowing, but of those phases of the

modern movement which since the thirties of last

century have been really significant in the develop-

ment of modern art, it was, strange to say, the

present keeper of the National (Gallery of Briti>h Art

who referred to this

project as " the tirst

real attempt at a re-

presentative collection

of modern art to be

found in the British

Isles." The project to

which Mr. Lane has

for several \ears been

devoting his time and

energy has now be-

come an accomplished

fact; and the collection

temporarily housed at

17, Harcourt Street,

Dublin, may, without

fear of contradiction,

be pronounced to be

unique of its kind, not

only in Britain, but

in the world. Some
department or other

may be better repre-

sented elsewhere, but

there is surely no otiier

collection that can

boast of so many repre-

sentative examples,

under one roof, of the

Barb iz on men, the

French impressionists,

Vol. XX.—No. 80.— n

A.V AUSTRIA.^ LADY

and other leading Continental painters, of independent

modern British artists, and particularly of artists Irish

by birth or descent. 'I'he collection comprises 282

works, which include an important selection from

the Staats-Forbes collection, bought by private sub-

scription ; Mr. Hugh Lane's gift of sixty-two British

pictures and drawings, and Rodin's L'.igc d'Airain;

Mr. Lane's collection of Impressionist works, the free

gift of which will depend upon the building of a

permanent gallery on Cork Hill within reasonable

time : a n uni ber of

portraits of contem-

porary Irishmen and

Irishwomen, which will

in tUie course be ceded

to the Irish National

Portrait dallery : and

a number of works

presented either by the

artists themselves or

by generously disposed

private owners.

The Irish painters

fill the first room, and

one cannot but be im-

pressed by the distin-

guished apjiearance of

these walls, even though

the pictures rei)resent

isolated manifestations

of admirable a rt ist rv

rather than a national

school coniu'ctt'd l)\-

kindred aims and ideals.

There is a masterpiece

of inimitable distinc-

tion, elegance, and good

l)reeding, ./// .Ii/s/ria/t

J.adv, l)y I. La very,

who, notwithstanding

BY J. LAVEKY his Irish nationality, is

19 :...
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CHINA AND JAPAN : REFLECTIONS BY \V. ORPEN

known the world over as one of the leaders of the

Glasgow school. Of William Orpen, again, whose still

life, China and Japan : Reflections, presents that rare

combination : easy breadth with impeccable accuracy

and perfect tone values ; and of Gerard Chowne, whose

Anemones justify the title of " the British Fantin,"

given to him by criticism, we are accustomed to think

in connection with the New English Art Club. And
so it is with Bellingham Smith, and \snth Mark Fisher,

whose Bathers, which won the gold medal at St.

Louis, is rightly described in the catalogue as

" probably the artist's most famous work." In no

other painting has he so

completely realised the

flicker of sunlight, the vibra-

tion of atmosphere, and the

appearance of nude figures

in a setting of nature. Then

we have the two Shannons
;

the A.R.A., American by

birth. l)ut of Irish jiarentage,

and (\ H. Shannon, the

member of the International

Society. Both are repre-

sented at the very height of

their artistic achievement,

the former by the portrait

of a lady occupied with her

e:nbroidery—a beautiful clear

harmony of colour that has

more concentration upon the

chief motive, and purer flesh-

tones, than the majority of

this artist's recent pictures :

the other by the superb tando, the fathers

The Bunch of Gra/es, ^'enetian almost in

the sumptuousness of the colour-scheme.

Of the more local celebrities, X
Hone, the veteran landscape painiu;, ....-

a noble, largely handled evening scene on

Malahide Sands, whilst quite a group of

fantastic pictorial inventions, that more

than once recall the spirit ot William

Blake, stand to the credit of George

Russell, ^^"alter Osborne's Fishrnarkef i?

painted with that vivacity and sense

which testify to Parisian training, irar..^

O'Meara, Dermcd O'Brien, J- V. Dufiy,

Alexander Roche, and several others,

complete the Irish contingent.

If the next room, which is devoted to

the British schools, had been arranged

with a special view to complement the

Tate Gallery collection, it would ha%"e

been dilficult to have made a more suitable selec-

tion, for here will be found the very masters to

whom the short-sighted policy of the Chantrey

Administration has denied recognition. Even one

of the two masterpieces by Watts, the full-length

portrait of Mrs. Louis Huth in a garden rich with

flowering rhododendrons, represents a phase of his

art of which the ^Vatts rooms at Millbank contain

no example. It is curiously Early Victorian in

character, and yet, in sentiment and execution,

infinitely above the mawkish taste and academic

tendency of that period. D. V. Cameron's romantic

Bv mark fisher
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vision and summary style are exemplified by his view

of Braxfie/d, next to which hargs the delicious

Whistlerian S/on/iy Dav, Brighton, by C. Condor,

and the same artist's more decorative, and therefore

more characteristic, Venetian colour fantasy, Tlw

Gondolier. Whistler himself is to be studied in a

portrait sketch of Walter Sickert, and in the smaller

sketchy version of his famous picture of The Artist's

Studio. And to illustrate, as it were, the intluence

of Albert Moore upon the American master, who

never concealed his admiration for his work, there

hangs, close by, that artist's infuiitely subtle colour

arrangement Azaleas—a decorative figure study of

conventional design which, when first shown at the

Academv, led the critic of a leading daily paper to

the extraordinary conmient :
" A strange wild per-

formance . . . daringly eccentric in design and

execution ... a piece of ultra pre-Raphaelitism "
!

Thoroughly Whistlerian in the easy poise of the

figure is Ci. F. Kelly's full-length of Mrs. Harrison.

'MiUJu-

BY ALBERT MOORE

THE YOUNG MOTHER BY MRS. SWVNNERTO.M

In Augustus John's Portrait Study, the Dublin

(jallery possesses one of the few complete expressions

of that wayward artist's genius. His crayon drawings

in another room help to exijlain his extraordinary

re[)Utation as a masterly draughtsman. There is a

firmness of design, a daring richness of pigment, and

a virile force of handling in Mrs. .Sw}'nnerton's The

\'ou)ig J\/other, that hold no suggestion ol feminine

hesitation, and fully justify the hold claim nuule for

her in the catalogue—"the most jjowerful and ac-

complished woman-painter of the day." Of the

English landscape painters who have lieen ])owerfLilly

influenced by the Impressionist movement, Wilson

Steer is the one who has been the nn)st personal,

the most independent in liis investigation of the

effects of light and atmosphere beneath the open

sky. He has ever been an experimentalist, not alwa>s

(juite successful, but invariably interesting. The three

examples of his art at Dublin have been chosen with

rare discernment, and give an excellent idea of his
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power. Tlif same nuniliLT cit' works help

the ])osthunious lame of James Charles,

i:;l()rie.s of the English

lan(lsca])e school. Othei'

prominent artists rep)e-

sc'Htetl in this room ar^_-

C. Ricketts, W. Rotlien-

stein, ("i. Cla use n, W.

Stott, ol Oldham, \\. .S.

Tuke, and Sir W'm. <^)iiil-

ler (.)i'chardson : whilst

a magnificent groii|> ol

s ma 11 pa i n t i n gs 1)\

('onstal)le illustrate the

earl\ da\^ ol I'.ngli^h

IcUidNcape art.

The staircasL- leading

to the fnst llooi' is hung

with a serie's of portraits

ol eontempoiar\' Tiish

men and women, most

ol \\hieli are rccord(,-d

1>\' W. ( )i pen's hicile

and ol)ieeti\e hrush.

tithers Ining contril)iitL(l

1)\' y. 15. \ eats, Comt
Markievic/, and A. Man-

cini. It is, howe\er. in \.\ dol .^ne

BY E. M.JlNET

to advance the third room, among the " French Impressionists

one of the and others,"' that Mancini's splendid gifts are more

fully displayed. Here

he is seen first in the

early La Doiiane, which

in techniciue has more

in common with the

Belgian Alfred Steven.s

(of whose art the

collection contains a

characteristic e x a m |
)1 e

in The Present), than

with the thick glitteiing

impasto of his own
later work. Of this

later m<inner the room

contains se\en sujterl)

e\am])les. each of which

fills one with new
ania/enient at the extra-

ordinarv realism of his

art, the sense of life that

is emhodied in his [)aint,

and makes the sitters

lireathe and speak Iroin

the canvas, the daring

of his furious hrushwork

.^. MANciNi that oversteps what the
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ordinarv jjaiiUcr would

regard as legitimate

means, and with it all

the faultless accuracy

of his colour values.

In the French Im-

pressionist group are

a few paintings of

which it can W- trulv

>aid that thev haw
made history. Such,

at least, is Manet s

wonderful Le Concert

aux Titi/e/ies, which

in the guise of what

might almost be called

a genre scene, records

the personalities of

the leaders of l'"rench

intellectual life dur-

ing the second Kmjjire

—Baudelaire and
Theophile ("lautier,

iManet himself and

Kanlin-I.atour, Offen-

bach anil his wife,

IJaron Lepic, Cha])-

lin, and man\' others.

A 1 m o s t o f e i| u a 1

importance is that

<-]assic of IiTipression-

ist portraiture, Manet's

full-length of Eiui

Gi>7izalcz at her easel,

scribed as Impressionism was of a twofold nature—

ir

LES P.\RAPLUIES

'I'he movement vaguely de-

a plea for the ])la(e

of contemi)orar\' life

in art, l'reshl\- seen

and sei/.ed, as against

the vogue of the dull

laborious studio con-

coctions : and a tec h-

iiical reform which

is concerned with tin-

analysis of light and

chromatic |)rinciples.

Wh.il Manet did for

the lirst, Claude
.M onel (lid for the

s e c o 11 (1 : and his

/ ctlieuil : Su n s h i )i e

(I II d Siii'',v , at I he

1 )ublin ( ;aller\', is one

of the most perfect

examples of glittering

sunlight bei ng c-\-

p r e s s e d in paint
through the " <li\ision

of tones " into their

spectial constituents.

The \\ aterloo Hridge,

I. oil dan, is a more

lecent, but scarccK'

less i 111 p or la n t e\-

am[ile ol tlie master's

art.

Renoir's jirodigious

activity is connected

with both sides of the movement, with the additional

element ot decorative grace which is the chief feature

BY RENOIR

THE A.NCIENT PALACE OF THE POPES

223

BY J B. COROT
Mh
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f)f his uni(|ue masterpiece

Les Pi\?-apluirs, a picture

that indeed has Httle in

common with "Monetism."

This ghnipse of Paris Hfe,

with its ap]iarenth' confused

mass of figures and umbrel-

his, is really a unique tour-

de-force, i n w h i c h every

line, every touch of colour,

are carefully weighed and

considered, though the

seriousness of the work is

effectively concealed under

the cloak of nc.inchalant

ease.

It is impossible here to

discuss the further ramifi-

cations of the great move-

ment represented at this

gallery by Degas, Pissarro,

Wiillard, Le Sidaner, and

other artists of world-wide

renown, for other ecjually

important phases of nine-

teenth century Continental

art invite attention in the

fourth room, where masters FEEDING THE BIRD BY .1. MARIS

of the Bar biz on School

hold sway, led by a half-

score Corots, nearly all of

which are of perfect

quality, from the much
disputed and still debate-

able Meszoly-Corot, which

is supposed to be the work

of his student days, to the

sunset landscape which he

painted in 1875 on his

death -bed. The whole
evolution of his art can

here be followed, from the

formal stateliness of the

Avignon and Rome, from

the Pincio, painted when he

was under the spell of Italy,

to the tender lyricism of

Tlu Fisherman, A Summer
Morning, and The Pimt.

Quite unique in its way is

Corot's Woman Meditating,

which in luscious richness

of colour, and in the dreamy

thoughtfulness of expres-

sion, shows a more than

superficial kinship with the

WOMAN MEDITATING BY J. B. COROT A NA\ AL OFFICER BY -J. L. GKRiiME
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portraiture of the old Wnetians, and partieularlv

of Ciiorgioiie. Daiibigny alone is absent from the

Barbizon group, but the brilliant examples of Troyon,

Diaz, Rousseau, and Harpignies afford c-onsolation

for this shortcoming.

In the same room is to be seen the only im[)ortant

example of Puvis de Chavannes as a decorator that

is to be seen in luirope outside France— the

Decollation of St. John the Baptiit. It would be

difficult to fmd a more overwhehiiingly impressive

representation of the relentless force and cruelty of

nature in her sternest mood than the magnificent

Snoi.v Storm by G. Courbet, the founder of the

realistic school in France. Of Ingres, the greatest

of the classicists, the gallery holds nothing ; but the

perfection of his distinguished craftsmanship is sug-

gested by J. L. Gerome's portrait of a Naval Officer,

which Ingres himself need not have felt ashamed to

sign. The Orientalist, liugene Fromentin : the king

of (lower-painters, Fantin-Latour ; the master of still

life, Ronvin ; the romantic colour-poet, Monticelli
;

and Daumier, upon whose shoulders the mantle of

Goya had descended— they all are adeeiuately repre-

sented in this room, together with such modern

Dutch masters as James Maris, A. Mauve, and

11. \V. Mesdag : with Alfred Stevens, and Jose-

Weiss, Charles Collet, and Alphon.se Lcgros. Nor

does this list exhaust the treasures of the new

Dublin Museum, not the least attraction of which

are the little sculpture gallery, dominated by Rodin's

bronze figure of /-'-•/i,'<' d\lirai>i, and the three

rooms filled with carefully selected modern drawings,

etchings, lithographs, and water-colours, from J. F.

Millet's study for his famous Gleaners at the Louvre,

to the ultra-modern artists whose names are the talk

of the dav.

THE PRESENT BY A. SIEVUNS
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An Exhibition of Women's Antique Ornaments in Rome
By Ettore Modigliani

The spirit of charity has suggested to a

group of intellectual ladies of the Roman aristocracy

a woik which, on the one hand, cannot fail to benefit

the object in view, whilst, on the other, it has led to

a result of extraordinary interest to all art lovers who

take [)leasure in the revival of the memories of the

past. 1 am referring to the exhibition of women's

anti(|ue ornaments from the Re laissance to the

middle of the nineteenth century—jewellery, fans,

gems and cameos, lace and embroidery, miniatures,

reticules, purses, boxes, vinaigrettes, [)ocki.t books,

chatelaines, combs, seals, lorgnons, and bibelots of

every description—an exhibition that has brought

before our eyes the little trinkets adored by our

"randmothers, and their m(.)thers and grandmothers.

and has conjured up a rapid glimpse of the customs,

tastes, and refined elegancies of olden davs, to the

glory of fashion and of woman.

The old palaces of the most illustrious lamilies of

the Roman patriciate have opened their doors to allow

the exit of the little treasures which were hidden in

cu[)boards and cassones from inquisitive eyes: old

and noble Italian houses that had ;)ieserved, together

with some masterpieces of great art, some trifle of

past t'eminine fashion, have enthusiasticallv responded

to the invitation, and the result is an exhibition

which, if not very extensive or complete (owing to

lack of space), is composed of a collection of objects

that, in addition to their artistic value, are interesting

liistoricallv, for their unassailable authenticitv, for

I'AN WITH \'IKWS OF NAPLES, FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF OCEEN GICLIA
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OLD dresdf:n boxes the one in the chntue
LENT BY PRINCESS BORliONE-MASSIMO

their provenance, for the personages to whom tliey

once belonged, and for tin; recollections which they

now transmit to us.

A small suite in a Roman princely |)alace, the

Palazzo Kospigliosi, on the (^)uirinal, is the locality

where this delightful exhibition

is held in the limited space of

three rooms which i\)rm an

ideal setting to a show of artis-

tic elegancies ; a large salon,

decorated with stucco, with

antitiue statues, and a colossal

tazza of I'erde antico filled with

Howers : another room with

frescoes by Orazio I-omi de'

Gentileschi, a follower of

Guido Reni ; and a third room

covered by Paolo ISrill's brush

in a manner recalling the

famous Sala delle Assc in the

Castello Sforzesca at

Milan.

In these exquisite

surroundings Princess

Bonaparte Gotti, the

Marchese di Rocca-

giovine, and Prince

Gabrielli, direct de-

scendants of the family

of the great Napo-

leon, show some rare

objects belonging to

the Bonapartes ; Prin-

cess B o r b o n e - M a s-

simo a collection of

women's ornaments
connected with the

HAS A rORTKAlT OF AUGUSTUS HI., ELECTOR OF SAXONY

names of Marie Antoinette, the Duchesses of Berry

and of Angouleme, daughters-in-law of Charles X.,

and of other ladies of the royal house of P'rance,

which alone would form an important exhibition.

The Queen .Mother has sent her famous collection

of fans ; the Marchesa Longhi

Serventi her valuable collection

of lace. Then there are the

miniatures of the Rospigliosi

family ; the chased and en-

amelled watches of Prince

Giovanelli ; the old bindings

of Prince Pignatelli ; the jewels

of the Chigi family ; the fans,

from Louis XIII. to the

Empire, of the Marchesa
Dubojani, and so forth.

To describe everything in

the limited space of this

article would be absolutely

im])Ossible. I must,

therefore, content my-

self with mentioning

some of the most pre-

cious oljJL-cts of the

show, some of which

I am aljle to illustrate

in these jjages. 'I'hus

I do not propose to

dwell on (Jueen Mar-

gherita's fans, some of

the best of which ha\e

already been repro-

duced in The Con-

noisseur (see June,

1907), but shall merely

mention a fewexamples
EARLY I9TH CENTURY GOLD BO.XES WITH ENAMEL AND PEARLS

LENT BY PRINCE GIOVANELLI AND COUNT P. ANTONELLI
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ENAMELLED GOLD SNUFF-BOXES I STH CENTURY
LENT BY PRINCESS BORBONE-MASSIMO AND PRINCE CHIGI

painted by Parmentier, by Alexandre, one signedy^J-f^///

Aneiria?ius, 1741, and among those of more recent

date one with gold sticks set with

brilliants, given to Queen Margherita

on the occasion of her marriage by

the ladies of Turin, and another

which has a certain pathetic interest

at the present moment—a tortoise-

shell fan on which Queen Maria

Pia of Portugal, Queen MargheritaV

sister-in-law, has painted a panoramic

\;ew of Turin.

The ninety fans of the Dubojani

collection include every description

of motlier - o" - pearl, ivory, wood,

lacquer, fretted, carved, enamelled,

inlaid with gold, mother-o'-peari, and

silver, of parchment, silk, paper, and

lace. There are numerous valuable

Verm's ^far/in examples, curious

specimens of the Revolution and

Directoire periods, with repre-

sentations of the assi'xf/ (1 /s, witii

proverbs, conundrums, etc.

The fan section, in which I must

SNUFF-BOX MADE FOR NAPOLEON FROM A VIENNA PAVING-
STONE LENT BY MARCHESA DI ROCCAGIOVINE CAMPELLO

Still mention the pieces lent by the Duchess of Mondra-

gone (one an exquisite example attributed to Van

Loo), those of the Queen Maria Carolina of Naples,

others that belonged to Queen Giulia, wife of Joseph

Bonaparte (among which is the one here reproduced

with views of Naples, the Blue Grotto, and Vesuvius)

—the fan section, important as it is, cannot compare

with the lace and embroidery section, for which it

would be ditificult to find a match. Laces of every

part of Italy, France, Flanders, Spain, and England,

Sicilian drawn thread work, Abruzzese relief reticella,

embroidered linen from the Marshes, ptinto in aria

and rose-point from Venice and Burano, Alencon,

Malines, Guipure, and Valenciennes lace all have

their share in the elegant show cases filled with

specimens that in themselves could make it possible

to trace the history of this delicate

art from the fifteenth century to our

own days.

Among the other varied classes

of objects that contribute to the

riches of the show, particular value

is attached to some pieces that once

belonged to personages famous in

the history of the French mon-

archv—the magnificent Rospigliosi

pearl necklace which Louis XR\
gave to his mistress, Maria Mancini

(niece of Cardinal Ma/.arin), who

married in 1661 Prince Colonna,

Grand Constable of Naples, and

had a most adventurous life : a

tortoiseshell box with gold and

mother-o'-pearl incrustations, con-

taining flacons of crystal and gold,

once the property of Marie

Antoinette, and a red morocco
letter-case embroidered in gold by

Marie Therese Charlotte of France,

NAPOLEON S SNUFF-BOX, WITH
MINIATURE OF THE KING OF ROME

BY ISABEY LENT BY
DONNA MARIA GOTTI BONAPARTE
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TUSCAN PEASANT CROSS AND EARRINGS i8tH CENTURY
LENT BY COUNTESS AGOSTINI MARCELLO

-Madame Royale, daughter of Louis XVI., for her

husband, the Duke of Angouleme. From the same

collection—that of the Princess of Borbone-Massimo

—come three objects that formerly belonged to

Maria Carolina, and Duchess of Berry, daughter of

Francesco I. of Naples : a bracelet with a miniature

of that duchess ; an etui with enamelled gold scissors

and knife ; and finally, the ivory letter-case with lilies

carved in relief, which is here reproduced. It was

made at the ivory works at Dieppe, which were

founded by the duchess, and was given to her as a

i8TH CENTURY REPOUSSK SILVER-GILT MANICURE CASE
LENT BY MRS. PARDO ROQUES
I 8th CENTURY MOTHER-O'-PEARL AND SILVER SCENT
BOTTLE LENT BY MRS. SERVENTI LONGHI
i8TH CENTURY VENETIAN ENAMELLED KTUI
LENT BY PRINCE GIOVANELLI

souvenir of her first visit to that town. On the

scroll is the inscription :

" Son premier f>as est pour

Dieppe^ et pour Dieppe un hienfait. Aladei/ioisel/e,

4 Septembre, 1S2J."

But far more numerous are the ornaments which

GOLD BRACELET, JEWELLED AND ENAMELLED WITH THE
MEDICI ARMS LENT BY DONNA MARIA BONAPARTE-GOTTI
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EMPIRE COMBS, SILVER-GlLT REPOUSSIC AND CHASED
LENT BY MRS. HERBERT
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NECKLACE, EARRINl.S
BUONAPARTE FAMIIY

recall the names

of the ladies of

the Buonaparte

family. I'roni

the memories

o I I . e t i t i a

Uuona parte—
Madame Mere
—

( a m o n g

which is a gol-

den snuff box

with a minia-

ture of her hus-

hand, Carlo,

left to her son

Joseph) to the

souN'enirsof the

great Napo-
leon's sisters,

sisters - in - law,

and nieces is a

long series of ol)ji'cts that cause to li\e before our

eyes once again the whole feminine Napoleonic woild,

and conjure up an eciio of

theii' tastes and fashi(.)ns,

shwwin., us the things wiiich

they loved and which thev

touched with their Irmds, and

putting us almost on teinis of

intimacy with these ladies who

ha\-e passed like meteors

acioss history— satellites of

the s u n of the \- i cl o r o

f

Marengo and Austerlit/.

Of C.iulia, (Jueeii of Najiles

from iSod-j, and

then (J u e en o f

S[)ain, there are

bracelets and
<• h a i n s w i t h

cameos of the

luiiperor, and an

o n ) \ snuff box,

m o u n ted i n

enamelled gold,

gi\cn her by Pope

I' iu s \'ll. : of

Pauline ISoigiiese

{whii, by the way,

figures in this

sho \v i n a me-
dallion with an

ex(iuisitc minia-

ture by Isabey),

AND LOCKET WITH CAMEO PORTRAITS OF THE
LENT BV NL\RCHESA DI ROCC AGIO\I NE CAMPELLO

DAL%L\TIAN' i8TH CENTURY EARRINGS
LENT BV COl'NTESS POSSENTI OTTONI

INORV CARD-CASE, PRESENTED TO THE DUCHESS OF BERRY
LENT BV PRINCESS BOR BONE-MASSIMO

tliere is an ex-

quisite Brussels

lace fichu ; of

C a r o 1 i 11 e

Murat, a me-

dallion of gold

and j)recious

stones, and an

inkstand of cry-

stal and metal •

of Hortense
Bea u h a rn a i s,

Oueen of Hol-

land, a crystal

and silver scent

bottle : of Alex-

a n d r i n e d e

B 1 e s ( h a m ji

,

wife of Lucien,

an etui with a

miniature of the

King of Rome : of Charlotte, her daughter, a bracelet

given her bv her husband, with portraits of the heroes

of the Greek struggle tor in-

de])endence. Then there are

buckles of the Empress Marie

Louise, scent bottles of Klise

ISaciocchi, various objects that

belonged to Princess /eniade,

a watch gi\en her l)y the

I'.mperor, a necessaire of

mother-o'-pearl and gold given

her by Marie Louise, neck-

laces and bracelets, among

which is one of gold and

black and white
=^^ enamel made for

the Princess in

I 8 2 T when s h e

was in mourning

for Napoleon L

Most n o t e -

worthy among all

these mementos

is a j:) i e c e of

jewellery made b\'

Older of Cardinal

k'esch for Letilia

I! u o n a parte,
m o t h e r o f the

Em])eror. It con-

sists of a neck-

chain with medal-

lions formed of
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REPOUSSK GOLD WATCHES LENT BV PRINCE CilOVANELLI

cameos, signed Moielli, and with the portraits of tlie

Cardinal, of Carlo Buonaparte, I.etitia's husband, and

of all children except Caroline Murat, whose cameo,

with that of Pauline Borghese, probably formed the

car-rings which have either been broken or lost.

Most likely the fascination exercised by Napoleon's

name induced the committee to extend the range of

the show by including a few masculine ornaments.

Amon'4 manv objects iliat belonued to the Corsican.

MARSHALL DE LA TOUK s GOLD WATCH
LENT BY MARQl'ISE DE LA TOUR

I must miMuion four snuff Ixjxcs, one ol gold witli

the i)()rtrait of King Joseph ;
another, also of gold and

enamelled, with the miniature portrait of the Eni])eror

himself, signed Millet, 1812 : and, finally, the two

which are here reproduced—one ot tortoiseshell and

gold, with a miniature representing the King of Rome

holding a flowering branch, signed Isabey, iSi

i

—

a

box used bv the fallen giant in his sad exile at

I8TH CENTURY MI.N'lATURES LENT BY. PRINCE GIOVANELLI AND MRS. SERVENTI-LONGH

I
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St. Helena ; the other made for Napoleon as a

record of his entry in Vienna from a stone of the

paving of that citv, two old coins and a com-

memorative gold medal let into the lid bearing the

inscription :
" Napoleon fit /aire cette iahaiihe avcc

une pierre du pave de J 7cn//e ct sen sendt en souvenir

de la eonr/i/ete de eetle -viiie." And since we are on

the subject of Napoleonic souvenirs, I must mention

a picture with nineteen miniature portraits of Euro-

pean sovereigns given by the sovereigns themselves

to J. B. de Mompere, Comte de Champagny, Due
de Cadore, Minister of Foreign Affairs from 1807

to 1811.

^Vith this account of objects that belonged to

personages who occupied an eminent position in the

world's history, I have by no means finished my
task : I ought to speak of the many other things

which form the larger part of the exhibition—objects

that belonged to less illustrious persons, even to the

vast crowd of anonymous people, but which are no

less precious to us as artistic relics of the past. But

perhaps it would be impossible to give an adequate

idea of the wonderful interest and of the emotions

aroused by so extraordinary a collection. I say

" emotions " because the forms of many of these

objects do not belong to a past so far removed from

our own days as not to allow us to remember the

time when they were still the fashion. And to many
of us these miniatures, these fans and bracelets, and

laces and i'reioqites will suggest the smile of some

beautiful face framed in white hair, the memory of

which has been ineffaceably inscribed in our youthful

minds, and has accompanied us, as tutelary spirit,

through the struggle of life.

I7TH OR i8tH CENTIRV FRONT IN GOLD CLOTH WITH APPLIOCKS. IN RELIEF, OF GOLD
.\ND COLOLKED EMBROIDERY LENT BY MRS. PARDO ROQCES
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Early English Lithographs and the Stage
By Augustus Moore

Part II

Though it has never been denied that a

taste for art improves the work of a lithograplier,

Senefelder, the inventor of Hthography, was not a

draughtsman at all, and Michael Hanhart, the greatest

of all chromo-lithographers, and the founder of the

famous house of M. and N. Hanhart, never had the

smallest pretensions to pose as a draughtsman, though

his fine taste for colour and the delicacy of the

methods he employed to bring chromo-lithography to

perfection, place him in the first rank of reproducers

in colour, and the work he did has never been equalled,

even by the best of the modern chromo-lithographers.

Though Lane was an exception to this rule, it must

be conceded that his

fame was greatly aided

by having such an

artist as Chalon to

work with.

Alfred Edward
Chalon came of a good

French family that had

migrated to Switzerland

at the time of the edict

of Nantes. He and
his brothers were born

at Geneva towards the

end of the eighteenth

century. Alfred Chalon

was still a little lad

when his family came

to England, and his

father obtained the

post of French master

at the Royal Military

College at Sandhurst

and settled at Kensing-

ton. After a good
middle-class education,

Alfred was told .that he

:^..

MARIA F. MALIBRAS

must start to make his own way in life, and that his

road lay in the direction of commerce. But the

boy was an artist in every fibre of his being, and,

being encouraged thereto by his brother, John James

Chalon, he openly defied his father, joined the

Academy Schools and perfected his undoubted gift

for colour and drawing. This was in 1797, his

brother John, meanwhile, taking to subject and still

life pictures of considerable charm. By 1808, Alfred

Chalon had made sufficient mark to be elected a

member of the Society of Associated Artists, and that

same year he and his brother founded the Evening

Sketching Society, to which the best known artists

for the following forty

years were proud to

belong. Alfred made
his debut at the Royal

Academy in 1810, and,

only two years later,

justified his early am-

bitions by being elected

an Associate. From

that moment his par-

^~ ticular form of work,

which was [lortraiture

> in water-colour, began

to creep into notice.

This was before photo-

graphy had attained its

hold on society and

the stage, and it be-

came (|uite the fashion

among great ladies, as

well as t h e m ore
famous of the singers

of the opera, and
actors, actresses, and

great dancers of the

day, to have Chalon's

,y.,.^.^.^„.

BY R. J. LANE, AFTER A. E. CHALON
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j)ortiaits of themselves produced in lithography by

Lane. These the great ladies signed and gave

among their friends, while the portraits of the pro-

fessionals were sold. Many scores of these litho-

grai)hs were published at Mitchell's Royal Library,

in Bond Street. By 1816, Chalon was not only a

full-fledged R..\., but had acquired great fame as a

miniature painter, and many of his portraits on ivory

were ranked with Cosway's work. But the water-

colour pictures soon ousted the smaller works, and no

woman, whether princess, peeress, or stage favourite,

could afford not to be painted by the popular and

graceful artist. The majority of these famous por-

traits, which Chalon painted by hundreds during the

next twenty years, were about fifteen inches high,

and were handled with dashing grace, his draperies

and accessories being drawn with great spirit and

elegance.

So well was Chalon known and appreciated in the

highest circles that all his best known portraits of the

Royal family were faithfully reproduced by his devoted

friend, Richard Lane, and the two artists together

were responsible for much of the best of the early

Victorian portraiture. For the ne>;t fifteen years,

Alfred Chalon floated on the high seas of prosperity.

Every new opera and ballet brought out a crop of

pictures painted by Chalon and lithographed by Lane.

He also, at this time, did a great deal of oil painting,

and appears to have exhibited at the Academy and

elsewhere over three hundred paintings in that

medium.

During all these years the Chalon brothers were

undivided in affection and art. They lived together

at the Old House, Campden Hill, and though the

elder brother's work became less popular as his

vounger brother was more run after, they only gained

greater admiration of each other's work. Neither

married, for each was devoted to the other, and the

sight of these two I'rench bachelors growing older

and more devoted to each other was very pathetic.

The introduction of photography discounted the fame

of the younger brother in liis turn. I'hotography

became the fashion, and the fickle public grew tired

of the sylph-like grace which Alfred (Chalon imparted

\<ci the vulgarity of the \'ictorian hoops. In 1854

the elder brother died, and in the following year

the younger brother brought together a collection of

iiis own and his brother's works. But the exhibition

attracted little public attention. The fame of .-\lfred

Chalon was gone. Solitary and broken in health,

he lingered till i860, when he faded out of life

leaving but one recp.est behind him, that he should

be laid by the side of his adored brother at Highgate.

Lor vears after his death the name and work of

Alfred Chalon were forgotten : but now that photo-

graphy has vulgarised eventhing, and the early

lithography which idealised so much is again be-

coming popular, the work of the neglected Chalon

is once again being thought of in connection with the

romances of the graceful ladies whom he has handed

down to us.
:;; * :):

Rose Cheri was that great actress of whom Dumas

fils said :
" C'est la seule actrice a laquelle les femmes

du monde accordent le droit de les representer."

\'ct few women were of humbler parentage and

education than the famous Rose Cheri. She was

born Rose Marie Cizos in 1824, her father being

Jean Baptiste Ci/.os, one of a troupe of strolling

players, among whom he was known as Cheri. Little

Rose quickly tired of her father's methods of doing

business, for she was only five when she ran away

and joined another travelling company that played

comedies, vaudeville operas, and dramas through

Brittany, the middle and the south of France.

She was about eighteen when Mile. Louise Puguet

saw Rose Cheri at Perigueux, and brought her to the

notice of ^L Romieu, the prefect of the Dordogne, a

man of influence in Paris. A fortnight later the little

strolling actress made her first bow at the ( iymnase

before a Paris audience, in a vaudeville, and was

retained at the theatre at a salary of 75 frs. a month

to understudy Mile. Nathalie. Six weeks later she

was cast for the striking part of " Henriette ''
in "Une

leunesse Orageuse," made an enormous success, and

at once sprang into the first rank of French actresses.

She was immediately engaged by the ( lymnase manage-

ment at 4,000 frs. a year, and Scribe, Dumas y?A,

Emile Augier, and other authors wrote special parts

for her. The Parisians took the charming young

woman to their hearts, and the (lymnase entered on

a career of immense popularity, for Cheri was faithful

to her first " house, " and refused splendid offers from

the Odeon and the Theatre Francaise.

\\'hile plaving at the C.ymnase she was living very

modotly with her family, going but little into any

kind of society. Her friend Scribe at this time

became the intermediary between her manager, M.

Lemoir.e-Montigny, and herself, and in due time

arranged a marriage between the pair, which took

place on May 12th, 1847.

The most brilliant and the most unfortunate woman

who ever thrilled an audience by the exquisite charm

of her voice, and the indescribable magneti>m of

her personality, was ALarietta Garcia, the most gifted

of all Manuel C.arcia's children, and the one whom

he treated the worst. When Carcia used to beat

his little ones till thev .screamed, the neighbours

236
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remarked tliat he was teaching them to sing, (iarcia

treated his child Maria even worse than his other

otTspring, for when she was just sixteen he literaUy

sold her to an old man named Malibran, whom she

married and divorced, only retaining his name, which

she had already begun to make famous in the world

of music. Her second marriage was a love match,

for it is certain she adored De Beriot, the violinist,

with all the ardour and passion of her southern

nature. He was careful of her reputation, her

popularity, and her money. Malibran was, however,

so prodigal in her generosity, and so childlike in her

disposition, that she never troubled about mundane

matters, and practically romped through life like a

laughing child. Her remarkable genius was not

confmed to music, for she painted delightfully, danced

like a fairy, and was possessed of a keen, though

never ill-natured wit. Her type was absolutely

-sout'.iern. She was small and slight, with fine eyes

and a wonderful flush through her dark skin. Her

mouth was so large that she made jokes about it.

Her personality was strongly attractive, though, like

all the Garcias, she had a gift of temper and strong

language that nothing could assuagj when she was in

a fit of passion. Like all southern women, too, she

aged rapidly, and before she was five and twenty had

lost the outline of her face and the delicacy of her

complexion.

Her repertoire was varied, and she was at t)nce

the [irincipal " Zerlina
'"

of her day—scored triumphs

in Balfe's " Maid of Artois " and Macfarren's " Devil's

Bridge," and in Bellini's three best operas. Her

activity was almost neurotic, and she astonished her

greatest admirers by the extraordinary things she

could do. She would breakfast on the stage during

a rehearsal, wear out two horses by the fren/y of

her gallops in the Park, visit her friends and sing

to them till dawn, play like a madcap with children

whom she adored, compose songs, learn new parts,

study the piano, and paint pictures. On one occasion

when she was away on a journey, she started one

burning July day in male attire and drove a pair

of horses over miles of rough country. Arrived at

Sinigaglia on the Italian coast, she jumped at once

into the sea and took a long swim. A few hours

later she travelled post haste to Brussels, where she

sang, and leaving for Paris travelled through the P>rie

country clad like a jieasant and raced back to

London. Alalibran was noted for never missing an

engagement, and on Sunday she ga\e her voice and

her wit to her friends.

Her method of 'ife induced many accidents, and

twice, at least, she suftered greatly from falls from

her horse. The last time she hr.d hurt her head.

but, having been forbidden to ride by De Beriot,

she never mentioned the circumstance, and started

in due time for Manchester to sing at the Festival

there in 1S36. Though feeling ill, she appeared and

sang gloriously, and winning an encore she sang

with even more than her usual vigour a duet from

Mercadante's " Andronico." At the end of the

performance she was overcome by convulsions, fell

to the ground, and was taken to her hotel and bled.

^^'eak as she was she sang the next day, but news

of her illness reaching London, an Italian doctor,

Belluomini, came to Manchester to see her. She

cried out to him :
" I am a dead woman : they have

bled me." A few hours later, at the early age of

twenty-eight. Marietta ^lalibran was at rest. Before

the breath was out of her body, her worthless hus-

band, De Beriot, and the doctor left her to the charity

of the managers of the Manchester Festival to bury

her. The shocking scandal attaching to the displav

of her dead body to the public on payment of a small

fee by the manager of the hotel has been denied :

but, unfortunately, there is too much reason to believe

that the allegation was true.

Jeanne Sylvaine Plessy was born at Metz in 1819,

made her debut at the Francais as " Emma, Fille

d'Honneur," and was considered worthy of inclusion

among the societnires at the end of 1S34, when she

was just sixteen. But like all geniuses Jeanne Plessy

was erratic, and inclined to be discontented with her

lot. In 1S45 she ran away from the famous French

theatre, and coming to London married M. J. F.

Arnould, whose name she afterwards hyphened with

her own. Long pourparlers with the Comedie

Francais followed. But nothing came of these efibrts,

and Plessy was tined 100,000 francs. This large sum

she earned with ease in St. Petersburg, where she

became a huge favourite in classic French drama.

During those years of prosperity she only once

returned to Paris, and that was to play " Amarinthe "

in "Fausses Confidences" at the retiring benefit of her

old manager. M, Samson, in 1853. The following year,

Arnould, who was well known as a dramatic author,

died, and a year later the much sobered Mme. Arnould-

Plessy returned to Paris and the Francais, being

enrolled as a pensionnaire, and having a secured

engagement for eight years. She continued acting

at the Francais till she was quite an old woman,

passing, as the years went by, through every range

and age of parts. She finally retired from the stage

in 1876, leaving behind her a long and wide range

of excellent work.

Of Rachel, that extraordinary actress, who till now

stands unrivalled in the annals of the stage, so many

widelv differing accounts have been L;iven that it is
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impossible to reconcile certain of the statements con-

cerning her. It is certain, however, that her origin

was humble, and that she was a Jewess. Hut that

siie was ignorant, untaught, stupid and rapacious, as

some chroniclers would have us believe, has been

stronglv contradit'ted bv other unbiassed students of

the stage. It seems certain that she was never really

as beautiful as she appeared, and that her small figure

was lean to attenuation. This particular defect, how-

ever, she concealed with great art on the stage, wear-

ing in the classic drama of the Comedie Francaise

her Greek draperies

with con>ummate skill,

while in other plays or

in private life, she wore

rich, stiff silks, scarves

of rare embroideries

or quantities of lace

.swathed about her.

She never wore a low

gown, and the fashion

in which she dressed

her hair — in heavy
black braids closely

plaited round her face

—helped to hide the

excessive thinness of

her throat and neck.

Her eyes were mag-

nit ice nt, and were
singularly hollow, her

hands very small and

tii)ped with veiv pink

nails.

Wlun Rachel was a

girl, and first went tothe

Franijais, she asked M.

Prevost, the secretary

of the theatre, humbly enough to give her a few le.ssons

in declamation. " Run away, my girl," cried Prevost

rouglily :
" go and sell flowers." A few weeks after-

w.uds Rachel appeared in " Ilermione," and fairly

electrified her audience, being at the end of the play

smothered with bouquets. After the curtain had

fallen she went to Prevost with her arms full and said,

' See, I have t.iken your atlvice. I have brought

you some tloners \o buy." Prevost, with the sense

of what was due to a rising star, .ipologised, and

became her great friend.

ICven the greatest admirers of Rachel were at a loss

to understand her reception in London by the most

straight-laced ladies of the time, for the actre.ss had

never been too careful in her way of living. She was

clever enough, however, to assume in drawinc-rooms

\ \

{"

M.\DEMOISEl LE RACHEL

a very charming and retiring manner, and, in fact, was

one of those types of women who have two distinct

personalities. Her admirers had to pay heavily to

satisfy her extravagant and rapacious tastes, and yet

she kept half-a-dozen members of her shiftless family

in affluence.

Everyone remembers how handsome George

D'Alroy wooed and won simple Esther Eccles. the

little ballet dancer, and how after much opposition

on the part of his stately mother, Esther was received

with open arms, and all lived happily ever after.

Few, however, ever

guessed from what

source Tom Robert-

son took the name of

George IVAlroy, and

the inspiration for his

most human and mov-

ing play of "Caste."'

He took it from a

romance that happened

in real life, and the

hero of the story was

a Duke of the Blood

Royal, and for many

years next heir to the

English Throne, while

the heroine was a

burlesque actress sing-

ing and dancing dur-

ing the thirties of the

last century at the

Lyceum Theatre.

When Prince George,

Duke of Cambridge,

first saw Louisa Fair-

brother, she was a

singularly lovely woman
with a fine presence, a sweet voice, and a great talent

for dancing. He was just out of his teens, but Miss

Fairbrother was his senior by four vears. She was

still living in Exeter Court, where her father, S. G.

Fairbrother. printed " songs, duets, choruses," etc.,

of musical plays. During the wooing of the popular

favourite, her Royal lover waited every night at the

stage door to oft'er her his escort home, from which

humble spot he had to return to the glitter and

ceremony of Queen Victoria"s court. When Her

Majesty married, and the Princess Royal was born,

the Duke of Cambridge, the hawdsomest man of his

time, married the actress in Ireland, and as in "Caste"'

they set up house in that Queen Street house, Mayfair,

where the Duke spent the happiest years of his long

life, and where his children—the FitzGeorges—were

/ '

/

/•-i
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born. Mrs. I'it/.deorge still remained on the stage,

ho\ve\er, and Brandard's lithograph of her was made
some time after her marriage. For many years the

Queen refused to receive her cousin's wife, but later

a sincere friendship sprung up, as it will among
women of all classes, over the cradles of the children.

To the end of her days Mrs. l-'itzGeorge retained

her !()\e of the

theatres where she

had charmed the

t o w n i n A 1 h e r t

Smith's burles(|ues,

and danced and sung

with the Keeleys.

When serious illness

overtook her she

used to be wheeled

into the pits of

theatres in her batli

chair, from which
she could not be

moved. She retained

her beauty to the

last, while her gra-

cious charm not only

preserved the adora-

tion of her Royal

inisband, but won
for her troops of de-

voted friends. The
Royal "(ieorge
D'Alroy" and the

loving faithful
" Esther Eccles," the

printer's daughter,

lie side by side in

Kensal Green Ceme-
tery.

In the winter of

1844-5, J<^nny Lind

was considered the

great musical phenomenon of the day. She had
appeared that year in Berlin, and made a huge suc-

cess in " Das Feldlager von Schlesien," written for her

by Meyerbeer. 'J"he opera was later remodelled and
called " L'ICtoile du Nonl." Bunn, of Drury Lane,

travelled to Berlin, and, with the aid of the English

Ambassador, persuaded her to sign a very advan-

tageous offer for her to sing Meyerbeer's opera in

English. But an English lady, whom she met at

Frankfort, told her that if she appeared in England

it should be at Her Majesty's, and, accepting this

doctrine, she broke with JJunn. In 1846 Benjamin

Lumley followed Jenny Lind half over Europe, trying

MISS FAIRBROTHER AS EGLANTINE IN
BV J. BRANDARD, AFTER J. W. CHILD

to obtain her promise to come to England. Was
there ever such a contract ? She was offered ^^^4,800

for the season of 1847 (reckoned from April 14th

to August 20th), with a house free of charge and a

carriage and pair. ^800 more if she felt inclined to

spend a month in Italy resting prior to her appear-

ance in London, and the option of cancelling the

contract if she did

not feel [jleased with

her first reception.

After many delays

made by Jenny Lind,

who was fearful of

being annoyed by

liunn, she arrived in

town in April, 1847.

All London was ex-

cited, but she made
no sign of rehears-

ing, nor could any

announcement be

made of her ajjpear-

ance. At last all was

fi.xed, and a night

early in May settled

for her dt'but in

" Roberto il iJia-

volo." At the last

moment the Lord
( 'hamberlain refused

to license the opera.

I t s e e m e d as

though the j)romised

debut would never

come off, for the

" Swedish Nightin-

gale " was supersti-

tious. Jenny Lind

had very little voice,

and had twice lost it

altogether. .She had

recovered il in "Alice," which unpopular part has

only one aria, and ha\ing proclaimed "Alice" as her

favourite part, she would a[;i)ear in that or nothing.

Through immense efforts on the part of Lumley and

of many noblemen interested in the fortunes of the

opera house, the Lord Chamberlain was induced to

license the libretto, and Jenny Lind duly appeared

before an immense audience that included the

(,)ueen, the Prince Consort, the (,)ueen Dowager, and

all the Court. The expression, a "Jenny Lind crush,"

passed into the talk of the day, and always occurred

whenever she was billed to appear.

Jenny Lind's re-appearance on May 4th, 1848, was

VALENTI.MC AND ORSON
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remarkable for bringing into public Queen Victoria

and the Court, who since the serious Chardst Riots

ijn April rcth. had kept entirely to the Roval palaces.

A year latcr the great singer made her last aopearance

on the operatic stage, taking her farewell of her

adoring operaric pubh'c in " Robc-rto.'" Bamum paid

ail her expenses and /"30.00a for 150 concerts in

JEN'N'Y LEND BY R. ;.

America, and she was heard afterwards at concerts,

and frcijuently sang for the Queen, who made a

sincere friend of her, but she retired altogether in iS:;6.

Jenny Lind was a woman of extraordinary character

and will. She was of unblemished reputation, a fact

chat in those days singled her out from, the rest of the

artistic world, and her charities were immeastirable.

In many ways she was timid and ner^'ous. but she

never forgot her own value as an artist, and alwavs

refused to smg in any private house where she was

being entenained as guest. She broke her rule once,

however, in Paris, when Gitalani. then a decreoit

old woman, begged to hear her once before she

died. Jenny sang to the grea.. delist of the once

great prima donna the whole evening. A few weeks

atterwards Catalan: cied of cholera. fennv Lind
was as perrect a pianist as she was a singer, and

accompanied herself with infinite taste. Her 5r:le

was extremely pure and classical, and of the finest

o'.i. Italian meth-od. She was the

last great exponent of Mozart, whcse

delicate technique she understcoc to

the stage she niarried a musician,

Julian Goldschmidt. and lived to be

a very old and positive lady in South

Kensin_gton.

Mme. Doche. ru-i Marie Charlotte

Eugenie Pltuikett, was one of the v-ry

tew great French actresses who never
" trainee ~ at the Cons-ervatoire, or

served an apprenticeship at the

Comiedie Franitaise. She simply

appeannjg at Versailles in 1S37 under

the name of Eugenie Fletirv. She

came of a family of actors, and her

brother was tS.en appearuig success-

fullv a: the Vaudeville, for which

theatre 'lVcCl^ Eugenie was soon en-

age of sixteen, she married M. Doche.

the ch^dorchestn at the ^'aude-^-ilie,

and thus as a mere rJz}^A besan her

long and brilliant career as Mme.
Doche. Her first parts were ingenues.

and as she sang extremely well, she

was given sc'ng:s on every opportunity.

Acded to this ta.ent. stic was, ror a

dancer—her sister Adeline made a

great success as a dancer at Covert

tions gave her a trainirig granted to

few actresses in Paris, who in those days were des-

tineii b^ their masters either for tragedy or comedy

largelv on phvsi'ial attr.butes. Leading parts played

in Paris, the orovinces. and in her native town or

Brussels enijrmouslv increased her versanlity, which

enabled her to score a triumph in a play called

"Satan." in which she nlled six different criaracters.

which goes to show that the Protean style or

entertainment in vogue nowadays is not so new as

it proicsses to be.

But Doche's grand chance came by accident, as

chanceS wilL Alexandre Dumas n^s had wntten \ii=,



luu'ly Biigli^li Litlioij^yaphs

masterpiece, " La Dame aux Camelias." For some

years the play was interdicted in England, but it is

not generally known that M. Leon Faucher censored

the play in Paris, and only after considerable dilticulty

was permission obtained to play it at the N'audeville.

The leading lady of the theatre, Mme. X ,
was

cast for the frail heroine, but after hearing the play,

she sneeringly refused the part on the score that she

had no experience of " that sort of life." Dumas

replied cuttingly: "Then, madame, I am afraid that

you will never now have the opportunity of learning

what it is like,'" and offered the part to Mme. Doche,

then at the zenith of her beauty and of her fame as

the best dressed woman on the French stage. (Charles

Fechter, then young and handsome, was the Arma/id,

and the play entered upon a career of prosperity and

popularity that time has never dimmed, for after fifty-six

years it is new, and is still played all over the world

with success, though the camellias have never so

well become any woman as the excjuisite Doche.

Rosati was a delightful dancer, whose first season

in London, that of 1847, was greatly overshadowed

by the appearance of Jenny Lind ; and it says much

for the cleverness and excellence of the dancer that

she was able to make a place for herself, and to hold

the affections of the British public at the very time

that the popularity of ballet as an entertainment was

on the wane. "Ciselle" was one of Rosati's best

impersonations, and an adaptation of the famous

" Ondine " was made for iier under the name of

"Coralia." Rosati disappeared from England at tlie

end of Lumley's tenancy of Her Majesty's in 1S56
;

but like many other dancers she lived to a great age,

and only died two years ago.

1% ,
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Some RemarRs on the Armoury of the Wallace Collection
Part I. By Geo. F. Bruck

Any continental art student or connoisseur

visiting London and its numerous public and private

museums and collections will hardly fail to take the

opportunity of inspecting Hertford House. But this

palace being such an unique treasury of art, and its

contents being of such high interest for any earnest

lover of beauty in art, no visitor will be content with

a single visit. Therefore an art student ought to

spend months to work through the sections which

especially interest him. Such an application of time

will repay him for life.

My time not allowing a more protracted sojourn,

I could only spend some few short days in London :

but more than half of them were devoted to Hert-

ford House and its collections, and my catalogues

and note-books are full of notices testifying to the

deep impression made on me on this occasion.

Accidentally these catalogues fell into my hands

again, and by turning over the leaves all the glittering

splendour of this unique collection of the armourer's

art and craft is revealed to my mental eye. The art

of the armourer being peculiarly German, and of

particular interest to me, my cursory notices refer

almost exclusively to German weapons, the aim of

many a zealous collector in his Fatherland, repre-

sented in this collection by so many important pieces

of the first order.

A sure guide to the treasures of this collection is

the catalogue by Guy Francis Laking, F.S.A. I can

find only words of the highest praise for this most con-

scientious, expert and exhaustive, but concise work :

anyone familiar with such a task must acknowledge

his careful labour, so very distinct even from many
otificial guides of continental museums. Some smaller

mistakes might be excused by the hurry in which

such works are usually compiled. Tlie object of the

following notes is not to criticise the catalogue, but

to serve only as suggestions for a future edition.

The numbering of the catalogue begins in Gallerv-

Vn. My first note refers to No. 3 in this room,

described by the catalogue as follows :

Xo. 3. "Partisan of a Papal Guard. Flamboyant

blade and lateral projections. Dec. with deep etching,

gilt, with coats of arms and bordering, studded haft.

About 1610."

Curiously enough, it is, at least according to my
German notions, no Partisan at all, but a pronounced

halberd, which never belonged to the Papal Guard,

but, as the arms indicate, to the household gitardia

of an ecclesiastical person of episcopal rank at the

end of the 17th century.

No. 21 is a Tilting Suit— not a half suit— of unusual

completeness, in German called "Stechzeug." At the

end of his notice on this suit Mr. Laking mentions

that " in the earlier suits the heavy tilting heaume
' Stechhelm ' is replaced by a form of salade. an

example of which is in the Musee d'Artillerie,

No. H. 46.'' Here again is a small mistake : the

salade mentioned never belonged to that kind of tilting

called das dnitscJic Stec/ien, but, as its German name

Rennhut denotes, to the kind called Sc/iarfranien.

This Scharfre/incH was contemporary with the Stee/ien,

and was especially jiopular at the tilting-yard of the

Electoral Court at Dresden until the end of the

1 6th centur\-, the Electors of Saxony being the greatest

promoters of this knightly sport.

No. 24. "Hand and a Half S'd'ord. German,

about 1505." This sword has a real good old blade

of the 15th century, but the hilt hardly belongs to it,

if it is old at all.

No. 32 is one of the well-known Morion helmets

of the Trahanten Giiardia of the Electors of Saxonv.
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'I'hcy do not belong to the beginning ot the 17th

century, but to the latter halt of the i6lh, especially

the specimen in question. Hundretls of these

helmets yet in existence clearly show a good

many differences in their workmanship, so we have

reason to believe that the familiar i)attern may also

W, a riband beneath with initials I). I. 1). M. E. ;

below this the inscription

' I11K>VS • NAZAKKWS KKX • 1\ DKOKVM,'

intertwined foliage round the gussets. The same

decoration is repeated on the back plate.

Probahly German, about 1490."

TILTING SUIT, NO. 21

have been ordered later at the Nuremberg armourers

or purveyors.

The Hand and a Half Sword^ No. 40, possesses

a fine old blade of mediieva! origin, probably of the

14th century ; the hilt may have been made about

1540-50. Very early lorms of hilts on Oerman swords

were made luitil the beginning of the lylh century,

as many dated specimens show.

Under No. 46 the catalogue sijecifies a " Suit of

Cap-a-pie Armour, dec. with bordering of triangular

section, and etched on the breastplate with a crowned

l''or two reasons this is impossible firstly, all the

forms of this are typically Italian of the time con-

jectiued ; secondly, (Jerman armourers did not intro-

duce the etching and gilding on iron before about

15 15. In my oi)inion it is a good Italian suit about

1500, of which ]ierlKi[)s not all jjarts belong together;

a diligent investigation might unriddle the monogram

and the initials of a name or a device.

Another fine Caf-a-pie Suit of Armour is No. 56.

"Dec: The whole surface finely channelled and

engraved with twin lines, the borders roped. 'I'hese
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tinted suits are known usually as ' Maximilian,' from

the emperor in whose reign the fashion was started,

("erman, about 1515." Most of these "fluted"

specimens to be found in public or [)rivate collec-

tions are made up of different suits—so is this one.

Helmet and gorget, pal

ettes, rere and \am braces,

mitten gauntlets, jambs

and sollerets do not be-

long to the rest, but to

other suits. Complete

Maximilian suits are of

the utmost rarity.

No. 63 is a " Heads-

man's Sword^' as the

catalogue asserts. I must

object to that assertion :

neither hilt nor blade ever

served that purpose. The

fine Solingen calendar

blade in particular was

unfit for such use : the

necessary grinding would

have destroved the orna-

ments in the shortest time.

'I"he headsman's sword, if

decorated at all, shows the

emblems of his bloody
handicraft and corres-

ponding inscriptions on

the u[)i.)er [)art of tlie

blade near the hilt or in

the flat and short groove.

'i"he weapon in ([uestion

is a .State sword . of the

I fith century.

Among the highly in

teresting horsi muzzles in

this room I would like

to mention Xo. 68 ; it is

not only dated, but show.s

the heraldic bea>t of the

former possessors, the

dukes of I'omerania— the

griltin. 'i'he inscriptions of the similar horse mu/z.les,

Nos. 69 and 70, are wrongly translated in the catalogue

:

in No. 69 the rider does not pray for '" speed," but

for an early oi)])ortunitv "to overciime his foes";

and No. 70 would be more correctly translated :

" When God wills, is the end of my life '.
" (not the

' aim ").

I'he closed lielmet of the Cap-ii-pie Suit of Armour.

No. 26, happens to fit the top plate of the gorget, but

it is a pity that it is not the original one belon^inu

C.\F-\-P]E SlIT OF .ARMOl'R, \0. ^6

to this particular suit, decorated with embossed scale

borders, which are missing on the helmet.

Very rare pieces are the daggers of typical S'wiss

form, like No. io8. The corresponding dagger,

No. 113, with the pierced and chased sheath showing

the story of William Tell,

is, alas ! a modern copy.

The two saddles, Nos.

116 and 117, arouse dis-

cussion. Both of them

—and a whole series of

similar ones in various

public and private collec-

tions of Europe— show

almost identical forms,

materials, and technical

peculiarities : and yet they

are ascribed to almost

all civilized nations of

Europe. The period of

their origin is generally

accepted to be from the

last third of the 14th to

the last third of the 15th

centuries ; one half of the

thirty to forty specimens I

have seen are undoubtedly

characterized by German

inscriptions as German

workmanship. ^^' h y

should not the other

saddles, too, be ascribed

to the same country?

The two saddles in ques-

tion are authentic proofs

ol my assertion : No. 116

is in the catalogue des-

cribed as " IJurgimdian,

about 1460-80 "
: No. 1 1 7

is by its German inscrip-

tions undoubtedly " Ger-

man, about 1480," as the

catalogue acknowledges.

But both saddles are of

such absolutely idetiticalforms that they must be made

after the same patterns and in the same workshop !

.\s the one is indisputably German, why should the

other be " Butgundian" !

The Wheel-lock Arquebus, No. 173, is a splendid

specimen of a rather rare kind of ornamentation—the

stock of wood inlaid with plaques of stag-horn carved

in low relief—wrongly iiueried by the catalogue.

I could not examine the piece, and therefore it is

possible that some of the plaques may be later
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restorations ; but on the whole tlie

enrichment is oki and original, and

very line of its kind.

In the same case, No. 2, is a U'/itr/-

lock Rifle. No. 175, set down in the

catalogue as "Italian, about 1570- -'^

closer inspection of this conspicuous

weapon shows the German origin of the

stock—finest minutely inlaid wH)rkman-

ship bv a Saxon gun-stock maker of the

1 6th century. Barrel and lock arc later,

about 1620 ; the hammer an old restora-

tion of the end of the 17th century.

A similar case is No. 176, a Heavy

Wheel-lock Rifle, German, dated 1563

on the stock, which is almost entirely

covered with polished and engraved

stag's horn. The barrel, ])rofusely

mounted with silver, is about two

generations later : hanuncr and spring

are old repairs, probably of the 18th

century. The crowned eagle on the

barrel is not Austrian, but the eagle of

"the Holv Roman Kmpire of the (".er-

man Nation." Of course both rifles in

ipiestion are old, and not constructed

by some speculative dealer from tine

old fragments, as is so often the case.

The learned author of the catalogue

is very inclined— like most other writers

on arms and armour—to assign any

highly ornamented weapons to Italian

craftsmen. 'Iliis is not the place to

enter into discussions on stylistic,

technical, or other .scientific (juestions.

I therefore confine my remarks in the

main to derman work, which might be

easily identified as such. Whilst on the

topic of fire-arms, I will deal with some

curious instances. There is No. 194,

one of the popular combined weapons.

r

SWISS DAGGER, NO. 108

described by the catalogue as " Secret

Sword and Wheeldock Pistol combined,

contained in a walking staff. Italian,

about 1580." This object, once in the

C.oodrich Court collection, was de-

scribed by Sir Samuel Rush Meyrick,

F.S.A., as "the walking staff of the

Doge of Venice." My notice says

"C.erman, 17th century." On the

blade is the two-headed eagle (jf the

Holy Roman F^mpire and the arms of

the Emperor Rudolf II. All the metal

work—the lock of the pistol, the blade

and its etching, the pommel and mount-

ings of the staff—are of decidedly Oer-

man character. (lerman works—and

most probably Ijy the same master

—

are the Wheel-lock Rifles, No. 195 and

No. 199, described in the catalogue as

"Italian, about 1600," and " ItaHan,

about 1580." (iermanisthe Wheel-lock

Rifle, No. 198, catalogued as " Italian,

about 1560." And in this instance the

German origin is easy enough to prove :

the lock is signed with the hall mark

of Nuremberg and the mark of the

master.

In case No. 3, which contains the

rifles mentioned above, the Dagger

Sheath, No. 183, should be noticed.

It is described as "Dagger Sheath ol

copper, embossed and chased in three

compartments with the story of the

Prodigal Son. derman work, aliout

1590." And yet it is no "Dagger

Sheath " at all, but a piece of the

utmost rarity and beauty— the original

pattern by a goldsmith of the 16th

century for the sheath of a Swiss

dagger, which was always cast in bronze

and ^ilt. As such it is naturally much

GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK RH-LE, N'O. 1/5
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rarer and costlier than the Swiss dagger sheaths,

though these are rare and costly enough I

It is not the purpose of these notes to exhaust the

contents of this gallery ; the other galleries also de-

serve a cursory glance. I therefore proceed to the

next room, Gallery VI., dominated by that wonderful

German War Harness for Man and Horse of the

15th century^—one of the finest in existence. This

suit is in too line a state of preservation for it to

escape suspicion ; but its main pieces are undoubtedly

old, and having no opportunity for the necessary

closer inspection, I leave it for another occasion.

There is another Cap-a-pie Suit of Armour^ No. 224

{To be i

of the catalogue — a very fine specimen of the

"Maximilian" type, with interesting reminiscences on

the "Gothic" construction of breast, and backplate,

showing simultaneously the transition to the strong

tapul of the middle of the i6th centurv-. That

the helmet does not belong to the suit is stated in

the catalogue ; but it is not stated that the whole
^^ Beinzeug," cuisses, genouilleres, jambs, and sollerets

once belonged to i7co other suits of similar character.

On the fine Half Suit of Armour, No. 233, I state

on the first glance that not only do the gauntlets not

belong to it, but also the unusually large palettes are

modern restorations.

oiitiiiued.)

HALF SUIT OF .\RMOUR, NO. 2V-
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Ancient Pharmacy Jars By Henry WalKer
[With Illustrations from examples in the possession of Mr. James Prior, Chemist, Stamford]

Thk collection ot old pharmacy jars docs

not appear to have received the attention of connois-

seurs to any appreciable extent. With the exception of

a set usually shown to visitors to Rochester Cathedral,

the examples in the British Museum, and the collec-

tion made by Mr. Prior, now under consideration, it

is questionable if anv attempt has been made to get

together a representative set of this interesting ware.

The set at Rochester Cathedral is accounted for by

the tact that one of the Priors supplied medicines

gratis to the poor people of Rochester, and stored his

medicaments in the jars

in question. .Mr. Priori

collection has been
amassed during the past

twelve years, the majority

of the examples having

been picked up in various

parts of the country. The

syrup jars of Leeds ware,

referred to hereafter, were

part of the stock-in-trade

of the business over which

he presides, which was

established about a cen-

tury ago. The pharmacy

jars of Delft ware were

in general use in the six-

teenth century, and there

are doubtless many rare

examples still in exist-

ence in this and other

countries. Jars of this

character became, com-

paratively sjieaking, ob-

solete as t!ie manufacture

of glass vessels was

improved and perfected.

The following notes

relative to Mr. Prior's collection will he of interest to

connoisseurs. It may be ni)ted that the lettering and

ornamentation is invariably blue on a white ground :

—

No. i.—A [)harmacy jar of 1 )elft ware of the

sixteenth century, originally used for the purpose of

storing an Elixir named k. de : o\o, which was

probably made from eggs and used as a stimulating

tonic. It is now obsolete.

No. ii.—Pharmacy jars of Delft ware of the sixteenth

century, used for storing the following preparations :

(i) E. E. ScoKD, a contraction of J-^lectuarium

Diascordium, a sedative

astringent.

(2) Li\ARCEi(Arceus'

Liniment) is an older

name for Elemi oint-

ment, which is still

occasionally u sed for

keeping wounds open.

(3) U. Bash. N., a

black Basilicon ointment

|)repared from oil, wax,

lesin and pitch. In the

Lo?id(>?i Pharniacoptvia of

1746 there were three

Basilicon or Royal oint-

ments, coloured yellow,

black and green. In an-

cient medicine the name

P>asilicon was applied to

several substances sup-

posed to possess pre-

eminent virtue. It is

now replaced by pitc-h

ointment.

(4) Un(". C.tRUL, ablue

ointment, or ointment of

mercury,employed largely

No. I. bv the Romans and.Arabs.

lAM^
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NO. II.

(5) C. Ro>.\R, a confection of roses and sugar used

in cough mixtures, and as an excipient for pills.

(6) Cerat Epul was probably an ointment made

No. III. No. IV

-3-
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No. V. I

of suet, and used for wounds, sores, etc. It is now

obsolete.

(7) U. Samhici, an elder ointment to which ancient

writers ascribe great virtue. It is now, however,

rarely used.

No. iii.—A pharmacy jar of Delft ware of the

si.xteenth century used for storing S. Pai'av, a syrup

of poppies used in cough mixtures.

No. iv.—A pharmacy jar of Delft ware of the

sixteenth century used for storing p. F-ETID.*: or

" Devil's Dung." It was also known as " Food of

the Gods.'" It is a gum resin obtained from Persia,

with a very offensive odour. The Asiatics frequently

employ it for flavouring sauces, etc., and they even

eat it alone.

No. V.—Pharmacy jars of Delft ware of the sixteenth

centur}- used for the following preparations :

—

(i) S. ViOLAR, a syrup of violets frequently given

to young children, mixed with almond oil, for coughs,

etc. It is still in use.

(2) S. Balsam or Syrupus Balsamius, as it was

termed in the Loudon Phanuacoptvia of 1746, is now

known as Syrup of Tolu, a favourite cough medicine

still in use.

No. vi.—Pharmacy jars of Delft ware of the sixteenth

century used for the following preparations :

—

No. VI.
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Xo. VII. I

(i) OxYMKL SciLLAR, a preparation of squills and

honey still in use for coughs and colds.

(2) S. AcETOsus, a syrup of common wood sorrel,

was used as a scorbutic, but is now practically

obsolete.

No. vii.— Pharmacy jars of Delft ware of the sixteenth

century used for the following preparations :

—

(i) .-Egypti.^cum, used in veterinary practice, and

composed of sulphate of copper, vinegar, treacle, etc.

The name originated with Hippocrates, who learnt

its composition in Egypt. It is still used in out-of-

the-way places as an astringent.

(2) A small jar used for syrups of various kinds.

(3) LoH : E. Passulls, a medicine of the con-

sistency of honey.

No. viii.—Pharmacy jars of Leeds ware of the

eighteenth century, being part of the original stock of

a chemist's business established in Stamford about a

century ago. 1"he jars were used for storing syrups,

which would be protected by a covering of parchment.

No. VIII.
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John Jones and his Work
li' one wished lo k)rm a gallery of nie/./.otiiit

portraits of famous men of the eighteenth century,

the work of John Jones would be well represented,

for it is to his tine series of male portraits after

Romney, Reynolds, and others, that much of his

present fame is due. Like many another of his

craft, there is little known of his early life, and even

the year of his birth is a matter of conjecture, though

most authorities agree that he was born some time

between 1740 and 1745, and made liis first essay at

the art of engraving when about thirty years of age.

Of his life before this period very little is known, and

we have still yet to learn from whom he first learnt

the art in which he was to acliiew so much. That

he learnt in a good

school is evident,

for his mezzotints

especially displav

evidence of careful

training.

Me is known to

fame both as an

engraver in mezzo-

tint and stipple, exe-

cuting many plates

in both methods
during the twenty

odd years which

cover his career,

which are now de-

servedly prized by

the collectors, bui

his reputation

chiefly rests on those

executed in the for-

mer method.

His men's [)oi-

traits are especialK'

notable, and it is

interesting to record

that though he en-

graved about fiftv I^OBINI.TTA

By W. G. Menzies

l)lates in mezzotint after Reynolds and Romney, only

six portraits of ladies are included in them. His first

print is believed to have been executed in 1774 or

1775, he being an exhibitor at the exhibition of the

Incorporated Society of Artists in the latter year, con-

tinuing to exhibit there for the next sixteen years.

In 1778 he engraved his first plate after Reynolds,

following it with many others which received con-

siderable praise from Sir Joshua. In fact it is said

that Reynolds and Romney both thought highly of

his work. This plate was followed by others after

Romney, Gainsborough, Rael)urn,Hoppner, Singleton,

Fuseli, and others, all of which, if not equal to the

work of such masters as Valentine Cireen and John

Raphael Smith, still

possessed sutficient

delicacy and charm

t o s h o w that he

well understood

the possiljilities of

the scraper. Most

of his mezzot i nts

(lisjilay great power

and artistic percep-

tion, though some

are lacking in finish,

and others are ow-r-

acrentuated. Still,

as we have said,

Ronme\' and l\e\-

nolds were pleased

lor him to transfer

their v/ork^ to the

copper-plate,and his

success \n so doing

can be gauged by

the sums now paid

by collectors for ex-

amples ot his work.

I'or many years

John I ones lived

in (Ireat PortlandJ. J0M:S, AJTEK RliNNOLDS
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Street, \\liere~in 1786 his son (leorge, later known to

fame as a distinguislied painter of battle pictures, and

a member of the Royal Academy, was born, (icorge

JoiK's, it is interesting to record, was an executor of

the will of Chantrey. During the illness of Sir M. A.

Shee, he was for a time acting President of the Royal

Academy, and he also acted as librarian and keeper.

him, amongst them being a magnificent rendering

of Gainsborough's portrait of Sigfiora Baicelli, the

famous dancer, the Duchess of Marlborough and

the Hon. Mrs. Beresford, both after Romney, Miss

Kemble, the sister of John Kemble and Mrs. Siddons,

the Htm. .]f}s. Tollcnuiche as '" Miranda," after

Reynolds, and Mrs. Jordan., after Hoppner.

OF MANCHESTIIK \i\ J. JONES, AFTER C. G. ST;

In 1700 John Joiic.--, like manv of his predecessors,

became engra\er to the Prince of 'Wales and the

Duke of \'ork, which appointment he held until his

death seven years later.

One of his fmest efforts with the scraper is his

portrait, after Romney, of Mrs. Daveiit'orl. daughter

of Ralph Sneyd, of Keel, which he published at

63, (ireat Portland Street, in 17S4. Another is that

of Ladv Caroline Price, Keynolds"s original painting

of which, it will be remembered, was sold some

years ago for nearly ^.4,000. Many other charm-

ingly executed female portraits were published by

John Jones's series of male portraits is both ex-

tensive and important, and includes portraits of many

men famous in the history of the eighteenth century.

Amongst them we find Edmund Burke, the states-

man, which he executed in 1790, the year of his

appointment to the post of engraver to the Prince

of \\'ales, George Burges, the Greek scholar and

dramatist. Dr. Fanner, the critic, Dr. Ba/ev, the

famous Divine, Thomas Orde, Dr. Parr, Pitt, Anthony

Todd, the Dukes of Gloucester and Marlborough,

and the Earl of ]]'esi7norland, all of which are after

Romney : whilst his Reynolds portmits include fine

!s6
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renderings of Sir Joshua's portraits oi Jaines /ios'iOfli,

Lord Erskine, William W'ymiham, Cluxrles James

I'o.x, Lord Hood, and Lord Rawdon.

Some of Jones's male portraits in stipple are also

extremely tine, that of the Duke of York, his

patron, and those of the Earl of S/ie[lield and

Lord Mansfield being especially notable.

in open letters. 'l"he second state has the title

engraved. Two very successful achievements by

lones with the stipple point are Kobim-tia, which

is a portrait of tlie Hon. .\nna Tolicmache when

Miss Lewis, and ALiiscifitla, after Reynolds; another

notable pair is Collina and Sylvia, the latter of which

was reproduced in the eleventh volume of Thk

MISS KE.VllJl,t bV J. JO.MIiS, Al-TER RI.\.\OLDb

As an engraver in stipple, John Jones achieved

considerable success, and many of his prints exe-

cuted in this manner after Reynolds, Romney,

Downman, ("osway, and others are held in high esti-

mation at the present time. One of his most notable

stipple-prints is that of Emma, the beautiful Lady

Hamilton, after Romney, which was published in

17S5, the same year in which he published one of

his most notable female ])ortiails in mezzotint, that

of the JLo?!. Mrs. Tollemache as " Miranda." The

first state of this print bears the title " Emma

"

scratched, the rest of the inscription being engraved

CoNNOissKUK, which are portraits of I>ady Gertrude

and Lady Anne l<'itzj)atrick respectively ;
whilst 7'he

Sleeping; Girl and The Lortiim- Tellers (the latter

of which depicts Lord Henry and Lady Charlotte

Spencer), are also highly valued. Serena and Ermitiia

are two of his finest stipple-|)rints after Romney,

and another is that of Miss Kevible, whom Romney

painted as well as Reynolds. Of this latter print

Mrs. Frankau describes three states, the first state,

the etching ; the second state, the proof before letters

;

the third state, artist's name, title, a verse from Milton,

and line of publication in stippled letters.
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W'liile Jones lived in Ciieat Portland Street he

resided at both No. 63 and No. 75, from both of

which addresses his plates were published. Ann Bayer

also issued some of his prints, as did W. Richardson,

W. Austin, and the Boydells ; but with very few

exceptions they were all published by himself.

The prints reproduced are in the possession of

Mr. F. B. Daniell.

List ok Principal Prints sold since 1900.

Title. Artist. Date. Rem.\rks. Price.

Haccelli, Signoia (Gainsborough 1906 m. Ijefore alteration in

address
105

d.

li.iccelli, .SigiiDia Gainsborough 1901 ni. 2nd Slate 61 19
Haccelli, Signora ( iainsborough 1906 m. 1st state 71 s

Hallad .Singers, The Rising 1902 C. P. 15 15
Heresford, Hon. Mrs. Romney ... 1903 m. 1st state 273
IJeresfoul, Hon. Mis. Romney ... 1902 ni. 2nd state 7.> 10

Heresford, Hon. Mrs. ... . . Romney ... 1903 C. P. 2S 7 c
Hurke, Edmund Romney ... 1903 m. 42
Cholniondeley, C. J. Reynolds 1901 m. I 13

Collina (Lady Fil/.patrick) ... Reynolds 1901 5, 3 3
<'orn\v;\llis. Marquis of Gardner ... 1906 m. 2 10
Davenport, Mrs. Romney ... 190.^ ni. only state 651
Douglas, Rear-.\dniiral .Sir Charles Singleton 1902 m. 1st state 23 2

Dulce Donnini Bigg 1902 m. proof 2S 7
Dulce Donumi and Black Monday... • Bigg 1901 m. pair 66 3
Dulce Donium and Black Monday... •• Bigg 1905 C. P. pair 52 10

Edwards, Mrs. Lawranson 190, m. p. 40 19
Emma Romney ... 1905 C. P. 241 10

Kmma Romney ... 1902 s. 246 15
l''mnia Romney ... 1904 s. in bistre 72 9
Erskine, Hon. Thomas — 1901 m. proof 2 5
Karren, ^[iss, and Mr. King Downman 1906 m. p. b. 1. /

Fortune Teller, The Reynolds 1902 C. P. iS iS

l'o\, Charles James... Romney ... 1907 m. iS

FiamptonTregonwell (llie Father ol theTu f) \Vcotton 1907 m. 6 10

Hannlton, Lady Reynolds 1904 C. P. 1S3 15

Hamilton, Lady, ae " I'".mma
" — —

Ilooil, .-Xdniiral Reynold > 1902 m. 1st state 9
Hood, .\diiiiral Reynolds 1905 m. 2nd stale 4 4
Idlene-N Singleton 1901 C. P. 4 4
Jordan, Mis., " HypoHta Hoppner ... 1904 C. P. 25 10

Kemble, Miss Downman 1907 s. 20

Kemble, Miss Reynolds 1902 m. 1st state 162 Is

Kemlde, Miss Reynolds igoi m. 2nd state 102 iS

Kemble, Miss Reynolds 1904 ni. p. b. 1. 117 10

Kemble, .Mi^s .. ReynoUl> 1904 — -
MansheJd, James Vaslet 1906 m. 1st state I I

.Marlborough, Duchess of ... Romney ... 1904 m. 1st state i'5 10

Marlborough, Duchess of ' T,

Marlljorough, Duke of
Romney . . 1905 m. pair 40

Marlborough, Duke of Romney ... 1906 m. 4 4
Muscipula ReynokK 1906 s. in brown I S

Muscipula Reynolds 1906 s. 0. 1. p. 3

Orde, Thomas Riunney ... 1906 m. 2 S

Hitt, William Romney ... 1904 m. 14 10

Price, Lady Caroline Reynolds 1905 m. 1st state 102 iS

I'rice, Lady Caioline Reynolds 1904 m. 1st state 194 5

Price, Lady Caroline Reynolds 1901 m. 1st stale 109 10

I'rice, Ladv Caroline Reynolds 1905 m. 2nd slate 26 4
Rawiion, Lortl ... , , Reynolds 1906 m. 1st state 3 3

l\ol)inetta Reynolds 1902 C. P. 3.^ 14

Robinetta and Muscipula Reynolds 1904 C. p. 1-air 47 s

Serena (Miss .Sneyd) Romney .. 1901 C. P. 37 16

Srstini, .Signora Lawranson 1907 m. 3 .S

Shetheld, Lord Reynolds 1901 m. 2

Sleejiing (Jirl, Tlie ... ... . . Reynolds 1904 C. P. IP .s

Spencer Family Roberts ... 1906 m. set ot 3 5 15 6

Spencer, Lord Henry and Lady C. Reynolds 1902 m. 1st state 13 4 b

Spencer, Lord Henry and Lady C. Reynolds 1907 C. P. 40 19 c

Sylvia (Lady Fit/|iatrick) Reynolds 1901 m. 3 3 Q

ToUemache, Mrs. (Miranda) Reynolds 1901 m. 1st stale 99 15

ToUemache, Mrs. Miranda) Reynolds 1904 m. 2nd state 3q 18

Townshend, Lorii John Reynolds 1907 m. 0. 1. p. I I

Townshend, Lord John Reynolds 1907 m. e. 1. p. 10 10

Whitefoord, Caleb Reynolds 1906 m. 0. 1. p. 7 10
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! Peg Woffington's Letter

Whkihkr it be that the eiglitcenlh century

gallant was a strict believer in the maxim that forbacle

the honourable to

kiss and tell, or

that the billets

do II .V u t the
English Ninon
I'Enclos suffered

because of her

inconstancy, the

fact remains that

Peg Woffington's

autograph ranks

among the rarest.

Reckoning the

signature to her

will, and to the

banking account

re prod u ced in

Augustin Daly's

tribute, only four

e X a m [) 1 e s are

known. Under

the circumstances

it is in keeping

with the eternal

fitness of things

that Peg's solitary

holograph—the

letter now repro-

^

_
'' PEG WOFFINGTON AS ELVIRA IN '

private American (0,-iginal />ahitii,s in possession oj Mr.

By W. J. Lawrence

collection— so far trom having been written in a prosy

moment, should be redolent of the frank vivacity cha-

racteristic ot the

woman. One has

difficulty in con-

vincing oneselt in

reading this de-

lightful epistle that

it came from the

liand of an actress

who was dragged

up, rather than

brought up, whose

father was an

obscure Dublin
bricklayer buried

by the parish. In

an age when many

noblemen were

illiterate, when

few women could

spell, the accom-

plishments of Peg

Wofhngton gave

room for surprise.

Contrast the case

of the divine
Rachel, who
wrote, as the
Scotchman joked,

with difficulty, and

whose cacography,
' THE SPANISH FRIAR
'/. B. Moiris, Pnl'/iii)
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in the full sense of the term, was tlie marvel and

despair of her friends. And yet both jumped into

the turbid waters of life from the same springboard.

That was their common misfortune : from the

gutter they came, and to the gutter they often re-

turned. All that is reprehensible in their careers is

not the kindness of the little hunchback have gone

the length of teaching the bright girl to read and

write ?

Although Mrs. Wotifington's letter is now repro-

duced in facsimile for the first time, its details are

not unknown. Exactly forty years ago, a slightly

/^/rfi^^Aw

^

FIRST PAGE OF PEG WOFFINGTON S LETIEK

to he a(-counted for by this no^tah^ie de la boue.

But the one was educated, and the other not ; and

the pu/./.le is to determine whence the English actress

picked up her knowledge. French she apparently

imbibed as a girl from the foreign tumblers and

dancing masters in Madame Violante's booth. Vol-

taire records in his jireface to Semirnmis an im-

portant conversation he had with her in Paris in

1748. Might it not be that Charles Coffey, the play-

writing pedagogue, who interested himself in her

during the Violante period, and ccpched her to play

Nell in his own farce, " The Devil to Pay "—may

imperfect transcri])tion was sent to "Notes and

Queries "" by a correspondent, who, misled by the

lingering of Peg's pen in writing the final figure of

the year, gave the date as "Saturday, December 18th,

1743."' This blunder is more pardonable than the

omission of the allusion to the cudgel-playing. But

the date of the letter must be taken as December iSth,

1742, for two important reasons, first because that

dale actually did fall upon a Saturday, and, again,

because the actress on that particular evening did

play Sir Harry \\'ildair.

Piquant and refreshing as is the tone of the letter,
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it derives added cliarni from the fact that the whole

is now a mystification. Irish-like, Peg is apparently

addressing one person and conveying intelligence in

sportive fashion to another. The impression is as of

the playfulness of the kitten, with an occasional pro-

trusion of its claws. She begins by saluting this Master

the country, she plunges suddenlyjind familiarly into

the discussion of matters with which only a personal

friend would be actjuainted. Did she follow up this

conceit and constitute her pretty little Oroonoko the

stalking horse behind which her lambent wit shot

offenders ? There seems to l)e an allusion to this

y-^^,

r^C-<S=>

SECOND I'AGU OF PEG WOFI'I NGTOn'S l.KTTKU

Thomas Robinson as " my pretty little Oroonoko,"

in allusion to the dusky prince in Southerne's famous

tragedy, and she concludes by calling him " my dear

black boy." Obviously she is addressing a negro,

and a negro, moreover, whom she has never seen.

Note that she is glad to hear of his safe arrival in

Goodwood, and has heard such accounts of his

prettiness that she is burning to have them ocularly

confirmed. One would almost think that the prescient

Teg had contrived this epistle to hoax posterity, so

replete is it with shocks and surprises. Having be-

gun by addressing a blackamoor, not long arrived in

mysterious correspondent of hers in a letter written

by Thomas Sheridan to darrick on April 21st, i743)

in which he asks Roscius to convey " my best respects

to Mrs. Woffington ; I should own myself unpardon-

al)le in not having wrote to her were it in my power;

but I have been already punished in the loss of

so agreeable a correspondence, for I assure you I

have long envied her pretty Chronon that pleasure."

Chronon is doubtless used here as a contraction for

Chrononhotonthologos, the bombastic hero of Henry

Carey's mock tragedy.

Apparently there is only one solution to the
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nnstci)'. Sir Thoinas Robinson, called " Long Sir

Thoiiias " to distinguish him from his namesake the

diplomatist, afterwards Baron (Irantham, had been

a])pointed go\'ernor of the Barbadoes early in 1742,

and had arrived there early in August. Can it be

that along with other human consignments of the

sort sent to the Duke of Riclimond's at (ioodwood,

Sir Thomas had forwarded a negro page-bov as a

present to the actress ?

As for "the acting poetaster" whom Peg ridicules

so mercilessly, he has been identified by Mr. Percy

Fitzgerald in his ///( of David Garrick with that

most brilliant of cjuacks and most scurrilous of

writers, the soi disant Sir John Hill, he of whom
Roscius rhymed

—

" For physic and farces Iiis equal there scarce is :

His farces are physic; hi-, physic a farce is."

So slender are the reasons given by Mr. Fit/gerald

for the faith within him, one takes leave to think he

must have arrived at an apparently sound conclusion

by mere process of divination. It is idle to explain

Peg's reference to the cudgel-playing with the wild

Irishman by the thrashing Hill received at the hand

of Brown at Ranelagh, as that event took place in

1752. But Hill certainly began life as apprentice

to an apothecary, and, having simultaneously attended

lectures on botany, was engaged (according to the

Bioi^rnphia Diamaiica), about the period of Mrs.

Wotfington's letter, to go to Goodwood to super-

intend the Duke of Richmond's botanical gardens,

and classify his curious collection of dried [)lants.

But the main (juestion is, had Hill made his first

appearance on the stage before December, 1742?

If (lenest is to be believed, he and Foote faced

their first audience together in respectively playing

Ludovico and Othello at the Haymarket on Febru-

ary 6, 1744. lUit there is little doubt that the self-

styled knight made several abortive attempts to gain

stage foothold, and it may be that the Haymarket

venture was not the earliest. That he once acted in

some London theatre with Mrs. Woffington we verv

well know. In 1752 Woodward the comedian had

an acrimonious controversy with Hill over some

scurrility in "'i'he Inspector," and jibed at him in a

pamphlet for the clumsiness with which he acted

Constant in "The Provoked \\"il"e
" to Mrs. Wotting-

ton's Lady Brute, averring that he handled the actress

so feebly in the crucial >cene that she joined with the

audience m laughing at him.

Unfortunately for the full and complete identifica-

tion of " the acting poetaster," Peg does not say in

what part he made his debut. But she incidentallv

reveals that his second appearance, unaided by her,

was as Carlos in "Love Makes a Man." Gibber's

old comedy was twice performed at Drury Lane in

1742 under these distinctive conditions, that is to

say, with an mmamed novice in the part of Carlos,

and with Mrs. Woffington out of the cast. The
dates were ^larch 25th and May i8th. Both these

performances had been preceded, in February and

April, by representations of " The Provoked Hus-

band," in each of which Peg Wofifington was the

Lad)' Brute. Further than this one cannot go.

Debutants in those days were simply announced as

" A (ientleman, his first appearance," and unless

they subsequently joined the comi)any, their identity

is not easy to determine.

It seems to me hardly correct to say, as Mr. Percy

Fitzgerald does, that Hill openlv boasted of the

favours of Peg Wotifington in The History of Jlr.

Level. As the British ^Museum is lacking in a copy

of the novel, I cannot speak definitely on the point,

but no such impression is to be derived from the

French translation published at Amsterdam in 1765.

In this Hill's eponymous hero, " M. Loville." enters

into a liaiso/i on going to London with " the cele-

brated Miss ^^" ,'" who is spoken of as one of

those rare actresses who are not only beautiful on

the stage, but appear all the more beautiful the closer

they are seen. There may be a spice of autobiography

in this, but it is certainly not a boast.

The Mr. Swiney, under whose guidance and instruc-

tion Peg speaks as acting, was that adventurous old

Irishman and sturdy humorist, Owen Swiney, notable

as manager of the Queen's Theatre in the Haymarket

in the halcyon days of Nance Oldfield. Of him

Colley Cibber draws an agreeable portrait in the

classic pages of \\\^ Jpo/ogy. "If I should further

sav," he writes, "that this person has been well known

in almost every metropolis in Europe ; that few

private men have with so little reproach run through

more various turns of fortune: that, on the wrong

side of threescore, he has yet the open spirit of a

hale young fellow of five and twenty : that, though

he still chooses to speak what he thinks to his best

friends with an undisguised freedom, he is notwith-

standing accei)table to many ])ersons of the first rank

and condition : that any one of them (provided he

likes them) mav send him for their .service to

Constantinople at half a day's warning ; that time

has not yet been able to make a visible in any part

of him, but the colour of his hair, from a fierce coal-

black to that of a milder milk-white ;—when I have

taken this liberty with him, methinks it cannot be

taking a much gi eater if I at once tell you that this

person was Mr. Owen Swiney. " Mezzotint collectors

will recall portraits of this hardy veteran by Faber
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and Van Blceck, the iine showing liim clean sha\cn

and with picturesque sombrero, the other full-beartlcd

and long-haired. As guide, philosopher, and friend,

Swiney was unwavering in his allegiance to Peg, and

rewarded her complacency by bequeathing her his

Irish estate.

The un|Hiblished i)ortrait of the fanuius actress

with which this article is embellished will serve to

accentuate the vivacity of her letter. It represents

her as Elvira in " The Spanish Friar," and is taken

from a painting by Benjamin Wilson in the collection

of T. B. Morris, l']s(|., of Dublin. I'urcly for the

reason that there is a rci)lica of this portrait in the

darrick Club, one has a malicious pleasure in giving

it to the world. Although the (larrick was |)riuKuily

instituted to promote the best interests of the drama,

the conunitlee refuse to allow any of its treasures to

be reproduced.

fM:^:^/^.:^X^^^'^^^^h

Jjjk^e^^^^
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English Pillow Lace Part I. By M. Jourdain

I. HOXITON.

Thi-: lace industry of Honiton is supposed

to have been founded by Flemish refugees escaping

from the Alva persecutions (1568-77), and names of

undoubted Flemish origin occur at Honiton, at

Colyton, and at Ottery St. Mary. An early refer-

ence to lace-making is to be found in 1577 in

Hellowes" Familiar Epislks of Sir Anf/ionie of

Gueitara, where he writes of seeing a wt)!i\an " take

her cusliin for bone-lace or her rocke to spinne."'

Shortly before 1620 a complaint was made by the

London tradesmen of the influx of refugee artisans

" who keep their misteries to themselves, which hath

made them bould of late to device engines for

workinge lace, and such

wherein one man dt)th

more than seven linglish-

nien can doe," which would

seem to i)oint, not only to

the national jealousy of the

industrious immigrant, but

to the intriKluction ot bob-

bin lace, which is more

rapidly worked than needle-

])oint. The Honiton bone-

lace manufacture, however,

is already mentioned in

1620 by Westcole, and the

t)ften (juoted inscription

upon the tombstone of

James Rodge, " Bone lace

Siller" {d. 1617), in Honi-

ton Churchyard pro\ es that

the i n dust r \- w a s w e 1

1

established in the rt. ign of

James 1.

Such lace as was made
HONITON " P.\TENT V.\NDY

mu.st have been similar to i-th centcrv geometric

insertion and vandyked edgings of twisted and plaited

thread, which had their origin in Italv. Though there

are no authenticated specimens of bone-lace, some

early seventeenth century sculptured monuments bear

well preserved indications of geometric lace, as upon

the monument to Lady Pole in Colyton Church

(1623), and upon another to Lady Doddridge (1614),

in Exeter Cathedral, which may represent the local

manufacture. The patterns of these have been copied

by Mrs. Treadwin. and specimens are shown in the

Exeter Museum, titled " Patent Vandyke Point."

Pins ' were imported from France till about 1626,

when the manufacture was introduced into England,

and facilitated the making of lace. In 1636 the

Countess of Leicester writes
^

that ' these bone laces, if

they be good, are dear," and

in the following year that

thev are " extremelv dear."

KE POINT IN imitation OF
\\. LACE (EXETER MUSEUM)

* In 14S3 the importation of

pins into EngLind was profiibited

by Statute. In 1540 Queen
C.-uherine received hers trom

France, and a£;ain in 1543 an
Act was p.assed providing that
" no person shall put to sale any
pinnes but only such as shall l>e

double - headed, and have the

heads soldered fast to the shank

of the pinnes, well smoothed, the

shank well shapen, the points

well and round filed, canted, and
sharpened." To a large extent

the supply of pins was received

roni France till .about 1626. in

which year the manufacture was
introduced into Gloucestershire

by John Tilsby. His business

flourished so that he soon gave

employment to 1,500 persons.

In 1636 the pinmakers ot

London formed a Corporation,

and the manulacture was sub-

sequently established at Bristol

and Birmingham.
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IIONITON PILLOW LACE i8tH CENTURY PROBABLY DEVONSHIRE (VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM)

From a petition sent to the House of Commons
in 1698, when it was proposed to repeal the last pre-

cedinii [prohibition of foreign lace, we learn that "the

English are now arrived to male as good lace in

Fineness and all other respects as any that is wrought

in Flanders." Devonshire lace, indeed, must have

followed much the same development as did the

Flemish. It was, however, on a much smaller scale,

and far less was exported. The Flemish " send it to

Holland, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, France, Spain,

Portugal, etc., whereas we make it chiefly to serve our

own country and |)lantations."

In the diary of Cetia F'iennes, who travelled through

England in the time of William and Mary, Honiton

is again compared with Flemish laces. At Honiton
" they make the fine bone-lace in imitation of the

Antwerp and Flanders lace, and indeed, I think it

as fine : it only will not wash so fine, w''" must be

the fault in ye thread." • In the late eighteenth

century in an old diary the lace trimming the wedding

gown of Lady Harriett Strangeways (1799) is described

as " Brussels Honiton."

* Through Eii^/aitd on a side-saddle in time of Williai,

and Mary.—Cetia Fiennes.
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In the early eighteenth century lace-making claimed,

when resenting a proposed tax, to be the second

trade of the kingdom : but its importance was much

exaggerated. It was, however, widely spread, and

largely practised as a bye-industry. Later, Vancouver

writes of Devonshiie that "its chief manufactures

are the different kinds of woollen cloths, as also of

bone-lace."
!

The English lace industry has always been hampered

by the inferior
]

quality of native flax, which could

not compete with that of I^'landers. An attempt

in the reign of Charles II. to induce Flemish lace-

makers to settle in England was unsuccessful, for the

reason that the manufacturing of linen was in a very

rudimentary state on the accession of Charles 1 1.

5

t Agric. Devon, 1>^I3-

X The Maidstone authdrities in the early seventeenth centur)-

cnniplaineri that the thread- makers' trade was very much decayed
l>y tlie im]iortalion of thread from Flanders

—

List of J-'oreign

Protestants resident in England, 161S-SS. Camden Society.

"A body of Flemings, who settled at Maidstone in 1567,

carried on the thread manufacture ; flax spun for the threadmen
being still known there as Dutch work."

—

The Huguenots in

En-^land and Ireland. .Smiles, 1 868.

§ " Perhaps," writes Strult, " it was thought to lie more
greatly beneficial to procure the article (linen) by exchange
than to make it at home, especially when the cultivation of

^
\.\\^
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HONITON PILLOW LACE ISTH CENTURY

It is wortli mentioning in this connection that

1 )evon was formerly famous for its spinning. As tine

as Kerton (Crediton) spinning is a proverb in the

county.

Early Devonshire lace is said to have had one

peculiarity distinguishing it both from Brussels and

from the later Honiton. This is the use of an out-

lining cordonnet, formed by massing together the

bobbins, just as is done nowadays, to obtain slight

veins of relief, called bnydes, in Brussels applique.

But a piece of lace of the seventeenth or eighteenth

century which can be assigned with a certainty to

Devonshire has yet to be found. +

Three specimens in the Victoria and Albert Museum
are tentatively attributed to old Honiton. The first

two
I

are of rough workmanship and rather archaic

design. In the third vj (No. ii.) the close plaiting of

the tlowers and other ornament is thrown into relief

hemp and tlax was not conceived to be wcirth the attention of
our farmers." In the fifteenth year of Charles II. 's reign, an
Act was passed for the encouragement of the manufactures of
all kinds of linen clotli and tapestry made from hemp or flax,

by the virtue of which every person, either a native or a
foreigner, might establisli such manufactures in any place in

England or Wales, without paying any acknowledgment, tee,

or gratuity for the same.
• It is on record that 140 threads of woollen yarn spim in

that town were drawn through the eye of a tailor's needle which
was long exhibited there.

1 " Les guipures que vers l.\ nieuie epoijue [i.e. early eigh-
teenth century) on faisait en Angleterre, eiaieut du meme genre,
sauf que les differenles parties de I'ouvrage elaient reliees

ensemble par des brides picotees et que, en oulre, certaines
porfions du dessin etaient rehaussees de reliefs produits ]iar

une sorte de cordonnet que Ton obtenait en massant tous les

fuseaux—comme nervures a relief appelees /'/Wm dans {'applica-

tion de Bruxelle^—on les rattachait ensuite par un crochetage. "'

— I.e roiiiit dc Fxjiiif. Mute, l.aitiiiiit-de l.af'radc-.

X 874-'53- S64-'53. j I36.S-".S5-

(VICTORI.Ji AND .ALBERT MISEUM)

by occasional narrow margins, across which are threads

linking the various portions together. These thread

links are rather irregular, and group themselves into

no series of definite meshes. This had been con-

sidered an eighteenth century specimen of Devonshire

pillow-lace. This should be compared with No. iii.,

a cap crown from the Musee des Arts Decoratifs,

Brussels, wrongly attributed to Honiton. A " cloudi-

ness in the V. and A. example—a slightly coarser

thread—suggests that it is English work.

^\'hen the reseau ground was in vogue, Honiton

was, like Brussels Point d'Angleterre, made first on

the pillow by itself, and the reseau was then worked

in round it, also on the pillow. The plain pillow

ground was very beautiful and regular, but very

expensive. It was made of the finest thread pro-

cured from Antwerp, the market price of which in

1790 was ^,70 per pound.

With the introduction of machine-made net in the

early part of the nineteenth century, the principle of

appli(]ue work was also adopted in England, and the

cheaper and inferior material was substituted for the

hand-made ground. It is said that Queen Charlotte

introduced the applique on net to encourage the new

machine net.

Honiton applique was most commonly of white

thread sprigs mounted on thread net ; but black silk

sprigs were also made. These were made on the pillow

with black silk, and were transferred to a fine machine-

made silk net. Xo black laces have been made in

Honiton for the last quarter of a century : they went

It took because it was so much cheaper. Designs upxin old
pillow net cost more than four times those upon llie machine net.

HONITON PILLOW LACE ISTH CENTLRV (victoria AND ALDERT MUSEUM)
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IIONITON PILLOW LAC1-. LAIE iSlH OR liARLV leyTH CENTUKV (iN IHE 1'0SSES;,10N OF MKS. MALKIN)

out of fashion on account of the expense of the silk,

which cost just double the linen thread.

The design of Honiton is derived from Flanders,

partly, no doubt, because there was frequent inter-

communication between the two countries. From

1700 downwards, though the edicts prohibiting the

entry of Flanders lace were repealed, the points of

France and Venice were still contraband.

The invention of machinery for lace-making was

the greatest blow administered to the hand-made

fabric. Mr. Heathcoat in 1809, after his machinery

at Loughborough had been destroyed by the Luddites,

established a factory at Tiverton for bobbin lace (so-

called because made of coarse thread by means of

long bobbins) greatly to the injury of the pillow-made

lace for the ne.xl twenty years. " The lace-makers

have employed 2,400 hands

in the town and neighbour-

hood,' writes Lysons: "but

now (1822) not above 300

are employed."

From about 1820, the

Honiton lace - workers in-

troduced * a most hideous

set of patterns, designed,

they said, '• out of their

own heads." " Turkey

tails," "frying pans," " bul-

locks' hearts," and the

most senseless sprigs and

borderings took the place

ot the graceful composi-

tions of the old school.

Mrs. ]-)ury Palliser tried to

provide some families

with new patterns of roses

and leaves, instead of the

old "Duchess of Rents,"

* Tlu History of Lace.
Mis. Pall

i

so., p. 40S. _,.. MODERN HONITON

" Brunswicks," or " snowballs," but with little success.

To this succeeded a period of floral patterns directly

copied from nature, which may be studied in the

sprigs preserved at the Exeter Museum made for the

Paris Exhibition of 1867.

About 1845 the application of Honiton sprigs was

separated by "guipure," /.c, the sprigs, when made,

were united on the pillow, or else joined by the

needle, like the kindred " Duchesse " of Belgium.

As a class, the details in foreign guipures are far

better drawn, shaped, and arranged together than

the English, and the execution is more finished and

delicate.

Gimp is the coarse glazed thread which is some-

times seen inside the edges of leaves and flowers.

It gives stability to the lace, and is often used as

a substitute for the raised

work at the side of the

leaves, being nuich more

quickly made. The close

portions of the toile are

worked in clcse stitch,

whole stitch, or hall stitch.

The open lighter ])arts

of the sprays aie worked

in lace stitch, the principle

ol which is that only one

bobbin works across the

leaf each time. \'()u treat

the bobbins in pairs, i)UV

the working ])air is con-

stantly changing : thereforc

one thread runs straight

aciDss, and the others slant

down the work crosswise.

'ihe raised work is the

distinguishing mark of

Honiton. I n no othe r

English lace is it intro-

duced, and the value of a

piece is estimated according
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THIRTEEN-HOLE TROLLY MADE NEAR EXMOUTH, DEVONSHIRE

\

to the raised work in' it. The fillings of the flowers

are done with plaitings, which are largely used in

Maltese and other laces.

The trade remained for several generations in some

families ; tlius (in 1871) an old lacc-maker was

discovered at Honiton, whose "turn," or wheel for

winding cotton, had the date 1678 rudely carved on

its toot.

:. 'I'he Honiton pillows run rather smaller than the

Buckingham ones, and do not have the numberless

starched coverings—only

three Pill cloths over the top.

and another each side of the

lace in progress : two pieces

of horn called sliders go be-

tween to take the weight of

the bobbins from dragging

the stitches in progress; a

small square pincushion is

on one side, and stuck into

the pillow the " needlepin,''

a large sewing needle in a

wooden handle used for

jjicking up loojis through

which the bobbins are placed.

The bobbins are of neatly

turned bo.xwood, small and

light.

DcNdiishire trolly, which

has no af'tinity with Honiton.

is very like the laces made in

the Midlands, but of coarser

thread, and not so well made.

La[)pets antl scarveN were

made of trolly lace in the

eighteenth century, and a

trolly "head ''
is mentioned in trolly bobbins

1756. "It was made," writes Mrs. Palliser, "of

coarse British thread with heavier and larger bob-

bins, worked straight on round and round the

l)illow. The name is said to be derived from the

Flemish " trolle kant."' It is quite extinct. An
informant, writing from East Budleigh in 1896, says :

" Some of the very old women here make beauti-

ful trolly lace, but no young person. This is partly

owing to there being no prickings left, for one

of the old workers told me that when the lace

trade was bad they used up

their prickings as stiffenings

for their waist belts, thinking

they should never need them

again." The specimens de-

scribed as Devonshire trolly

:ij in the Exeter Museum can-

not be distinguished from

Midland laces.'' The s|)eci-

men illustrated was bought

in Somerset, and was recog-

nised by a woman at Ex-

mouth as "13 -hole trolly,"

such as was made about Ex-

mouth, the last maker dying

only a few years ago. Heavy

bobbins, compared with

Honiton. were used, and no
" gingles." Some old trolly

prickings leave the net un-

])ricked, as in one class of

\'alenciennes lace.

honiton. beer, branscombe, and

* 170S, August 19th. "Last
riuusday was M r .s. Bcdingfield

m.inied in while damask with silver

Holey on the petticoat."

—

J/SS. of

ihf Earl of Da> hiioulh. Hist.

MSS. Comni. (Vol. III.).
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PORTRAIT OF A VOL NG MAN-

BY BOLTRAFFIO

FROM THE COLl.KCTION AT CHATSWORTH
By kind pcnnission of His Gfiice the Duke of Devonshire
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A FON I of any other material than stone is

sufficiently rare to he of interest. But the howl at

Rssendon ("hurch, Herts, claims notice
c gwoo

|-^|. ^,jj^^.|. reasons also. It is of basalt
Font

ware, heing an excellent example ot

the elder Wedgwood's best period, and bears his

characteristic ornament of drapery, festooning, and

ribbed edge with strapwork. The Adam pedestal

upon which it is mounted is fluted and painted with

festoons to match. The small pedestal at its side

is of the same ware, similarly ornamented, and is

intended to stand in the bowl, and to carry a small

shallow silver-gilt two-handled basin, which contains

the water for baptism. The comjjlete set was pre-

sented to Essendon ('hurch by Miss Mary \\'hit!)read

in the latter half of the eighteenth century. The
bowl stands 14 inches in height, and is 21 inches

in diameter; the pedestal is 8 inches high, so that

the basin upon it would be well above the mouth

of the bowl.—H. C. A.

A WEDGWOOD FONT

27:
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THALER OF FREDERICK III. THE WISE

Messrs. Spink (S: Son, of

I'iccadilly,have issued the third

volume of Mr.

BY H.ANS KRAFFT

Ferrer's
" Biographical

Dictionary oE

Medallists "

L. Forrer's

wonderfu Uy

complete
compilation,

the Bii);^/-a/>/iiia/ Diciio)iary of

Medallists, this new volume

comprising 650 profusely illus-

trated pages, beginning with

the letter I and ending with

Maz/io. For thoroughness

and accuracy Mr. Forrer's

work, so far as medals and

medallists are concerned, may

be upheld as a model for any

work of similar nature in a

different sphere of human
knowledge. The compiler has

rightly abstained from indulg-

ing in speculation and personal

opinions, and has preferred

to repeat the views of such

acknowledgeci authorities as

./r

TESTONE OF LODOVICO MARIA SFORZA
ENGRAXED BV CARADOSSO AND DESIGNED

BY LEONARDO D\ VINCI

LEONE LEONI AT THE AGE OF THIRTY

O^/

LOUIS XI.

BV FRANCESCO LAURANA

Friedlander, Fabricsy, and

Bode. Such minor errors, as

we have been able to detect,

are only indirectly connected

with the subject, since they

generally concern the activity

of the great medallists in other

spheres. Thus, under the short

heading of Leonardo da Vinci,

who is responsible for the

testoni of Gian Galeazzo
Sforza and Lodovico Maria

Sforza, engraved by Caradosso,

we find Bernardino Luini

mentioned as one of Leon-

ardo's principal " pupils," to-

gether with Marco d'Oggione

and Andrea Salaino ; whilst

Cesare da Sesto and Melzi are

not mentioned. Since Leon-

ardo had left Milan a year

before the arrival of Luini,

who was perhaps a pupil of

Bor^Oiinone, it is obvious that

G. L. TOSCANI BY LVSIPPirS DIOMEDE CARAFFA BY LYSIPPUS
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BY G. LEYGEBE
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Leonardo could only have exercised an indirect

influence upon Luini.

The biographical notes on Francesco Laurana,

again, do not tally with the results of the most recent

research. He was born in 1423, not in 143°' ^'^"^

the place from which his name is probably derived

is " Lo Vrana," not " La Vrana.'^ Li the list of his

works, which seems complete as far as the medals

are concerneil, no mention is made of his famous

" Beatrix " busts and masks, and of the work he

executed in conjunction with (lagini in (lenoa

Cathedral. Of l-ilippino Lippi, surely it is now

definitely known that he was a pupil of Botticelli
;

and it is equally certain that the Visio?i of St. Bernard

at the Badia is not his earliest known work.

It is satisfactory to find full justice done to Prof.

Legros, who more than any other master was in-

strumental in revising the medallist's art in England,

and to return to the spirit of the great I'isanello, with

whom his own work has so much in common. It

is interesting to note that the venerable master lirst

exhibited at the Salon more than half a century ago.

In the list of Lysippus's medals, Mr. Forrer rightly

includes the Caraffa and another medal assigned to

him by Dr. Bode.

In a more or less technical dictionary of this kind,

one would hardly expect to find the fascination of

romance. But the extraordinary career of Leone

Leoni (1509 to 1590) reads like a chapter of some

fantastic novel. This typical child of sixteenth cen-

tury Italy first procured the imprisonment of his

hated rival Cellini, who, however, was able to clear

himself of the trumped-u[) charge. Soon after, Leoni

himself was brought to the galleys for an outrage

committed on the Cerman goldsmith Waldener ;
but

he regained his liberty, thanks lo the intervention

of Andrea 1 )oria, on the reverse of whose medal he

de|)icted himself enframed in the chains of a galley

convict.

We find him next, as master of the Milan mint,

installed in his own palace, and in so secure a

position that he escajjed punishment for a murder-

ous attack on 'I'itian's son, an attack the motive of

which was clearly robbery. Before this he had en-

deavoured to remove by poison a colleague in Venice,

for which purpose he had bribed two assassins. The

life of Cellini himsell is not richer in exciting

incidents.

or the thoroughness of Mr. Forrer's labours some

idea may be formed from the fact that twelve pages

are devoted to the coins of Kimon of Syracuse.

\Vk understand that a collection of water-colour

drawings by the best English artists, such as Turner,

Copley Fielding, Stanfield, D. Cox,

Collection of y^' Hunt, Brout, etc., the property

Water-colour
_^^ ^^^^ ,^^^, ^^ g j_ y^^,,.,^^ ,,,^„ ,,,,,

Drawmgs
^^^^^^ ^^^^_^^^^^ .^^ Manchester in the

fifties as one of the committee of the Art Treasures

Exhibition of KS57, will shortly be placed on the

market.

Thk wide interest which has been disi)layetl in

the late of Crosby Hall makes the present a fitting

occasion to bring once more before

the London public the crying need

for a full and comprehensive record

of the historic buildings which still exist within and

Vanishing

London
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around our great cily. The Cominitlee for the Sun'ey

of the Metnorials of Greater Lo/idon therefore desire

to make an earnest appeal for assistance in their

work, to tlie citizens of London in the first place,

and, secondly, to all who are interested in the history

of the Metropolis, and the remains which speak to

us of its earlier years.

The Committee's work is well known. During

thirteen years there has been collected a large mass

of material, mainly by the voluntary work of members,

and from this have been prepared seven valuable

monographs on such buildings as the Trinity Hos-

pital, Mile End, the Churches of Stratford-le-Bow

and Stepney, Biomley Palace, the Great House,

Leyton, etc., besides the surveys of the complete

parishes of Bromley-by-Bow and Chelsea, the latter

of which is in active preparation.

The voluntary work of the " active '' section has

-enab'ed the Committee to publish these volumes in

a tasteful form, befitting their character as permanent

records, and yet to offer them to the public at a

comparatively low price. It is clear, however, that

these gratuitous services must be seconded by the

practical support of a larger roll of subscribing

members than has hitherto been available.

Ladies and gentlemen wishing to become regular

supporters of the Committee are requested to com-

municate with the Secretary, Mr. Percy Lovell,

Parliament Chambers. Great Smith Street, S.W.

We reproduce two examples from a rare set of

engravings, which, so far as can be ascertained, are

by no means well known, and have

never before been publicly described.

They are not mentioned, for instance,

in Lane's Masojiic Records. The whole series consists

of twelve numbered plates 4f in. by 2^ in. in size:

the first being the title or rather dedication. It

is
'• Engrav'd and Publish'd by Bro' Evans in Bear

Street, Leicester-fields," and is dated 1753. The

Masonic
Engravings

MaHOTsySrffns SrBretliftn,

.

(Antient^MasonTs^ t;

J» //uj^ ^/jt^arpore/ina/o '^

m,_',th«tS«iiOTtvSConJWtutiMi,-) -

|~JW^eDinoftObedient SefvtjJ

J LaiiDenaott , J><r

.

MASONIC ENGRAVING MASONIC ENGRAVING
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succeeding plates each coniain two designs, in wluil

book-plate collectors call the " ("hippendale style,"

eighteen of which have. each, the name and date

of foundation of one of the lodges of the Antient

Masons, together with the device of the meeting-

place : while the remaining three are blank, with the

exception of the lirst of all. devoted to the meeting of

the " Grand C'ouuniitee " at the " Five Hells ' " behind

the New Church in the Strand (as a matter of fact,

it was in \\'ych Street) on the First Wednesday in

every Month.' The cartouches for the eighteen

lodges have also space provided for the names of

master ami wardens to be inserted. The ornament

is well engraved, and bv no means unimportant from

the artistic point of view : but the chief value of

the series will lie, I imagine, in the light it throws

on the earlv history of the great schism among the

Freemasons of the eighteenth century. The " Grand

Committee,' around the existence and functions of

which some controversy has arisen, was first established

(according to Mr. John Lane in the Transactions oj

the Lodge Qiiatuor Coronati) at "The Turk's Head

Tavern,'' Greek Street, Soho. The same writer ([uotes

evidence to show that the " Grand Lodge " met at

the "Five Bells" in December, 1752 ; and our print

proves that the latter house was also the meeting-

place of the committee in the following year. The

other lodges arc numbered, and were founded and

met as follows : No. 2, " The Thistle and Crown,"

Church Court, Strand ; No. 3,
" The Crown," St. Paul's

Churchyard : No. 4,
" The Temple and Sun," Shear

Lane, Temple Bar. Nos. 5 & 6 are missing from

the set before the writer. They were held at " The

Horseshoe," Ludgate Hill, and "The Brown Bear,"

in the Strand. (All these date from the 17th July,

1 75 1.) No. 7, constituted 29th January, 1752, at

"The Angel," Wyche Street; No. 8, _:;oth January,

1752, and No. 10, September 15th, 1752, at "The
\'ernon," Bishopsgate Street Without ; No. 9, June

i2th, 1752, at "The Thistle and Crown " as above;

No. II, November 13th, 1752, at "The Mitre on

the Broadvvall," Southwark : No. 12, founded on

the next day at the "Carlisle Arms," Queen
Street, Soho; No. 13, at "The Marshalsea," "in the

Borough of Southwark," 7th December, 1752 ; No. 14,

nth December, 1752, at "The Turk's Head," liast

Street, Red Lion Square; No. 15, 9th January, 1753,

at " The King's Head," " Mary Le JSone Street "
;

No. 16, at "The King and (^ueen," Capel Street,

loth January, 1753 \
^'0. 17, 13th March, 1753, "Scots

Arms," St. James's, Hay Market ; No. 18, at the same
tavern as No. 10, constituted 4th May, 1753 ; and

lastly, No. 19, at "The Fountain" in Monmouth
Street, on the 15th May, 1753, after which date the

engravings must, of course, have been made. Laurence

Dermott, general secretary, was one of the most

famous masons of his da\', and the author of a well-

known book on masonry, .l/iiman Rezoii. His book-

])late is reproduced in the 'I'ransattiom of the /.ocfj^e

Quatiior Coronati, Vol. V., p. 142, and he there

describes himself as a painter (he was a journeyman !),

and lakes the arms, with slight variations, of the

MacDermots of Rosconuuon. This ])late was

engraved by Brother Jeremiah I'.vans, of the " Blue

Last," Bear Street, Leicester Fields, who was Senior

Warden of Lodge No. 12, in 1753. For this identifi-

cation I am indebted to Mr. W. J. Hughan's recent

note in the Transactions of the Quatnor Coronati

Lodge, which was only brought to my notice after

the above was in type. The set therein referred to

cannot, however, now be described as "unique," for

our illustrations are from one in the Section of I'rints

and Drawings of the Victoria and Albert Museum,

which is complete but for the one ])late noted above,

and is in fine^ condition. It also contains the last

two plates of the series, of which Mr. Hughan was

not aware when he wrote his note.—E. F. Strange.

This is an interesting volume written by two

enthusiasts who describe with gra[jhic details their

adventures in ('(jllecting in America.

The Quest of Their (|uesl is mainly conlined to old

the Antique mahogany furniture, which is con-

tempor.iry with the fine old colonial

-T 1. nff'i mansions scattered up and down the
(John Milne '

los. 6d.) older states. 'I'here is no doubt that

a good deal of the eighteenth century

furniture made in this country found its way to the

JJnited States, and books of designs of Chip[)endale

and Hepplewhite were at hand to set the fashion

in the New World, so that .some of the native-made

furniture is really nuich older than tons of "antiques"

that are annually shipped to America. However, the

volume, apart from its sanguine outlook and keen

Cjuest lor a bargain, should be \aluable t(.) those who

are interested in the taste of the American collector.

Some of the terms would ])U/,/.le the iMiglish dealer.

We learn what is meant by "a snake-loot tea-table,"

"a live-slatted chair," or "a slant-top secretary." It

will be tiews to many that Windsor chairs were so

called "from the fact that George I. saw a chair of

this design in a humble cottage near \Vin(lsor, and

was so imi)ressed by it that he had a number made

for his own use," and that (ieorge Washington " had

a chair of this pattern in his bedroom, and thirty on

his [piazza "
!

By R. and E.

Shacklcton
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Two Mezzotints

By M. Cormack

THIS CIRCULAR PRINT IX STIPPLE AND LINE IS

IT IS ONE OF A PAIR ENGRAVED BY

Amongst modern engravers in mezzotint few have

succeeded so well in emulating the work of the great

men of the eighteenth century as

Mrs. M. Cormack, who now has

quite a long list of finely-executed

plates to her credit. Two of her latest prints are

Master Lamhton, after Sir Thomas Lawrence, and

The Pledge of Love, after (ieorge Morland, which

have been issued by Messrs. Frost and Reed, both

in limited editions. In each Mrs. Cormack has dis-

played a perfect mastery of the scraper, the light and

shade being well defined, while a softness and delicacy

of tone reminiscent of the work of her great predeces-

sors pervades each engraving. To collectors of old

engravings both these prints are well known from the

plates executed by Samuel (Jousins and William Ward ;

but those who cannot afford the large sums which the

purchase of these now necessitates cannot do better

than to actjuire Mrs. Cormack's admirable renderings,

more especially as even these modern mezzotints, owing

to their limited issue, almost always increase in value.

Our
Frontispiece

USUALLY KNOWN AS " VENUS INSTRUCTING CUPID "

BARTOLOZZI AFTER ORIGINALS BY COSWAY

We reproduce as a frontispiece to the present

number another of the treasures of the famous

ICann Collection, a Poiirait of the

Marchesa Durazzo. by \'an Dyck.

Before this picture we have an instant

impression of supreme distinction and simplicity, the

imprimatur of race. The lady, who is middle-aged,

is seated holding a Book of Hours, between the

]iages of which her forefinger is placed. A comb
gives a touch of warm colour in her brown hair,

arranged flat to the head. The placid face, marked

with a serene majesty, is relieved against a red

drapery, which is caught up on the lelt showing

a landscape beyond. At one time this fine work

was in the possession of the Marchese (iropallo of

C.enoa.

This picture dates from \'an I)yck's Italian sojourn,

when he visited Cenoa, where, with introductions

from Rubens and Charles I., he was so readily

welcomed by the aristocratic members of Cenoese

societv.
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Le Tambourin
By Descourtis,

after Taunay

I'liK colour print, Lf Tam/'oiirin, by Dcscourlis,

after Taunay, which we reproduce in the present

number, is rightly considered one of

the fuiest efforts of this notable I'lench

engraver, ranking with T/ie ri/ictxt'

Fair, The I'illage Wedding, and The

Quarrel, after the same painter. Charles Melchior

Descourtis was born in

Paris in 1753, and was a

])upil of the famous

French engraver in colour,

laninet. Nicholas Antoine

Taunay, the artist, was

also a Parisian, being born

in Paris two years after

Descourtis. He was a

pupil of Hrouet and Casa-

nova, becoming notable

for his battle pictures and

fancy scenes. Several of

his battle pictures are in

the Louvre and at Ver-

sailles, and a few of his

fancy subjects are in the

Museum at Mtintpellier.

We are enabled to re-

|)roduce in the present

n u ni b e r.

Napoleon
in Egrypt

By Edouard
Detaille

through
the court-

esy of Sir

( r e o r g e

White, Bart., a most
interesting portrait of

Napoleon in Egypt, by Edouard Detaille, the noted

military painter, which hangs in Cotham House, the

residence of Sir (ieorge White, at Bristol. The plate

is reproduced from blocks made by Mr. Edward

Everard, of Bristol, who made them specially for

Sir George White.

Edouard Detaille, the painter, was born in Paris in

1848, and entered the studio of Meissonier at an

early age. His first work of note was exhibited at the

Salon before he had reached his twentieth year, since

when he became a regular exhibitor. In 1892 he

became a member of the Academie des Beaux Arts,

but has now entirely given up painting.

MONTANA DELLE TARTARUGHE

A FOUNTAIN seems, perhaps, a scarcely desirable

object even for a collector to

wish for, and, if well known, im-

possible to obtain ; nevertheless

Rome was startled a few months ago with the news

The Fontana delle

Tartarughc, Rome

that an attempt had been made, presumably for its

artistic and therefore commercial value, to steal the

Fontana delle Tartarughe. The endeavour was

only partially successful ; but, in spite of its long

attachment to the bason, one of the tortoises,

weighing a pretty considerable amount, was carried

off, and may presently be on sale in the luiropean

or Trans-y\tlantic curiosity

market.

This fountain, which is

a very beautiful work of

art, stands in the out-of-

the-way and quiet little

Piazza Mattei, disturbed

by no noise but the

[)lashing of its waters,

near the site of the de-

stroyed ghetto, and is

but little known to the

mere tourist visitors to

the city. Its design

was at one time attri-

buted to Raphael, but it

is undoubtedly due, so

far as its general arrange-

ment is concerned, to

(liacomo della Porta, the

pupil of Vignola, who

with Fontana completed

Michelangelo's work at

S. Peter's. But the figures,

which are the charm of

the composi tion, were

cast in bronze by Taddeo

di Leonardo Landini,

a Florentine sculptor. It has been objected that

they are somewhat theatrical in their attitudes,

engaged as each one is in holding on with one

hand to the tail of a dolphin and, .with the other,

raising a tortoise to the brim of the fountain's

bason ; but the grace of their actions should silence

such a quibble, which, however, may have been

suggested by the fact that the sculptor was a clever

machinist, and was responsible for the scenery and

appointments of a piece acted in Florence in 1589,

on the occasion of the marriage of Ferrando de'

Medici with Cristina of Lorraine. The fountain

was erected in or soon after 1585, in the early

years of the reign of Pope Sixtus V., who was the

builder of the aqueduct of Acqua Felici, and a

great decorator of the city, and to whom also we

may, perhaps, owe this beautiful creation. The

illustration is from a sketch made in 1897 by

Mr. J. Tavenor-Perry. . .^^ , ^, j
cihl;
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Round the Book Shops

AmonitST the many catalogues to hand

few are of greater general interest than that of

Messrs. Otto Schul/e \- Co., of Edinburgh, which

contains in its 226 pages works dealing with every

imaginable subject. To the collector, whether he

is interested in pictures, prints, books or bric-a-brac,

it is of especial interest, as there are many pages

exclusively devoted to works on art, bibliography,

ceramics, early printed books, enamels, etchings,

mezzotints, tapestrj', and other subjects interesting

to the connoisseur.

Collectors of old Bibles would be well advised to

secure a copy of Messrs. Bull & Auvache's 119th

catalogue, in which is described a really remarkable

and valuable series of old English Bibles and Testa-

ments, including the versions of ^^'yclifte, Cover-

dale, Tyndale, Matthewe, Cranmer, and Taverner.

Amongst them we notice a copy of the first edition

of Matthewe's version of the Bible issued in 1537.

It will be remembered that Earl Crawford's copy

of this edition realised ^161 in 1887, and Lord

Ashburnham's ^177 ten years later.

A celebrated early English book of considerable

rarity, the first edition of Sir Thomas More's celebrated

Dialogue of Comfort against Tiibulation, figures in

the catalogue of Mr. James Miles, Leeds. Xo copy

has occurred for sale for over twenty years, when

the copy now in the British Museum was sold for

^'31 I OS-

Mr. Francis Edwards's latest catalogue is as usual

full of interesting items, there being quite a long

series of books on art, and a most interesting collection

of sale catalogues. Perhaps the most interesting item

in this latter section is the auctioneer's own copy,

priced, of the catalogue of the sale of the collection

of Sir Joshua Reynolds sold in 1798.

A number of examples of early printing appear

in the latest catalogue issued by Murray's Limited,

Leicester, one of them being a copy of the Incomincia

la tavola del utilissitno lil'ro chiaiiiato Tra/tsito de

Sancto HieronyJHO, printed in Venice in 14S7 by

Annabale da Foxio. Only five books are known

to have been printed by this printer alone, of which

there are three in the British Museum.

ISLiny rare items from the library of the late Lord

Voung are in the latest catalogue of Messrs. Myers

and Co., High Holborn, as well as many other

interesting volumes.

The March catalogue of Mr. O. P. Johnston,

Edinburgh, consists partly of early editions of (ireek

and Latin classics, among which are many fine

examples of the Aldine, Elzevir and Foulis I'resses.

There is, we notice, a fine copy of the Pliny issued

from the Elzevir Press in 1635. one of the four

masterpieces of this press mentioned by Willems, and

the onlv edition of Pliny issued by the Elzevirs.

A volume of considerable interest to Bums collec-

tors is in Messrs. A. Maurice A: Co.'s latest catalogue.

It is a copy of the Poetical Jf'oris of Ja/iet Little,

the Scotch milkmaid, published at Ayr in 1792. In

the long hst of subscribers is the name of Robert

Burns, Dumfries. The volume also contains a Poem,

" An Epistle to Robert Burns," consisting of ten

eulogistic verses, and another " On a Visit to Mr.

Burns," in eight verses.

To collectors of topographical works Messrs.

Maggs' catalogue, Xo. 235, should prove invaluable.

Extending to nearly 140 pages, it contains descriptions

of works on the topography of Great Britain and

Ireland, many of extreme rarity and value, as well as

an important collection of books on voyages and

travels, natural histor)', heraldry, and genealogy.

Many books interesting to connoisseurs are cata-

logued by Messrs. W. X. Pitcher tV Co., Manchester,

amongst which are quite a series of books on pottery,

including works by Furnival, Graesse, Jacquemart,

Meyer, Wallis, and Wedgwood.

A complete set of Ackerman"s Repository of Arts,

with its fine full-page plates of costumes, head-dresses,

furniture, and sport, is verj- seldom met with, and its

appearance in the sale-rooms always promotes keen

competition. We notice a nice set in the catalogue

of Mr. (i. H. Brown, Edgware Road.

A Baskerville volume with an interesting history is

in the catalogue of Mr. W. Downing, Birmingham,

and of especial interest to Johnson enthusiasts.

This is a copy of the Book of Commofi Prayer,

containing the autograph of Mrs. Piozzi, the friend

of Dr. Johnson.

One of the most beautiful books ever published,

displaying all the treasures of ancient art and orna-

ment which enrich and adorn the Palace of the

Vatican, the work of Italy's most famous artists, is

oftered for sale by Mr. A, J. Featherstone, of Birming-

ham. It is one of the original subscribers' copies

of // Vaticano descritto ed Illustrato da Erasmo

Pistolcsi, with 850 plates, published in Rome between

1829 and 1838.

Dibdin's Bibliographical, Antiquarian and Pictures-

que Tour in France and Germany rightly ranks as

one of the most beautifully produced books of its

class. Southey when writing of it described it as

one of the most beautiful and covetable books of

modern times, whilst Scott also spoke of it in terms

of high praise. Xearly ^5,000 is said to have

been paid to the engravers of the plates alone. VVe
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notice a copy in the last catalogue issued by

Messrs. Holland Bros., Hirniingham.

A copy of the 15 16 edition of the Golden Ass 0/

ApuUius, printed at Basle, from the collection of

Dr. Kloss, figures in the catalogue of Mr. James

Wilson, Birmingham. It is of especial interest,

owing to the fact that it is I'hilip Melancthon's own

copy with annotations in his handwriting.

Mr. Bertram Dobell's latest catalogue literally teems

with rarities in all branches of literature. An im-

portant item is the Poems of Charlotte Bronte, a

manuscript volume of sixty pages, in the handwriting

of the Rev. A. H. Nicholls, with ten pages in the

handwriting of Charlotte Bronte on the verbal truth

of the Bible, a very early and unpublished effort of

the novelist.

We notice in Messrs. -Sotheran iV Co.'s catalogue a

copy of Wallis's Australian Views, a series of twelve

large plates. This book, which is extremely rare,

is especially interesting owing to the fact that the

plates are the work of a convict named Preston, who

engraved them on common ship's bottom copper.

They are also examples of the first engraving executed

in .Australia.

The portrait of a young man (probably of the

Casio family), which is in the Duke of Devonshire's

collection at Chatsworth, and is the
A Portrait

By Boltraffio
subject of one of our plates, is one

of the very few examples of this grace-

ful and delicate Milanese master's art that have found

their way into British collections, the others being

three versions of his favourite subject, Salvator

Mi/ndi, in the collections of Lord Northbrook, Lord

Varborough, and Sir Hubert Parry, the Madotinas at

the National Gallery and in Mr. Salting's collection,

the Narcissus of Gen. Sir E. A. Ellis, and the

portraits belonging to Mr. L. Mond and Lord Elgin.

These at least are all that figure in the list given

by Mr. B. Berenson in his recently published

concluding volume of his famous series.

Of all Lionardo's pupils, Boltraffio is the one

whose work degenerated least into mere prettiness

' The North Italian Painters of the Renaissance, by B.

Berenson. (G. P. Putnam's Sons, 6s.)

—his refinement never amounted to weakness : and

his frescoes at S. Mauri/io in Milan have been

pronounced by as eminent an authority as Senator

Morelli to be among the most ex<|uisite things ever

produced by the Milanese school. Boltraffio be-

longed to a noble Milanese family, and, to judge

from his epitaph, did not devote himself seriously

to art till comparatively late, since at the age of

twenty-three, in 1490, he was still a garzone in

Lionardo's bottage. As in his later life he occupied

some important public offices, the period of his artistic

activity cannot have extended over many years. His

works are generally marked by exc]uisite precision of

execution and a rare sense of gracefulness. The

tender emotions were more within his range than the

great passions. The portrait at Chatsworth has the

characteristic oval of Boltrafifio's heads, and shows

clearly the influence of his master Lionardo da \"inci.

BooKs Received
Marks and Mont\i;r,iJns on Pottny and Poneiain, hy W .

Chaffers, 121I1 ed., 2 gns. (Reeves & Turner.)

IMTluvre de /. B. S. Chardin et ite J. H. Fragonard, with

introduction by Armand Dagot, notes by Leandre X'aillat.

2 gns. (Simpkin Marshall & Co.)

Velasquez, by R. A. M. Stevenson, 3s. 6d. net ; FintorioJiio,

by E. March PhilHps, 3s. 6d. net : Piero Delia Franoosta.

by W. G. Waters, 3s. 6d. net ; Peru!>,ino, by (i. C. WilHani-

son, 3s. 6d. net ; George Sand, La Mare au Diahle, Notice

Analytique de C. A. Saint- Beuve, illustrated de Gertrude

Leese, 5s. net. (George Bell & Sons )

Essay on Gardens, by Sir W. Temple, introduction by .Albert

Forbes Sieveking, F.S.A., is. 6d. net. (Chatto& Windus.)

Guide to Charhonnier Colleetion of Pewter in Taunton Castle

Museum (with illustrations). Privately printed at the

Museum, 6d.

The Quest of the Antique, by Robert and Elizabelh Sharkleton,

illustrated by Harry Fenn, los. 6d. net. (John Milne.)

Raphael, by Paul G. Konody, is. 6d. net. ;
Leightou, by

A. Lys Baldry, is. 6d. net. (T. C. & E. C. Jack.)

Fifty Years of Modern Painting: Corot to Sargent, In' J. F.

Phythian, los. 6<1. net. (Grant Richards.)

IVic Cicerone: An Art Guide to Painting in Italy, b\ Di.

Jacob Burckhardt, preface by P. G. Konody, 6>. net.

(T. Werner Laurie.)

The Romance of George Villiers, first Duke of Pucl-in^^ham,

by Philip Gibbs, 15s. net. (Methuen .t Co.)

Byways of Collecting, by Ethel Deane, 7->. 6d. net. (Ca^.ell and

Co.)

The Antiquary, vol. 43, 7s. 6d. net. (Elliot Stock.)
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Notes and Queries

[ The Edifor invites the assistance 0/ readers of The
CoNNOissEi'R 7vho mav he able to impart the informa-

tion required l>y Correspondents^

Pain'iing Sicnk]) Joukkroy.

To the Editor ^ The Connoisseur.

Dear Sir,— I enclose \(ui a photo of an old

])ainti!iLi which I have, and

which ! am \'cry dc-

.sii'ous ot' establishing the

identity of. I have .shown

it to se\eral experts, who

say that it is a \ery well

|)ainted portrait : but they

can tell me nothing further,

"but .s;.y if I could establish

the identity of the gentle-

man it would be of value.

It is signed and dated

JouffroN'. 1751), as far as

can be made out. I should

be pleased to know if vou

think it might be one of

the familv of the Marquis

de louffrov, one of whom
was the in\entor of Steam

Navigation.

If vou could give me
an\ i n format ion on the

matter, 1 am sure I should

i)e (-'Xtremelv obliged to

you.

Thanking xou in antici-

])ation,

I remain,

\'ours respectfullv,

Chas. Mills.

I'.S. — There is also

another name which can

hartlly be made out, but

which a|)])ears to be some-

thing like I'lN/lTA.

UxiOKM iMKi> Portrait.

To the Editor of The
Connoisseur.

Sir,—I take the liberty

ot enclosing a photograph p.mnting signed jouitroy

Sir,—

I

of an eighteenth century picture I possess. I should

be very glad if you would procure me any informa-

tion as to the personality of this portrait and the

artist. Yours truly,

C. F. Hettich.

L. PULINSKV AND HIS WORK.

To the Editor of The Connoisseur.

Can vou throw any light upon L. Pulinsky

as an artist? I have a

very fine landscape—
Qitai Vafidrke, Antrverp

—bearing his signature. It

has been in my possession

about fifteen years, and, as

far as one can judge, it

would be from twenty-five

to thirty years old. The

onlv other works of his I

have ever met with were a

pair of small seascapes in

the same collection from

which I purchased the

above.

I find no mention of the

painter inAlgernon Graves's

Dictionary, nor in the re-

cent five-volume edition of

Brvan.
I'MDENTIFIED PORTRAIT

Robert Bagge Scott.

Is this artist still living,

and has his work any
special value ? I have a

very strongly painted land-

scape

—

A Meado'iv Scene

—by him, strikingly com-

])osed, and carried out in

low tones—a fine evening

effect. By Graves's Dic-

tionary I see he exhibited

six at R.A. between i8cS6

and 1 89 1.

Any information you may

be able to impart as to the

foregoing will be greatly

valued by

Yours faithfully,

Chas. Pratt Green.
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The Connoisseur

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
Special Notice

ICnquiries should he made upon the

coupon which will be found in the advertisement

pages. While, owing to our enormous correspondence

and the fact that every number of 'I'iik Connoisskuk
is printed a month in advance, it is impossible for us

to guarantee in every case a prompt reply in these

columns, an immediate reply will be sent by post to

all readers who desire it, upon payment of a nominal

fee. Expert opinions and valuations can be supplied

when objects are sent to our otihces for insjiection,

and, where necessary, arrangements can be made for

an expert to examine single objects and collections

in the country, and give advice, the fee in all cases

to be arranged beforehand. Objects sent to us may
be insured whilst they are in our possession, at a

moderate cost. All communications atid goods should

be addressed to the "(^Correspondence Manager, 1"he

Connoissp:ur Ma(;.\zine, 95, 'I'emple Chambers,
Temple Avenue, IC.CL"

Armour. Helmet. -10,461 (Hacu])). -Tlie kind of

lielmcl you have bkctclied is known to armoiii" collectors as a

" Close Helmet." It belongs to a period about 1580 to 1620.

"Books. — " History of Old and New Testament,"
IO97.— 10,585 (liiislol).— This i^ nn unsaleable work ot very

little value.

"Homer, HisOdysses," 1669, etc.— io,572(l)yniock).
— .Appended is a list of ajjproxiniate values of your books. We
have not mentioned those worth less than 5s. Homer, 21s. ;

Cosmogyaphie, 165S, los. 6d. ; Historical Collections, 1682, ids. ;

Morant's History of Colchester, 1 768, £2 ; Milton, 1 728, 5s. ;

Brooke's Catalogue, 1 05. ; Boswell's folinson, if in original

boards, and uncut, £] , otherwise £z; Baskerville's Milton,
2 vols., 1759, 21s. ; Malone's Reynolds, 1798,7s. 6d. ; Addison,

1741, 2IS. ; and Moses's Collection of Vases, 1814, 5s.

Barkay's " Apology," 1678.— 10,554 (Merrion).—This
work is widely known, and yours is a first edition. There
are so many reprints, however, that it is not now worth more
than los. 6d.

Bible, 1791.-10,558 (Blackpool).—Your Bible is of no
value.

Codeof Henry III., 1599, etc.— 10,555 (Arizona). —You
describe your books loo vaguely to enable us to value them
properly. Old volumes of Wesley''s Sermons are not particularly
valuable. It is po.'-sible that your volume of Gilrav^s Caricatures
may be Bohn's issue, which is worth about £a.
Lodge's Portraits.— 10,546 (Fro(lsham).— Your particulars

are much too indefinite to enable us to value your book. There
were three eaily editions of this well-known work— folic?, (piarto.

and octavo—and there have been subsequent reprints. .Send an
exact copy of the title-page of the first volume.

Platte's " Jewell House of Art and Nature," 1 594.— 10,429 (Glasgow). -Your book is worth about ^"2 2s.

" Illustrated London News."— 10,217 (Osteisund).—
Odd Viilumes of periodicals have lillle value.

Lamb's "Adventures of Ulysses," 1808. 10,035
(\Yintlsor).—The value of ihis book is about £2 2s.

Finden's " Views of Oreat Britain," 1830.-10,174
(St. Albans).—This work is common, and woidd not bring
more than 7s. 6d. William Westall was a younger brother of
k. West all.

" Portraits of Celebrated Painters," 1825.— io,s4i
(Harrogate).— \oiir book is of no value.
" Quillam's Display of Heraldrie," 2nd edit., 1632.— 10,446 (We) mouth).—Yours is not the best edition. It is worth

about 25s. It does not lessen the value of Till-. Cc i\ N'l HSsicuR
to re-bind it.

Coins. — Doulton & Watts Pennies. — 10,517
(Tenerille). — \dur l)oulton i\: Watts pennies are evidently

proofs, and the .set of three is worth about 25s.

George I. HaIf=CJuinea.— 10,556 (Nieukerken-Waas).

—

This coin is worth about 15s. \'our Henry IV. copper coin

is of no value in this country, especially as it appears to be

in poor condition.

Charles II. Maundy Money.— 10,331 (Edinbmgh) —
The value of your set ol Maundy money is from 3s. to 4s.,

according to state ol preservation.

Engravings.—" infant Academy," after Sir
Joshua Reynolds. -10,417 (Crosby).—We do not know an
engraving ol this subject by W. Walker. The print lamiliar to

us is engraved by F. Ha ward.

"William Penn making Treaty with the Indians,"
after B. West, by J. Hall, etc. -10,457 (Dorking).—The
following are approximate values of the prints mentioned in

your list:— William f\nn and Battle of Boyne, £t, to £i,\
Timon of At/iens, after N. Dance, by J. Hall, 15s. to l6s. ;

and h'ichard Brinsley Slieridan, £"] or £i ; The Death 0/

General Wolfe, after B. West, by Woollett, and The Cottagers,

after Du .Sar't, by Woollett, ^3 to £^ each ; Mother and Child,

after Cipriani, by Bartolozzi, £'^ to £^.
Old Roman Print.— 10,524 (Langwathby).—This is of

very little commerical value.

"Buonaparte on Horseback," after J. Northcote,
by S. W. Reynolds.— 10, 544 (Oswestry).

—
'Ihis print should

realise about £2,. Your print of J. P. Kemble as " Hamlet,"
after Lawrence, by S. W. Reynolds, is worth about £2.

"The Country Oirl," after Paye, by Young, and
" Hebe," after Hamilton, by Eginton.— 10,543 (Kal-

niar).— Your two colour-]irints are worth £t, to £^ and £<,

respectively, as near as we can estimaie without seeing them.

" A Conversation," after Q. Morland, by J. R.
Smith.— 10,514 (IIip|ierholme).—This is not one ol Morland's
best subjects. A fine old cidoured mezzotint would bring from
;^2o to £t,o according to quality.

"The Elopement," after Morland, by Smith.

—

10,559 (.St. Mary (_'ray).— Your engraving is one of the L;etitia

series. We cannot, however, say whether it is genuine without

seeing it. A good original impression in brown is worth about

^10 to /'12
; and in colours abf)ut /"20 10 ^30.

" Col. Mordaunt's Cock-Fight at Lucknow in

1786," after Zoffany, by R. Earlom.— 10,551 (Walling-

ford).— If your print is a good inijiression, its value is about

£(> to £10.
Mezzotint Views of Lake District.— 10,563 (Man-

chester).—The outsiile value of your prints would be 7s. to

8s. each.

"The Pledge of Affection." -10,518 (Burgees Hill).—
This colour-print is ralhei uncommon, though it is not one ol

the most rare plates. It is worth about ^S to ;^io.

Stipple Engraving, after George Richmond, by
George Saunders, etc.— 10,522 (Bishop Auckl.ind).—The
three prints you mention belong to a period lor which there is

no demand by collectors, and they have conse(|uently very small

value.
" Maria, Countess of Coventry," after (iavin

Hamilton, by J. McArdell, and " Elizabeth, Duchess
of Hamilton," after Gavin Hamilton, by J. Faber.—
10,399 (Cdasgow).—The mezzotints sold at Christie's to which
you refer weie from the same original plates, and the description

of the painter as " W. Hamilton'' must have been in error.

The copies sold singly were very fww early impressions, the

catalogue description of Countess of CoTcntiy being " im-

described first state, with the date 1 753," and that of Duchess

of Hamilton being ''lust state— three known." The pair sold

afterwards, as far as we can recollect, were in bad state, and
considerably damageil, a fact which at once explains the

differences in price.

" Departure " and " Return," after Solomon, by
W. H. Simmons. — 10,337 (Old Street).—These [irints are

not worth buying lor speculation, as they belong to a jieriod

which is not in demand. The present market value ot the

prints is very small.
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Engravings — {continued}.— Lithographs by
Mrs. J. Stewart Smith.— 10,324 (Pwllheli).—Vour litho-

graphic views ol Eiiinliurgh arc of very little value.
" Offrande L'Hymen," after J. B. Huet, by

Bonnet, etc.— 10,315 (Clifton).— Vour list contains several

rare French prints, which may be of considerable value. It

would be best to send them for expert inspection.

"The Samnite Marriages" and "The Four
Phials," after F. Wheatley, by W. Ward. ^10, 474
(.St. Helens).—These are scarce colour-prints. It is diflicult to

value them without inspection. At auction the pair might fetch

;{^20, or even more, if very fine impressions.

Objets d'Art.—Papier Mache Fire=Screens.
10,586 (Taunton).—Your fire-screens are evidently decorated
after pictures by Wilkie, the lower one in your sketch being
similar to a well-known example in the National Gallery. Five
pounds is a good ofifer, as they are rather unsaleable at the

present time.

Battersea Enamel.— 10,531 (Cardifif). —The object you
mention is evidently a vinaigrette, and is worth about 453.

Paintings on Glass.— 10,382 (Maidstone).—If perfect,

your paintings on glass are worth £4 to _^5 the pair.

Painters.—'' H. Vaarberg" and " W. Qougin."
— 10.338 (Bushey Heath). — We are unable to trace these

painters.

"PeWter.— Dinner Service.— 10,141 (Devonport).

—

Your dinner service of 40 to 50 pieces is worth about £^0 to

^40, as near as we can iudge without ins|iection.

William IN'. .'Mug.— 10,510 iKilmarnock).—Your drinking
mug is of a common type ; value about los. or 12-.

Pottery and Porcelain.—Hungarian Vases.
— 10,571 (Lincoln).—Your vases are undo;ib;edly moiiern.

They were made by \V. Zsolnay a: Funfkirchen (Hungary).
He exhibited in the Paris Exhibition of 1S7S, and we believe

his factory is still in existence.

Worcester Dessert Service.— 10.591 (Florence).—Your
dessert service appears to be English of the period 1S30-40. It

is impossible to say definitely from a coloured sketch, but it may
have been made at \Yorcester. The value would be about ;^20
to £2^ in that case.

Leeds Coffee Pot.— ic.530 (.AmberleyV—Your coffee pot

i^, no doubt, Leeds ware, dating about the end of the l8th cen-

tury. The lid appears to be missing, however, and this reduces

its value to about £2. The gold coin you refer to is known
here as the " Adelaide Assay Ofiice Pound." In mint state it

would fetch about £2 los. at a London auction sale.

Chamberlain Worcester Tea Service.— 10,542 (Ram-
sev).—The value of the tea service vou liescribe would be about

^8 los.

Stone China Dinner Service.— 10,439 (Tiverton).

—

F'rom your descripnon your dinner service is evidently one of

Mason's stoneware. \Ye cannot value it without list of pieces.

Staffordshire Group.— 10,467 (Truro).— If your Stafford-

shire group of Paul and Yirginia is perfect, it should fetch about

£2 los. to ;^3.

Wesley Figure.— 10,501 (Bratton Heming).—Your figure

of luhn Wesley was probably made about the middle of last

century, and its value is not above ;i^l or 25s.

HERALDIC CORRESPONDENCE
Conducted by A. Meredyth Burke

1,339 (London).—The Index to the Diocesan Wills at

Lincoln, issued by the British Record Society, includes all the

Wills registered in the Consistory (or Chief) Court of Lincoln,

but does not include the Wills in the .Stow Archidiaconal Court

or the various Peculiar Courts. Nor does it contain the

Administrations.

1,345 (London).— lohn Marston, the dramatist, canie ot a

family of some antiquity in Shropshire, his father, John Marston.
who was lecturer of the Middle Temple, being the third son of

Ralph Marston, of (Jayton, Salop, by Maria, his wife, daughter

of Andrew Guarsi, an Italian surgeon who had settled in

London. The exact date of the dramatist's birth is uncertain,

but he is believed to have been born about 1575 al Coventry.

There seems to be no doubt that he was the John Marston who
matriculated at Brasenose College, Oxford, in F'eliruary, 1591-2,

and who was admitted B.A., February, 1593-4, as the "eldest

son of an esquire." Wood appears to have confused him with

another John Marston who went to Corpus. He died 25th June,

1634, in London, and \\'as buried in the Temple Church beside

his father. His wife was a daughter of the Rev. William
Wilkes, chaplain to James I.

1,348 (Exeter).—(i) .Although in 1592 statutory power was
given to Lyon King ot Arms, to hold Heraldic \'isitations, the

existing official registers of Arms in Scotland extend only from

the reign of Charles II., and nothing is known of the older

records, if such there had been. (2) Contrary to the practice in

this country, the unaltered Scottish Coat of Arms is descendable
cmly to the heirs male or (as a quartering) through heirs t'emale,

being heirs portioners ; and younger sons and cadets have not

the right to bear the Arms until they have been re-matriculated

to themselves with such marks of cadency as may be required

by Lyon King of Arms.

1,352 (London).—The statement that Edmund Spencer is

descended Irom the same stock as the Spencers of Althorp is no
doubt based on Gibbon's reference to the Faery Qtieai " as the

most precious jewel in their coronet." The real fact is that

little or nothing is known of the poet's early life or the locality

whence his parents came. It seems possible, however, that he
sprang from the family of Spencer, of Hurstwood, near Burnley,

in Lancashire, and that his immediate predecessors were resident

on a little property called Spencers, situated in the forest of

Pendle, about three miles from Hurstwood.

1,356 (London).— Charters. Grants, Writs, Mandates and
other documents relating to those Provinces of France which
were under the English rule, will be found amongst the French
Rolls (or what are sometimes described as Treaty Rolls) pre-

served at the Public Record Office. These Rolls form a branch

of an important series of Chancery Enrolments relating to

foreign countries. The earliest relating to France is dated 1232.

but the regular series does not begin until 1307.

1,361 (London).—The Rev. Thomas Swift, who was rector

of Puttenham, Surrey, was not the grandfather of the celebrated

Dean .Swift, but w'as his first cousin, being a son of Thomas
Swift (by a daughter of Sir William Davenant. Knt.), who was
an elder brother of Jonathan .Swift, solicitor, of Dublin, father

of the renowned divine. The rector of Puttenham appears

to have been born in 1665, and his death took place in 1752.

The Rev. Thomas Swift, the grandfather, rector of Goodrich,

Co. Hereford, who was conspicuous for his active devotion

to the cause of Charles I., and also 10 that of his son Prince

Charles (afterwards Charles II.), during his exile, married

Elizabeth Dryden, sister of .Sir Erasmus Dryden, first baronet,

of Canons Ashby, and grand-aunt of John Dryden, the poet,

by whom he had issue ten sons and four daughters. The
family is one of great antiquity, being originally ^ettIed in

Durham early in the fourteenth century.

1.369 (Loudon).—Sir William Temple, Knt., was a man
of Considerable distinction in the reign of Elizabeth, being

much esteemed for his great learning and ability. Upon the

tragical death of the unfortunate Earl of Essex, to whom he

had been secretary, he went over to Ireland, and was appointed

Provost of Trinity College, Dublin, w-hich university he repre-

sented in the Parliament of 1613. He was knighted by the

Lord Deputy St. John, and appointed one of the Masters in

Chancery in 1622. By his wife, Martha, daughter of Robert

Harrison, he had two sons, the elder of whom, John, rose to

gi-eat eminence, and filled, for a long series of years, high and

confidential offices in the Government of Ireland.
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In spite of the fact that the j)icture sales of February

at Christie's and elsewhere numbered over a dozen, few

of them can be said to

be of more than ordin-

ary interest. Only one

picture reached four

figures, and only about

half a dozen came

anywhere near ^1,000.

The ]5rice of a picture,

it is true, is not neces-

sarily an indication

of its interest, however

closely it may represent market value for the time being.

The sale of February ist comprised the modern and

other pictures anti drawings of the late Mrs. Hannah
Entwisle, of the Oaks, Sunninghill ; of the late Mr. G.

B. C. Leverson, of 18, Queensbury Place, S.W. ; of the

late Mrs. Edwin Long, and other properties. The only

two pictures of note in the Leverson collection were :

H. I''antin-Latour, Bouquet J^anV, 19^ in. by 24 in., 1889,

290 gns. ; and E. Blair Leighton, To Ar»is, 60 in. by

41 in., from the Royal Academy of 1888, 58 gns. Mrs.

Long's property consisted of 15 lots of pictures by the

late Edwin Long, R.A., among which were : PharaoJis

Daughter: the Fiuding of Moses, 78 in. b\' 109 in., ex-

hibited at the Royal Academy of 1886, 420 gns.; The

Crown of Justification, 72 in. b\- 144 in., from the Royal

Academy of 1888, 150 gns.; and The Parable of the

Sower: Christ Preaching on the Shores of Galilee,

101 in. by 203 in., 1891, 125 gns. Among the Entwisle

pictures were: W. M tiller. An Undershot Mill, near

Llanelly, North Wales, 33^ in. by 53 in., 150 gns.;

Erskine Nicol, Fare an' Ounty, Ho7v it's Powcrin' .'

Phciv .' There's more of it, 10 in. by 7i in., 1852, 100 gns. ;

E. \'eiboeckhoven, Eives, Lambs, and Poultry in a

Landsca/ie, on panel, 263 in. by 33A in., 160 gns. ; two b\-

.\. Cuyp, Hilly Landscape, with a horseman crossing a

rustic bridge, and peasants driving cattle, on panel,

26 in. by 35 in., 560 gns. ; and a Frozen River Scene,

with a booth, sledges, and numerous figures, on panel,

18 in. by 25^ in., 260 gns. ; P. Neefs, Intcj-ior ofa Church,

with numerous figures, on panel, 27 in. by 43 in., 80 gns. ;

Sir J. Reynolds, Portrait of Miss Lctticc Patten, second

daughter of Thomas I'atten, in pink and white dress with

powdered hair, resting her rit^ht hand on a sculptured

vase, 50 in. by 40 in., i 10 gns.—this is presumably the

portrait of Miss L. Patten as " Dignity," which was sold

at Foster's on April 23rd, 1856, for 130 gns. ; the com-

panion portrait of Miss A. Patten was sold at the same
time and place for 200 gns.

; J. Ruysdael, Outskirts of a

Town, with boats on a river, peasants and animals,

29^ in. by 39 in., 100 gns. ; and two by Teniers, figures

Merty/naking outside a Cottage, igi in. by 28^ in.,

72 gns. ; and the Archduke Albert and the Archduchess

of Austria, in a picture gallery, 36A in. by 48 in., 92 gns.

The miscellaneous properties included : R. Ansdell, The

Caledonian Coursing Mectiiig, with portraits of many
well-known ]3eople and celebrated dogs (with ke\'),

6oi in. by 120 in., 230 gns. ; VV. Shayer, sen., Fisliing

tillage and Jetty, with peasants and horses, on panel,

135 in. by 172 in., 82 gns.

The sale of important pictures by old masters, works

of the Early English school, and modern pictines, the

propert)- of the Duke of Sutherland, removed from

Stafford House, St. James's, Trentham Hall, Stoke-on-

Trent, and Lilleshall House, Newport, formed the

sensation— a very mild one, it is true—of the month.

The closing of Trentham Hall, under circumstances

which are well-known to the public, invoh'ed a re-

arrangement of the magnificent gallery at the Duke's

London house, and the opportunity seems to ha\ e been

taken to weed out from the collection pictures which, by

their great size or lack of artistic interest, were no longer

desirable. Some of the pictures were bought in at the

sale at Trentham H.ill last year. The foimder of the

collection, the Marcjuis of Stafford, ist Duke of Suther-

land, was one of the most distinguished connoisseurs

and art patrons of his time ; he was the subject of a

caricature by James Gillray, published on Ma\ 9th, 1808,

with the \!\\\<:, Mcecenas in Pursuit of the Fine Arts:

he is represented close to the portico of Christie's old

rooms in Pall Mall; attached to the door-post is the

catalogue of a sale of " 800 capital pictures"; the picture

is reproduced in Roberts's Memorials of Christie's,

\o\. L, facing p. 88. As an instance of the Marquis's

extensn e patronage of the arts, it may be mentioned that

from^one of the papers of the day we gather that in 1807
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alone he purchased 22 pictures at the British Institution,

and sent them to Trentham. This type of collector has

long ceased to exist ! The most important picture in

tlie sale was the Van Uyck Portrait of a Gcntlevtan, on

horseback, in red doublet and hose braided with gold,

crimson cloak thrown o\'er the left shudder, hat in left

hand, mountainous landscape in the distance, 103 in. by

65 in., exhibited at the Grosvenor Gallery in 1886-7—this

portrait, which was bought in at the Trentham Hall sale

last year for 120 gns., now realised 2,100 gns. The lot

next in importance was a family portrait by Sir T.

Lawrence, Charlotte Sophia, daughter of the first Duke

of Sutherland, and wife of Henry Charles. 13th Duke of

Norfolk, in white low dress trimmed with lawn frills,

30 in. by 25 in., 820 gns.—this portrait (which was

apparently ne\er claimed by the sitter) and with another

sold for II gns. at the artist's sale in 1831. It was a

matter of some surprise that the Duke should have

"thrown out" such an interesting family portrait. H.

'-W. P'.ckersgill's copy of Sir Thomas Lawrence's Portrait

of Elizabeth, Countess of Grosi'enor, 29 in. by 24^, in.,

realised the unexpectedly high sum of 240 gns.

Of the other Sutherland pictures, the following were

the more important :—W. Etty, The World Before the

Flood, 55 in. by 77 in., 230 gns. ; five large unframed

views of Venice by C. Stanfield, notably the Doge's

Palace a>id the Piazetta of St. ^fark's, 130 gns.; The

Bridge of Sighs, 143 gns. ; and The I)oga?!a and Santa

Maria della Salute, 165 gns.—each of these pictures

measured 96 in. by 91 in. ; T. Willeborts Bosschaert,

Peace—an Allegory, 68 in. by 97 in., 90 gns. ; G. Dow,
Portrait of the Artist, in dark robe, black hat, and pearl

earrings, 27J in. by 23 in., 270 gns. : Rubens, Portrait

of Philip IV. of Spain, 96 in. by 84^ in., 130 gns. :

Guercino, .SV. Gregory, 116 in. by 83 in., 350 gns.;

.\ndrea del Sarto, The Mado?ina and Child ivith St.

John, 56 in. by 48 in., 650 gns. ; Ph. de Champagne.

Portrait of Cardinal Richelieu, in robes, 25^ in. by 21 in.,

no gns.; and J. Hoppner, Portrait of the Rt. Hon.

Thomas Grenville, in blue coat and white stock, red

curtain background, 29 in. by 24 in., 105 gns. The total

amount realised by loi lots was ^7.644 4s. 6d.

The late Mr. Charles .A.. D. Halford's choice collection

of modern pictures, water-colour drawings, and works

of old masters occupied Messrs. Christie on Saturday,

February 15th, anil the Monday following, a total [of

/8,i50 17s. 6d. being realised for 326 [lots. .\ con-

siderable number of the drawings and pictures in this

collection were by artists whose work was popular during

the third and earlier years of the fourth quarter of

the last 'century, but whose popularity has not been

maintaineti. Several lots in this collection have ap-

peared from 1876 to the spring of last year, in anonymous

sales, but did not reach the reserves placed upon them

by the late owner. The choicer drawings included :

Rosa Bonheur, Peasants and Sheep on the Landes, 13^ in.

by 21 in., 1866, 340 gns.; Vicat Cole, Nan>est Time,

13 in. by 19 in., 1866, 120 gns.; Copley Fielding, Llyn

Tal-y-Llyn and Cader Idris, loi in. hy i4.f in., 140 gns. :

nine by Birket Foster, including a Landscape, with

waggon, peasant, and cows. 5^ in. by -\ in., ico gns. ;

A Girl Gatherinq Water-Lilies. (y\ in. b\" 9^ in., 90 gns.

— both these were at the Old Masters. 1907 ; The Rialto,

Venice, 6 in. by 9 in., 100 gns. : Genoa and Sesti fr-om

Pcgli, 5 in. by 7| in., 70 gns. ; and J/arseilles, 5 in. by

7j in., 70 gns. ; six by Sir J. Gilbert, On the March.

19 in. by 30 in., 1873, ^2 gns. ; and The Standard Bearer.

\~h in. by 12 in., 1863, 84 gns. ; A. C. Gow, The Inn of

Doubtful Repute. \\\ in. by 14I in., 1874, 72 gns.; J.

Holland. In Venice, 14 in. by 10^ in., 120 gns. ; J. Israels.

Sailing the Toy-boat, i2i in. by i8i in., 310 gns. ; and

F. \V. Topham. The Venetian Water-Carriers, 21 in. by

29 in., from the Academy of 1870, 65 gns. The pictures

included : T. S. Cooper, Sheep on the Cliffs, on panel,

175 in. by 235 in.. 1864, 64 gns. ; H. \V. B. Davis, Ewes
and Lambs on a Hillside, Sunset. 19.5 in. by 30 in., 1885,

68 gns. : J. Docharty, Kilchurti Castle, Loch Awe, 23jin.

by 35i in., 1876, 90 gns.: T. Faed, Returning from

Market, 29 in. by 19 in., 1881, 75 gns. ; two by Sir Luke

Fildes, Dolly, 46 in. by 32! in., exhibited at the Royal

Academy, 1881, 200 gns.; and The Pet Dog, 31 in. by

23 in., 95 gns. ; and J. \'eyrassat, a pair on panel, Towifjg

the Barges and After the Day's Work, loi in. by 185 in.,

145 gns. -Among the old pictures were : Bordone,

Portrait of a Lady in a rich red dress holding her

gloves, 38 in. by 32 in., no gns.; and Botticelli, The

Madonna in green robe, holding the Infant Saviour in

her arms, on panel, 13^ in., circle, 135 gns.

Messrs. Christie's sale on February 22nd was made

up of modern pictures and water-colour drawings, the

property of the late Mrs. Mary Radclitte,Jof 28, Queen's

Gate ; of Mrs. T. S. Kennedy, of Wetherby, Yorks ; and

from other sources. The first-named collection included

a few good drawings : C. Fielding, A Storm on the

Coast, with shipping ofi" the jetty, 17* in. by 23I in.,

1S52, 250 gns. ; S. VxoWi, Roucti, 18 in. by 13 in., 85 gns.

;

and P. De Wint. Woody Landscape, with cattle by a

stream in the foreground, 12 in. by i8i in., 105 gns.;

and the following pictures : R. .Ansdell. 07i the Road

from Gibraltar to San Rogue, 375 in. by 59^ in., ex-

hibited at the Royal .Academy, 1866, 90 gns.; \V.

Bouguereau, An Italian Mother and Boys, 23? in. by

195 in., 170 gns. : and J. Linnell, sen.. Gathering Fuel,

28 in. by 39 in., 1868. Mrs. Kennedy's collection in-

cluded a drawing by J. M. W. Turner, The Lake of

Lucerne. Brunnen, 9 in. by 12 in., 400 gns. : and a picture

by T. Brett, The Lizard Head, z'h in. by 47* in., 1877,

75 gns. .Among the anonymous properties only two

pictures call for notice : \V. Shayer, sen., La?ie Scene near

Christchurch, Hants, with cottages, cart, peasant, and

cattle, on panel, I7j in. by 23^ in., 1857. 100 gns. ; and

H. Harpignies, !Za Xievre a Ncvers, 22 in. by 31 in.,

1883, 620 gns. The pictures and drawings collected by

the late Mr. T. M. Whitehouse. of Graiseley Old Mill,

Wolverhampton, were sold by Messrs. Christie on

Monday, February 24th. The tirst portion of the col-

lection of pictures of Mr. William Martin, of 50, Burling-

ton Gardens, .Acton, was sold by Messrs. Foster on

February 26th and 27th, and on March nth; the first

two davs' sale contained nothing of importance. Messrs.
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Christie's last sale of the month (,Feb. ^gth^t included

the collection of the late Lord VouniT. of Moray Place,

Edinburgh, and of the late Mr. \V. J. Hraikenridije, and

other properties. The tirst-nanied property comprised

a portrait cataloi;ued as by Sir T. Lawrence, and as of

Ru/tani Nrinslt-v S/n-r/i/ti/i. in blue coat, white vest and

stock, grey breeches, holding a stick in bis left hand,

49 in. by 39^ in., 540 gns. : Sir H. Raeburn. I'ortniit of

Sir D. \\'ilkit\ /\..-L, in brown coat and white stock,

oval, 30 in. by 25 in., 85 gns. ; and Rembrandt. Portrait

of Titus, the artist's son. in brown dress and large black

hat, seated, holding ,1 paper. 43J in. by 33.; in., 205 gns.

The diflferent properties included : I. Wooiton, /'('/7/v?//

oj Genrrai Jo/m Richmond Webb who died in 1^24) on

horseback, 137 in. by 142 in.. 171 2. 72 gns. : Early English

Sciiool possibh' the work of Sir Hy. Raeburn, but

more likely by c'.eorge Watson, a follower of Reynolds,

and first President of the Royal Scottish Academy)

:

Portraits of Mrs. Mary Ann Kycott, in white dress with

pink sash, seated on a bank, and her brother Henry,

who stands by her side, dressed in blue coat and xellow

vest. 50 in. by 39 in.. 510 gns.: Cooper Henderson, T/ie

Leeds Mail and t/ie Soiit/i Mail, a pair, 20 in. by 29 in..

iSo gns.; J. \'an Huysum. Fruit and Floicers, en a

sculptured pedestal. 34A in. by 28 in., no gns.; |. S.

Copley. Portrait of Col. Carleton .Lord Dorchester),

the defender of Ouebec, 1775, 35 in. by 25 in.. 58 gns.;

and Flemish school. IVinos of a Triptych, with donors,

a pair on panel. 28 in. by 8.^ in.. 70 gns.

Messrs. Hodgson's sale of January 30th and follow-

ing day. which was held over from last time, contained

two or three books

which cannot very well

be overlooked, but

was otiierwise of little

consequence. .\ copy

of Scott's W'averley,

the first ed it ion of 1814.

3 vols., 8vo. realised

/, 52. in sharp con-

trast to the £.\}i js.

realised for the Earl of

Shefheld's copy at Sotheby > on Nov. 4th last. Both sets

had been rebound ; but there was a material difference

between them in other respects. The Earl's copy had
been "cropped." and vols, i and 2 had no imprint.

The one which realised ^52 had the top and tore edges
entirely " uncut.' and though a few leaves were soiled,

and several others torn, it was much the more desirable

of the two. As is well known, the question of " cut
''

or " uncut '' inlluences prices immensely in the case of

all books which have any pretentions to importance.
A really good copy of the original edition of \Va%erhy
in the original boards, uncut, is worth £\IQ. Other
important books disposed of at this sale comprised
Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield, 1S17, with 24 coloured
plates by Rowlandson. /12 jnorocco), and an edition of
St. Jerome printed by uerard Leeu at Couda in 1480
iNo. 937 in Campbell), ^6 i vellum, two blank leaves

missing'. This was entitled in the catalogue, Hoeck Win
den Uien der Jieilii^hen vaderen in der ll'oestinen, and
had all the initial letters in red. Jefierys's .l/nerican

Atlas, 32 large maps, i774-(), realised £2b ids. half

russia. no title or text\

Mr. K. .A.. Crisp's privately printed Parochial and other
Registers are. of course, frequently met with, thoui^h

rarely in a long series, for a very small number of copies
of any of them were printed not more than 50 as a
rule, and in some instances as few as 30 or 35. .\s manv
as si.xteen of these books, all in vellum or half vellum.

appeared at Sotheby's on February 3rd, and though
the prices realised were not high, the circumstance
invites notice. The Abstracts of .'<o/nersets/tire Wills,

6 vols., 1887-90, sold for the largest amount, viz.,

^.4 2s. 6d. 150 copies printed , and then follow Tke
Pan's/t Rci^isters of K'elsale, Suffolk, £1 I os. (50 copies

printed', and T/te Cat/iolic Registers of llic City of Wor-
cester, £_.\ y. (50 copies printed). .\\\ the rest realised

sums ranging from 6s. to 19s. Howard and Crisps
Visitation of England and Wales. 13 vols.. 1893-1905.
hardly comes within the same category, and the same
remark applies to the authois Visitation of Ireland,

4 vols., 1897-1904. These are works of more general
interest, and the sums realised were higher, namelv
£- 15s. and £}, 5s. respectively. This sale of Feb. 3rd
was a good one, though there is not much to

chronicle, as the merit possessed by the collection as
a whole was very evenly distributed. Hennepin's Xeic
Disco7'ery of a Vast Country in America. 169S, S\o,
£i-, 15s. (calf, the two maps torn;, and Herrara's History
of the Vast Continent and Islands of America, o \ols.,

1725-6. 8vo. £\6 15s. x~'il'"- 'ire familiar books which
do not need any e.xjilanatory remarks. Not so the first

or •• Shakespeare edition '' of Nolinshed's Chronicles.

2 vols., folio, 1577, which realised ^^75. This is an
unusual work very rarely found in good order. The
first volume of this copy was in good condition, but the
second was far otherwise, so that the price realised must
be considered rather high. I his issue of Holinshed
is called the Shakespeare edition because Shakespeare
must have used it in the compilation of his historical

plays, for he not infreiiuently borrows long passages
which are either much altered or altogether omitted
in later editions. Only one other work remains to be
noticed, and it has frequently appeared of late. It was
the familiar Hakluytus Postiunnus or Purchas his

Pilgriines, 5 vols., folio. 1625-26. a fairiy good copy,
which realised /50. What seems to be the finest set

known belonged to Mr. \'an .-\ntwerp, and realised ^'170

at his celebrated sale last year. Each of his volumes
was in its original \elUim covers, with remains of the

blue silk ties, and looked as though it had been kept

under lock and key from the day it was published.

On February nth a series of 27 vols., comprising the

Cataloi^ue of Pirds in the British Museum Collection,

compiled by Seebohm, Sharpe, Sclater, and others,

'^74-95- sold for ^39 at Sotheby's ^original cloth', and
the 7 vols, forming the original edition of Lord Lilford's

Birds of the British Empire, 1S85-97, for /51 ,half
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morocco). This cop\' had the extra coloured plate of the

Turtle Dove, which is very often missing. A second

edition of this work, also in 7 vols., appeared in 1891-97.

its value being just a little less. This sale of Feb. nth

and two following days was of a very miscellaneous

character, but as often happens in such cases, especially

at the Wellington Street rooms, many excellent and

expensive works were disposed of. There was, for

instance, a series of original editions of the plays of

Massinger and other dramatists with whom he sometimes

collaborated, bound in a volume, which realised ^35 :

seventeen volumes of the Transactions of the Zoological

Society of London, 1835-1906, ^38 (half russia and in

parts): Gould's Birds of Asia. 7 vols.. iS 50-83. £1?, ids.

(half morocco : Booth's Rough Xotes on Birds. 3 vols..

i88i-8~, £21 (half morocco ; and a good copy ot

Firanesi's Vedute di J\owa and the I'asi e Candelabri.

together three vols, folio, ^37 (uncut). The 183 plates

found in these folios were all original Roman proof

•impressions, a point to be noted, for they were re-issued

at Paris some years after they rirst appeared at Rome,

and these later impressions lose immensely by com-

parison, and are also of much less value.

This sale was perhaps chiefly remarkable for the

number of original editions of modern American authors

contained in the catalogue. The prices realised were

not high, but as a great deal of misconception exists

regarding what are really classics in their way, it may be

as well perhaps to refer to some of them in detail. -\11

the following were original editions, in cloth bindings

or hoards, as issued:— Mrs. Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cal>i>i.

2 \ols., Boston, 1S52, £6 15s. some leaves stained ;

Emerson's Xature. Boston. 1S36, £\ 9s. (some leaves

stained; : Essays. Boston, 1841, 13s. damaged ; Reprc-

sentatii'e Men, Boston. 1850, ^i 6s. : English Traits,

Boston. 1856, I IS. : The Conduct ofLife, Boston, i860, 9s.;

and Society and Solitude, Boston, 1S70, and Letters and
Social Aims. 1876, also printed at Boston, i6s. the two.

The following by Nathaniel Hawthorne were printed at

Boston:

—

Twice Told Tales. 1S37, 19s. stained : The

Scarlet Letter. i\\e earliest issue having the word "re-

duplicate'' on page 21. 1850. 19s.; and The House of the

Sez-cn Gables. 185 1, i6s. The Harbinger, by Oliver

Wendell Holmes, 1833, published anonymously, realised

X. I i8s. : Poems. 1836, £}, iSs. (stained ; and Elsie

I'cnner. 2 \"ol3., 1861, 15s. All these were published at

Boston, as before. James Russell Lowell's Coni'ersations

on some of the Old Poets, Cambridge, Mass.. 1845,

brought £2, 8s. : A Fablefor the Critics. New \'ork, 184S,

21S. : The Biglow Papers, both series. 2 vols., Cambridge

and Boston. 1848-67, £1 us.: Fireside Trai'cls. Boston,

1864, 9s., and the first collected edition of the /'oems.

2 vols., Boston, 1849, 1 8s. boards, damaged . Original

editions of Whitman and Whittier also attract attention,

notably the Brooklyn issue of the formers Leazrs of
Grass, 1856, ^4 i8s. This book was very adversely

criticised when it first appeared at New York, and was

withdrawn b\' the publishers. The author then issued

it on his own account with the Brooklyn imprint. It

is said that no copy having the Nlw York imprint is

known to exist. The rirst edition of Whittiers Poems.

Philadelphia, 1S3S, realised a guinea, but the other

original editions of the authors works went at an average

price of 12s. each. Longfellow's Hyperion, 2 vols.. New
York. 1839, sold for 31s. boards, loose .

The copy of Blagdon's Memoirs of George Morlami.

1806, oblong folio, which realised ^(16 on the 17th of

Februar}-, was somewhat instructive. At first sight it

looked as though £2,0 would have been more reasonable,

but as one of the large coloured plates showed a water-

mark dated 1S24 when held up to the light, it was clear

that it could not belong to the original issue. The entire

volume therefore suffered, as is usually the case, under

such circumstances, thus alibrding further e\"idence. if

any were needed, of the extreme importance of attention

to detail in all cases where expensive books are con-

cerned. This sale of February 17th was of a good

second-rate character, and as such contained many
notable books. The Italian edition of The Decameron.

Londra (Parigi;, 1757, 5 vols., 8vo. realised as much as

;f(2o, mainly on the strength of its old French morocco

binding, and La Borde's Choi.v de Chansons. Paris.

4 vols., royal Svo. 1773, ^61 (old French calf. Lycett's

Views in Australia, containing 50 coloured plates and

a map, 1824, sold for £13, and La Fontaine's Contes

ct A'ou7'elles en vers, the celebrated Fermiers-Generaux

edition, 2 vols.. Svo. 1762, ^21. This particular copy

had two of the plates decouvertes. and also 13 of the

rejected plates, but was not an ideal one, for six un-

covered plates were originally published, and 24 rejected

by the Societe d'Amateurs on account of their free

nature, and for other reasons. Copies containing all of

them are seldom met with. The uncovered plates

usually found, as in this instance, are the first and second,

i.e., " Le Gas de Conscience '' and " Le Diable de

Paperiguiere.' The scarcest of all is the fourth. •" Le

Bat,'' though all the four are extremely rare. We see.

tlierefore, that the Fermiers-Generaux edition of the

Contes et Xouvey.: '
- -- b:lities, and that the im-

portance of each c estimated on its merits.

As much as 7,000 francs ha? been obtained in Paris

for a rirst-rate copy.

On February 19th and 20th, Messrs. Puttick and

Simpson sold a number of books which had at one

time or another belonged to the Poet Wordsworth. A
copy of the rirst edition of Keats's Endymion. 1818,

containing his signature, realised ^54 (boards, loose),

but with this exception prices ruled low. A presentation

copy of The F.vcursion, 1814, 4to, sold for ;£io (boards,

uncut), but an inserted portrait of Wordsworth in pencil

and chalk accounted for a part of this amount. Of

infinitely more importance, though it did not realise

as much as might have been expected {£ 1 7 1 55.),

was the original manuscript catalogue of Wordsworth's

Library at Rydal Mount, containing a great number of

entries in his autograph, and a few in that of Robert

Southey. Wordsworth's daughter, Dora, had also added

m.any titles, so that this book constituted a very interest-

ing relic of the Lake School of Poets. Other important

works sold on the same occasion comprised a copy of
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Thomson's Stitsons, 1807, 410 JiA> 15s., containing an
original poem in the handw-riting of Lord Byron com-
mencing "'Go \'olume of the Wintry Blast," and a

CaiaJogue of tfu London IJbrary\ which had evidently

belonged to Carlyle, as it contained numerous character-

istic notes in the margins, such as " Horrible," " Stuff,"

" What terrible wagon loads of rubbish,' " Bad." and
other exclamations indicative of derision and contempt
on the part of the writer, who was, without doubt, the

Chelsea sai;e. This critical analysis sold for ^6 15s.,

little enough one would think. The only other work
to which special attention need be directed is The
Journal of the LiiU Actions of the French in Canada.
by Colonels Keyard and Lodowick, 1695, 4I0- This
tract consists of but 13 leaves inclusive of title-page and
preface, but it nevertheless realised ^^70, for it is in

f>oint of date and general importance well within the

magic circle surrounding the better class of Americana.
and thereby hangs a tale.

The remainder of the month was occupied with several

sales, among them the modem portion of the library- of
the late Rev. Dr. Gott. Bishop of Truro, whose more
important books will be disposed of later on. The
following selections may be made ;—The second edition

of the Faerie Ouecne. 1596, and the rirst edition of the
second part, also dated 1596, realised ^[63 old calf, the
Welsh words on page 332 of \'ol. I. were printed :

the fourth folio oi ShuJrcspeare's Comedies. Histories
ami Tragedies. 16S5. £j,o iiiorocco, portrait cut and
mounted, and the last leaf mended : the entire series of
p!ates engraved for Captain Cook's / 'orage touardj the

South Pole and Round the World tthe Second Voyage .

J 776-77. £58 proofs : and the Loggie nei Ftiticarw,

the three series comprising; the arabesques, stuccoes
and ceilings of the Vatican, in 2 vols., folio. 1772. the

45 engravings coloured by hand, ^^30 half morocco).
These plates to Cook's X'oyages were on large size folio

paper, and it is generally supposed that not more than
SIX sets were so printed for certain oiiicials connected
with the .\diniralty. .A.s stated, all were proofs before
the engraver's numbers or iev.ering. and in addition
there were a number of the etchings, some of them
;n curious and rare states.

Christie's held only one saie of engravings during
Februar>-, but this was of considerable importance, ft

consisted of engra\-
ngs by .^Ibrecht
Durer. and plates from
:ne Lifier Studiorum.
:he property of .Mrs.

.
S. Kennedy : etch-

:ngi by I), v. Ca;neron

and Sir F. Seymour
Haden: and engrav-

ings of the Earlv
English School in

mezzotint, stippie. and colour from various private
sources.

The Durer prints were not of exceptional quality, and

only one made a price of any note, this being the
Melancholia, No. 74 in Bartsch, which realised /7S 15s.

The Liber Studiorum plates, most of which were rirst

states or engraver's proofs, realised sums \ ar\ ing from
10s. 6d. for a second state of Rispah to 35 gns. lor a
line engravers proof of A/.f : the chief Cameron etchini;

was a nice impression of St. Laumer. Blois. which made
^42, whilst the highest priced Haden subjea was a
third trial proof of Greenzi-ich, which sold for 19 <ms.

Higher prices were realised when the mezzotints and
stipples were reached, one of the first lots, which con-
sisted of tiie well-known pair of mezzotints by lames
Ward, rightly considered his chef diiu7j-es. Children
Baching and Juvenile Retirement, realising the satis-

factory, though not record, price of fA2,t ]o.-. .Another
imponant lot was a line impression in colours of .l/r.r.

Fitzherbert, by Conde. after Cosway. for which f,\ 13 Ss.

was given, which was followed by two coloured im-
pre^sions oi Jane Cou7iiess cf H.irrington and Children
and Lady Smyth and Children, each by Banolozzi.
after Reynolds, which together realised / 162 15s. The
Duchess of Deixinshirc and Ladr Duncannon. two other
colour-prints by Banolozzi. after Downman. made ^84,
and a first state of that rare Cousins print. The Sunshijie

of Love, after Raoux. went for ^"64. Finally, there must
be mentioned an etched letter proof of The Wai-rencr.

by William Ward, after Morland, which realised /52 ids..

and a second published state of the Duchess of Bedford.
by S. W. Keyiiolds. after Hoppner. for which 42 crns.

w-as gi^en.

The sales 01 furniture, china, and bric-a-brac held
duriny February, apart from the Kraikenridge collection,

were by no means of first iniponance.
A tew good items, it is true, were sold

at Christie's on the 7th. but on the
whole the collections onered were of quite orJinar}-
quality.

The sale on the 7th consisted mainly of furniture and
china from miscellaneous sources, the china including
some good English. Oriental, .-^nd Continental pieces.
-A. small Worcester cylindrical mug. for instance, 6 in.

high, made £\\i 10s.: a Dresden bowl and cover.
painted with Chinese figures, iiiin. high, wen: for

^14! 15s.: and a pair of old Ciiinese Kang-he powdered
blue bottles, enamelled in famille \ er.e. lol in. high,
realised ^315. Amongst the furniture, the chief lot was
a super'b Louis XVI. suite, consisting of six I'auteuils and
a settee, partly gilt and painted pale green. co\ered with
old Beauvais tapestry, which went for ^^i.og;.

On the J4:h. at a similar s.ile. a Dresden group 01 a
lady and a harlequin made .^"262 los., and a Dresden
centrepiece, formerly the property of Lord Byron, realised

£.194 5s. Included in this sale were a few panels of
tapestry, a large oblong old Brussels panel, emblematic
of .Asia, signed A van Wercx, making f.^c^'S, lo^.. and
two other Brussels panels, wiih subjects from classical

history, realising ^300. On the 21st. too. a set of
three Brussels panels, with episodes from the life of
Scipio, realised ^420.

Furniture

and China
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The event of the month at Christie's was the dispersal

of the collection of meili:v\al works of art formed in the

early part of the 19th centurx' by George

-, ^

,

. Weare Braikenridge, and sold bv order
Braikenridge ,. ^, ^ r »u 1 ,. wt i a
_ ot the executors of the late W. jerdone

Braikenridge. The sale, which occupied

two days, produced / 15,626.

Most of the gems of the collection were sold on the

first day, the chief item being a 13th centur\- ciborium

of copper gilt and champlese enamel, believed to have

come from Malmesbury Abbey, which realised £b.ooo.

This was followed by a fine pair of French 13th century

copper-gilt and champlese enamel candlesticks, which

realised ^^450, and a rem<irkable Henr\- \"III. mazer

bowl of maple wood, mounted with silver gilt, for

which ^2,300 was given. An Elizabethan tazza, silver-

gilt, weight 12 ozs. 4 dwts., went for ^{^400, and a

miniature of a gentleman, by Nicholas Milliard, sold

for £b20.

[-- Tl"e principal item of the second day was the cradle

of Henry \'., originally at Courtfield, near i\lonmouth.

where the Infant Prince was for some time placed. More

interesting than artistic, it was secured by Mr. Guy
Laking, tlie King's armourer, for ^'241 los. It has since

transpired that it was purchased on behalf of His Majesty,

and will be placed in the Royal colle' tion at Windsor.

TW() sales of silver ])late were held at Christie's during

Februarx', one on the 13th consisting of items from

\arious anonymous
sources, and the other

on the 20th, in which

was included the silver

plate of the late Lord

N'oung. In the first

sale a Charles I. circu-

lar bowl, 2 ozs. 9 dwts.,

realised 290s. an ounce ;

a Charles II. porringer,

22^ ozs., made i 55s. an

ounce ; an Klizabethan chalice, 5 ozs. 4 dwts., made
310S. an oimce ; and 190^. an ounce was gi\en for a

Charles I. plain paten, 4 ozs. 2 dwts. In the other sale

the chief items were a Charles 11. beaker, 2 ozs. 12 dwts..

and a William III. porringer, 4 ozs. 14 dwts., which

made 290s. and iocs, an ounce respectively.

.\n interesting medal was sold at .Messrs. I'uttick antl

Simpson's rooms on the 14th, being the silver medal

awarded to the celebrated Grace
Grace Darling

,-, ,• , , ,-, ,,
, Uarhni; 1)\' the Cilassjow Humane

il .

Societ\-. It was ottered for sale bv a
Medi

niece of the original recipient, and realised ^;i.

At an extensive sale of coins and medals held at

Messrs. Glendinin? & Co.'s galleries on February 27th

and 28th, the chief item was a naval medal with two bars,

Martinique, Recruit. 17 June, 1809, one of only three

issued for the Recruit. It realised ^25.

Lovers of fine old Dresden and Sevres porcelain had
a rare treat at Christie's rooms in the first week in March,

when the wonderful collection formed by
The Dickins the late Mr. C. I. Dickins was dispersed.

Collection The collection is, of course, familiar to

our readers, owing to the illustrated

article dexoted to it in our sixteenth volume.

This valuable collection, which was catalogued in

about 330 lots, and occupied Christies rooms for three

days, was especially rich in fine Sevres, and the total

realised (^^44,292^ says much for the general quality of

the pieces sold. Nearly half of this total was realised

on the opening day, when most of the gems of the

collection were sold. Some disappointment was expressed

at the qualit)- of the Dresden, which it was said was

not as a whole of the finest quality, but the excellence

of the Sevres made up for this deficiency. A Dresden
crinoline group of the Countess de Koessel. for instance,

which realised 750 gns.. was said to be of a later date

than the example sold for i.ooo gns. in November, 1906.

The Sevres, howexer. realised excellent prices through-

out, the thirty-four pieces sold on the first day. for

instance, totalling no less than ^^13,798. Two fine pieces

decorated by that great master Morin proved to be the

most sensational items. The first, an eventail jardiniere

painted with a quay scene by Morin and trophies by

Sioux, jun., 1763, made 3,050 gns., and the other, a set

of three vases and covers, the decorations b\- Morin,

and the gilding by \'incent, 1779, went for 3,200 gns.

A fine pair of Louis X\'. vases, with apple-green scrolls,

1757, realised |i. 500 'gns. ; a pair of exentail jardinieres

by Tandart, 1760, and Michaud. 1762, went for 1,000 gns.

;

and for a set of five Dresden dessert stands ^^840 was

gi\ en.

On the second day the Dresden sold was of a much
finer qualitx . and two lots at least were recognised to

be of a very high standard. One of these, a charming

group ot a lady wearing a black crinoline, with a gentle-

man at her left and a negro at her right, though only

6 inches high, sold for 1.050 gns.. and two most charm-

ingly modelled busts of children. 9f inches high, went

for 1,150 gns. These two busts were sold at the Hope
Hdwardes sale in 1901, then realising 580 gns.

Some good pieces of Se\ res were also sold, a pair

of vases and co\ers with Louis X\'l. ormolu plinths

making 1,080 gns.; a vase and cover with bleu Royal

ground going for 1.200 gns. ; and a pair of gms bleu

\ases making 1.400 gns.

The third day's section consisted ot some more

Continental porcelain, a few English pieces, and a

number of objects of art, no lot attaining four figures.

The chief lot sold was a pair of Khang He powdered

blue \ases. which made 460 gns.
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